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all hail to christmas
mormon pioneer holiday celebrations

richard lanian kimball

to mormon historians and members of the church generally christ-
mas is not a particularly mormon holiday though contemporary latter
day saints throughout the world embrace a variety of traditions that
commemorate the holiday no major body of distinctively mormon tra-
dition surrounds the day in december traditionally reserved for the cele
bration of the birth of jesus christ mormonscormons celebrate the holiday like
most other christichristlchristiansans reading from the nativity account in luke
exchanging presents and spending time with family and friends santa
claus decorated trees and the redemptive story of ebenezer scrooge all
are staples of the winter holiday for mormonscormons in the united states fig i1
some members of the church lament that christmas celebrations have
devolved into a commercialized ritual focused on the acquisition of goods
rather than on a solemn remembrance of the savior s birth such critics
seek to put christ back into christmas and return to the days of old
when the holiday meant more than toys and shopping trips

in mormon history such halcyon days of christmas past never existed
nevertheless the celebrations of christmas and the new year the central
comcomponentsn ft ofF tthek pioneer saintsonntconnic ardanbrdanholiday season carried considerable
cultural importance before and especially after 1870 the winter holiday
season was annually anticipated and widely celebrated and it served as the
crowning social event of the year being preeminently important to early
mormonscormonsMormons As an 1869 editorial in the juvenile instructor recorded the win-
ter holidays provided long evenings for social gatherings and parties and
pleasant firesidefire side intercourse and in no country and among no people are
they more valued than in our territory and by the saints who reside here I11

by about 1870 the saints in salt lake city celebrated christmas in much
the same way we do today santa claus gifts and parties and socialssociats competed
with the birth of christ as the central focus of the mormon christinaschristmas

celebrations revolved around a season of merriment that included both
holidays though much like today each holiday meant something different
to the pioneer saints christmas was a time of friends frolics and feasts in
addition to its religious connotations this holiday offered the saints a chance
to close out the year in high style with a public expression of gratitude and

byustudics4obyustudiesBYU Studies 40 non033 2001 7
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joy for the bounties brought in during the recently concluded harvest the
commemoration of the new year on the other hand was more contem-
plative and provided early mormonscormons with an opportunity to assess the past
year and contemplate the future pioneer new year s celebrations were
more subdued than those of today and included expressions of gratitude
for past blessings and declarations of hope for the coming year 2

utah holiday

after the saints arrived in utah records of christmas celebrations offer
a fairly complete picture of christmas and new years celebrations news-
paper and journal accounts attest that the winter holiday period carried
considerable cultural importance to pioneer mormonscormonsMormons the mormonscormons com-
bined american and european christmas traditions and in this amalgam
emerged a tradition that became the mormon christmas part import
part homegrownhome grown the resulting celebrations recalled holiday festivities
from other parts of the world while containing a distinct latter day saint
sensibility that required moderation and self control in merrymakingmerry making

even as they struggled for sufficient food and shelter the mormon
pioneers took time their first year in the valley to celebrate christmas and
staged christmas dinners that ranged from boiled rabbit to splendid spreads
the settlers also set aside time for contemplation and celebration at the
close of the year some of the story of the first mormon christmas holiday
celebration in utah in 1847 is well known and reflects the deprivation and
discomfort ofpioneer life elizabeth huffaker who participated in that first
christmas celebration as a child recalled that temporal needs over-
shadowed the holiday festivities we all worked as usual that day she
remembered the men gathered sage brush and some even plowed for
though it had snowed the ground was soft and the plows were used nearly
the entire day on the following day sunday a large meeting was held
around the flagpole at the center of the fort children played and the group
sang come come ye saints huffaker s christmas dinner consisted of
boiled rabbit and bread despite spending the holiday in unfamiliar and
straitened circumstances huffaker concluded that in the sense of perfect
peace and good will I1 never had a happier christmas in all my life 733

young elizabeth huffaker may have captured the way most mormonscormons
in the valley spent their first christmas but there were some who cele-
brated more festively according to the diary of eliza R snow a flurry of
holiday activities began before christmas and extended through the
new year on december 232318472018471847 sister snow attended a dinner with sev-
eral friends at brother writer s home where they had a good time sister
susa young gates one of the attendees referred to this and other occasionsoccasions
as organizorganic d parties christmas day found eliza at a party hosted by
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lorenzo young at least a dozen guests freely & sociably partook of the
good things of the earth including a splendid dinner4dinnerdinnery744 another pioneer
christmas party was a social for the little girls of the camp hosted by clara
decker young the week between christmas and new year s found women
gathering at the willis home where president john smith taught and
blessed them other saints assembled to hear parley P pratt give a discourse
titled the velocity of the motion of bodies when surrounded by a
refined element still others held dinner parties to note the upcoming
new year 5

As resources increased over the next several years the pioneer saints
demonstrated their attachment to the christmas holiday by steadily
enlarging the size and scope of their holiday activities catherine wooley
spent the second christmas in the valley hosting a dancing party for seven-
teen couples the guests ate refreshments at eight one and again at three
oclock as they promenadedpromenades through the night 6 an even larger crowd
gathered at brigham youngs home to celebrate christmas 1850 one hun-
dred fifty guests celebrated with a large feast comprised of locally grown
foodstuffs dancing occupied the visitors until a late hour though
sweets were a luxury during most of the year by the saints second christ-
mas in salt lake a sufficient supply of molasses had been stored to make
candy canes for the children honey taffy and animal shaped cookies made
from sweet dough filled childrens stockings 7 in 1850 a brass band traveled
on horseback throughout salt lake city on christmas morning serenadserenade

ing leading church officials 8 within three years of the valley s settlement
widespread celebrations of the christmas holiday from fetes involving
hundreds of guests to small family celebrations in roughhewnrough hewn cabins
had surfaced in the great basin

christmas celebrations in utah continued to grow in size and signifi-
cance on christmas morning in 1852 hundreds of public workers led by
self proclaimed public hand brigham young descended on the carpen-
ters hall in salt lake city for a mammoth party hours of dancing
singing and listening to speeches kept the partygoerspartygoers busy into the night
the assembly accepted a donation of candies and raisins which had been
sent to the party by a captain hooper and divided it among the poor so they
too could enjoy some luxuries of the season just twelve hours after the
christmas day party closed more than five hundred persons filled the hall
again for a second day of dancing and revelry which lasted from ten oclock
in the morning until midnight 9

A long holiday season

the saints in early utah celebrated the birth of christ as part of a
longer holiday season that began before christmas and extended into the
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new year 10 on january 518545 1854 the deseret news reported that the social
hall then salt lake cityscites largest place of indoor assemblage has been
occupied every afternoon and evening by social parties changing daily
and vieingvicing with each other which shall enjoy themselves most while each
in their turn have seemed to be full enjoying all they were capable of
furthermore the assemblies will be continued from day to day till all the
public hands have had a cotillon sic dance 11 A week of public parties
dances and amusements referred to in another newspaper article as the
I1 customary annual period of relaxation initiated not only the celebra-
tion of christmas but also the busiest social season of the year 12 one
report from fillmore in 18601860 related that sleigh riding and other amuse-
ments have been the order of the day for the last two weeks and dinner
picnicpic nic and dancing parties have been well attended and on such occasions
thepungoesthe pungoespungoes as the natives call them have had to move lively 13 indeed the
holiday season kept mormonscormons in fillmore and other parts of utah moving
from sleigh to dance floor to party

mormonscormonsMormons like other americans had come to expect a festive season at
the close of the year during which they could enjoy the company of distant
friends and relatives and express gratitude for a bountiful harvest christ-
mas and the new year dovetailed with the slow season in agricultural utah
crops had already been gathered and the frozen ground usually prevented
plowing of this lax period the deseret news commented in 1865

holiday times are coming workmen are taking the holidays because they
cant help it sad interferersinterferers sic with outdoor work those storms good fires
are pleasant just now are those big piles of wood still held in reserve in the
lower wards remember the poor where you find them you who are com-
fortablefortable their comfort will add to your pleasures

further advising the holiday merrymakersmerrymakers the paper reminded readers
to take care of yourselves when you get heated with dancing and avoid
catching colds 14

admonitions and regulations

not all christmas festivities however received the approbation of
church leaders just days after brigham young s large 18501850 holiday party
was carried off in decorous fashion apostle parley P pratt took aim at less
respectable christmas activities on new years day 1851 pratt delivered a

sermon at the fourteenth ward schoolhouse pratt hoped that the same
proceedings would not be permitted in that house as were practiced in
some parts of the valley for instance pratt pointed out 11some of his
young people rode out to the north country at christmasschristmasyChristmass sic spent the
sabbath &cac and was informed they had been to a party ate and drank
fiddled and danced did they sing and pray at their party no did they ask
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a blessing at the table no pratt told his folks he did not wish them to
attend any more dances among a people who had no time to sing pray ask
a blessing or go to meeting apostle wilford woodruff followed pratt by
arguing that when any people suffered themselves to be led away by
vanity folly or recreation so far as to banish god from their thoughts and
ways they BOUGHT THEIR WIT TOO DEAR 15 elders pratt and woodruff seemed
more concerned with maintaining the rectitude of mormon gatherings
than the sanctity of the christmas holiday but their criticisms speak to an
early concern with the manner ofholiday celebrations in some ways these
brethren were reminding the saints to keep christ in christmas to main
tain a reverential attitude of thanksgiving when commemorating the birth
of the savior

admonition against excessive merrymaking during the holidays became
an expected complement to announcements for parties dances and socialssociasociatsls

writing about the holiday social season editors at the deseret news recog-
nized the necessity of celebrating but warned against too much amusement

there is much more leisure time at the command of the people than at any
other season of the year it is a time ofvery general relaxation from arduous
toil and amusements parties and other sources of social intercourse and
enjoyment receive a large share of attention by many dancing is a good
and healthy exercise when it is not indulged in to excess and when proper
precautions are taken to avoid injurious results but no wise person
would wish to dance every evening 16

even during the christmas holiday the scriptural injunction requiring
moderation in all things prevailed so the saints sought to keep their
leisure time activities in check the consumption of alcohol was particu-
larly1 ai1i

7.7 itproscribed intn pstablcbestablishinga tthekl banlanrbehavioralal boundarieskniinanrpc for the 1860
holiday season the deseret news offered no freedom to imbibe in the
spirits of christmas no gentleman will ever obtrude his presence upon
any respectable company while he is affected by the distillations of wheat
or barley if a kind word failed to dissuade drunkards from a dance
11something more than a hint like this should be made tangible to them 17

the peace of the christmas season was to accompany the pioneers holiday
celebrations even if it had to be enforced with a tangible push toward
temperance

the saints took care not to mix their celebrations with the sabbath
day even more sedate christmas celebrations dancing visiting and attend-
ing socialssociats were not generally deemed as fitting to be performed on the
sabbath as on a week day when the calendar called for a sunday christ-
mas celebrations were rescheduled to avoid the sabbath 18 celebrations
commemorating the religious holiday did not measure up to the standards
for observing the weekly sabbath holy day
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rowdyism during the holidays

the saints fears about rowdyism disrupting christmas day celebra-
tions stemmed from a long history of unseemly and sordid behavior that
surrounded the year end holidays in america and europe historian
stephen nissenbaum has concluded that early american christmas cele-
brationsbrations like their european predecessors involved behavior that most of
us would find offensive and even shocking today rowdy public displays
of excessive eating and drinking the mockery of established authority
aggressive begging often involving the threat of doing harm and even the
invasion of wealthy homes 19 although rowdy public behavior proved
unpopular among most latter day saints christmas festivities provided
license for some revelers to follow such less refined traditions

while evidence of a handful of ill mannered public holiday displays
has been preserved most evidence of immoderate christmas revelry must
be found between the lines of the historical sources for example although
most christmas celebrations went off without a hitch peaceful displays
of christmas cheer were on occasion considered worthy of remark fol-
lowing christmas day 18601860 the deseret news recorded

there was no rowdyism seen in the streets nor unusual demonstrations
made of a belligerent character such as we have seen on such occasions indi-
cating that if there are any rowdies about they are not very anxious to show
off at the time of going to press no unpleasant circumstance had transpired
and it is believed that none occurred to mar the festivities of the occasion 20

three years later the holidays passed in a quiet peaceable orderly man-
ner drunkenness and rowdyism being no part of the ceremonies 21 the
fact that a quiet christmas elicited a response in the local paper indicates
that not all holidays passed off so peaceably

other reports directly signify the intemperate activities that often
accompanied the holidays on december 241862 a deseret news editori-
alist commented it is presumed that christmas will be very generally
observed by the deseretansDeseretans as a holiday an arrangement to which we
would not particularparticularly ly object if the supposed anniversary of the birth of
the savior was not too often desecrated by intemperance and the disgrace-
ful performances of many of its observers 22 usually the rowdy behavior
was associated with alcohol as in 1859 when a group of 11christians dis-
senters and other outsiders with some who profess better things have tar-
ried too long at the wine or made too free use of mountain dew 23

non mormonscormons were often blamed for the flare ups of christmas incivility
in 1861 the newspaper ruthlessly attacked rabble rousersrougers who spilled their
christmas indulgence into the holiday streets of salt lake city the edito-
rialist hoped that decent christmas celebrations could take place in the near
future without being molested by the unhallowed yells and disgusting
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performances of reckless beings reveling in dissipation and debauchery as
has often been the case during the last three years eight reckless revel-
ers including a judge an attorney one professional rowdy and one
youthful aspirant for distinction appappearedeared before the bar that year to
answer for their holiday offenses fines ranging from five to fifty dollars
were levied against this crew for furious driving drunkenness and fight-
ing one rowdy was cited for running a horse over a female pedestrian 24

on several occasions rowdy holiday behavior in salt lake city turned
violent not even the sabbath day was spared such was the case on christ-
mas day 1859 a sabbath christmas that turned bloody just after sabbath
services at the tabernacle adjourned a gang style gunfight disrupted the
quietude of sunday afternoon As many as fifty shots volleyed across
the streets of salt lake city as W A hickmanshickmannHickmans group pursued lot hunt-
ington and his minions the chase lasted for a quarter mile down the
street to the front of townsendtownsendsTownsendss hotel and concluded when huntington
took shelter in a house the shootoutshoot out involved eight or ten persons
though none but huntington and hickman received injuries unexpected
on any day of the year this violent outburst marred that years christmas
celebration and was remembered as one of the most disgusting and dis-
graceful affrays that ever transpired in this city 25

when other rowdy but less violent outbursts interrupted peaceful
christmas gatherings the deseretdeseretnewsnews often poked fun at the ruffians as
though such behavior while unacceptable was an expected part of the
holiday festivities for some residents of salt lake city for example in 1869
pat morley and mack murphy got into a brawl after they had drunk too
much neither was hurt but each carried marks of the engagement when
they appeared before the judge lacking any of the gravity that typically
attended crime reporting the paper summarized the events humorously
on investigating the matter the judge decided that such pugilistic

displays are contrary to the law and opposed to good order each gentle-
man was therefore desired to contribute 1010 to the city fund or in default
take apartments in the rock house situated in the rear of the hall 26

although most christmas celebrations remained quiet with most par-
ticipants brimful of good nature 27 sometimes a reenactment of rowdy
holiday traditions led to drunkenness and fighting which were generally
disdaineddisdaindisdainered and guarded against but the occasional minor flare up or
intemperate holiday behavior was accepted with good humor as a vestige
of a bygone era the spirit of christmasesChristmases past

holiday food

As has been evident no christmas celebration in pioneer times was
complete without a feast even when families had no means to provide
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gifts they went to great lengths
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culinary christmas traditions peel and picespitespice
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shortcake for their holiday cele-
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rice mush cooked in milk and OPPOSITE SALT laebLAKELAKBlawe HOUSE
sweetened with cinnamon and ALSOiso180
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scandinavian homes received
extra share of food toan com-

memorate
FIG 2 an advertisement for unusual christ-
masmemorate christmas day of foods and gifts from deseret evening

course plum pudding was the news december 71870 i2
seasons delight for british
settlers in utah ann mailin sharp a handcart pioneer of 1856 made her
holiday concoction with flour suet molasses dried groundcherriesground cherries and
a few dried wild currants the ingredients 11 sewed up in a white cloth
were kept boiling for hours in the kettle hanging over the fireplace when
the pudding finished cooking a small amount of brandy was poured over
it and lit with a match the blue flame rising from the pudding may very
well have reminded british converts of the christmasesChrist mases of their past and
given them hope for a bright future in christ 30

wilson howard dusenberry noted that a christmas celebration at
cluffsduffsbluffs hall in provo provided him the best dinner I1 ever ate in utah 31

but not all pioneer christmas dinners turned out to be the best ever isaac
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and elizabeth grace converts to the church and emigrants from liver-
pool england settled in nephi utah late in 1851 scurrying to finish
building the graces home before christmas isaac and neighbor charles
sperry worked diligently despite the december wind and the family
moved in on christmas day to dry the frozen mortar that supported the
new mud adobe chimney the graces built a large fire and began to cook
their christmas dinner just as familiar holiday smells filled their homey
cabin a loud crash disrupted their activities they turned to see their newly
thawed fireplace crashing to the ground their christmas dinner covered by
a heap of warm wet adobe not able to hold back her tears elizabeth
picked up their two small children and retreated to their wagon there is

no mention of plum pudding or sweet soup in the account of the graces

first christmas in utah 32

holiday amusements

second only to feasting and socializing with family dancing proved
popular for nearly every group of holiday revelers from small family
gatherings to ward socialssociats to large jubilee gatherings As if it were sounding
an official decree the deseretdeseretnewsnews on december 252518611861 declared the pre-
eminent place of dancing in mormon holiday culture

in the observance of anniversaries and holidays or the appropriation of
any part or portion of time for a specific purpose every nation kindred
tongue and people have notions peculiar to themselves suited to their politi-
cal religious and social existence and particularly in the choice of amuse
ments and the time to indulge in festive or social recreation every nation and
community do as they please when not interdictedinterdicted by constitutional or
statute laws to which they may be subject exercising that right the people of
utah have by almost universal consent adopted dancing as their principal
amusement and selected the winter season as the most suitable for indulging
in that favorite recreation believing that inasmuch as there is a time for every
purpose and for every work no more appropriate season than the winter
months could be designated as the time to dance 31331133333333

and dance they did mormon christmas parties nearly always included
dancing the saints stayed warm during the winter months by stepping
lively to the music ofbands lone violins hand clapping or even whistling
on christmas eve in 18601860 for example heber C kimball hosted a party
for his family and neighbors where he mingle d freely in the dance s 34

the pioneers in tooelethoele marked their community s first christmas by gath-
ering in john rowberry s home for a party and dance because no one in
the settlement owned a musical instrument dancers reeled to the sounds
of cyrus calls whistling and danced until midnight 35 this and numerous
other examples illustrate the mormonscormonsMormons love of dancing and its promi-
nence in christmas gatherings
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other holiday activities existed for those not drawn to the dance the
theater offered one popular alternative in 1862 for example the newly
renovated salt lake theater reopened its doors on christmas eve and a

crowded house at the theatre became a hallmark of the holiday season 36

still other ways to spend the holiday included sleighing and visiting
often these two activities were combined as in the case of brigham young
As in so many other things brother brighamsBrighams 1865 celebration set the pace
according to the deseret news among the sleigh items of the times we
noticed president young and a number of the male members of his family
with a few friends out sleigh driving on monday in that mammoth
sleigh with some others of a smaller calibre in the wake 37 though sleighs
were often a necessary mode of travel over frozen roads sleigh riding on
christmas transcended mere transportation and reflected one s status in
the community that same year one reporter surveyed the christmas
scene and concluded sleigh riding seemed to be at a premium and
pedestrianism at a discount the city appeared to be not on wheels but
on curvatedcurvated iron appliances our locallocals s a big crowd of boys and a few

other folks seeming to be the only people who were using their pedal
extremities 38 the christmas day promenade that marked the holiday in
cities like philadelphia took on a different form when it arrived in utah in
this case form trumped function the sleigh was the thing

another pioneer christmas tradition was the festive holiday greeting
christmas gift on christmas morning children and adults rushed

to see who could be the first to wish another a christmas gift the one
with the fastest mouth received a piece of candy for his or her sleight of
tongue 39 this tradition harked back to an earlier european holiday tradi-
tion that permitted peasants apprentices and servants to demand gifts
from their patrons in exchange for their goodwill throughout the year
similar to our contemporary halloween the social hierarchy was tempo-
rarily upendedunended to allow the peasant to become the lord of the manor to
drink the lords best wine and eat his finest foods although at one time
such social inversions had produced a rowdy even violent christmas sea-

son the tradition had mellowed by the time it reached pioneer utah the
salutation christmas gift implied no social inversion even if the greeting
recalled the earlier tradition 40

christmas out in mormondom

not all who celebrated christmas in utah were mormon however
almost from the beginning of mormon settlement a variety of christmas
celebrations existed in addition to the mormon forms these other cele-

brationsbrat ions of christmas tell us much about the fluidity of mormon society
and describe its more rigid social boundaries as well although it appears
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for good reason that the soldiers of johnstons army did not try to cele-

brate christmas with the saints later visitors did their best to join mor-
mon celebrations while generally welcome at the festivities the visitors
were not always received with open arms particularly on the dance floor
captain francis marion bishop a topographer on john wesley powells
second expedition down the colorado river spent christmas with the
saints in kanabcanab in 1871 rife with sarcasm bishops picturesque journal
entry for december 25 captures the difficulties that outsiders faced when
trying to fit in with the saints

snow rain and wind A merry christmas this is indeed in utah or in
arizona its all the same free as we are here we are to be favored by mrs
thompson with a plum pudding for christmas dinner after dinner fred
clem mac andy jack and I1 rode up into utah to see what the mormonscormons are
doing stayed until after ten oclock and rode back into arizona and there
concluded our christmas at camp 94 one can but be amused at the queer
style of the latter day saints as they style themselves so uncouth in all their
movements so void of grace of look or action the boys are somewhat
incensed at the treatment they received being somewhat unceremoniously
snubbed by the kanabcanab belles the effort was opened by a mormon prayer
followed by a speech from bishop levi stewart 41

so far from home the members of a scientific expedition might have
expected a warmer reception but christmas in kanabcanab may have been
reserved for family close friends and church members bishop s reception
left him with a less than favorable impression of the mormonscormonsMormons

bishops coworkerco worker walter clement powell clem in bishop s jjourour
nal account provides more detail on the expedition s kanabcanab christmas
and offers a poignant description of the mixture of celebration and sadness
thatll11lat characterized his christmas out inin imormondomdormondom by christmas eve

clement powell already felt the pangs of homesickness would give any-
thing if I1 could spend the holidays at the dear old home clem recorded in
his journal while his cabin mate visited a friend clem spent the evening
1 watching the dying embers that smoldered in the fireplace calling up the
faces of loved ones far away early the next morning clem awakened to
guns and pistols saluting the holiday and felt the mingled feelings of plea
sure and pain that it was again christmas immediately clem wafredwafted a
merry christmas and a happy new year homeward much of the rest of
clem s christmas day was spent in reverie and relaxation trying to get up
a game of ball which did not materialize because no one could agree on a
set of rules watching others play quoits and playing cards occupied most
of his time and kept his mind off the folks at home mrs jacob hamblin
presented him with an apple for a christmas gift but the high point of
clem s day was a christmas dinner of ham sardines milk butter bread
coffee and plum pudding
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after dinner the boys traveled to kanabcanab though they arrived at the
dance all gay and in good spirits after a splendid gallop over the sage
covered plain the boys hopes were quickly dashed during the dance the
boys consistently got the mitten when they asked uninterested girls to
join them on the dance floor unlike captain bishop who blamed the snub
on uncouth mormon ways clem pointed to the visitors behavior on the
way to the dance the boys had imbibed a little too much in the spirit of
the holiday in this case a bottle of wine smelling the liquor on their
breath the kanabcanab belles refused to be entreated 42

christmas in a contemporary style

within about two decades of the mormonscormonsMormons arrival in the great basin
christmas had assumed many of the characteristics with which it is
associated today commercialism presents and santa claus although the
birth of christ was the central backdrop to the holiday festivities com-
merce and consumption quickly came to occupy a central place in the christ-
mas season

As early as december 1858 the globe bakery in salt lake city wished
its patrons a merry christmas as part of its advertisement in the deseret
news 43 the next year city streets were throngedthrongerthronged and the stores shops and
market places were filled with customers buying selling and exchanging
plainly indicating that something more than common was inciting them to
action vendors along east temple street had constructed displays to
please the eye and attract the attention of those who might be in search of
something to supply the wants of the outer or inner man 44 by the end
of the i86os186os advertisements for christmas gifts had become a staple of the
deseret news throughout december and into january every year in 1867
the newspaper noted the arrival of the holiday on the streets of salt lake
city and in the paper s pages as well christmas is coming any body
would think so by taking a walk down the street and looking at the stores
As every one will want to make a variety of purchases during these holiday
times we recommend them to glance through the advertising columns of
the news and find where they can get best suited 45 in developing a com-
mercial orientation toward the winter holidays mormonscormons kept pace with
other americans who by the i86os186os enjoyed christmas marketplaces
with an ever expanding array of consumer choices that regularly evoked
expressions of awe and disorientation amazement and stupefaction 46

newspaper and street displays offered a gamut of christmas gifts as wellwenweilweli
as the ingredients for a christmas feast christmas food and candies pud-
ding currants firecrackers toys dolls music boxes and books were just
some of the potential presents available in salt lake city stores 47 more
expensive gifts included fursfars and boots 48 to guarantee a christmas morning
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surprise the gifts could be wrapped in paper sold at the deseret news
office 49 not all gifts were useful or expensive however for example early
in december 1870 ZCMIs eagle emporium advertised a selection of
japanese and chinese novelties for christmas presents fig 3 50

newspaper advertisements on christmas eve 18701870 demonstrate that
every conceivable commercial product was available from salt lake city
merchants just one column of advertising tempted consumers to purchase
11a perfectly fitting suit of clothes from tailor C thirkill I1 nicknacksnicknacks cakes
christmas trees pineapplespine apples and other imported fruits at the store of
henry wallace first class cuts ofbeef mutton and pork and a splendid
assortment of new goods both beautiful and cheap expressly adapted for
christmas and new year s gifts from carl C asmussen taken together it
seemed possible to procure the necessaries for a first class christmas just
by visiting the vendors along east temple street 51 some merchants
including ZCMI stayed open until late on christmas eve to accommodate
last minute shoppers 52 when christmas had passed and merchants still
had goods on their shelves after christmas sales promised BARGAINS
BARGAINS for those who had yet to spend all their money 53 by 1870 the
commercial christmas carried the day at least in terms of public displays
along the boulevards of salt lake city and on the pages of the deseret news

many of the presents purchased along east temple street immediately
became the property of santa claus who filled stockings in mormon
settlements throughout the west looking forward to the christmas holi-
day in 1869 the deseret news reported

christmas as it comes around in each revolving season brings to mind many
sweet recollections of the past with what ardent anticipations we hung up
our stockings and went to sleep on christmas eve and with the first dawn
of the morning came the rubbing of little eyes the prattle of little tongues
and the patter of little feet rushing off to ascertain whether old santa claus
had come down the chimney to pay a kindly visit and fill the stockings with
bon bons 54

santa claus had become as much a part of christmas celebrations espe-
cially to children as snow feasting and social gatherings visits from
santa claus represented the hub of a childs christmas fig 4 even when
times were tough and money hard to come by some parents extended
themselves scrimped and saved enough money to provide something spe-
cial from santa at union fort in 1861 ann mailin sharp made sure that
her daughter ann had a special doll in her stocking that year to help santa
little annies mother had sent to england for the doll s head arranged to
have the head carted across the plains in a covered wagon constructed a

soft body for the doll and clothed it in a full skirted pioneer costume
little annie was the envy of her neighborhood friends as they clamored to
play with her gift bromfrom santa 55
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FIG 4 children in early utah as today looked forward to a visit from santa from
juvenile instructor 42 december 151519071907 756

though the number of gifts varied and santa s deliveries did not
always meet up to children s expectations there was almost always some-
thing for each child to enjoy on the holiday morning As sarah bell harris
remembered santa nearly always left a few raisins a few pieces of
candy and sometimes a glass or mug or an old doll made new with a new
dress often he left a pair of warm mittens or a new pair of knitted stock-
ings 56 sometimes santa could not afford even that and left only a lump
of sugar a piece of fruit or cookies made from dough sweetened with
molasses even if expectation exceeded reality santa was here to stay in
the adobe cottage maud bliss alienallenailen called her childhood home christmas
eve was not complete until she had recited the night before christ
mas complete with her signature line on comet on cupid on dun-
der and blitzen 57

other poignant and humorous scenes filled mormon homes on christ-
mas morning on one christmas eve in pioneer ephraim two young girls
excitedly tacked their woolen stockings to the front of their family fire-
place scurrying off to bed both girls had visions of the next morning
when if santa claus had made it to ephraim on his travels throughout the
world they would reach into their stockings and find a glorious mug
when morning arrived one sister anxiously poked into her stocking and
pulled out the much anticipated mug hot on her sister s heels the other
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pioneer girl peered inside her own stocking and much to her chagrin
found only an apple and a fried cake dejected she blurted out disgustedly
such darn partiality bowed but unbroken the second sister managed to

find the bottom of her stocking where she discovered her own mug and
was so happy she forgave santa claus 58

the character of santa claus often assumed a religious role in the
minds of children sarah D jensen described the relationship of pioneer
children to santa in ephraim the pioneer children all had divine faith in
santa claus but didndianitt expect him to bring them many presents 59 just up
the road in fountain green utah C H white reminisced about christ-
mas using terms that place a patina of divinity on the jolly old christmas
elf she remembered that children hop ed and prayed that santa would
put something in their stockings when the children looked into their
stockings the next day and found sweet doughnuts twisted into the shapes
ofboys and girls they knew that santa had heard our prayers 60 in wash-
ington county in southern utah santa claus stood in for another biblical
figure when anthony W ivins presented each child with a gift of a small
noahsmoahs ark filled with candy and a real chocolate santa claus steering the
ark 61 As the giver of gifts and the bearer of christmas spirit santa claus
transcended his status as a cultural icon and became a quasi religious char-
acter to the children of mormon utah

in the nineteenth century as now even the older folks might invoke
the christmas spirit and god s love in the form of santa claus As captured
by eliza R snow their wishes extended to the poor as well as to themselves

remember your time honordconord laws

kind master of the merry glee
prepare your gifts good santa claus
and hang them on the christmas tree

and where no christmas trees are found
with liberal hand your gifts distill
the bags and stocking hanging round
great santa claus be sure to fill

untie your purse enlarge your heart
0 do not pass one single door
and in your gen rous walk impart
your comforts to the sick and poor

when eyes are watching for the morn
in humble hut and cottage too
how disappointed and forlorn
if missed dear santa claus by you

go all the rounds of baby hood
and bless and cheer the hearts of all

the little folks and please be good
to those who re not so very small 62
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we wish all a merry christmas

without question the christmas and new year holiday season was the
preeminent social occasion for early latter day saints though members
of the church in far off utah might have considered themselves a peculiar
people widely separated from their american neighbors their christmas
celebrations did little to set them apart though christmas celebrations
maintained a handful of particularly mormon overtones commercialism
gift giving social gatherings and visits from santa claus prevailed along
the wasatch front just as they did elsewhere in the united states

not only would most of their contemporaries have been comfortable
celebrating christmas in utah but most modern mormonscormons would feel

comfortable joining in with the celebrating pioneer saints the following
editorial published by the deseretnewsDeseret News on christmas eve in 1868 sums up
the spirit of christmas then as now

this time honored anniversary has again rolled round and with its advent
what a host of joyful reminiscences crowd the mind christmas the time of
never to be forgotten family reunionsre unions and social gatherings many of the
happiest recollections of our early years are associated with this great
anniversary of the christian world christmas is ever green it never grows
old but as each succeeding year rolls around each succeeding christmas is

looked to with as much eagerness as its predecessor that dear old santa
claus who fills the stockings with bon bonsbans and toys is ever welcomed eagerly
by the youngsters and at that season in many portions of the earth the
members of families who may have been separated and divided by long dis-

tances make it a point ifpossible to meet again with father and mother and
participate in old time joys and pleasures all hail to christmas we delight to
honor it and wish all especially the readers of the NEWS a merry christmas
and a happy new year 63

richard lanian kimball richardjdmballbyuedurichard kimball byuedubyu edu is visiting assistant professor of
history at brigham young university he earned a BA in american studies from
brigham young university and an MA and phd in history from purdue university
the author wishes to thank larry C porter and john W welch for their assistance

1 editorial thoughts juvenile instructor 4 january 2218691869 4
2 few historians have appreciated the cultural significance of nineteenth century

mormon christmas celebrations typically historians have cursorily considered the
subject and concluded as did milton V backman when describing the saints in kirt-
land that even christmas was little more than a routine day milton V backman jr
the heavens resound A history of the latter day saints in ohio 18301830 1838 salt lake
city deseret book 1983 283 some historians have delved more deeply into mormon
holiday celebrations however these historians tended merely to gather pioneer
christmas stories without providing much social or cultural context to explain how
important the holiday celebrations were to mormonscormons in the nineteenth century
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see john H Mormonnettmett A rocky mountain christmas yuletide stories of the west
boulder colo pruett 1987 john E baur christmas on the american frontier

180018007800 1900 caldwell id caxton 1961 susan arrington madsen has compiled and
edited a wonderful primary source collection of pioneer christmas accounts in
christmas A joyful heritage salt lake city deseret book 1984 in the past several
years scholarly treatments of christmas in america have mushroomed the works that
have most informed my approach include stephen nissenbaum the battle for christ-
mas A cultural history ofamericasof americas most cherished holiday new york vintage 1997
penne L restad christmas in america A history new york oxford university press

1995 leigh eric schmidt consumer rites the buying and selling ofamericanof american holidays
princeton princeton university press 19951051995 105 91 phillip snyder december twenty

fifth the joys of christmas past new york dodd mead 1985 william B waits the
modern christmas in america A cultural history of gift giving new york new york
university press 1993

3 As quoted in the pioneer christmas in heart throbs of the west comp kate B

carter 12 volsVOIS salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1939 51 2329 for more
on how mormonscormons celebrated their first christmas in the rocky mountains see sherry
lewis brown the first christmas in the valley pioneer 40 november december
199313i993 13 15

4 maureen ursenbach beecher the personal writings ofofelizaofelitaelizaellzaeilza roxcy snow salt
lake city university of utah press 1995 214 15

5 the first christmas in the old fort in our pioneer heritage comp kate B

carter 20 volsVOIS salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1958 77177177 1771
6 clarissa young spencer and mable harmer brigham young at home salt lake

city deseret news 19471831947 183

7 the pioneers first christmas in carter heart throbs of the west 2331
8 christmas morning deseret news december 28185018o281850281850180 i8oiao
9 the pioneers first christmas 2331 33

io10 such lengthy celebrations to close out the year were not uncommon in the
united states or in europe As historian leigh eric schmidt notes in early modern
europe christmas was a long season of festivities that reached a crescendo in the week
between christmas and new years and that often reverberated through twelfth
night although this pattern of prolonged festivity was severely challenged in the
british colonies by puritans presbyteriansPresbyterians quakers and baptists the holiday jubilee
was nonetheless widely replicated in north america especially in the mid atlantic and
the south in the winter lull of agricultural and commercial calendars the months of
december and january gave license to several nights of holiday feasting imbibing
dancing masking and gaming schmidt consumer rites 108108 9

ii11 the social hall deseret news january 5518541854 313

12 holiday festivities deseret news january 4418551855 1313

13 from the late capital deseret news january 111118603571860 357

14 general items deseret news december 212118651865 84
15 fourteenth ward deseret news january 11 1851 188 elders pratt and

woodruff followed in a long line of religious leaders who tried to reclaim the holiday
for the righteous more than a century before evangelist george whitefield criticized
the sinful and pious ways of observing that holy season including those who ate and
drank to excess those who played cards and dice those who neglected their worldly
callings those who indulged in luxury and extravagance misspentmisspendmisspent the holiday
whitefield wanted to redeem libertine christmasesChristmases and replace them with a day ofwor-
ship and prayer see schmidt consumer rites 178
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16 leisure hours mental improvement deseretdeseretnewsnews december 281865 92
17 the ball room deseretdeseretnewsnews december 26186026 i860340340
18 merry christmas deseretdeseretnewsnews december 282818591859 340
19 nissenbaum battleforBattbantiebattlebannieleforporfor christmas 5

20 christmas day deseret news december 26186026 i86o 337

21 the holiday festivities deseret news january 77186318 63 221

22 christmas deseretdeseretnewsnews december 24 1862 208208

23 merry christmas deseretdeseretnewsnews december 282818593401859 340

24 the holidays deseretdeseretnewsnews january 9 1861 356

25 another shooting affray deseretdeseretnewsnews december 281859281859340340
26 police deseret evening news december 2828186918691313
27 christmas Is past deseret evening news december 292918691869 553

28 the pioneers first christmas 2334
29 their christmas in carter our pioneer heritage 2246 julias christmas

in carter our pioneer heritage 15198

30 mary ethel young lambson christmas in union fort in i86i1861 in carter
treasures of pioneer history 2122 23 annie C kimball the plum pudding in
carter treasures ofpioneerof pioneer history 1107

31 from the diary of wilson howard dusenberry in carter our pioneer herit-
age 1242

32 florence mccune lunt A home for christmas in treasures of pioneer his-
tory comp kate B carter 6 vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers
1952 57111257 1112 13

33 the festive season deseret news december 25 1861 204 for more on this
subject see larrylarryvlarrivV Shurnshumwayway dancing the buckles off their shoes in pioneer utah
found in both BYU studies 37 no 3 1997 98 6 5050 and in nearly everything imagin-
able the everyday life of utahs mormon pioneers ed ronald W walker and doris R

dant provo utah brigham young university press 19991951999 195 221

34 president kimball s new school house deseretdeseretnewsnews december 26 1860 337

35 christmas in tooelethoele in carter treasures ofpioneerof pioneer history 4197 98
36 christmas eve in the theatre deseretnewsDeseret News december 31186231 i862209209 christ-

mas deseretdeseretnewsnews january 2218671867 5

37 general items deseret news december 282818651865 98 latter day saints were
not the only americans using brigham youngs christmas celebrations as a measuring
stick julia F snow writing in harpers monthly in 1866 declared that santas fireplace
was wide enough to accommodate all of the children s stockings in brigham youngs
family julia F snow christmas guests harper s monthly32monthly32 february 1866 354

38 christmas day deseretdeseretnewsnews december 281865 92

39 isabella kerr wilson ogdensoadensbadensOgOadens first christmas in carter heart throbs of the
west 2341 for an example of adults going to great lengths to be the first to greet each
other including hiding and climbing through windows see sarah jane B hill
christmas gift in carter treasures ofpioneerof pioneer history 3177 78

40 for more on christmas celebrations in agricultural european societies see
nissenbaum battleforBattbanniebattlebannicleforlenorporfor christmas 3 11

41 charles kelly ed captain francis marion bishop s journal utah historical
quarterly 15 1947 214 though offended by his reception at the kanabcanab christmas
celebration bishop later returned to utah and became a professor of natural science
at the university of deseret and opened an assay office on west temple street in salt
lake city
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42
11 journal of walter clement powell utah historical quarterly 16 17 1948 49

381 82

43 new advertisements deseretdeseretnewsnews december 221858 180

44 merry christmas deseretdeseretnewsnews december 282818593401859 340
45 coming deseretdeseretnewsnews december 251867 363

46 schmidt consumer rites 130

47 general merchandise deseret evening news december 22 1869 541

christmas 1870 fresh arrivals for the holidays deseret evening news december 21

1870 2

48 dunford and sons theodore lubbbubb and ZCMI deseret evening news
december 211870 i1 2

49 new advertisements deseretdeseretnewsnews december 282818641041864104
50 ZCMI deseret evening news december 71870 2

51 special notices deseret evening news december 241870 2

52 local and other matters ZCMI deseret evening news december 242418701870

3 in new york city department stores like macy s regularly stayed open until mid
night on christmas eve by the i86os186os for more on how urban retailers catered to
christmas shoppers see restad christmas in america 123 31

53 new year s gifts ZCMI deseret evening news december 313118701870 2

54 christmas is coming deseret evening news december 211869 1313

55 lambson christmas in union fort in 1861 in carter treasures of pioneer

history 2123
56 sarah bell harris christmas memories in carter treasures of pioneer his-

tory 1103
57 the pioneers first christmas 2336 clement clarke moore s an account

of a visit from st nicholas designated santas reindeer as dasher dancer prancer
vixen comet cupid donder and blitzen restad christmas in america 47 48
moore s authorship of the poem has recently been questioned in david D kirkpatrick
whose jolly old elf Is that anyway new york times october 26 20002000 bi

58 lillie G barton how the pioneers of ephraim celebrated christmas in
carter treasures of pioneer history 1121

59 barton pioneers of ephraim in carter treasures of pioneer history 1121
expressing a religious faith in santa claus was not unique to mormon children indeed
leigh eric schmidt located a similar sensibility among american children generally he
writes that st nicholas reemerged as a focus of real veneration praying to him or
through him became a recognized piety of victorian childhood schmidt consumer
rites 139 for more on santas connection with jesus see restad christmas in america
52 56

6060 C H white echoes of the sage and cedars oak creek in carter our pio-
neer heritage 18163 64

61 their friend in carter our pioneer heritage 14204
62 eliza R snow santa claus juvenile instructor salt lake city december 15

1868189
63 christmas deseret evening news december 24 1868 2



through high country
woods before spring

white trunks from snow
columns of silence

a nimbus of frost
low in the aspen

oh to pause on white ground
and hold from movement

from whisperings gone
like leaves from their trembling

to stand rooted to sky
the steadfastness

of seasons to open and enter
silence made visible

dixie partridge
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FIG i the ghost of jacob marley
appearing to scrooge a in dick-
ens s christmas carolcaroi this visitor is

followed by three other specters
including the ghost of christmas
present b who succeed in convert-
ing scrooge from a coldcoid grasping
miser to a man of charity mercy
and forbearance minus the ghosts
published christmas stories for
latter day saints alsoaiso portray
mighty changes within individuals
these stories reveal cultural priori-
ties that differ somewhat fromgrom dick
enss illustrations by john leech
fromgrom charlescharies dickens A christmas
caroicarol london chapman and hallhailhali
1843 facing 25 and 78
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culture carol dickenssDickenss influence on LDS
christmas fiction
rosalynde frandsen welch

during the festive weeks before christmas feasts everybody loves to
hate scrooge thats how it always was in the household of my childhood
on the first sunday afternoon of december my father would gather the
children in the family room and ceremonially produce our green hard-
bound edition of A christmas carol he worked his way through the five

staves of the carol during that afternoon and the sunday afternoons that
followed in order to complete the reading before christmas day although
the younger children would fidget and the older children would complain
we needed the annual retelling of the tale to demarcate the ritualized realm
of the holidays and signal our entry into sacralized christmastimechristmastideChristma stime all
rituals require narrative A christmas carol supplied the narrative struc-
ture fig i1 the good guys and bad guys the beginning middle and
end of our suburban middle class christmas ritual

I1 suspect that my family was not unique in this respect since its pub-
licationli on december 191918431843 dickenssDickenss christmas fable has supplied the
cultural myth that informs the rituals of america s greatest urban festival
and thus it has been revised retold re released adapted condensed and
modernized more than any other seasonal story thinly disguised as the
grinch or more sullsuilsulsuisubtlyl Y rendered4 4 as thehe narrator ofof thell11le enormously popular
christmas box scrooge is alive to begin with but his enduring popularity
does not imply that the carol has ossified into an institution immune from
the transformative power of time rather scrooge continues to haunt the
american cultural imagination as the most protean of men changing
guises as frequently as the reasons for retelling the story but whereas most
cultural stories begin as collectively imagined orally transmitted folktalesfolktales
recorded and reified much later think of homer or the grimm brothers
the carol inverts the process it was first a written text but has become
a shared cultural artifact the collaborative product of accumulated
retellings over the past century and a half the carol is what paul davis calls
a culture text 1 each generation interpretsreinterpretsre the tale according to its
underlying biases and values and then recreatesre creates the carol in its own cul-
tural image each new version of the carol then registers a new set of
collective anxieties shared values and cultural contradictions and if the
culture text of A christmas carol serves as a site for working out issues of

byustudies4obyustudiesBYU Studies 40 no 3 2001 29
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cultural identity then an examination of a communitys carols provides a

rich site for working out cultural history
so what can latter day saint christmas stories our carols tell us about

mormon culture deseret booksbows 1997 anthology of fictional christmas
stories once upon a christmastimechristmastideChristma stime 2 and five earlier christmas anthologies
represent a rich collection of literary materials that suggest answers for this
question nearly every story in this handsome volume takes up themes and
characters of A christmas carol as a subtext some with very little difference
and some with significant revision the ruptures and continuities regis-
tered in these re imaginings of scrooge and tiny tim reveal the anxieties
values and contradictions of the social matrix namely the north ameri-
can subsection of LDS culture which binds together the writers and read-
ers of these stories thus in comparing LDS christmas stories to the
culture text of the carol we discover not only our literature but also our
lives but in order to compare we must first understand after evaluating
the cultural meaning and function of dickenssDickenss carol within its historical
moment we will be prepared to understand the meaning and function of
LDS christmas stories

A christmas carol as a product of dickenssDickenss goal of social reform

A christmas carol has been credited with some hyperbole with single-
handedly rescuing the christmas holiday from certain demise at the hand
of frowning puritan sobriety and charles dickens has been hailed as

the inventor of the anglo american christmas the veritable founder of the
feast 3 alternatively the carol has been accused of singlehandedlysingle handedly destroy-
ing christmas replacing it with the frenzied seasonal circus of buying and
spending that defines december russell baker wryly charged dickens with
re imagining christmas as a festival of consumption in which a month
long celebration takes place not in the church but in the department store 4

hyperbole aside dickens undeniably sentimentalized the exchange of
money and goods at christmas and in doing so perhaps unwittingly
prefiguredprefigured its modern materialism more likely however dickens set out
neither to resurrect nor to destroy christmas rather in the carol he figura-
tively relocated the christmas festival of agrarian feudalism to the indus-
trialized city merry old england lived again in the world of the carol the
medieval manorial festivities drawing both serf and lord fig 2 the feudal
games and above all the boarsbaars head and sacramental christmas feast find
a new urban incarnation in fezziwigs party fig 3 fred s memorable
game ofofblindmanblindman s buff and the cratchitsCratchits christmas feast the relentless
trajectory of industrialization and urbanization that had drawn ebenezer
scrooge and thousands more like him from the country to the city by
18001800 also brought a scourge of social ills that came to a head in the i84os1840s
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FIG 2 distributing christmas largesse traditionally wealthy landlords shared with
the poor as part of the christmas festivities dickens attempted to foster similar atti-
tudes inin urban england illustration by R seymour from thomas K hervey the book
of christmas boston roberts brothers 1888 facing 109log

intense population pressure a sense of temporal and geographic dislocation
the disruption of established social structures and a plummeting quality of
life among others dickens found in feudal christmas traditions an antidote
to these urban social ills and the carol represented his imaginative resolu-
tion of the real contradictions under which victorian england labored 5

in march 1843 charles dickens received a copy of the second report
of the childrens employment commission the second part of a govern-
ment investigation into the employment ofchildren inin minesmines and factories
the report was graphically illustrated with horrific images of naked chil-
dren pulling coal carts twice their size to which they were chained buried
deep in mine shafts not even tall enough for the children to stand up
straight together with the severe trade recession of the mid i84os1840s and the
continuing discussion of vexing social issues in parliament and the press
these reports fueled a heightened concern with the plight of the poor in
industrialized urban england dickens along with his fellow middle class

victorians was properly shocked by the reports revelation of misery and
wrote on the same day that he was anxious to produce a very cheap pam-
phlet called an appeal to the people of england on behalf of the poor
man s child four days later his plan had changed he would wait until
the end of the year and then a sledge hammer would come down with
twenty times the force 6 that sledgehammer was A christmas carol which
appeared in december of that year
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if the carol represented
dickenssDickenss direct response to the
parliamentary report it also
reflected his ongoing concern
with the problems of greed
alienation and exploitation that
seemed inevitably to accom-
pany industrialization during
the six weeks in november and
december of 1843 in which he
composed the carol he was
simultaneously immersed in
writing the american sections
of his serial novel martin chuzcauz
zlewitblewit relentless in its portrayal
of characters driven only byFIG 3 fezziwigs party on christmas eve

fezziwig hosts a party for his family and all inin hypocrisy and profit chuzzlechizzle
his employ regardless of their social standing wit is perhaps the most cynical
in dickenssDickenss hands this party becomes the and depressing of dickenssDickenss
urban equivalent of the feudal manorial feast

novels and reveals dickenssDickenss pre-
occupation

illustration by john leech from charles
dickens A christmas carol london chap-
man

with the troubling
and hall 1843 facing title page social consequences of indus-

trial capitalism the twin prom-
ises of progress and prosperity that accompanied early industrialization
had failed to materialize fully especially for the working classes chuzzlewit
and the carol both articulate the disappointment and frustration of a cul-
ture betrayed by its technology whereas the former merely catalogs the
social ills attending industrialization and laissez faire economic policy
the latter proposes a solution and imagines its happy resolution

but given the wide array of pressing social issues where might a

reformer even a reformer with the energy and optimism of charles dick-
ens begin an attempt at meaningful change dickens wanted to begin
with the most egregious of the problems of course and in the world of the
carol that problem turns out to be the economic alienation dissolving
human relationships at the levels of class family and individual it has
been much remarked that one can be most alone in the midst of the largest
crowd and ebenezer scrooge is figurative proof of that irony although he
lives in the largest population center in england the unredeemed scrooge
is absolutely isolated that he works beneath the sign scrooge and mar
ley only accentuates his singleness scrooge was marley s sole executor
his sole administrator his sole assign his sole residuary legatee his sole

friend and sole mourner it becomes clear that the pun on sole is not
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made frivolously dickens continues on to describe scrooge as cc secret and
self contained and solitary as an oyster a man who likes to edge his way
along the crowded paths of life warning all human sympathy to keep its
distance scrooges estrangement from humanity leads him to reject
opportunities for charitable giving 11 I wish to be left alone he informs
the two gentlemen solicitors who visit his officesoffice7 and disregard the obvi-
ous poverty of his clerk if scrooges self absorbed alienation allows tiny
tim s illness to persist then an entire class of scrooges has allowed the
acute social illnesses ofvictorian society ignorance and want to persist

scrooges alienation does not stem from generalized psychological or
emotional pain rather it results from his insistence on denningdefining all rela-
tionshipstionships in terms of economics in the opening scene for example
scrooge identifies his clerk not by name but only as my clerk with fifteen
shillings a week 8 the clerk is nameless because his relationship to scrooge
consists solely of a particular use value my clclerkerieerle and a particular cost

fifteen shillings a week similarly when his nephew fred arrives to
deliver a christmas dinner invitation scrooge immediately points out the
economic gulf between them you re poor enough and refuses the invi-
tation on grounds of freds economic imprudence in marrying disregard-
ing freds noneconomicnon economic status as a nephew 9 money constitutes the matrix
of scrooges human relationships like shakespearesShakespeares shylock scrooges
miserly prototype who cannot distinguish between his ducatsdubats and his
daughter scrooge cannot conceive of human relationships in non-
economic terms it is in this sense that biographer edgar johnson calls
scrooge nothing other than a personification of economic man and the
embodiment of all that concentration upon material power and callous
indifference to the welfare of human beings that the economists had
erected into a system 10

scrooge is the human product of the economic system in which he
exists for the same laws of economy that remake bob cratchitCratchit into a fifteen
shilling clerk just as surely remake scrooge into a nameless economic func-
tionarytionary a single interchangeable cog scrooge or marley in the vast
machinery of the london economy scrooge himself observes that my
business occupies me constantly 11 he defines himself as wholly a func-
tion of political economy and thus cannot help but model his human
relationships from the impersonal medium of money and since he forces
all human relationships to obey the profit driven laws of capitalism con-
cepts such as family and community that denote noneconomicnon economic rela-
tionshipstionships have no meaning for scrooge one need not agree with all of
marx s critique of capitalism to see his concept of modificationcommodificationcom the
turning of people and human relationships into products of exchanges at
work in the world of the carol
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if economic problems cause social machinery to seize up then love
allows it to run smoothly according to the carol charity in other words
can compensate for the alienating forces inherent in a capitalist economy
scrooge s transformation from alienated miser to charitable giver sets the
world aright tiny tim does not die and the specters of ignorance and
want are banished freds meditation on christmas charity articulates an
important theme of the story

I1 have always thought ofchristmastimeofchristmastimechristmastideChristma stime as a good time a kind forgiving
charitable pleasant time the only time I1 know of in the long calendar of the
year when men and women seem by one consent to open their shut up hearts
freely and to think of people below them as if they really were fellow passengers
to the grave and not another race of creatures bound on other journeys 12

for dickens then christmas functions as a sacralized time set apart from
the rest of the year a time of transformation during which the law of love
replaces the laws of economics and sympathy replaces alienation by
relieving the tensions that accumulate during the year christmastimechristmastideChristmastime acts
as a period of ritual purification from stains of greed and isolation a tem-
porary respite from the unpleasant economic reality to which men and
women must return after the holidays in this way the carol constructs
christmastimechristmastideChristmastime as an imaginary emancipation from the iron laws of eco-
nomics a way of restabilizing human relationships and allowing social
good and self interest to coexist

how exactly does dickens liberate christmas from those iron laws of
economics first he establishes a model of economic abundance to replace
the scarcity model that governs the thinking of the unredeemed scrooge
in the first scene of the carol scrooge memorably demonstrates the
malthusian scarcity model under which he labors when he refuses to con-
tribute to a charitable collection for the poor 1

I dont make merry myself
at christmas and I1 can t afford to make idle people merry if the poor
would rather die said scrooge they had better do it and decrease the sur-
plus population 13 for scrooge as for other victorian malthusianists the
geometric growth in population always exceeds the arithmetic growth in
food supply and the inevitable hunger of the surplus population serves
as a constant reminder of the scarcity of essential commodities by con-
trast the world of the carol outside scrooge s office nearly bursts with
abundance the abundance of commodity and consumption is matched
only by dickenssDickenss own linguistic abundance dickens fills paragraph after
paragraph with sentimentalized representations of buying and selling and
effusive description of commodities fig 4 his rhapsody on the fruiterersfruiteressfruiterers
shops is worth quoting in full simply for its gleeful celebration of surfeit

there were great round potbelliedpot bellied baskets of chestnuts shaped like the
waistcoats of jolly old gentlemen lolling at the doors and tumbling out into
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FIG 4 an english market on christmas eve surrounded by such abundance
dickens implies people have no reason to not be charitable and provide for the poor
illustration by R seymour from thomas K hervey the book of christmas boston
roberts brothers 1888 facing 267

the street in their apoplectic opulence there were ruddy brown faced
broad birthedgirthed spanish onions shining in the fatness of their growth like
spanish friars and winking from their shelves in wanton slyness at the girls
as they went by and glanced demurely at the hung up mistletoe there were
pears and apples clustered high in blooming pyramids there were bunches
of grapes made in the shopkeepers benevolence to dangle from conspicu-
ous hooks that peoples mouths might water gratis as they passed there were
piles of filberts mossy and brown recalling in their fragrance ancient walks
among the woods and pleasant shufflingsshufflings ankle deep through withered
leaves there were norfolk bliffinsbiffinsBiffins squab and swarthy setting off the yellow of
the oranges and lemons and in the great compactness of their juicy persons
urgently entreating and beseeching to be carried home in paper bags and
eaten after dinner 14

in the copious world of the carol supply always exceeds consumption so
that the laws of supply and demand need not pinch the pockets ofgenerous
christmas givers and the surplus population may revel in christmas
plenty christmas is reimagined from the perspective of affluence as a uni-
versal festival of giving and getting

second in order to liberate christmas from the grasp of impersonal
economics dickens strategically transforms economically mediated relation-
ships that of employer and employee for example into noneconomicnon economic
relationships such as father and son scrooge distanced from everyone at
the beginning of the tale by the end has become a second father to tiny
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tim 15 the result of this strategic transformation of relationships is a con-
ceptual redefinition of the urban family davis observes the carol
replaces the extended manorial family with an urban family of man
not linked by relations of blood or property the new urban family is a
microcosm of the human economic communitcommunitycommcommunity16communityunitY

111616 in the course of
scrooge s personal transformation he is shown the figures of the children
ignorance and want from whom he shrinks in disgust by the end of the
carol he has learned that in the new urban family he must acknowledge his
own complicity in the future of these creatures of social neglect he must
adopt them as his own son and daughter

the carol then draws a surprising conclusion about the social and
economic problems it addresses that is social reform must be achieved
through personal conversion for the carol after all is the quintessential
urban conversion narrative and victorian readers would easily have recog-
nized it as deeply rooted in the bible and bunyan s the pilgrim s progress
scrooge s conversion shares important features with that of paul and the
pilgrim christian all involve dreams or visions elements of the super-
natural and a spiritual awakening or rebirth overt references to christian
theology are curiously veiled in the carol notwithstanding scrooges
exclamation im quite a baby never mind I1 don t care id rather be a
baby clearly indicates scrooges fulfillment of christs commandment to
be born again 17

in enacting scrooges christmastimechristmastideChristmastime conversion the carol links the
easter story of spiritual death and rebirth to the christmas season and it
is this juxtaposition of atonement and nativity that lends the carol its power-
ful affective quality the carol does not set out to convert scrooge alone but
rather attempts to accomplish nothing less than the spiritual conversion
of its readers for if the tale is truly to become a sledgehammer on behalf of
the poor man s child that is if it is to have a material effect on the real
world it must turn its readers to love and charitable giving just as surely
as it must transform scrooge but the reader s conversion differs from
scrooge s in one crucial aspect while scrooge is transformed by the visions
shown him of the ghosts the reader of the carol is transformed by the very
experience of reading a written text dickenssDickenss faith in christian love as a
remedy for the social problems of victorian england is matched by his
faith in the written word as an agent of transformation in individual lives

LDS christmas stories as a product ofA christmas carol

dickens s belief in the power of the written word is not unique to him
of course the notion that a book can effect a spiritual conversion in its
reader is one that resonates vigorously within a latter day saint context in
fact the 1997 anthology once upon a christmastimechristmastideChristma stime seems to have been
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conceived and structured upon that premise the subtitle of the volume
reads short stories for the season these were collected not merely as

stories about the season but also as stories for the season not simply
describing the christmas spirit but like A christmas carol helping to gen-
erate that transformative spirit in its readers for readers who believe that
a book the book of mormon possesses the power to convince its read-
ers of christs divinity and thus to transform lives it is not difficult to
accept the notion that the written word has existence and efficacy off the
page and in the realm of lived experience

other aspects of latter day saint theology and collective psychology
make its culture particularly fertile soil for the carol and these affinities
reveal both familiar and surprising characteristics of that culture for
example scrooges transformation depends on his capacity to identify with
the visual representations he witnesses in the visions shown him by the
ghosts furthermore his identification with those representations was
strong enough to work permanent changes in scrooge s character the
capacity to identify with representation finds an analogue in latter day
saint theology the ancient american prophets repeated admonitions to
liken the scriptures unto ourselves depend on the same ability to identify
with representations albeit written representations and to allow such
identification to work real changes in ones character latter day saints rec-
ognize the mechanism of scrooge s conversion as one method of their own
continuing spiritual conversions

one might find an additional evidence of a carol friendly culture in
the LDS concept of a change of heart for decades critics have struggled
with the difficulty the reader encounters in believing that scrooge could
overcome the neglect and psychological distress of a ilfelifelifetimetiitil e nncyovernightct kt nnno
matter how therapeutic the spirits 18but18 but the latter day saint concept of
spiritual transformation resolves this credibility problem for we under-
stand a conversion to be both a moment and a process while scriptures
contain accounts of sudden conversions not unlike scrooge s alma the
youngers and Lamonislaments for example and while latter day saints recount
their own conversion moments the weekly renewal ofcovenants and almas
sermon in the fifth chapter of his book both acknowledge the fact that a

conversion is also a lifelong process furthermore we frequently if tacitly
allow the account of the conversion moment to stand as a synecdoche for the
lifelong conversion process converts share their conversion stories under-
standing that the story of the initial conversion represents the continuing
process of conversion in which we participate together for latter day saint
readers then scrooges overnight transformation simply represents in nar-
rative form the lifelong process of transformation on which he embarks
and the difficulty finds a satisfactory and credible resolution
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by far the most significant affinity between latter day saint culture
and the carol however is immediately apparent to readers of once upon a
christmastimechristmastideChristmastime that is the importance assigned to the conversion narrative
as a formal and informal genre of mormon literature and self expression
the pages of latter day saint scriptures magazines and lesson manuals
are filled with narratives of conversion as are the informal testimonies
delivered monthly from the pulpits in latter day saint chapels the pro-
tagonists of these narratives range from investigators to longtimelong time mem-
bers experiencing more subtle conversions to particular principles of
the gospel

since the story of scrooge is the story of his conversion it is no sur-
prise that the culture text of the LDS carol lives on most robustly in the
form of the mormon conversion narrative in once upon a christmastidechristmastimeChristmastime
for example forty one of the forty five stories are structured by the con-
version or spiritual transformation of the protagonist in the most overt
rehearsals of the standard latter day saint conversion narrative the pro-
tagonisttagonist undergoes a religious conversion to mormonism that happens
to take place at christmastimechristmastideChristma stime dallas merrells christmas memoir for
example recounts the christmastimechristmastideChristmastime conversion of a family friend who
takes the missionary discussions and accepts baptism 19 sometimes the
conversion takes the form of reactivation and long overdue repentance as

in michael wilcox s A fathers christmas answer in which the protago-
nists father undergoes a long struggle with nicotine addiction that culmi-
nates in his christmastimechristmastideChristmastime victory over the drug and his reconciliation
with the church and his family 20 most frequently however the central
conversion is a more subtly rendered spiritual transformation in which the
protagonist like scrooge finally comprehends and embraces the christ-
mas spirit these stories begin with their main characters in need of
redemption though their particular necessities vary some are lonely some
selfish some grieving some prideful some cynical the stories follow an
upward trajectory and by the conclusion usually on christmas eve or
christmas day their respective scrooges have experienced the needed
spiritual transformation christmas works its miracle a joyous change in
the hearts of these characters

the protagonist of carroll morriss story silent night is typical of
these converted scrooges she feels the darkness begin to lift in its place
comes something as light and sweet and full of promise as the first warm
breeze of spring 21 even direct references to scrooges conversion abound
scrooge changed because of christmas christmas helps people

change 122 conversion is a common theme in all christian literature but
these conversions are uniquely mormon not only do they involve latter
day saint characters and situations but they are narrated in unmistakably
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latter day saint terms one character asks but have I1 had a change ofheart
was I1 renewed in christ have I1 been born again23again 23 scrooge might well
have asked himself the same questions had dickens made him a mormon

but perhaps more interesting than the generic similarities connecting
the carol to its LDS culture text is the prevalent and puzzling difference
that distinguishes the two namely the pronounced lack of any super-
natural element in the LDS carols the full title of dickenssDickenss novella is

A christmas carol in prose being a ghost story of christmas and a ghost
story it certainly is fig 5 the element ofofnonrationalitynonrationalitynon rationality introduced by the
ghosts not to mention their importance for the plot is vital for
scrooges redemption strange then that not a ghost aside from the holy
ghost angel vision or spirit haunts the present day christmas stories
although some story titles hint at the supernatural the bread of the
angelsangels55 angel ghosts angel voices the angel of the bathtub
the angels turn out to be rambunctious children in tinsel halos and the
11ghosts to be memories of a

lost wife or pioneer ancestors
that angels and ghosts should
be absent from latter day
saint fiction carries a particu-
lar irony of course since our
religious community and
belief are built upon the
strength of a message deliv-
ered by an angel but in this
age of rationality when the
phenomena and forces that
shape our everyday lives are
fully explained or seem to
be perhaps some have lost
the ability to imagine the
supernatural the characters
who live in these stories no
longer require angels they
prefer to experience the y y yuegeeme y

divine more quietly more
privately more explicablyexplicable FIG 5 the ghost of christmas yet to come

if the ghosts are the agents haunts scrooge containing no supernatural ele-
mentsof scrooge s conversion and LDS carols are often haunted instead by
11 motherless and fatherless children childlessif they are conspicconspicuouslyuouslybously parents and alienated couples illustration by john

eliminated from these LDS leech from charles dickens A christmas carol
carols what takes their place london chapman and hall 1843 facing 150
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in the narrative structure of the tale A simple plot summary of nearly any
of the stories suffices to provide the answer jack weylandsweelandsWeylands story shop
with a cop is a typical example the storyssporys scrooge is one dutton a

crotchety cop who is assigned against his will to supervise a christmas
shopping trip for two poor children he grudgingly performs the task and
during the experience finds himself pondering the purpose of christmas
by christmas morning he has experienced a change of heart and at the
end of the story he arrives at the childrens home laden with christmas
gifts and food to augment their meager celebration no ghosts visit duttonbutton
during the night rather it is the giving of person to person service that
brings about his conversion to the christmas spirit this is the model
that informs virtually all of the stories in the collection the performance
of an act of christian charity typically formulated as providing the christ-
mas trappings for a disadvantaged family kindles the redeeming warmth
of christmas within the cold heart of the protagonist at first glance this
seems to parallel dickenssDickenss carol after all on christmas day scrooge

sends the prize turkey to the
cratchitsCratchits and makes a chari-
table donation to the poor
but scrooges acts of charity
are simply evidence of his
conversion in theseHIThii fig 6

LDS carols the act of char-
ity is actually the catalyst of
conversion 24

I1 V
V in a significant variation

on the latter day saint
t model the protagonist

accepacceyacceptsts rather than offers
the act of service but the
redemptive result remains
the same in another jack
weyland story A christmas
song a scrooge like teen-
ager and his terminally ill
mother experience a spiri-
tual

FIG 6 the new scrooge here scrooge warms his
assistant while discussing a salary raise plus assis-
tance

christmas redemption
to the cratchitCratchit family unlike scrooge who by accepting an act of loving

is changed by visits from phantoms the protago-
nists

service offered by their ward
in LDS carols rendered charitableare more family 25 for latter day

by the act of giving itself illustration by john
leech from charles dickens A christmas carol saints redemption requires
london chapman and hall 18431641843 164 that one accept christs love
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as well as radiate it to others and this requirement is registered in our
christmas stories the real christmas miracles these stories tell us are not
angelic visitations or ghost borne visions the real christmas miracles hap-
pen when hearts are changed and sincere acts of christian charity follow

As one reads through the dozens of christmas stories collected in the
anthology one begins to detect thematic and structural patterns that sur-
face regularly throughout the book one of the most salient of these pat-
terns involves the completion of a family group which coincides with the
protagonist s ultimate conversion to the christmas spirit while these
christmas stories are not visited by ghosts or angels they are haunted by
motherless and fatherless children childless parents and alienated couples

in the world of the LDS carol death sin grief selfishness and above all

divorce leave families incomplete and crumbling and these stories recite
their recuperation A typical example is margaret blair young s china doll
in which an adolescent girl struggles to accept her mothers death and deal
with her father s inept parenting the story concludes as the girl learns that
her father will remarry and finds herself capable of loving his new wife the
girl s newfound capacity for christmastimechristmastideChristma stime love coincides with the com-
pletion of her previously incomplete nuclear family in other stories
nuclear families are not actually incomplete but are fractured by a sense of
alienation and isolation the central christmastimechristmastideChristmastime conversion neutralizes
this alienation and restores familial solidarity benson parkinson s story
wesleyswesleyeWesleys carol for example has a prodigal son returning home for the

family christmas celebration in caroll morris s silent night the protag-
onist reveals feelings of grief and isolation that have been straining her
marriage and the couple reaches a christmastimechristmastideChristmastime reconciliation

these tales ofbroken and incomplete families are obviously the struc-
tural representation of a deep cultural anxiety about the perceived break-
down of family values and the nuclear family it doesndoean t require much
insight as a cultural critic to observe that mormonscormons see themselves as advo-
cates for the integrity of the traditional family less obviously this intense
focus on the nuclear family maps a significant departure from dickenssDickenss
carol which corresponds to an equally significant feature of our present
day collective values whereas dickens s carol works to broaden the con-
cept of family to include all members of an economic community so

that scrooge himself becomes a father to tiny tim LDS carols collapse
the concept of family to include only the core group of parents and chil-
dren in contrast to dickenssDickenss concern with the systemic and societal prob-
lems fracturing the family of man our carols articulate a concern with
the private problems that fracture the nuclear family carroll morriss
character maggie voices one of the primary themes of our carols when she
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says referring to her friends and community associates but they re not
family it s family thats most important to me 26

this focus on the nuclear family rather than the family of man ges-
tures toward a more general rupture between the LDS carol and the dick-
ensian carol whereas dickenssDickenss tale responds to vexing social political and
economic issues and advocates reform aimed at eliminating ignorance
and want from the community LDS carols address the human capacity for
experiencing personal suffering and sin and advocate redemption at the
individual and familial levels dickenssDickenss characters suffer from poverty
hunger disease ignorance economically enforced isolation and other
public problems with a few notable exceptions the characters in the
latter day saint stories suffer from disappointment doubt jealousy fear
ingratitude sin depression grief fatigue insecurity and the host of per-
sonal problems that plague the human heart these carols explore the lim-
its of the individual potential for sin suffering and redemption while
broad social problems such as economic injustice and poverty fade to the
margins of awareness

this thematic slippage from the socioeconomic to the personal
realm might signal a shift in the latter day saint notion ofofzionzion building
when zion meant a utopia like nauvoo zion building necessarily involved
the social political and economic structures that allow a physical commu-
nity to function now that zion designates the pure in heart zion build-
ing concerns itself with the emotional and spiritual formation of individual
latter day saints in any case the focus on the individual reveals the rela-
tive affluence of the society portrayed in these stories for economic con-
cepts lose their significance when everyone is perceived as more or less
comfortably middle class As one such comfortable middle class character
says sometimes its much more painful to be poor in love than it is to be
poor in money 27 affluence takes the edge off the image of the cratchitsCratchits
poverty and turns the readers attention to the condition of scrooge s heart

because these christmas stories are written from a position of
affluence they tend to elide the harsh economic forces that differentiate the
figures of scrooge and cratchitCratchit As a result scrooge and cratchitCratchit slip toward
one another becoming difficult to distinguish or even merging completely
chris heimerdingersHeimerdingers A return to christmas offers a striking visual repre-
sentationsen tation of this structural shift the two protagonists of the story who
represent a wealthy scrooge and an impoverished cratchitCratchit turn out to be
identical twins separated at a young age and reunited at the climax of the
story scrooge and cratchitCratchit resemble one another literally in this case 28

in a more subtle instance laurel mouritsen s the mistaken gift tells the
story ofofwinstonwinston langley a young working man who like cratchitCratchit holds
a low paying position like cratchitCratchit langley is the sole provider for his
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family and struggles to stretch his wages to cover the necessities ofhis mother
and sisters unlike cratchitCratchit however langley is not trapped in poverty by
rigid class distinctions on the contrary he plans to enroll in business
school and has every reason to expect together with the reader that his
economic situation will soon improve langley considers himself a man
of business and occupies himself wholly with his business affairs in this
sense he is a clear scrooge figure filled with none of the cheer and good-
will that characterized the holidays approach 29 and the story continues
on to recount langleyslanglaysLangleys scrooge like conversion to the proper christmas
spirit langley resembles both cratchitCratchit and scrooge and in the climate of
optimistic upward mobility that pervades the story cratchitCratchit and scrooge
come to resemble one another

in another example eileen kumps the hope chest awareness of
the unpleasant economic reality of poverty is so thoroughly effaced that the
cratchitsCratchits nearly disappear from view completely and would disappear
altogether were it not for their structural importance to the plot the story
rehearses the familiar scenario of a comfortable suburban family giving
their own christmas gifts to a poor family discovering the real meaning
of christmas in the process in this rendition however the narrative is

entirely concerned with the middle class dilemmas of the protagonists
and throughout the entire story the recipients of their christmastimechristmastideChristma stime
charity are referred to only as that other family the poor lose their
names and personalities and consequently poverty loses its urgency and
meaning this story could have been produced only in the context of
affluence where the figures of ignorance and want fig 7 lacking faces
and names become abstractions

yet even while these carols reveal affluence they disclose a grave
ambivalence with regard to materialism like dickenssDickenss carol these latter
day saint christmas stories are filled with depictions of the abundant
material accouterments of the season all manner of food christmas trees
presents colored lights and decorations swirl around the action ofthe sto-
ries and the celebrations depicted in these christmas stories almost all
require some kind of ritual exchange of material goods taking the form of
gift exchanges charitable donations or potluck dinners in this sense LDS
carols like dickenssDickenss convey a materialist notion of christmas as if they
were saying christmas is christmas because of the things we surround
ourselves with during our celebrations

dickens employs images of material plenitude to suggest a christmas
time model of economic abundance that replaces the prevailing scarcity
model but these carols put images of material abundance to a different
use in the LDS carol the tangible trappings of christmas serve paradoxi-
cally to evoke an intangible transformative christmas spirit while the
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stories appreciatively employ
the material objects that AL x14

characterize christmas they
insist that the christmas
spirit the spirit of love
generosity and fellowship
is the real object of christ-
mas celebration christmas
is more than gift wrapped
boxes holly berries and
office parties christmas
is love these stories tell
us 30 in chris hicks s the

aa1a

little christmas tree for
example the protagonist a
soldier in vietnam receives
a parcel from home that
turns out to contain a small
plastic christmas tree when FIG 7 ignorance and want for dickens igno-

rancethe narrator comments the and want have faces yellow meagre
box contained christmas or ragged scowling wolfish pinched and twisted

at least the spirit of christ-
mas

in contrast some modern carols reduce igno-
rance31 and want into mere abstractions illustra-
tion

he implicitly equates
by john leech from charles dickens

the of the boxcontents a A christmas carol london chapman and hall
material object with the 1843iig1843 up
spirit of christmas he goes
on to describe how the tree seemed to alter the atmosphere of the whole
camp in other words the material presence of christmas effects a spiri-
tual change in the environment the stories convey a message at once
materialist and materialisticantimaterialisticanti engaged in an endless tug of war strug-
gling to resolve our own ambivalence toward materialism

michael fillerupsFille rups story ghosts perhaps the best in the anthology
explicitly thematizesthernatizesthematherna tizes the ambivalence over materialism implicit in so many
of these stories the story s opening sentence the janitrolJanit rol furnace that
had kept them warm for eleven winters gave up the ghost late friday after-
noon echoes the opening of A christmas carol in which the narrator
memorably declares marleymaddey to be dead and by the time fillerup refers
directly to the ghost of christmas future in the story we have already
recognized his protagonist dale as scrooge dale like scrooge finds him-
self alone and without heat on christmas eve like scrooge dales heart
is as cold as his home dale s christmas eve is marked not by visits from
the ghosts of christmasesChrist mases past present and future however but by mem-
ories ofhis late wife and a visit from his tactless home teacher
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like so many LDS scrooges dale s nuclear family has been incomplete
since his wife s death about a year ago but as the story unfolds the reader
learns that the marriage had been struggling for years dale had been a life-
long member a successful church leader and lawyer ambitious but also
image conscious and materialistic verna was a convert idiosyncratic an
activist for every cause spiritual and absolutely unconcerned with image
and wealth their personal conflicts over materialism dramatize the ideo-
logical conflict that informs so many latter day saint christmas stories
when they moved into their dream house it annoyed him that she

didndian t seem to fully appreciate his hard earned bounty when she joked
about large and spacious buildings and too many rooms to clean he took
it personally

As with most of our carols acts of charity in this case christmas eve
gifts for the homeless and an impromptu home teaching visit signal the
christmas season but fillerup does not sentimentalize the acts rather
he takes the opportunity to explore the limits and efficacy of love where is

the boundary between duty and charity how much discomfort should we
be willing to endure for love s sake can compassion really melt pride

the story investigates the private regrets of one grieving widower but
also deals with the public milestones that mark male latter day saint adult-
hood mission college courtship and marriage early poverty later profes-
sional success and church leadership in his portrayal of dales life

fillerup broaches the stickier aspects of latter day saint social structure he
tackles its occasional religious aristocracy and ecclesiastical snobbery for
example by showing the familial objections to dale s marrying verna As

the story approaches its climax fillerupsFille rups observant eye focuses on two
of the most vexing and resonant latter day saint social issues of recent
years the distribution of priesthood power and the related formation of
gender relationships As dale recalls his final argument with verna during
which he tried to stop her from taking what would prove to be a fatal plane
trip he articulates the complex interweaving of these two issues

no he had to have it his way always his he was the priesthood holder he
was the boss but it wasnt even that no one could have lordedcorded it over her by
virtue of the priesthood or any other hood no one could have unless she
allowed them to and why had she allowed him all those years

here ghosts most closely approaches the carol for fillerup has discov-
ered the carol s real genius the skillful wedding of the personal with the
public just as dickens explores explosive social problems through the lens
of scrooge s personal redemption fillerup confronts the living breathing
social issues that animate LDS culture today through the lens of dale s per-
sonal grief at the site where public meets personal in fillerup s story the
heat of friction kindles a christmastimechristmastideChristmastime warmth that can melt the iciest of
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his readers hearts As ghosts concludes dales janitrolJanitrol furnace is resur-
rected 32 and as the furnaces belly belches blue flames dale and the reader
together feel the christmas blaze begin to burn within themselves ignited
by sparks flying from the carol s own heart

conclusion

works of fiction serve their communities of readers in various ways
they crystallize and dramatize cultural changes anxieties and contradic-
tions they provide the cultural narrative for social structures and rituals
and they intervene in social projects by galvanizing individual readers to
change their personal behavior and their public institutions A christmas
carol works in all of these capacities but the latter describes its explicit
themes as well as its underlying objective dickens links the public and the
personal and fashions his literary sledgehammer as an act of social reform
driven by spiritual transformation the latter day saint christmas stories
in once upon a christmastimechristmastideChristmastime are also socially produced and the best of
them are socially productive as well these stories through their simi-
laritieslarities to and differences from the culture text of the carol register con-
temporary anxiety over disintegrating nuclear families they reveal a

preoccupation with the nuclear family and personal redemption over the
family of man and public reform and they suggest a grave ambivalence

over materialism even as they point toward collective affluence the culture
text of the LDS christmas story changes subtly from year to year this year
let us change ourselves and our communities deeply and spiritually as we
tell our christmas stories

rosalynde frandsen welch rosalyndewelchmsncom earned a BA in english
from BYU in 1998 she is currently a doctoral student in early modern british literature
at the university of california at san diego she lives in la jolla with her husband and
her baby daughter
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the night before my baptism

I1 pull the sheets away from the pillows
turn down the bed lamp the blinds
as a thick clattering rain
pours from the mountains and leaves its throbbing

on my roof thunder swells in the valley
lightning throws the black pulse from my room
a rocket flash I1 think how each drop
might scatter the loose tiles above me rinsing

the gutters mulch berries and dead mice
rattle eaves before they fall to the ground
the bed shakes me the chatter turns to rumble
but I1 slender in grind down and believe

mark bennion
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remembering christmas past
presidents of the church celebrate the birth of
the son of man and remember his servant
joseph smith

larry C porter

at christmastidechristmastimeChristma stime the story of the sojourn of jesus christ from beth-
lehem to calvary enjoys a resurgence among countless millions for
latter day saints there is a second tradition associated with this special
season remembering the prophet joseph smith and the course of events
in his life from sharon vermont to carthage illinois As we commemo-
rate anew these two births we have cause to turn back time and review
selected christmas memories and moments from the lives of the fifteen
presidents of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

some of these glimpses are personal and soul stirring in nature
others are homespun some accounts are deeply spiritual while others
reflect the tinsel and festive gaiety of the traditional celebration often the
prophets christmastimechristmastideChristma stime experiences and messages are emblematic of
conditions affecting the entire church at that moment but at the same
time all of the accounts illustrate the lasting and eternal significance of the
christmas season

these memories and messages are arranged by year under each presi-
dent s name each respective president primarily expresses his own feelings
and observations but periodically others in the household or persons con-
temporary to the situation lend substance to the moment in some of the
instances where information on christmas celebrations is limited we have
tried to explain the circumstances the prophet was experiencing during that
time the christmastimechristmastideChristmastime observations thoughts and traditions included in
this account show how the fifteen presidents of the church celebrated the
birth of the savior and remembered the life of joseph smith jr

FIRST PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH JR

A series of reverses which had left the joseph and lucy mack smith
family in financial difficulty prompted solomon mack father of lucy to

byustudies4oBYU studies 40 no 3 2001 49
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provide the couple with a homesite on his own hundred acre farm which
bridged the sharon royalton township lines in windsor county vermont
it was on the sharon side that joseph smith jr future prophet of the
restoration was born just two days before christmas on monday decem-
ber 23 1805 1 that first christmas was celebrated in the midst of his sib-
lings alvin hyrum and sophronia as they surrounded the family
hearthstone atop dairy hill the birth of the infant joseph must have
reminded the family of another sacred event occurring under similarly
humble circumstances in a bethlehem manger

we can only surmise what was occurring during certain of the thirty
eight christmasesChrist mases enjoyed by joseph smith although joseph s christmas
activities are not always accounted for selective episodes do give us a sense
of what it was like to keep christmas with the prophet

christmas with emma

for joseph christmas 1826 was most certainly filled with contempla-
tions of his harmony sweetheart miss emma hale who he had been
courting from the residences of two respective employers josiah stowell of
bainbridge township chenangoChenango county new york and joseph knight sr
colesvilleColesville township in broome county their marriage took place within
a matter ofweeks on january 181827 at south bainbridge new york the
newlyweds went to live with joseph s parents at manchester where he
farmed with his father for a season and was in a position to remove the gold
plates from the hill cumorah on september 22 2

during december 1827 joseph and emma moved from manchester
new york to harmony pennsylvania where they took up an initial resi-
dence with isaac and elizabeth hale emma s father and mother here on
the susquehanna he was finally able to begin a serious examination of the
characters on the newly acquired golden plates 3 the holiday season was
apparently spent in the home of his in laws A year later in december of
1828 joseph and emma for the first time were able to enjoy christmas in
the simplicity oftheir own home a small one and a halfstory frame struc-
ture that had been placed on thirteen acres acquired from isaac hale

revelations and church service

in december 1830 joseph and emma were residing with the peter

whitmer sr family in the township ofoffayettefayette seneca county new york
having left their harmony home the preceding august that december
was singularly marked by the receipt of three revelations contained in the
present doctrine and covenants dacd&c 353536053636 and 37 one of these com-
munications directed the prophet and the church to move to ohio
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dacd&c 371 3 during april and may of1831 the main body of the church in
newyork moved to kirtland ohio and vicinity in three primary companies 4

the prophet and sidney rigdon embarked in december of 1831 on a
mission to proclaim the gospel unto the world in the regions round
about dacd&c 712 from december 41831 to the following 8thath or loth of
january 1832 they preached to the people of shalersville ravenna and
other ohio communities 5

on december 251832 josephs thoughts were enmeshed in national
politics south carolina was threatening to secede from the union over
protective tariffs favoring the northern states As the spirit moved upon
him the prophet was given understanding of the far reaching implications
of this state of affairs he explained appearances of trouble among the
nations became more visible this season than they had previously been
since the church began her journey out of the wilderness on christ
mas day 1832 1I received the following revelation and prophecy on war 6

then follows one of the most distinctive and far reaching prophecies ever
uttered by the seer section 87 of the doctrine and covenants joseph as
foreteller chronicled the event and attendant conditions associated with

nn assirmessssisssi s siigslig mpr irithechnstmasvarrevelation
Jperhaps teethe best known christmas occurrence in earlw church history is

saisosalsosalsojonemonejone otithejnardeststo reconcilewith6 thelong standing christmas tradiaradittitionsirions celebrating peace and the birth ofchnstfon christmas dayi832 inkirt
iglandfwmle praying earnestlydearnestlyd reflecting about slavery at home and abroad
itheprophefjoseph received atrevelatfon that propheiiedth&time wiltcome1
smatwarwill be poured out uponuronunon allaliail nationsbegmnmg at south icaroiinala
I1 dagdaod&g 872 while the revelation seems to be overtly addressing the nulhfica
stionttion crisis that was brewing in the palmetto stateitsstateits occurrenceonoccurrenceon christmas 3

day has been accorded little lenihcancewhy did the lorddord reveal message
As

lonawarwhile much ot theworlclwas celebrating his birthwasbirth Was the prophet
4

pperhapspperhapshars aware otwarodwar and slavery s ironicjuxtapositionironicjuxtaposition agamststhe peace ands
ifreedom broughtbychnst the paradox in the timing of this christmas reverevei 3

lationislatronislationislonis
section i30pithedocnne and covenants mayhoffermayoffermay offer a furtherglimpse3

into5thereyeiationstimingxreferringymyi843 to the 1832 prophecy onwardonwars
tjosephxonnected it again with the slavery questionbutquestion but nowalsowalsono linked it
ecleariyato eventsthatevents that would happen previous tosthejcommgif thesons- cay iy agyagr yawyfw syawasu sswssuagu ayyy
manad&cfi30i2 iai3 seealso jaj4 l7whadcommemoatlonofothey saviors

e i rr t 1 l &wyw tarsthrst coming turned joseph s thoughts to the second coming if soothe ghristchristayiswakwafyfyii v v
mas holiday may be considered relevant in interpreting this revelation
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the united states civil war that conflict was to herald the commencement
of a series of devastating hostilities and wars that would eventually enve-
lope the whole world

christmas at home

on one christmas eve new convert jonathan crosby traveled to kirt-
land to meet the prophet joseph smith invited crosby to join an assembly
of friends hyrum smith reynolds cahoon martin harris john carl
and george A smith for a very plesant time at the smiths home the
company drank peper & sider and had supper the next day crosby
was invited to a christmas feast where patriarch joseph smith sr was
giving blessings 7

As joseph recorded in his journal weather conditions on december i1
1835 set the stage for a traditional season at home spent the day in writing
for the Mmessengeressenger & advocate the snow is falling and we have fine sleigh-

ing 3181183388 this december proved to be a marvelous season for the prophet the
true spirit of giving was manifest during the course of the month numbers
of saints went out of their way to contribute of their temporal substance to
the prophet in order that he might have means to continue to do the lords
work reflecting on the goodness of the saints he spoke of their kindnesses
to him as noted on december 9

my heart swells with gratitude inexpressible whwhenen I1 realize the great
condescension of my heavenly fathers in opening the hearts of these
my beloved brethren to administer so liberally to my wants and I1 ask
god in the name of jesus christ to multiply blessings without number
upon their heads and bless me with much wisdom and understanding
and dispose of me to the best advantage for my brethren and the
advancement of thy cause and kingdom and whether my days are many
or few whether in life or in death I1 say in my heart 0 lord let me enjoy
the society of such brethren 9

and on december 25 joseph experienced the simple joys of christmas as

expressed in his heartfelt sentiment at home all this day and enjoyed
myself with my family it being chris amastmastimastjmastamas day the only time I1 have had
this privilege so satisfactorily for a long time 10

christmas 1835 is the last account of a christmas celebration in the
smith home until 1843 for the next eight years joseph seems to have been
preoccupied with church and other family issues during the holiday sea-

sons returning to kirtland on december lo101018371837 from a trip to missouri
joseph found that many members some in high places had turned
against the church 11 some of the malcontents had leagued to deprive him
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of his presidency and if need be his life by january 1838 joseph brigham
young and sidney rigdon had been forced to flee kirtland

december in liberty jail

by december 1838 the church in missouri had suffered a series of
severe setbacks A committing court at richmond had found probable
cause and charged joseph smith hyrum smith sidney rigdon lyman
wight alexander mcrae and caleb baldwin with a multiplicity of crimes
including murder and overt acts of treason they were imprisoned in
liberty missouri on december i1 1838 12 the prisoners found themselves
in the crudest of circumstances a fourteen by fourteen and one half foot
dungeon with only a trap door entrance from the main floor above their
quarters consisted of a dirt floor covered with worn out straw there was
no stove for heating and when they used an open fire the inadequate vent-
ing filled the room with insufferable smoke there were insufficient blan-
kets to keep them warm under freezing conditions and the food was so
foul as to be hardly palatable 13

emma smith made immediate arrangements to go from far west to
visit her husband on december 8 she brought her six year old son joseph
smith III111ili and was accompanied by phebe rigdon and her young son john
wickliffe rigdon A dr madish of terre haute indiana loaned them a

two seated carriage drawn by a beautiful span of cream horses for the
journey john rigdon recalled we started rather late in the morn & did
not get to the jail til after dark & they would not let us go in till the next
morn after taking breakfast at the hotel we were taken to the jail & there
remained for three days 0014111414

on december 16 the prophet wrote words of comfort to the belea
gueredgueren saints from his place of imprisonment

dear brethren do not think that our hearts faint as though some
strange thing had happened unto us for we have seen and been assured
of all these things beforehand and have an assurance of a better hope
than that of our persecutors therefore god hath made broad our shoul-
ders for the burden we glory in our tribulation because we know that
god is with us that he is our friend and that he will save our souls we
do not care for them that can kill the body they cannot harm our souls
we ask no favors at the hands of mobs nor of the world nor of the
devil nor of his emissaries the dissenters and those who love and make
and swear falsehoods to take away our lives we have never dissembled
nor will we for the sake of our lives 15

emma was again at the jail on december 20 for a two day visit this
time the wives of alexander mcrae and caleb baldwin went with her in
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the midst of the sparsest of fare the hearts of the prisoners were made glad
that dire christmas season by the presence of these loved ones 16 it was only
such visits as this and the kindness of friends and fellow saints that made the
prisoner s habitation durable from december i1 1838 to april 61839 when
a change ofvenue took them to gallatin daviess county missouri

in november 1839 joseph led a small delegation to washington DC
to obtain redress through the united states congress for losses in real and
personal property suffered by the latter day saints while awaiting a deci-
sion joseph visited philadelphia from december 21 to december 303018391839

he preached to the saints during this christmastimechristmastideChristma stime in the city of broth-
erly love on december 161840 the prophet welcomed passage of the act
chartering the city ofofnauvoonauvoo 17 in december 1842 joseph was concerned
for emma who was soon to be delivered of a newborn the infant arrived
the day after christmas and joseph made this simple entry she was deliv-
ered of a son which did not survive its birth 111818

christmas with a beloved friend

perhaps no christmas was more pleasant in the span of the prophets
lifetime than his last earthly celebration on december 252518431843 in nauvoo
fig i1 all the ingredients ofwhat might be regarded as a traditional obser-

vance of that day were present joseph and emma had just occupied the
hospitable quarters of the newly constructed mansion house in the early
morning hours the household was awakened to harmonious strains of
beautiful music the prophet recorded

this morning about one 0oclockclock I1 was aroused by an english sister
lettice rushton widow of richard rushton senior 19 who ten years
ago lost her sight accompanied by three of her sons with their wives
and her two daughters with their husbands and several of her neigh-
bors singing mortals awake with angels join &cac which caused a
thrill ofpleasure to run through my soul all of my family and boarders
arose to hear the serenade and I1 felt to thank my heavenly father for
their visit and blessed them in the name of the lord they also visited
my brother hyrum who was awakened from his sleep he arose and
went out of doors he shook hands with and blessed each one of them in
the name of the lord and said that he thought at first that a cohort of
angels had come to visit him it was such heavenly music to him

at two oclock PM about fifty couples sat down at my table to
dine

A large party suppedcupped at my house and spent the evening in music
dancing &cac in a most cheerful and friendly manner during the festivi-
ties a man with his hair long and falling over his shoulders and appar-
ently drunk came in and acted like a missourian I1 requested the captain
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of the police to put him out of doors A scuffle ensued and I1 had the
opportunity to look him fullfallfuli inm the face when to my great surprise and
joy untold I1 discovered it was my long tried warm but cruelly perse-
cuted friend orrin porter rockwell just arrived from nearly a year s

imprisonment without conviction inin missouri 2010

this rare yet unexpected gift closed the activities of a beautiful christ-
mas day the prophet must have felt all the warmth engendered by a last
ing friendship between the two which had spanned the years from the
earliest days of the restoration in new york joseph wrote the following
day december 26 1I1 rejoiced that rockwell had returned from the clutches
of missouri and that god had delivered him out of their hands 33211121002121

joseph was not privileged to see another christmas season enemies
from within and without the church deemed otherwise even as he con-
templatedtemplated the new year and prospects of his 1844 US presidential candi-
dacy for conscience sake the prophets antagonists planned his
destruction he and his brother hyrum were mortally wounded at
carthage jail on june 271844

FIG i1 illustration of nauvoo at christmas by ken baxter 1996 the prophet joseph
smith celebrated christmas 1843 with emma and their family inin the mansion house
during christmas dinner the family was surprised by an unexpected visitor
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SECOND PRESIDENT BRIGHAM YOUNG

the christmas seasons between 1844 and 1847 denote a period of par-
ticular importance in the life of brigham young and that of the fledgling
church the saints still reeling from the loss of the prophet joseph smith
and his brother hyrum struggled with feelings of extreme animosity
toward those who had so unjustly wronged them brigham young
expressed wise counsel to those around him in a christmas setting on
december 251844 brigham recorded in his journal

I1 spent an agreeable time at brother joseph wellington collidgesCollidges
in company with elders heber C kimball george A smith A M
lyman john taylor and their ladies the band was in attendance we
partook of a substantial dinner after which I1 made a few remarks
expressive of my good feelings and love to my brethren I1 remarked that
the lord would never suffer us to overcome our enemies while we cherished
feelings of revenge when we prevailed over our enemies it must hebe from a
sense of duty and not of revenge21revenge 2122

christmas 1845 saw the nauvoo saints involved in an intense effort to
complete their temple endowments and sealingsdealingssealings before their anticipated
departure for the west the following spring their designs were decidedly
complicated by continual harassment from their enemies who under the
pretense of law were attempting to arrest brigham young and other leading
brethren in spite of these encumbrances the work of the temple moved
forward day and night brigham young spent most of christmas day and
on through the entire night in the temple he recorded

1215 pm george D grant brought word that the united states
marshal is in the city again elder kimball sent a message to him by elder
grant and at 115 elder kimball and I1 left the temple

six pm the high council met for prayer in room no 4 the high
priests met in room no 8

at twenty minutes before six amasa lyman george A smith
orson hyde and john taylor went into the temple at gioglo610 parley P
pratt and orson pratt and at 618 brother heber C kimball and I1 went in

the twelve met in my room for counsel and prayer after considerable
conversation about the western country we united in prayer george A
smith was mouth

one hundred seven persons received their ordinances the business
of the day closed at twenty minutes past ten oclock and notice was
given that no more washings and anointingsanointings would be attended to at
present brother kimball and I1 with some few others remained in the
temple all night 23
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compelled by mob threats the saints had left the comforts ofofnauvoonauvoo
for primitive conditions at winter quarters in unorganized U S territory
nebraska on the missouri river an entire community of saints had

begun their removal and christmas day 1846 of necessity was largely
business as usual

mild day christmas col john scott discharged the cannon thrice
at sunrise I1 wrote to mr logan fontenelle indian interpreter as to
some articles abstracted by the indians from camp also expressing a

wish that major miller would inform us where he wished the house built
for the indians as we had gone south at the time appointed but he had
failed to meet us

the general council met at dr richards octagon held two sessions 24

brigham young sustained as president

the 1847 christmas season embraced a vital increment in the develop
ment of church government among the saints and in the life of brigham
young returning to winter quarters from having guided the initial pio-
neer company to the great salt lake valley brigham and the leading
brethren conversed over the necessity of reorganizing the first presidency
with brigham young as president of the high priesthood these men
deemed that continuance of the three and one half year apostolic inter
regnumrignum since the prophets martyrdom was insufficient

on december 51847 at the home ofoforsonorson hyde brigham young was
sustained by nine of the quorum of the twelve apostles as president of the
church with heber C kimball as first counselor and willard richards as
second over one thousand members of the church assembled at a special
conference held december 24 27 1847 in the newly constructed log
tabernacle at miller s hollow later kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa on december 27
they ratified the work of the twelve by the uplifted hand 25

brigham youngs recording of the interim christmas day and his sus
tainingbaining by the people on the 27th is as follows

december 251847 the council went to the log tabernacle and
attended meeting the congregation voted that the high council on the
east side of the river have all municipal power given to them by this
people and that the bishops courts have authority as civil magistrates
among the people until the laws of iowa are extended over us

A committee was appointed to investigate the laws of iowa and
ascertain what steps were necessary to be taken to effect a county
organization

the council met in the evening and consulted about filling up the
quorum of the twelve apostles
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december 2718471271847 conference convened again when elder kimball
spoke followed by elder joseph young myself elders geo A smith
orson pratt and Aamasamasa lyman when I1 was unanimously elected
president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints heber C

kimball and willard richards were in like manner elected respectively
my first and second counsellorscounsellors uncle john smith was unanimously
elected patriarch over to the whole church

I1 spoke again referring to what had been accomplished by the saints
and other topics bore testimony that the communion of the holy spirit
was enjoyed by those present when the conference was adjourned till the
6thath of april at the log tabernacle

after benediction by elder geo A smith the congregation shouted
three times hosannah hosannah hosannah to god and the lamb
amen amen and amen 26

wilford woodruff was present at the log tabernacle on this momentous
day in his journal woodruff recorded during the evening the people
met with the band of music at the tabernacle & spent the evening in music
singing & dancing 27

christmas celebrations in the salt lake valley

in salt lake city there was time for a more festive celebration of
christmas by the young family clarissa young spencer remembered that

within the short space of three years following the arrival of the
pioneers the population of the city had increased to thousands and the
christmas celebration took on a still greater air of gaiety A brass band
paraded up and down the streets with the players mounted on horse-
back they serenaded at father s house as well as the homes of other
church leaders all the toys were home made the ads in the paper carry-
ing no mention of commercial playthings however if a husband wished
to delight his wife with a new bonnet on christmas morning there was
mrs A smith late of st louis who advertised a superior assort-
ment of velvet silk satin and straw bonnets and a variety of fancy
goods and millinery

for days before christmas I1 would slip into the family store north
of the beehive house and watch john haslamhasiam tie up little square pack-
ages of nuts and raisins during his spare time it was doubly worth my
while because I1 could always count on his slipping me a lump of sugar or
some other tasty bit while he was working we would receive these nuts
and raisins on christmas morning along with vinegar and molasses
candy that the girls had made and an abundance of store candy
gumdropsgumdrops and peppermint sticks
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there was no tree in our home for at that time the christmas tree
had not even come into general use in the east but we always hung up
our stockings and every child received one toy and some clothing we
girls would receive knitted scarves nubiascubias headdresses mittens shoes

stockings garters and wristers some of us younger girls once
received some red cashmere hoods that mother s sister had made for us

they were made with a pointed cape in the back and trimmed with white
swansdownswansdown and would have been rather pretty except that they had been
lined with green cambric and tied with green ribbons because they were
the only materials available in the house

the boys would often receive new capes for christmas those being
the outer garment most commonly worn my brother ernest who was a

big husky fellow and didnt feel the cold very much would wear his
about his waist in skirt fashion to the great amusement of the rest of us

for christmas toys the boys would get swords drums guns and
skates while we girls would be happy with woodenheadedwooden headed dollies the
heads were turned in our own carpenter shop then painted and sewed

onto cloth bodies when the dolls were finished they would be beauti-
fully dressed by our diligent mothers 28

emmeline B wells wife of president youngs counselor daniel H
wells remembered a community celebration with president young

by and by when the social hall was built christmas was sometimes
celebrated there with dancing parties and the enjoyment was such that
those who had the opportunity of attending them remember to this
day those good old times childrens parties too were given there occa-
sionallysionally and our girls and boys will perhaps never forget while they live

the first christmas tree in the social hall where there was a present for
every child of several large families and all numbered and arranged in
perfect order of name and age it was a beautiful sight to us then though
it would perhaps seem very primitive now in these times of electric lights
and every variety of color and brilliancy in illumination president
young daniel H wells and others of their fellow citizens were there but
brother brigham was foremost in making the affair a grand success it
was an event in the lives of our children they ought never to forget and I1

doubt if they ever will I1 have been talking it over with one or two
recently and trying to recall the most particular incidents

hon john W young then only a boy handed the presents down
from the tree and I1 recollect brother brigham standing and pointing
with his cane and telling john just which to take down and so on the
children were wild with delight and some of the mothers were quite as

much elated though not as demonstrative after the santa claus tree
was stripped of its gifts the floor was cleared and the dancing commenced
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and there was good music too and president young led the dance and
cut a pigeon wing to the great delight of the little folks 29 in fact I1 think
the evening was almost entirely given up to the children s festivities
and the older ones the fathers and mothers and more especially presi-
dent young made them supremely happy for that one christmas eve 30

THIRD PRESIDENT JOHN TAYLOR

on december 151844 john taylor as editor of the times and seasons
shared with the saints of nauvoo his thoughts on the horrendous loss
occasioned by the martyrdom of the prophet joseph smith and his brother
hyrum in carthage jail during june of that year but he optimistically
announced that the heavenly desire still burns in the hearts of the saints
and that the embodiment of the keys of salvation are to be found in the
temple ordinances

but we have said enough the day in which we live the vengeance
and folly of mankind manifested in every important move the eagerness
with which truth is received by the faithful saints and the heavenly de-
sire burning in the hearts of the heirs of salvation like the fire in the
burning bush of moses for the completion of the temple wherein can

only be consummated and practiced the holy washings the holy anoint-
ing and the holy conversations for the salvation of the living and the
dead are sufficient to arouse every one that wishes to be saved 31

elder taylor and parley P pratt were performing a special mission in
the british isles during the christmas season of 1846 on december 17 the
missionaries traveled by train from edinburgh to glasgow scotland As
they proceeded toward their destination elder taylor composed a poem
which he set to the tune of auld lang syne and sang at the soiree in
glasgow on december 18

the poem speaks of missionary work and speculates as to where the
church s proselyting efforts might lead california vancouver britain
the tree images running throughout the poem signify the gospel of jesus
christ which will bless and perfect all nations in stanza four elder taylor
predicts that the gospel will bring peace to the historically feudingfeeding british
isles by stating that ireland scotland wales and england will come
together around the tree elder taylor links the gathering of israel to the
mountain s top with the peace found within christs church

ureka now we ve found the tree
the balm the heavenly boon

that will the saints and nations bless

and perfect them in one
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chorus then since our god has made us one
and planted freedoms tree
well taste its bud but eat the fruit
in california

and ifwe to vancouver go

and dwell on britainsbritainaBritains isle

well visit those we used to know
on zions heavnlyheavily hill

for there upon the mountain s top
the house of god shall stand

and to it all the nations flow

from every sea and land

the shamrock thistle leek and rose
that bloom so fresh and fair

shall planted be around the tree
and of its fragrance share

then hail columbiascolumbianColumbias happy shore
and hail the british laws

god save the queen and every king
who favours zion s cause 32

john taylor was sustained president of the church on october lo1010

18801880 his last christmas was spent at the kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville utah home of thomas FE

rouche president taylor had gone into voluntary exile in february 1885 to
avoid arrest by federal officers for violating the edmunds act ofofi8821882 33 he
died at the rouche farmhouse on july 25 1887 attended by a few family
members and friends 34

FOURTH PRESIDENT WILFORD WOODRUFF

over a succession of years president woodruff experienced wide
diversity in his christmas celebrations A potpourri of personal accounts
from his journal illustrate the variety of circumstances that surrounded his
christmas activities

december 251836 kirtland ohio went up to the house of god
kirtland temple to worship & herd a discourse from brother samuel

smith brother hiram smith broakbraak bread which closed the meeting
elder abraham 00. smoot was quite sick & healed by the laying on
ofhandsof hands 3531
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december 252518401840 london england CHRISTMAS day in LONDON
the church bells throughout the city commenced chanting for meeting
at half past ten we met with the saints at father henry corner room
georges row 24 at ii oclock & we tought the saints some plain prin-
ciples which had a good effect

we took our christmas dinner with br morgan he had his family
at home with him the dinner consisted of baked mutton goose rab-
bit pies minced pies & plum pudding & bread & cheese porter and
water we spent the evening at mr albums in conversing about the
things of god after sitting an hour with the family we retired to rest

this is the first christmas I1 ever spent in england whare I1 shall be
next christmas day the lord ownly knows & what a year to come will
bring forth we cannot tell but may the lord preserve my life my wife &

child in peace I1 pray & enable all the saints to be esstablished in right
eousness christmas is considered the greatest of all days in england 36

december 252518411841 nauvoo illinois christmas day was an interest-
ing day indeed to the twelve we were invited to a christmas supper at
mr hiram kimball s it was excellent slaying sleighing & I1 got a horse &

slay & carried the wives of the twelve to mr kimballsKimballs & home again after
our meeting broke up our company consisted ofofblofbB young H C kim-
ball 0 pratt W richards J taylor & W woodruff all with our wives
except W richards who waited upon sister hyde we had an excellent
feast

A year ago this christmas I1 was in london eng & took dinner with
br & sister morgan in company with br kimball but we are now again
with our families 37

december 252518711871 woodruff farm at cottonwood salt lake county
utah was christmasychristmassChristmass but I1 spent the day husking corn 38

december 252518761876 st george utah christmas I1 went to the temple
40 women were sewing carpets and all the men were at work & josiah
hardy worked at the buz saw till 9 oclock at night to get through so
that the ensign might be moved into the temple for dedication
presidetpresidedPresidet young rode to the temple the first time he had been out for
3 weeks he has been laid up quite sick with innamitoryinflamitoryinnamitory rheumatism in
his feet 39

december 251883 st george utah I1 wrote a letter to arza
hinckley I1 was sealed for 13 dead couple 1I ordained charoquesCharoques
erastus to the office of a seventy I1 think thethefirstfirst lamanite ever ordained
to that office in this dispensation there was 316 baptisms to day which is
called christmasychristmassChristmass 40

december 252518851885 salt lake city utah christmasychristmassChristmass day I1 spent the day
in the chamber locked up as a prisionerpris ioner while all the family went to the
ward school house to attend the christmasychristmassChristmass party I1 wrote letters to
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george teasdale & thomas E ricks I1 felt thankful to god I1 was still a
free man on earth 41

december 252518861886 st george utah christmasychristmassChristmass morning warm &

pleasant emma smith woodruff wife had knit 13 pair of mittens in
which she put money & candy for the children in their stocking and
there was a great row among the children this morning grand pa &
grand ma got 2202502502.50 each in their stocking with other things

there is a great time in the street this morning A band of music
are serinadingserinading before the house and a regular christmas hollowdayhollowwayHollowday

we had our dinner at 3 oclokoclock brother thomas cottamcottarncotharn had all of his
children together and 23 grand children there was 20220o grown persons &

24 children at the table the evening was spent in music & singing 42

december 252518881888 salt lake city utah all is astir this morning the
children are exam in ing their presents br wilkin went out to the
penetentiarypenitentiary utah territorial penitentiary at sugar house salt lake
city they took out 5050 turkeys to get up a christmasschristmasyChristmass dinner for the
prisioners emma had all her children together except nellie & henry 43

wilford woodruff was sustained as president of the church on april 7
1889 on christmas day 1889 he recorded 1I spent the day at asahelsasahellAsahels we
took dinner with him & spent the evening there 3144114444 president woodruff
enjoyed spending christmas with his family and many of the christmas
day entries during his presidency sound similar to the 1889 entry in 1892
christmas fell on a sunday so the family celebrated on december 26 this
day december 26 was spent for christmasychristmassChristmass we had our christmasychristmassChristmass din-
ner I1 had a large company of children & grand children and a pleasant
day 114545 on december 251897 president woodruff wrote christmas day
spent the day at home with family 46 this was his last holiday entry presi-
dent woodruff passed away at the home ofhis friend colonel isaac trumble
in san francisco california on september 21898

FIFTH PRESIDENT LORENZO SNOW

elder lorenzo snow and his sister eliza R snow were called to partici-
pate in the rededication of palestine for the returning of the jews 47 the
group led by president george A smith departed salt lake city on octo-
ber 262618721872 while en route to the holy land the party toured the european
continent president smiths party arrived in nice france on december 24
george A smith detailed the tour that lorenzo snow and others partici-
pated in as they visited various locations in nice on christmas day

touring with lorenzo snow eliza R snow faramorzferamorzFaramorz little miss
clara little and paul A schettler
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took a drive through nice and vicinity romantic ally situated
between hills & vallies handsom bay red rocky soil rendered lovely by
the hand of patient toil the day was pleasant the gardens green varie-
gated flowers abundant orange groves loaded with golden fruit con-
trasted beautifully with the deep dark foliage while the lemon trees also
loaded with fruit and the olive forests all combined to make a green
contrast never before witneessed by me on christmas day about
200 guests adorned our table at tagle d hotel which commenced with a

good soup & after 12 courses wound up with ice cream & roasted ches

notsbots the sitting lasted 112 hours 48

new year s eve found the party in milan italy in anticipation of their
arrival in jerusalem eliza snow devoted a stanza of an expansive poem
entitled the year 1872 to the topic of jesus christ in this stanza eliza
emphasizes the great love in the savior s atoning sacrifice and looks for-
ward to the time when christ will come again

I1 go to place my feet upon the land
where once the prince of peace the son of god
was born where once he lived and walkdwalad and preachdpreache
and prayed admonished taught rebuked and bled
and then to answer justice great demand
and seal his mission of eternal love
upon the cross poured out his precious blood
arose to life triumphant oer the tomb
and after being seen and heard and felt
ascended up to heaven and as he went
those who stood looking heard and angel say
ye men ofofgallileegallilee why stand ye here

gazing to heaven the selfsame jesus whom
ye see ascending inin like manner will

again descend 49

the company continued on to jerusalem fig 2 on sunday march 2

1873 in a tent that had been pitched on the mount of olives by previous
arrangement president george A smith led in humble fervent supplica-
tion dedicating the land of palestine for the gathering of the jews and the
rebuilding of jerusalem and returning heartfelt thanks and gratitude to
god for the fulnessfalness of the gospel and the blessings bestowed on the latter
day saints 3350115050

because of the intense prosecution of the antibigamyantibigamy laws by federal
officers lorenzo snow went on the underground for an extended period
of time in the early morning hours of november 191918851885 seven US mar-
shals descended upon his home in brigham city utah due to the indis-
cretion of a dog who loved his master too much and sniffed him out elder
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snow s hidden cubicle was dis-
covered by the officers an arrest
and conviction for cohabitation
followed he was consequently
incarcerated in the utah territo-
rial prison at sugar house on
march 12 1886 and spent the
succeeding christmas behind
locked doors 51

the gloom of imprisonment
was much improved however by
the delivery on christmas day of
a beautifully ornamented raisin

cake from minna cannon
there was also a nice silk hand-
kerchief the S L temple woven FIG 2 church of the holy sepulchre in

march 1873 lorenzo snow and otherson each corner which came
rededicated the holy land for the returning

from lorenzos son daughter of the jews while there the visitors were
and granddaughter the latter able to view many sites of jerusalem this
gift was accompanied by this illustration appeared in the juvenile instruc-

torsimple note of well wishing to a year and a half later juvenile instructor 9
october io1018741874243243the venerable patriarch

christmas greetings
to dear papa
dearest pa with joy we greet you
on now this happy christmas morn
yet because that we must miss you
these blessings much thereby are shorn
while you ve suffered we acknowledge
our present loss is future gain
and we hope now soon to see you
and have you with us once again

leroie mable & lori 52

lorenzo snow was finally released from prison following a february 71887
US supreme court decision in his personal case 53

president snow then president of the quorum of twelve apostles was
the recipient of some highly prized gifts from his daughter lana snow sav-
age and her husband george for christmas in 1891 in a poetic response
written january i1 he not only expressed his gratitude for earthly favors but
also revealed his devout belief in a future association of royal dimensions
between spouses and the father of us all

dear george and lana
that golden pen with diamond point
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with holder fine is nicely wrought
with cushion too so sweet and chaste
its donor I1 could easy trace
A priceless gift a present rare
that indicates your love I1 share
but other christmas days have told
your love for me had not grown cold
and now my son and daughter too
to bear my thanks 1 I feel its due
this missive dear to send to you
may blessings choice forever flow
enrich your labors here below
infuse your heart with holy fire
and sanctify each thought desire

that way beyond high ether blue
in realms of light where both of you
may there be crowned a king a queen
by our great father elohiemelohismElohiem 54

affectionately your father
lorenzo snow

leroi snow son of president snow stated that his father was given to the
writing of poetry which he sent as season3sseasons greetings to his friends 55

lorenzo snow was ordained and set apart as president of the church
on september 131318981898 he enjoyed his last christmas in the year 1900 and
sent out his final note of celebration to his friends and loved ones on janu-
ary i1 19011901igol in the eighty seventh year of my age on earth I1 feel full of
earnest desire for the benefit of humanity may the light of truth chase

darkness from your souls 115656 lorenzo snow died of apparent complications
of pneumonia in salt lake city on october lo10101901igoicigoi he was buried in his
beloved brigham city utah

SIXTH PRESIDENT JOSEPH F SMITH

joseph F smith was but five years of age when his father hyrum
smith and uncle joseph smith died however he did have some latent
remembrances of the prophet from his mother mary fielding smith and
a host of contemporaries he inherited a rich recollection of the prophet
and his teachings joseph FE smith was one of the prophets most ardent
exponents as exhibited in a december 1894 sermon

at the suggestion of bishop frederick kesler of the salt lake city six-
teenth ward president joseph FE smith second counselor to president

woodruff met with a large and enthusiastic congregation to enjoy a
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protracted evening of eulogizing the memory of the prophet joseph
smith s eighty ninth birthday december 23 1894 the gathering was
unique because numerous individuals who had been personally associated
with joseph smith remarked and bore fervent testimony of his divine call-
ing as a prophet of the lord president joseph FE smith presented a master-
ful discourse on the inner nature of his uncle as he had come to know him
and his works president smith stated

I1 should like to see introduced among the latter day saints even at the
risk of introducing another general holiday the practice of celebrating or
commemorating the birthday of the prophet joseph smith it is now
over fifty years since he was martyredmartyred and during those fifty years we
have never had to my knowledge more than a small private gathering
occasionally in honor of the birthday of the man who was chosen of
god and designated by his voice to be the mouthpiece of god almighty
to the inhabitants of the earth in the dispensation of the fullness of times
the only exception I1 recall was when on the 23rd of december 1892 a
general fast was proclaimed and observed among the latter day saints
preparatory to the final completion and dedication of the salt lake
temple in april following we celebrate what is supposed to be the
birthday of our lord and savior jesus christ but we get a long way off
from his birthday so that now instead of celebrating the real birthday
of our lord which was on the 6thath of april we celebrate the 25th of
december in each year and it is a proper thing that we should hallow
his birthday above all others and in my judgementjudgement and of course I1

may be a little biased in regard to this matter in my judgementjudgement the next
birthday celebration to that of our lord and savior jesus christ should
be that of joseph smith to this entire people of the latter day saints
no matter what we may recollect of the prophet or what may be said to
us here tonight with regard to our memory ofhim the one thing that I1

wish to call your attention to first and foremost of all other things is this
that whatever else the prophet joseph smith may have done or may have
been we must not forget the fact that he was the man out of the millions
of human beings that inhabited this earth at the time the only man
that was called of god by the voice of god himself to open up the dis-
pensationpensation of the gospel to the world for the last time and this is the
great thing to bear in mind that he was called of god by the voice of
god himself to open up the dispensation of the gospel to the world for
the last time and this is the great thing to bear in mind that he was
called of god to introduce the gospel to the world to restore the holy
priesthood to the children of men to organize the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints in the world and to restore all the ordinances
of the gospel for the salvation not only of the living but also of the
dead and he was called to this mission by god himself now if somebody
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tells us about joseph smith being fond of wrestling fond of running a

foot race fond of having a good scuffle with some lusty neighbor or
friend or if you hear somebody tell about the good that is the over-
flowing of the human nature that was in him it need not detract one iota
from the great and glorious principles which were revealed through him
to the world

by the gift and power of god he translated this book the book
of mormon from its original language and from the engravings upon
the golden plates into the language which we now read within the lids of
this book and it contains the fullness of the everlasting gospel it will
lead men to the obtaining of the knowledge of truth whereby they may
be saved and brought back again into the presence of god and partake of
his glory and of endless lives this is the great thing that I1 rejoice at and
this is the great and glorious thought that comes to my mind and that
pervades my soul when I1 think of commemorating the anniversary of the
birth of that great and glorious man joseph smith for he was the only
man that I1 have any record of or knowledge of or that I1 have ever read
of in any history that god himself in connection with his son jesus
christ deigned to visit in person and commune with in this world from
adam until this day I1 have never heard of but this man that has ever
been so favored of god there have been other prophets and great
prophets too who have had angels minister to them and others who
have seen the finger of god and who have been favored more or less
but where is the circumstance and who is the man unto whom the
father and the savior have appeared together in person and declared
themselves unto him where is that man nowhere that history records
except the prophet joseph smith and that while he was a youth he was
only a youth comparatively in fact when he was martyredmartyred being only
38 years of age

he was brimming over with the noblest and purest of human
nature which often gave vent in innocent amusements in playing ball
in wrestling with his brothers and scuffling with them and enjoying
himself he was not like a man with a stake run down his back and with
his face cast in a brazen mold that he could not smile that he had no joy
in his heart 0 he was full ofjoy he was full of gladness he was full of
love and of every other noble attribute that makes men great and good
and at the same time simple and innocent so that he could descend to
the lowest condition and he had power by the grace of god to compre-
hend the purposes of the almighty too that was the character of the
prophet joseph smith and while he could play with children and amuse
himself at simple innocent games among men he also communed with
the father and the son and spoke with angels and they visited him and
conferred blessings and gifts and keys of power upon him that were
never before bestowed upon any human being other than the son of
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god himself no man yet that ever lived upon the earth had all the keys
of the gospel and of the dispensations bestowed upon him as were
bestowed upon the prophet joseph smith in the temple at kirtland when
he was visited there by the son of god by moses and by elias and eli-
jah and when the heavens were opened unto him and he received the
keys of power and authority by which he could lay the foundation of the
work of god broad and deep to cover the earth with the knowledge of
god and with his power and glory and that work the foundation of
which he laid is today spreading abroad among the nations of the earth
and it will continue to spread until it covers the earth as the waters cover
the sea and that is my testimony amen 5717

A memorial to joseph smith in vermont

joseph F smith was ordained and set apart as president of the
church on october 17 1901igol early in 1905 at the request of president
joseph F smith and members of the first presidency junius F wells vis-
ited the farm once belonging to solomon mack lying in the townships of
sharon and royalton in windsor county vermont solomon was the
grandfather of joseph smith jr and it was on his homestead atop dairy
hill that the prophet was born to joseph and lucy mack smith on mon-
day december 232318051805

junius had been directed to verify the exact confines of the farm
through township records interviews and available historical sources he
was successful in purchasing the property and was authorized by the
brethren to build a memorial cottage on the site of the original home it
was likewise agreed that he would commission the erection of a thirty
eight and one half foot granite shaft with appropriate inscriptions to be
dedicated and unveiled at that location on december 231905 elder wells
completed his arduous task and greeted president joseph FE smith and the
centennial memorial party as they arrived at south royalton vermont on
december 22 the group of thirty persons was comprised of smith family
members general authorities and other invited guests 58

during the services held the following day december 23 in the joseph
smith memorial cottage president joseph FE smith dedicated the home
the polished shaft of vermont granite and all appurtenances fig 3 the
opening words of president smiths dedicatory prayer read

our father who art in heaven hallowed be thy most holy name
we thy servants and handmaidenshandmaidens representing the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints have gathered here to dedicate this monu-
ment to the memory of thy servant joseph smith the great prophet and
seer of the ninteenthnineteenth century who was born into the world near this
spot on the 23rd day of december 1805 one hundred years ago 59
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FIG 3 joseph smiths birthplace sharon vermont in commemoration of the
prophets one hundredth birthday on december 23 1905 president joseph F smith
traveled to the solomon mack farm to dedicate the joseph smith memorial cottage
left and a granite monument right

president smith and certain members of his party spent christmas eve
in transit to boston by way of the railroad on christmas day the smith
family members drove to tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield and boxford massachusetts and there
visited the home sites of joseph smiths ancestors including that of joseph
smith sr at the pine grove cemetery in tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield they paid homage to
certain of these honorable men who had preserved the watched bloodline
of the lords servant joseph smith the prophet the party then returned to
boston and boarded the night train for the west via palmyra new york and
kirtland ohio where they stopped to tour church historic sites 60

in the december 252519051905 deseret news the first presidency gave very
specific directions as to what the saints must do in their personal actions to
be consistent with the true observance of this sacred anniversary

bless the children provide for the poor comfort the distressed visit
the widow and the fatherless forgive those who may be regarded as ene-
mies be filled with the spirit of blessing have charity for all promote
peace and good will and spread abroad the light and intelligence which
flow down from heaven in the gospel of the son of god recognize his
divine hand in all that is good and useful and that promotes the welfare
ofhumanity 61
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christmas to the latter day saint

during the christmas season of 1907 president smith and his coun-
selors john R winder and anthon H lund chose to carefully define
christmas in what christmas suggests to a latter day saint primary
emphasis was given to the meaning of christs earthly ministry a work set
in motion by the first great christmas night and culminating with the
risen lord s advent and personal reign the role of certain servants who
had gone before his face such as john the baptist and joseph smith were
also stated it is a thoughtful refining of the true nature of christmas

CHRISTMAS to the latter day saint is both reminiscent and
prophetic a reminder of two great and solemn events which will yet be
regarded universally as the mightiest and most wonderful happenings in
the history of the human race these events were predestined to take
place upon this planet before it was created one of them was the com
ing of the savior in the meridian of time to die for the sins of the world
and the other is the prospective advent of the risen and glorified
redeemer to reign upon the earth as king of kings

As already intimated there have been various dispensations of the
gospel which was first revealed to adam out of heaven where it was
instituted as the means the only means of man s salvation but the
greatest dispensations are without doubt the two immediately con-
nected with the resurrection namely the one in which christ himself
rose from the dead and the one in which he will come in the clouds of
heaven simultaneously with the resurrection of the just who are to reign
with him a thousand years this final dispensation will witness the resti
tutionaution of all things the welding together of all the dispensations the
gathering into one of all things in christ things in heaven as well as
upon the earth

such in brief is the divine program as revealed to the prophet
joseph smith the latter day restorer of the religion of jesus christ the
pre ordained plan of salvation this also is the significance of christ-
mas or it is what christmas suggests to the mind of any thoughtful
latter day saint

it is in honor of our lord that we observe this day one celebrated
throughout christendom as the birthday of the worlds redeemer
christ is god even jehovah the god of israel and as such we worship
him and we also honor the memory of his faithful servants john and
joseph who in missions involving their martyrdom went before his
face opening and preparing the way

in the light of these solemn facts and in the spirit of charity and
goodwillgood will exemplified and enjoined by our blessed redeemer we send
forth to the latter day saints and to all the world a hearty and kindly
christmas greeting
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let no one suppose that mormonism so called is here to make
war upon men or upon creeds governments and institutions that men
revere it sustains law order liberty and truth the world over the
latter day saints are friends not enemies to mankind that we have a
message to deliver we know and god being our helper we will deliver
it come life or death come weal or woe but we purpose doing this in
the spirit of peace in the spirit of patience and brotherly love forgiving
our enemies and returning good for evil oppressing no man for refus-
ing to listen to our testimony nor ridiculing what he holds sacred how-
ever false or foolish it may appear to us the liberty of conscience is

inviolable and we stand ready to defend all men in the exercise of this
sacred god given right we maybemay be abused and slandered for exercising
this right ourselves but heaven forbid that we should deny it to others
despite the human weakness that all men possess and which prompts
them to retaliate when they feel themselves wronged we will endeavor
with the help of the lord to follow his divine injunction when men
revile you revile not again our plain and simple duty is the preaching
of the gospel the gathering of scattered israel the redemption ofofzionzion
and the salvation of the living and the dead we have no warfare to wage
against our fellow men no wrongs that we wish to avenge we leave that
to him who said vengeance is mine I1 will repay may he be merciful to
those who misrepresent and bring trouble upon his people

but these issues are all in the hands of the lord he will do his own
work in his own time and way our mission is not to curse but to bless

not to punish or threaten but to persuade men to do right we preach
salvation not damnation and in this spirit we send forth this greeting
echoing and if possible emphasizing the salutation of the angels to the
shepherds on the first great christmas night glory to god in the high-
est and on earth peace good will toward men 116162

christmasesChristmases in want

on christmas day in 1914 david A smith son of president joseph R

smith sent a letter of heartfelt gratitude to his father who was then in
santa monica california for a period of respite after a very demanding
schedule davids letter and the written response from his father which fol-
lowed gives us wonderful insight into the filial relationship of president
smith and his son as well as a rare christmas story from the past experience
of the president david wrote his father

my dear papa

after a day of noise and excitement the quiet of the evening now
that the children have retired for the night has caused my thoughts to
take me back to my childhood days and especially to the celebrating of
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christmas with my brothers and sisters and I1 thought of president wil-
son who arose early todayto day to direct in person the christmas festivities
at the white house for his small grand niece I1 would not change places
with president wilson for anything and yet I1 wonder when I1 see their
all as we were as children with our new articles of wearing apparel
some candy nuts and rasons sic giving away to these thoughts fear
overtakes me and I1 tremble as I1 begin to realize the responsibility that is

resting upon me and I1 wonder ifwith all my advantages I1 will be able to
live up to the requirements and attain the success that your example and
teaching would have me reach oh papa my heart is full of love for you
and for your wives and children my brothers and sisters and now that I1

am beginning to feel a little of the responsibility that has been yours for
so long the more I1 realize what I1 owe to you the more helpless I1 seem to
become all my days I1 have lived in the love of my dear parents and
when in my soul for I1 have always had a desire to live up to every
requirement last year I1 had the pleasure of accompanying you when
making your christmas calls while we miss you this year we are greatfulgreatful
sic that you are permitted to get away in a measure at least from you

arduous labours

I1 called on all of the folks yesterday and delivered their christmas
turkeys and one was sent to you had I1 known earlier we might have sent
two I1 hope the one you did get went around

today I1 delivered to aunt sarah the two coats you ordered from
provo for frank and willard we received them this morning as far as I1

can learn all are well and have had a happy christmas

praying for the blessings of our heavenly father to be with you and
with love for all I1 am affectionately your loving son

daviddavid6363

in a letter dated december 29 1914 president smith responded to
davids remembrances with equally stirred emotions of his own

my beloved son your most refreshing and welcome letter of
christmas eve came to my hand yesterday and I1 read and rereadre read it
with pleasure mingled with grateful tears

your letter also took me back not only to the boyhood days of my
own boys and girls but also to those of my very own from 1846 to 1848
and 9 1I knew no christmas and no holiday and indeed ifwe had a
christmas or a new year celebration at all before 1846 or until after I1

was married for the life of me at this moment I1 cannot remember it
I1 was teamster herdboyherd boy plowboyplow boy irrigator harvester with scythe or
cradle woodhaulerwood hauler thresher winnower by the half bushel measure or
fanning mill later general roustabout and a fatherless motherless and
almost friendless missionary and withal always penniless
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I1 say almostfriendlessalmost friendless I1 had one true friend a widow frail aged
but oh so true she was my never to be forgotten and ever to be loved
and remembered aunt mercy R fielding thompson she like my own
precious mother mary fielding never forgot me while they lived but
in their time they had very little and it was a continuous struggle just
to live

then when after these dreary experiences my own precious
cherubs began to come along we were existing on 3 per day for each
working day employed and that in tithing products at high prices well
I1 cannot tell you how we managed to live at all but we did god must
have helped us for I1 did not steal nor defraud my neighbor I1 did not
owe any man woman or child one cent except it was my gracious aunt
mercy who as often as she could slipped a favor in my way I1 owed no
man through all those days and I1 had to work I1 could not be idle

now again to the christmas holidays there were my precious
chicks fig 4 but not a dollar in cash with which to buy one thing for
christmas I1 could draw a few pounds of flour or meat a little molasses
or something of that kind ahead at the general tithing office and pay

FIG 4 joseph F smith family november 1898 president smith is seated fourth from
the left president smith recalled with gratitude the chance he had to be with his family
and play with his children during christmas seasons of economic hardship
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up at the end of the month with tithing scrip received in payment of my
labor which more than often began at 6 am and ended at ii11 pm at 3

per day in tithing pay which was not cash

I1 saw many reveling in luxuries with means to lavish their every
want which were far more than their needs riding in buggies on
prancing horses enjoying their leisure while I1 we all were on foot and
of necessity tugging away with all our mights to keep soul and body
together under these spiritless conditions one day just before christ-
mas I1 left the old home with feelings I1 cannot describe I1 wanted to do
something for my chicks I1 wanted something to please them and to
mark the christmas day from all other days but not a cent to do it
with I1 walked up and down main street looking into the shop win-
dows into amussensAmus sens jewelry store into every store everywhere and
then slunk out of sight of humanity and sat down and wept like a child
until my poured out grief relieved my aching heart and after awhile
returned home as empty as when I1 left and played with my children
grateful and happy only for them 64

president smith was engaged in a series of missions in the i86os186os i87os1870s in
the i88os188os he was likewise away from home for substantial periods of time
fulfilling church assignments while avoiding arrest warrants issued by fed-
eral officers stemming from the anti bigamy campaign in utah during
this extended period he had little opportunity to further his agricultural or
business pursuits as some others were able to do financially embarrassed
he had no substance yet these letters show that the most significant gifts in
life are not necessarily tangible and tied with satin ribbon there are
moments when only the gift of love can be offered but such is always
sufficient for the day for president smith and his family christmas was an
involvement of the heart where pure love extended and reciprocated pro-
vided the ingredients for true happiness at yuletide

SEVENTH PRESIDENT HEBER J GRANT

at age twentyfivetwenty five heber J grant was ordained as an apostle by pres-

ident george Q cannon on october 16 1882 already familiar with the
business world of wells fargo and company zions savings bank and
trust company and ZCMI elder grant was a decided asset to the
brethren in fiscal and other matters though his initial years in the twelve
were surrounded with the chaos created by severely repressive measures
directed against the latter day saints he sought to keep an air of normalcy
for family members throughout the holiday season such normalcy can be
seen in elder grants journal entry for december 251888 spent nearly the
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entire day at home took the little ones out in a buggy to make some
christmas presents I1 feel truly and sincerely thankful on this christmas
day for all of the many blessings me and mine are in the enjoyment of116565

books books books

heber J grant was ordained and set apart as the church president on
november 23 1918 during the holiday season and on other occasions
president grant habitually gave of his substance to buy books for numer-
ous friends he drew from a multiplicity of titles sometimes buying out
entire editions four or five thousand copies ofa book he particularly liked
handwritten messages in his own deft penmanship or preprinted inscrip-
tions were all signed in person fig 5 such works as william jennings
bryan s the prince of peace edgar A guests the path to home thomas
carlyles martin luther david starr jordans the strength of being clean
henry drummonds the greatest thing in the world and orson FE whit-
ney s love and the light were among those circulated 66 he had read each
volume with care himself and underscored salient passages in his own copy

illustrative of his exhaustive giving of books in the holiday season are
his activities on christmas day 1925

spent the morning until 1100 AM at the hotel writing in books and
signing slips

A lot of books arrived from independence last night some of them
should have been here at least ten days ago and I1 wrote in books until
late last night and again this morning also wrote in them this afternoon
until about 300

called and delivered a lot ofbooks this evening gusta president
grants wife hulda augusta winters was with me presented to all

the people on whom we called this afternoon and evening a copy of the
prince of peace

have had a very strenuous day indeed but have thoroughly enjoyed
the day in visiting with my daughters and granddaughters and friends 67

president grant enjoyed both an exceptional number of friends in
the religious sphere and also in the greater business community his
diary chronicles the massive efforts of one man to make a difference in
people s lives

day spent with books books books had lunch at home today for
the first time in several days I1 am sending books to all the members of the
sunday school union board YL and YMMIA primary relief soci-
ety boards and to the directors of grant & co home fire utah state
national bank zions savings bank utah light & power co utah



FIG 5 inscription heber J grant to george albert smith christmas 1925 the inscriptinscrip
ton reads 1925 26 holiday greetings to geo albert lucy W smith from your
friends mr mrs heber J grant salt lake city president grant estimated that he gave
over one hundred thousand books to friends as holiday and other occassion gifts this
inscription is found in a copy ofwilliam jennings bryan the prince ofpeaceof peace indepen-
dence mo zions printing and publishing 1925
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light & traction co ZCMIZCML utah hotel salt lake theater consoli-
dated wagon & machine co beneficial life ins co union pacific

railroad co and the pacific coast joint stock land bank to say nothing
about personal friends I1 am sorry to say that all the books have not yet
arrived from the deseret news press and that part of the books will not
reach my friends until after christmas 1 11I am giving over one hundred
copies of the lecture on martin luther to the employees in the church
offices owen and rachel heninger have been helping brother anderson
and bertha mailing these books I1 was busy all day principally with books
and it was a little after nine oclock PM when I1 left the office 68

during the 1935 36 school year president grant went to brigham
young university where his portrait was to be unveiled in the heber J

grant memorial library in answer to an inquiry the schools president
dr franklin S harris told president grant that the library had over one
hundred thousand volumes on the shelves in his address that followed
president grant said that while he had never kept track of the number of
books he had given away he believed that the number too would be just
about one hundred thousand volumes 69

christmas with family

president grants christmasesChrist mases seem to have been filled with children
and grandchildren in addition to his numerous friends in 1936 he
recalled the christmas day humor of a young grandchild

we drove down early in the morning to american fork and visited
with edith and her family we returned in time for a family gathering
at our house at eleven oclock we have forty seven living grandchildren
ten great grandchildren and twelve grandsons in law and ten sonsinsons in
law which makes quite a tribe when we are together one of the great
grandchildren john taylor anderson five years old put his fingers in
his ears and said chatter chatter chatter which accurately describes
what went on 70

EIGHTH PRESIDENT GEORGE ALBERT SMITH

in december 1905 elder george albert smith then a member of the
twelve accompanied the large entourage of relatives and church members
who went to dedicate the joseph smith memorial at sharon vermont in
commemoration of the prophets one hundredth birthday on december 23

see fig 3 on christmas day he visited the old ancestral homes of five

generations of smiths in the towns of tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field and boxford massachu-
setts he recorded the events of that auspicious day
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awoke feeling well had a good breakfast and took the saugusbaugus
branch train in company of john henry smith hyrum M smith
ida B and jos F smith jr at 8228208208.20 A M were met at saugusbaugus by frank P
bennett with three automobiles and taken to his fathers home a most
beautiful place here we were joined by T P berrett howard berrett
prest jos F smith ina edith A jesse M and elias A smith and took
automobiling to tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield to old home ofofasaelasaelasaei smith now owned by
francis trainer it is located about 112ivilwi miles north of tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field proper
visited the cemetery and took pictures of monument erected by grace
smith george A smith and others initiated the monument in 1873 to
the memory of the first robert and first and second samuel smith
thence to boxford to the old home of robert smith now occupied by
some of his descendants named smith thence through salem to lymmejymme
riding over the floating bridge at lymmejymme edith ina elias A and myself
left the scene of the burning of the witches at lymmejymme and went back to
boston leaving the others to eat dinner with the bennetts this was a

delightful christmas day cold and clear but with out snow took train at
619 P M for palmyra NY mr burgess the NEPA new england pas-

senger agent of the nickle plate road accompanied us to rotterdam
junction we had a christmas tree on the train and spent the evening
very pleasantly everybody received a present I1 got a jumping jack 71

the following year the holiday season caught elder george albert
smith on a protracted journey by train traveling from new orleans to salt
lake city obviously lonely for his beloved lucy and little ones he took
solace in the amenities afforded the traveler

new orleans monday december 242419061906 spent the day at the park
cemeteries etc and left at night for the land of utah I1 received lovely
christmas letters from lucy and the children and wished myself home
all day long bought a few trinkets and some flags

on texas pacific train december 252519061906 spent my christmas posting
my journal and reading and reading my letters had dinner of turkey etc
at mineola texas am very lonesome but feel sure my children will have
a jolly time at home train is about 2 hours late and losing time we
arrived fort worth house where a splendid christmas dinner was
served I1 took a walk after eating and went to two moving picture shows
retired feeling fairly well after visiting with the photos of my family 72

christmasesChristmases without lucy

elder george albert smith experienced a very difficult christmas day
in 1937 he had lost his wife and sweetheart of forty five years lucy emily
woodruff smith on november 5 1937 he recorded in his diary 1I

remained at home all day with my family all well and happy as possible
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I1 went with emily and edith to lucy s grave and placed roses on it the
wreath the girls had placed there the night before looked fresh green 17337373

president smith chose not to remarry during the remaining years ofhis life

elder smith spent christmas day surrounded by his children and
grandchildren A bustling household perhaps gave some relief to the lin-
gering remorse felt over the loss of his life s companion his diary reflects
his inner sorrow while reacting to the festivities about him

awoke and heard the children running around the house at 8 oclock
in the morning welcoming a joyous christmas day filled with much
comfort and satisfaction to many people our heavenly father was kind
enough to give us a snow storm so that everything is beautiful and
white it was a real treat to see how happy the children were with
their gifts I1 do not believe they realized how generous their portion is

in fact we have all been wonderfully treated in the way of gifts from our
loved ones

surely the lord has been very kind to me in giving me fine children
as a result of a companionship with a noble woman who did her best to
keep the commandments of our heavenly father she was a great help
to me and I1 miss her greatly since she was called home my children try in
every way to make up to me my loss but of course that isnt possible

it has been a very peaceful day have been so happy to observe the
mirth and cheerfulness in the members of our household but there is an
empty place that cannot be filled it is nearly six oclock at night and I1

have not yet opened my christmas packages have enjoyed the others
but have had no enthusiasm to see what my packages contain I1 am sure
they will be nice my children always remember me generously before I1

go to bed I1 will have a good visit with my family and open the packages
and let them enjoy them too

I1 played with the children helped them enjoy their toys read to
them some faith promoting stories and we shed tears together as we had
brought to our attention the sacrifices that were made by some of our
loved ones when they settled this country and made it possible for us to
have a joyous place in which to livejive 74

A centennial christmas message

george albert smith was ordained and set apart as president of the
church on may 211945 the pioneer centennial year of 1947 was filled with
major activities and responsibilities for the eighth president of the now
million member church president smith s christmas message to the saints
that year was filled with praise and thanksgiving to his heavenly father for
the bounteous blessings enjoyed in the post world war 11II era and the
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emergence of the church after one hundred years of progress since the
arrival of the initial pioneer company this epistle to the saints also con-
tains a charge of continued vigilance

at the approach of another glad christmastide my heart is filled
with gratitude to my heavenly father for the many blessings which he
has bestowed upon the latter day saints during the year which is now
drawing to a close

here in this land which has been spared actual warfare our farms
and fields have yielded bounteously our flocks and herds have multi-
plied through diligent efforts we have produced enough of the necessi-
ties of life to sustain ourselves and to provide a surplus which we have
sent to assist our impoverished brethren and sisters in other lands
since the close of the war eighty seven carloads of food clothing and
bedding have been sent by the church to the needy and destitute across
the sea in which so many willing hands have labored and toiled during
recent years

our missionary effort at the present time is greater than at any pre-
vious period in the history of the church today there are in full time
missionary service more than four thousand of the sons and daughters of
god who have been divinely commissioned to proclaim the truth to the
children of men they are sent out to teach repentance to the inhabitants
of the earth that these people may turn from the error of their ways that
they may cleave unto that which is righteous and thereby gain the favor
of our heavenly father and enjoy the companionship ofhis spirit which
is a safe guide along the pathway of mortal life and a sure preparation for
a home in his celestial kingdom

during the present year we have been able to complete a very suc-
cessful celebration in honor of the arrival one hundred years ago of the
first pioneers in the salt lake valley under the leadership of president
brigham young appropriate exercises were held by the saints in many
of the cities of the intermountain empire celebrating the event a mod-
ern caravan of automobiles camouflaged as oxen drawn covered wag-
ons traveled over the pioneer route from nauvoo to salt lake city at
the mouth of emigration canyon one of the most beautiful and impos-
ing monuments in the world was constructed marking the end of the
trail and on which was written the historic declaration of the great pio-
neer president this is the place

while we are recounting our blessings we must remember that
great problems are yet before us the world is still staggering from the
effects of the recent war cities are in ruins famine stalks unchecked in
many sections of the old world rumblingscrumblingsrumblin gs of political and social
upheavals cause mens hearts to tremble with fear the dove of peace is

denied admittance in the councils of the nations
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but the promises of the lord can be relied upon in the future as they
have been in the past each passing year brings us nearer the date of his
coming in power and glory true the hour and the day no man
knoweth but the duty of the latter day saints is to watch and pray
being valiant for the truth and abounding in good works despite the
discontent in the world and the apparent growth of the power of evil

those who continue to stand in holy places can discern through it all the
handiwork of the lord in the consummation of his own purposes the
almighty reigns and will continue to reign

therefore at this season of the year let personal discords be forgot-
ten and animosities banished let rejoicing be heartfelt but not boister-
ous let gift giving be as generous as circumstances will allow but not
extravagant let the hearts of the children be made glad and let us live

that the spirit of the prince of peace may dwell in our homes 75

NINTH PRESIDENT DAVID 0 mckay

in 1920 the first presidency sent elder david 0 mckay of the quorum
of the twelve apostles to make a survey tour of all the island missions of
the pacific ocean the first member of the twelve to do so other mission
areas would also be visited as deemed expedient during a period lasting
from 1920 to 1921 his traveling companion was hugh J cannon president
of the liberty stake in salt lake city they departed vancouver british
columbia on the empress of japan bound for yokohama december 7

1920 their itinerary placed them in tokyo japan for the holiday season
elder mckay recorded his impressions of the christmas enjoyed with the
family of president and sister joseph H stimpson of the japan mission
fig 6 elder mckay recorded

if mild weather bright sunshine a clear blue sky green vines and
leafy trees are the characteristics of christmas in tokyo then this
twenty fifth of december nineteen twenty has been just a usual christ-
mas but to one who has spent nearly all ones holidays in northern
utah it was most unusual

it is true that several days before there were evidences on every hand
throughout the city that a festive season was approaching

it will not be appropriate to go into detail about the meaning
and significance of these decorations because they were not being
put up for christmas at all but for the new year japan s festive sea-
son ten days hence As christmas eve approached these decorations
throughout the city became more profuse and it was difficult some-
times to realize that these people were not making their streets more
beautiful and attractive in honor of the birth of the savior of the world
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true the comparatively few christians were preparing to commemorate
this great event but most of the japanese people are not christians

christmas eve however found four little groups of true followers of
the master fully prepared to do honor to the occasion these were the
branches of the church of jesus christ located at osaka tokyo kofu
and sapporoSapporo

it was brother cannons pleasure and mine to be participants in the
festivities at tokyo

president and sister joseph H stimpson had a real christmas tree in
their room at the mission house and old santa remembered their little
children here just as he did the tens of thousands in utah sixteen hours
later what a blessed privilege old saint nicholas enjoys to cross the
pacific in that short time by boat it took us fifteen days

the morning hours were spent in exchanging greetings and in
preparing for the childrens exercise in the afternoon

sixty minutes before the hour to begin the little boys and girls
began to gather at the house and what an interesting little motley

FIG 6 japan mission special conference january 1921 standing irwin T hicken
deloss W holley howard jensen joseph S pyne lowring A whitaker sitting joseph
stimpson mary E stimpson david 0 mckay hugh J cannon myrl L bodily owen
mcgary elder mckay spent christmas in tokyo with the stimpson family juvenile
instructor 56 march 1921 112
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group they were and how different their greetings from those our own
children give only one or two bright young hopefuls could say 1 I wish
you a merry christmas all the others could express the same wish only
by bowing which they did most gracefully we american children can
all learn true politeness from these polished little children I1 had my
first lesson inm the art this christmas day

leldenlelderleiden daviddavia 0 mckaattendedaischildrentexercise aon&on christmas idanioan 1920 atiatl
altetidetipetlte japan mission house mitokyothe following is a reproduction of the program

recorded byellerbyelder

openingppeningppening addressbrotherAddress Brother nikichi takahashu

girl s bids me shinepby twelve little girls eachoeachj

be a sunbeam bymiss sadakoierauchil

songgby the boys oftheodthe sunday

P r6clt3t10tli lhnkrivltis DV TOLIT ROVS

wisemenbytheWiseMen bythe boys of the sunday

1 aloha oengaeng by miss baba menghshss
by girls who come to practice with the stimpsonsStimpsons

written by sister kotoe monmotomontotoMonmoto giverfby the
ataortao sa s& i iai1 a fc

i UA X

eldereider david 0 mckay of the council of the
twelve

orchestra concluded by a medley ofamerican airs

closing talktaik by brother jiro fugita

singing dmnkmn ga yo

benediction by president joseph H stimpson

david oman mckay scrapbooks volvoi 126 A christmas m tokyo front typs

script church archives format changed
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the vim and energy and loudness with which they rendered their
various parts were second only to their eagerness to do so another les-

son worthy of imitation I1 thought

though it made me somewhat sadly contemplative it was a won-
derfullyderfully interesting experience to hear those half hundred japanese chil-
dren in their variously colored costumes singing lustily if not
harmoniously such songs as jesus wants me for a sunbeam and glory
to god in the highest and not one of them a christian however it
was gratifying to note the same interest and joyousness in their respon-
sive souls that would be manifest a few hours later by their little white
brethren and sisters across the sea when we strangers to them found
our hearts filling with the same love for them that we have for the chil-
dren at home it was easy to understand that christ included the little
ones with yellow faces when he said

suffer the little children to come unto me and
forbid them not for of such is the kingdom of
heaven

christmas 1920 was more interesting and pleasant than I1 had
anticipated it could possibly be over 5500 miles away from home and
loved ones yet as the hour next to midnight approached and we retired
to our rooms I1 was conscious of a very keen regret viz that excepting
the members of the church it appeared that neither parents nor chil-
dren had participated in the entertainment because of any sympathy for
the gospel they had come either for amusement or gifts or both

I1 fell asleep wondering if after all these arent the principal incen-
tives in our christmas festivities at home 76

memories of childhood christmasesChristmases

on a winter s day in 1938 president mckay second counselor to
george albert smith returned to the old family home of his youth in
huntsville utah fig 7 it had been unoccupied for some time and he was
there to check on the place As he putteredbutteredputtered about the house with its famil-
iar trappings he began to muse on the innocent laughter and excited mer-
riment of the children and their friends at christmas seasons of long ago
moved by his impressions of the moment he wrote a special letter of
endearment dated december 12 to his brother thomas E mckay who was
then presiding over the swiss mission

my dear brother and playmate thomas E

I1 went to huntsville the other day and visited the old home it was
a typical sinterywintery day so you can easily imagine how cold the rooms were
in which no fires were burning and in which none had been for weeks

the house was just like a large refrigerator
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there were a few things which I1 wanted to do so I1 threw your old
coonskin coat over my shoulders and soon felt warm and comfortable
for a few moments I1 strolled leisurely from room to room and being in
a reminiscent mood I1 let my mind wander at will down the lanes of
memory I1 saw tommy and dadie thomas E and david 00. go up
stairs to bed and felt the tender touch of the dearest sweetest mother
that ever lived as she tenderly tucked the bedclothesbed clothes around her two
roguish boys and gave them goodnightgood night kisses

again it was christmas eve our stockings having been hung where
santa couldnt help but see them we lay half expecting to hear the jingle
of the sleigh bells announcing the approach of good old st nick to the
chimney top sleep came tardily but finally the sandman succeed in
closing our eyes

christmas morning I1 can see those boys creeping down the stairs
before daybreak no electric switch to press and flood the room with
light no flashlight at hand they didndian t even light the old kerosene lamp
step by step they groped their way in the dark and sought the nail or
chair on which each had hung respectively his empty stocking who can
ever forget the thrill of that first touch of the stocking filled with santa s

treasures apple in the toe sticks of red and white candy protruding
from the top and trinkets and presents hidden in between perhaps a

G

G

U

U

FIG 7 elder mckay driving a sleigh huntsville utah in a 1938 letter to his brother
elder mckay reminisced about christmasesChristmases at the old family farm in huntsville
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trumpet stuck out with the candies but the drum and sled were standing
near by

the air in the room was cold even though the last embers in the
kitchen were still smoldering evidence if the boys had stopped to
think that father and mother had sat up late enough to welcome st nick
to our house

soon the girls were awake also and the lamp was lit then the
ohs and the asahs and the medley of sounds of drums jewsharpjewsharp

harmonica and music box

As the sun came smiling over those snow capped mountains he
turned the frost into diamonds that sparkled from the leafless trees and
seemed to dance on the twelve inch blanket of pure white snow

then came the playmates with their merry cry christmas gift

in the afternoon the childrens dance one of those boys danced with
a sweet little girl eleven successive times oh the romance of childhood

chores evening shadows supper and bed and another christ-
mas was gone why to childhood is christmas day so short and the
next far away

christmas again anticipated by the trip up south fork to get our
own christmas tree from the hillside they were older then those boys
but their stockings still were hung and good old santa never failed to
fill them

later came school and missions yet still the tender ties that radiated
from a devoted father and loving mother ever pulled us back to the old
home the dearest sweetest spot on earth

it is only an old country home but no place was ever filled with
truer love and devotion on the part of parents brothers and sisters than
those which pervaded the hearts of the loved ones in that family circle

hanging your coat in its accustomed place I1 walked out of the front
door as the night latch clicked I1 thought it might have been the click of
the lid of a treasure chest that held the wealth of memories that no
money could buy

well my brother and pal of youthful days I1 just wanted you to
share with me this glimpse of happy memories and to say as the yuletide
now approaches my heart is full of loving wishes to you that you and
yours may enjoy the happiest christmas ever and that the new year
may come laden with happiness and joy supreme 77

christmas message from the prophet

david 0 mckay was sustained president of the church on april 9

1951 president mckay recognized that the true spirit of christmas was the
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spirit of christ he also realized that each individual must allow that spirit
to radiate throughout his home fig 8 in his 1959 christmas message
president mckay counseled saints about their holiday celebrations

AT THE RENEWING ofofthisorthisthis glorious season it is important to realize
that christmas the day which has been set aside to celebrate christ s

birth is recognized as a day that should change all grief into love

the danger which arises in our celebration on christmas is the
possibility of subordinating the real purpose of commemorating the
spiritual to be overshadowed by the material the true spirit of giving
happiness to others the fellowship of good friends and the satisfying
knowledge that christmas reminds us of christs promise of a new and
better life must always be uppermost in our minds the heavenly host
that praised god and said glory to god in the highest and on earth
peace good will toward men luke 214 give us these keynotes

i1 faith in deity is the first essential to happiness and peace

2 brotherliness is the second essential by which this happiness and
peace can be maintained

it is fitting at christmas to renew our desires and to strengthen our
determination to do all that lies within our power to make real among
men the message heralded by the angels when the savior was born let
us glorify god by seeking the good the true the beautiful let us strive
to establish peace on earth by exercising that same good will toward one
another which god has shown toward us

when he came as a lowly babe there was no room at the inn today
every heart and every home should bid him welcome if such were true
selfishness jealousy enmity and all things which bring unhappiness
would be replaced by kindness willing service and goodwill

the source of happiness is within ones soul so springs faith in jesus
christ our lord and savior first then let each individual admit into his

own heart the true spirit of christmas then let it radiate throughout his

home A thousand such homes would make a true christian city and a

thousand such cities would build a true christian nation

he came to give us life eternal let us accept his gift with gratitude

yes jesus is the prince of peace but he will not bring peace to the
world in any magic way As he has always done he will grant it only
according to the law upon which it like all blessings is predicated hate
breeds hate love begets love kindness invites more kindness and kind-
ness and love begat peace

when mankind learns this simple lesson peace will come to them as
a natural result predatory interest will fade away men will see one
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another as brothers each one created in the image of god they will

understand that to love god they must first love their neighbors as

themselves 78

the responsibility of establishing peace

in december 1968 a time riddled with war and civil unrest president
mckay counseled that the responsibility for establishing peace rests upon
each of us

the responsibility of establishing peace in the world rests not alone
upon the leaders of nations it rests upon the individual upon every
home upon every hamlet and city

christs reality must be sensed by you and by me and the reality of
his philosophy must be mine and yours ifwe hope to advance spiritually

in the march of spiritual progress there are certain necessary and
definite steps if we can only sense them

FIG 8 president mckay with children and grandchildren christmas 1957
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1 A consciousness of preedomfreedomoffreedom this is the principle that began when
christ accepted his appointment to his earthly mission god desires to
make men like himself but to do so he must first make them free

2 A sense of self mastery we cannot rise unless we overcome and
conquer temptation as christ did

3 A sense of obligation here again christ was the example sacrific-
ing his own comforts and needs in order to serve others

4 A submission of self to the will of god mans highest spiritual
achievement is to speak and act for the good of his fellowmenlowmenfel to the
glory ofgod and thus make of life a consecrated possession

today the destiny of nations is involved in this all important ques
tion what think ye of christ now is the time as never before for the
so called civilized nations struggling for peace to answer this question
and answer it correctly

without jesus christ the risen lord the world cannot survive the
true spirit of christmas is the spirit of christ 79

TENTH PRESIDENT JOSEPH FIELDING SMITH

joseph fielding smith married ethel G reynolds in 19081908 following the
untimely death of his first wife louie E shurtliff that same year elder
smith described in simplicity the christmas of 1912 one of their first holi-
day seasons together christmas day I1 spent the entire day at home with
my wife and children and all were happy 80

christmas in the eyes of a child

amelia smith mcconkie daughter of joseph and ethel related her
early remembrances of christmas in her father and mother s household

christmas of course started with mother and my older sisters
spending a lot of time in the dining room where the sewing machine
was our christmas was a matter of getting new clothes more than
anything else and so they would make those clothes and hide them
and wrap them up for christmas and then on christmas morning
all the younger children would be so excited to see what santa claus had
brought that they could hardly go to sleep

there was one christmas when my sister loislotslols was so anxious to get
down and see what santa claus brought that she woke joseph and I1 up
to go down and so we got out of bed and tried to march downstairs
together and we had to go past mother and dads bedroom to go down
the stairs to where we were going to have christmas presents with the
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tree and everything and of course dad could hear the noise so he said

whoschos there joseph and I1 ran back upstairs but loislotslols was so far
down the steps that she couldnt come back up and so she went down
to the family room down in the bottom part of the house and hid under
the table when she went down and made so much noise she woke
dad up and he couldncoulden t get back to sleep so he just came down to the
basement family room and turned on the light and sat down in his nice
rocking chair and started to read and he read and he read and he
read she had to wait under the table until dad got up

when asked if president smith knew his little daughter was hiding under
the table amelia replied he didnt know no he hadnhaan t looked under-
neath the table to see if anything was there she was stuck 118181

amelia further recalled that at christmas her father might tell us sto-
ries about when he was a little boy president smith and his wife saw that
their children got an orange and an apple a candy cane and maybe
some other little candy in their stockings fig 9 oranges were a special

FIG 9 christmas morning president joseph fielding smiths daughter amelia smith
mcconkie remembered that each year her parents made sure the children s stockings
were filled with oranges apples candy canes and other treats juvenile instructor 21

december 15188615 1886 372 image reversed
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treat the only time we got oranges ordinarily was when somebody got
sick and then dad thought that oranges were good medicine when you
were sick and then hed sit and peel the orange and feed us one section at
a time father made sure that we ate it 3182118282

music was a part of the smith family christmas celebrations father
liked good music and one of the first christmasesChristmases I1 can remember was
when he got some records and hed play them and then hed dance
around amelia remembered that they had this old victrola that had to
wind up this way to play and dad would dance to the music if it was a
march he d march around if it was a dance hedhe d do a little jig things like
that As christmas came to a close the family would gather together and
sing amelia explains we sang christmas carols and we sang hymns
and then he d say well alright now its time to go to bed and so hed
shew bed 37831183778383us up to

christmas in the eyes of a grandchild

joseph fielding mcconkie a grandson of president joseph fielding
smith remembered a variety of cherished moments spent with his grand-
father during the holiday season

grandfather joseph fielding smith would visit every one of his chil-
dren and grandchildren who lived in the salt lake valley which I1 think
included every one of them on christmas day he would always give
each of his grandchildren a brand new silver dollar until he had too
many grandchildren then it became a new fifty cent piece I1 well remem-
ber the year of the big reduction at one time grandfather had but few
children and lamented the fact he later said however that he had a
greater family than the patriarch jacob when he went into egypt to get
corn from joseph grandfather had ten children minus lewis warren
smith who died in world war 11II and numerous grandchildren grand-
father was a sweet man whenever we greeted him it was with a kiss and
he expected that it would be on the lips no embarrassment about that
he would kiss you and hug you and give you the silver dollar it was a

positive experience that always made us feel good

my memories of him dont reach back beyond his third wife aunt
jessie evans smith she was vivacious and full of fun and very good for
him mickey hart of hart brothers music store in sugar house was our
neighbor and lived just down the street on lambourne avenue he was
invited to come to the house and accompany aunt jessie on the piano
she would sing to us with her beautiful contralto voice this was back in
the days when people had time to visit with one another christmas was the
time of year when grandfather made the rounds to see everyone 84
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greetings for the christmas season

joseph fielding smith was sustained as president of the church on
january 23 1970 his first christmas message to the saints was one of
thankfulness for the birth and atonement of the lord jesus christ and
thanksgiving for his servant joseph smith

I1 greet you at this christmas season in love and fellowship and
with prayer that our eternal father will look down upon you in mercy
and pour out his bounteous blessings upon you

in these times when iniquity abounds when there are great tribula-
tions on the earth when there are wars and rumors of wars we are all in
need as never before of the guiding and preserving care of the lord

we need to know that in spite of all the troubles and ills which befall
us still the lord is governing in the affairs of the earth and that ifwe
keep his commandments and are true and faithful to his laws he will
bless us here and now and reward us with eternal life in his kingdom in
due course

those of us who know that joseph smith was called of god to restore
the fulnessfalness of his everlasting gospel in these the last days are entitled to a
special feeling of peace and thanksgivingthanks giving now and always

we pray for peace on earth for the spread of the gospel and for the
final triumph of truth

we plead with our fathers children everywhere to join this world
and eternal glory in the world to come

and now as one who has an absolute knowledge of the truth and
divinity of this great latter day work I1 bear my testimony that it is true
and that we are engaged in our father s business

I1 know that jesus christ is the son of god that he died upon the
cross for the sins of the world that he rose from the dead and that he
hath brought life an immortality to light through the gospel

I1 know that joseph smith is a prophet of god that the gospel has
been restored in this dispensation and that the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints is in very deed the kingdom of god on earth

and I1 now pray that at this christmas season and at all times we
may center our faith in the son of god and gain for ourselves that peace
which passethbasseth understanding

I1 am thankful for the love and fellowship which the gospel gives us
and pray that you may be guided and preserved and have the desires of
your hearts in righteousness

in the name of the lord jesus christ amen 85
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ELEVENTH PRESIDENT HAROLD B LEE

harold B lee was set apart as president of the salt lake pioneer stake
in 1930 unforgettable experiences accompanied his first year as the reali-
ties and hardships of the great depression visited the people in his stew-
ardship fig lo1010 the dire needs of the saints and their neighbors became
particularly noticeable when compared with the president lee s holiday
celebration

I1 remember one christmas I1 think it was the first christmas after I1
was made stake president our little girls had their christmas morning
gifts and dashed over to the house where donna mae lived to show
their little friends a new doll and whatever else they had and shortly they
came back both of them crying what in the world is the matter we
asked they said well we were over to our friends and they didnt have
any christmas santa clause did not come to their place and all too
late we remembered that just across the street was a family where the
father was not a member of the church the children were but the
mother passively so but he had been out ofwork and we had forgotten

U

FIG lo1010 harold B lee center front with the salt lake city commisioncommissionCommision 1938 As presi-
dent of the salt lake pioneer stake president lee headed a campaign to insure that
families affected by the depression would have a christmas president lee was very
much aware of civic concerns and needs throughout his life
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our christmas was spoiled we sent for the children and tried to divide
what we had to try to make up for lack of thoughtfulness but it was too
late and christmas dinner that day did not taste very good to me I1 was
unhappy I1 did not sleep well because I1 was in charge of the welfare of
my people so we made a survey and to our amazement we found that
48004800 out of our 7200 7400 were either wholly or partially dependent
there was no government work in those days we had only ourselves
and church finances were falling off we were told that we couldnt look
for much help from the general funds of the church thus were we situ-
ated as we approached another christmas season we found we had over

1000 children under io10 years of age for whom without someone to help
them there would be no christmas yet these little ones believed that
there was some kind of an impersonal somebody who would come to
bring them help then we started to prepare on the second floor on
pierpont street we gathered up the toys all the broken toys and for a

month or two before christmas all the fathers and most of them were
making toys for their own children and mothers were there ifyou
wanted to get the spirit of christmas you had to only step in and see that
we started out then to see to it that none of the 10001000lyoo children would be
without christmas there was to be a christmas dinner in all the homes
of those 48004800 who without our help wouldnwouldnt t have any nuts candy
oranges a roast of beef or meat of some kind with all that went with it
for christmas it was on the day before christmas and I1 was then a city
commissioner we had a heavy snowstorm and I1 had been out all night
with the crews trying to get the streets cleared knowing that I1 would be
to blame if any of my men fell down I1 went home to get cleaned up to
go back to the office and as I1 started back to town there was a little boy
thumbing his way into town he stood out there in the biting cold no
overcoat no gloves no overshoes I1 took him into the car and I1 said
11 son are you ready for christmas oh gee mister we arent going
to have any christmas at our home daddy died three months ago and
left mamma and me and a little brother and sister under lo1010 years of
age where are you going son 1 I am going up to a free picture
show I1 turned up the heat in the car and said now give me your
name and address they were not members of the church some-
body will come to your home you wont be forgotten now you have a

good time today that night I1 asked every bishop to go with his delivery
men and see that every family was cared for they were all to report
back I1 had forgotten this little boy to whom I1 had made a promise I1 had
been so busy I1 had forgotten this little family I1 asked the bishop if he
had any more left he said yes we have now I1 had promised the little
family there would be christmas for them A little later he called to say
they too had all been taken care of
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As I1 awoke that christmas morning as I1 ate my christmas dinnerjdinnerdinnedinneryrJ
in my heart I1 said god grant that I1 would never let another year pass
but that I1 as a leader would know my people I1 would know their
needs I1 would be feeling after the ones who needed most my leader-
ship my carelessness had meant suffering because I1 did not know my
people the first year 86

harold B lee s daughter helen lee goates shares the sequel to the
christmas story above

two years had passed since that sorrowful christmas morning when
we went across the street to donna mae s house and found that santa
claus had not visited our friends home now it was christmas of 1934
1I was nine years old and my sister maurine was ten

our neighborhood the city and the entire nation was still firmly in
the grip of the ravaging worldwideworld wide depression unemployment was
everywhere and people struggled day to day to meet the demands of
just living

while some progress was taking place in pioneer stake over which
my father presided in helping the saints help themselves without suc-
cumbing to a governmental dole there was still great concern everywhere
in the church about the wellbeingwell being of the members there was still no
organized means for helping the needy throughoutthrough out the church and it
was two years before the church security program was to be introduced

after thanksgiving day our daddy called a family council meeting
he told us

mother and I1 have been thinking girls that there are many fam-
ilies around us who do not have as many blessings as we do and
unless someone comes forward they may be neglected and not
have much of a christmas we would like to know ifyou two
girls would like to help ifwe chose a needy family for christmas

remember it would mean that you two would not have as

many gifts as in the past and for the family we would not have
so fancy a dinner either

we both assured our parents that we wanted to be a part of this new
plan for christmas it was a wise father who was preparing his daughters
at an early age to find a learning experience at christmas time

soon the preparations were underway maurine and I1 found our old
dolls which had largely been discarded during the past several years
maurinesmatrinesMau rines doll was named louise and mine was called janet the refur-
bishing called for new paint and hair aunt bessie would make new
clothes for both dolls we chose other toys and games that we felt could
be repaired we were happy working in the project and looking forward
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to the grand completion of the work meanwhile mother was busy mak-
ing pies and preparing a turkey dinner we could all share

finally christmas eve arrived and it was time to visit our chosen
family the newly painted dolls had been returned to us and we were
delighted to put them in the beautiful new dresses that had been fur-
nished to us but now all the tender feelings for those dolls returned to
us they were so beautiful and we now loved them with a new intensity
surpassing our younger years

we went with our parents trudging behind with reluctant steps at
the moment of delivery when each of us had to place our dearly loved
dolls in the arms of a new mother we needed a little nudge from mom
and daddy but we did it then a miracle took place when we saw how
happy those under privileged little girls were with our dolls we felt a joy
and pride that we could add to their happiness on this christmas eve
we went home happy and the payoff our daddy promised was fully real-
ized we were happy because we were learning to share and to give

it was one of the most memorable lessons ever taught to us by a wise
father he taught us through this experience in our young years that
sharing and caring for the needs of others even when its personally
painful brings us the greater happiness

harold B lee our dear and wise daddy was always a great teacher
who seized the moment to make a deep impression and a happy christ-
mas memory for his two little girls 87

TWELFTH PRESIDENT SPENCER W KIMBALL

throughout a lifetime of ecclesiastical service president spencer W
kimball extolled the teachings and virtues of the savior of the world
walking the streets of jerusalem and bethlehem at christmastimechristmastideChristma stime and
beholding the environs and birthplace of the savior of mankind was a great
joy for two modern prophets elder spencer W kimball and his wife
camilla in company with elder and sister howard W hunter arrived in
the city of jerusalem on christmas eve in 1961 and hurried over to bethle-
hem to witness a portion of the celebration there 88 president kimball later
reminisced on those sacred moments and shared the perspectives of a

prophet who had the capability to block out the mundane of a modern
scene and recreate in his mind s eye what once was he affirmed

we celebrate the birth of the lord jesus christ at this season of the
year some years ago sister kimball and I1 were in the holy land with
elder and sister howard W hunter and on christmas eve we were
mingling with thousands of religionists and curious from around the
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world we bent over to get through the small aperture into the church
of the nativity and inched our way in turn to the crypt where some
churches claim are the sacred spots of the manger and the birth of
the savior

As we stood looking at the metal star in the concrete floor it seemed
to fade and we seemed to see a crude manger in a cave and sitting by it a
lovely lady with a beautiful face and sweet spirit watching a little infant
wrapped like other hebrew babes in swaddling clothes he had likely
already been washed and rubbed with salt and laid on a square cloth his
little head on one corner and his tiny feet on the corner diagonally oppo-
site the cloth had been folded over his sides and up over his feet and the
swaddling bands tied around the precious little bundle his hands would
be fastened to his sides but he would be loosened occasionally and
rubbed with olive oil and possibly dusted with powdered myrtle leaves if
still in swaddling bands he could be handled easily on the trip to egypt
and he could even be strapped to his mothers back

how grateful we are that the baby jesus was born

my wife and our party move about with the surging crowds we
are jostled and pushed we are nearly drowned in the ocean of innumer-
able bodies and faces it is hard to concentrate upon the sacred object of
our coming there is little on the hill which can stir our reverence or sat-
isfy our longing to be alone with our thoughts

we have our taxi take us to the hill overlooking the shepherds
field there gazing into the valley the only place near bethlehem
where we could find privacy we stood in the dark looking out into the
starry sky as did the shepherds and with the shepherds contemplating
the angel dressed in exquisite whiteness in the center of infinite glory
and the words he had said to the humble shepherds fig 11

fear not for behold I1 bring you good tidings of great joy which
shall be to all people

for unto you is born this day in the city of david a saviour which
is christ the lord

and this shall be a sign unto you ye shall find the babe wrapped in
swaddling clothes lying in a manger luke 210 12

did not the angels sing that night we too seemed to hear faint
music not loud but in symphonic harmony it penetrated deeply our
hearts we seemed to hear singing in unison the never to be forgotten
melody the cry of the ages glory to god in the highest and on earth
peace good will toward men luke 214

As the strains of the heavenly words merged with our hearts we four
sang after singing far far away on judeasgudeas plains shepherds of old
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heard the joyous strains we stood close together in the starlightedstar lighted
night with our wraps pulled tight about us physically close mentally
close spiritually close emotionally close and we communed no lights
but the twinkling lanterns in the heavens no sound but the whispering
of our subdued voices our father seemed to be very near his son
seemed close we prayed more in unison than a single voice our four
hearts poured out love and gratitude that rose to mingle with the prayers
of all mankind that night

we prayed our gratitude we prayed our love like the raising of the
flood gate releasing the long impounded and pent up waters behind a

dam our voices almost inaudible mellowed with reverence softened by
the intangible forces of the heavenly world we poured out our prayer of
thanksgiving grateful father that we know so positively that thou dost
live that we know the babe born here was in reality thy son grateful that
thy program is real workable and exalting we told him we knew him
we loved him we would follow him we repledgedpledgedrepledgerre to his cause our lives
our all

FIG 11 bethlehem elder spencer W kimball visited bethlehem in 1961 dismayed with
the christmas eve crowds inin the city elder kimball and his party retreated to a nearby
hill and there reflected upon a quieter evening many years ago romanticizedromanticizes images
of bethlehem such as this appeared inin church magazines when kimball was a youth
juvenile instructorinstructor3636 december i1 1901 709
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the years have come and gone since then but always at this beauti-
ful season we repledge ourselves to his work and invite all people
everywhere to join us in our prayers of joy and love and gratitude for the
life and teachings of our lord and savior jesus christ the son of god 89

christmas traditions with camilla

the christmas memories and experiences of spencer W kimball
prominently include his wife spencer and camilla spent their christmas
holidays in a variety of activities they seemed to enjoy the social events of
the season such as performances of the messiah and christmas parties
each year there were many activities to which spencer and camilla were

invited their son edward kimball remembered they tried to attend as
many as possible knowing that people appreciated their presence spencer
was often called upon to speak they also attended the church meetings
of various wards on december 291968

1 they attended meetings of the
mexicans chinese indians japanese norwegiansNorwegians and their own ward 90

edward kimball relates the following kimball christmas traditions

every year from 1964 to 1973 spencer and camilla spent christmas
eve at the home of olive beth mack their only daughter and the only
child living in utah there everyone participated one way or another in
the reading and acting out of the nativity then at home on christmas
day there would be exchange of gifts among spencer camilla and mary
eyring camillas deaf unmarried sister who lived with them for twenty-
five years sometimes one or more of the three sons living in illinois
connecticut and wisconsin along with their families were visiting and
participated in the christmas morning gift giving fig 12 on christmas
day camilla always fixed a banquet for all who assembled anywhere
from a dozen to 23 family members

there is a pattern during the christmas season most years ofvisiting
friends ill in the hospital and of taking small gifts around to many friends 91

the kimballsKimballs hosted some thirty six out of town family members
during the christmas season of 1967 as this was the year of their fiftieth
wedding anniversary A few days before christmas elder kimball recorded
his feelings about the spirit of giving

I1 walked down main st to nearly third south just largely observing
the people and though I1 saw shopkeepers and clerks weary they gener-
ally were cheerful and friendly and though many of the thousands of
shoppers showed weariness in their faces I1 thought I1 felt a giving spirit
the businessmen who generally walk main st had no look of getting in
their faces but more of giving there were whole families there were chil-
dren there were young couples there were young men there were young
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women all eager in finding something to satisfy someonesmeonesso needs or
wants I1 thought I1 felt the spirit of giving inin a marked degree 992

they named him joseph

elder kimball felt that the christmas season was a time to commemo-
rate the birth and life of the prophet joseph smith he very literally hon-
ored the prophets given name in a december 1966 article entitled they
named him josephjosepy

when theologians are reeling and stumbling when lips are pretend-
ing and hearts are wandering and people are running to and fro seeking
the word of the lord and cannot find it when clouds of error need dis-

sipatingsipating and spiritual darkness needs penetrating and heavens need
opening a little infant is born just a few scattered neighbors in a hilly
region in the backwoods even know that lucy smith is expecting
there is no prenatal care nor nurses no hospital no ambulance no
delivery room babies live and die inin this rough environment and few
know about it

another child for lucy no trumpets are sounded no hourly bul-
letins posted no pictures taken no notice is given just a few friendly
community folk pass a word along its a boy little do the brothers and
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FIG 12 president spencer W kimball with camilla and grandchildren christmas 1974
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sisters dream that a prophet is born to their family even his proud par-
ents can little suspect his spectacular destiny no countryside farmers or
loungers at the country store no village gossips even surmise how much
they could discuss did they but have the power of prophetic vision

they are naming him joseph it is reported but no one knows
not even parents at this time that this infant and his father have been
named in the scriptures for 3500 years named for and known to their
ancestor joseph the savior of egypt and israel not even his adoring
mother realized even in her most ambitious dreaming and her silent
musings that this one of her children like his ancestor will be the chief
sheaf ofgrain to which all others will lean and the one star to which the
son and moon and other stars will make obeisance

he will inspire hatred and ambition he will build an empire and
restore a church the church of jesus christ millions will follow him
monuments will be a built to him poets will sing of him authors will
write libraries of books about him

no living soul can guess that this little pinkish infant will become
the peer of moses in spiritual power and greater than many prophets
before him he will talk with god the eternal father and jesus christ
his son and angels will be his great instructors

we fancy said bareham god can manage his world only with
great battalions when all the time he is doing it with beautiful babies

0 foolish men who think to protect the world with armaments
battleships and space equipment when only righteousness is needed

having read the pages of history six thousand years of it can we not
see that god sent his babies to become the teachers and prophets to
warn us of our threatening fate cannot we read the handwriting on the
wall history repeats itself

0 mortal men deaf and blind can we not read the past for thou-
sands of years have plowshares been beaten into swords and pruning
hooks into spears yet war persists

the answer to all of our problems personal national and inter-
national has been given to us many times by many prophets ancient to
modern why must we grovel in the earth when we could be climbing
toward heaven the path is not obscure perhaps it is too simple for us to
see we look to foreign programs summit conferences land bases we
depend on fortifications or gods of stone upon ships and planes and
projectiles our gods of iron gods which have no ears no eyes no
hearts we pray to them for deliverance and depend upon them for pro-
tectiontection like the gods of baal they could be talking or pursuing or 0onn a

journey or peradventure sleeping when they are needed most and like

elijah we might cry out to our world
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how long halthaithaltyeaaltyeye between two opinions if the lord be god follow
him 11II kings 1821.1821

my testimony to you is the lord is god he has charted the way
but we do not follow he personally visited joseph smith in our world
in our century he outlined the way of peace in this world and eternal
worlds that path is righteousness the prophet joseph with all the suc-
cessor prophets proclaiming the ripening of this world in iniquity and
the solution of all vexing problems the book of mormon which he
translated relates the story of 200 years of peace in the old days which
was the greatest era of happiness of which we have any complete record

god lives as does his son jesus christ and they will not indefi-
nitely be mocked may we hearken and repent for the day of the lord
is near in the valley of decision the lord will be the hope of his
people poejoeljoejoeitoel 3141631416.31431416014 iai6

joseph smith is a true prophet of the living god and his successors
likewise the mantle of authority and prophecy and revelation and power
lies in his choice servant who now leads us president david 0 mckay 93

president kimball often remembered the prophets birthday in 1972
he wrote today is joseph smiths birthday and a holy day and what a great
contribution he has made to the world and to us on december 232319731973
president kimball spoke about the prophet joseph on his 168th168 birthday
then also tied it into the birthday of the lord 119494 three days later decem-
ber 261973 president harold B lee passed away spencer W kimball was
ordained and set apart as president of the church on december 301973

thirteenth PRESIDENT EZRA TAFT BENSON

ezra taft benson grew up in the small farming settlement ofofwhitneywhitney
idaho with a populace of some fifty families much of his daily existence
naturally centered in the large family ofoftenten brothers and sisters to which he
belonged though their means were very limited christmasesChristmases were cele-
brated with all the excitement and rapture that could be generated where
hearts were as one and love abounded those moments of revelry were not
forgotten by president benson as he reflected on the holidays in this
humble setting

I1 love christmastimechristmastideChristma stime and I1 find great joy in remembering christ
mases past perhaps it is the emotion of the season that makes this
time of year seem particularly poignant and meaningful and espe-
cially memorable

many events of almost nine decades of christmasesChristmases dating back to
my childhood on the whitney idaho farm where I1 was reared are still
clear in my mind and among some of the most enjoyable memories I1 have
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As a boy I1 loved going to the canyon to cut our christmas tree and 1I

always tried to get one that reached to the ceiling

though we received only a few gifts our stockings were filled with
fruit nuts and candy and santa always left something

like all children we suffered terrible anticipation at christmas
time until that is we happened onto the santa claus costume in the
bottom of an old trunk suddenly the secret was out so that was why
father was always out doing chores when santa came on christmas
morning the following december it occurred to me that if father had
been playing santa all those years he and mother must be hiding our
gifts somewhere on the farm I1 couldncoulden t stifle my inquisitive mind and
in no time id led my young brothers on a search that turned up several
gifts buried in the wheat in the granary

im told that I1 was a bit of a tease during my youth I1 do remember
coming in on my sister margaret while she was balancing on a stepladder
to decorate the tree sensing an opportunity to tease her I1 feigned danger
by giving the ladder a little shake margaret who was not amused
ordered me out of the room and then tossed in my direction a dustpan
that caught me on the lip I1 still have a scar to remember that little
prank by

one of my favorite winter and especially holiday activities was
taking out the big two horse bobsleigh with bells on the horses in those
days jingle bells was not only a song it was a thrilling experience
theres nothing quite like riding through country lanes with the sleigh
box filled with straw and a group of friends singing christmas carols in
more recent decades my wife flora and I1 have made many happy christ-
mas trips to visit family in calgary alberta canada the highlight of
each visit is a ride in a horse drawn cutter or bobsleigh its exhilarating
to get hold of the lines of a good team drawing a bobsleigh or two seat
cutter and ride out into the canadian open

in whitney on christmas day our family visited our grandparents
and we almost always traveled to their homes by bobsleigh these were
such happy occasions our grandparents were very musical and always
provided entertainment of various kinds there were recitations skits
original poems music and dancing grandma dunkley a convert to the
church from scotland would dance the highland fling for us and we
loved that

ill never forget one christmas the christmas of 1923192311923.11 returned
home on christmas eve to my parents and ten brothers and sisters after
serving two and a half years as a missionary in england earlier that day
while traveling through salt lake city church patriarch hyrum G

smith conferred upon me a blessing in which he counseled me to be
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devoted to the lord and then promised that in turn the lord would
make me equal to my labors

then it was on to whitney for a joyful reunion with my family that
evening mother and father took me into their confidence letting me
help them fill the stockings after going to the granary and elsewhere to
gather presents they had hidden this took a good part of the night we
spent the rest visiting with me reporting on my mission and mother and
father telling me what had happened while I1 was away it was a choice
evening

my brothers and sisters arose early christmas morning after having
a glass of milk and a piece of bread in the kitchen they hurried into the
living room to see what goodies santa had brought them it was a happy
morning I1 couldnt hold back the tears as I1 felt the joy and love in our
home it seemed that we were hugging and kissing each other through-
out the entire day it was a wonderful reunion being away from home
had only intensified my deep feelings for my noble parents and my dear
brothers and sisters 95

december 1945 and 1946 postwarpost war mission

though world war 11II was over in 1945 the devastation remained in
europe starvation was widespread and the urgency of seeing to the tem-
poral needs of the european saints required a man of strong leadership
elder ezra taft benson was named president of the european mission of
those poignant times president benson remembered

december of 1945 and 1946 will forever live in my memory just three
days before christmas in 1945 president george albert smith convened a

special meeting of the first presidency and the council of the twelve
with world war II11 finally over president smith announced it was time
for the church to reestablish contact with the saints in europe and dis-
tribute much needed welfare supplies in that meeting I1 was called to go to
europe as president of the european mission to handle those assignments

the call came as a complete surprise because of conditions in
europe it was not possible to take my family with me I1 had no idea
what I1 would find when I1 got there how I1 would arrange for travel
throughout a continent that had been devastated by war or how long the
first presidency would require me to stay I1 was told that I1 should pre-
pare to leave as soon as possible this unexpected development affected
greatly our preparations for christmas and created an unusually senti-
mental and loving atmosphere in our home flora and I1 realized we
would be separated for a period of time and our feelings were tender at
the prospect
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how grateful I1 was for her support and for the knowledge we
shared that this was the lords will for our family at this time As the
christmas season drew to a close I1 recorded in my journal the next
year will no doubt be spent in large measure and possibly in it entirety
abroad it will mean some sacrifice of material comforts I1 will miss my
wife and sweet children and the association of the brethren and the visits
to the stakes I1 go however with no fear whatsoever knowing that this is

the lords work and that he will sustain me I1 am grateful for the oppor-
tunity and deeply grateful that my wife who is always most loyal feels

the same way god bless them while I1 am away 996

upon his departure president benson gathered his family about him
for a final family prayer together kissing each of them he bid them good-
bye for the present he made a phone call to his eldest son reed at
brigham young university both were choked up by the expressions of love
that ensued 97 of that emotional moment reed remembered for a father
and son who constantly counseled together I1 realized how much I1 would
miss my dad 998 president benson recounted

the following ten and a half months were among the most chal-
lenging and yet rewarding I1 or my family had known the separation
tested our faith and endurance and physical energy to the limit but
helped us grow as never before

ill never forget the thrill of stepping off the airplane in salt lake
city the following december in 1946 and finding flora waiting for me
that christmas was among the most poignant I1 have ever spent perhaps
there had been no year in my life when my soul had been so stirred or
when I1 had faced such challenges I1 had been forced to rely completely
upon the lord and my gratitude for his goodness and watchcarewatchcasewatchcare filled

my soul and brought me easily to tears I1 had come to love deeply the
saints in europe and leaving them had been a bittersweet experience

but being home again brought such deep and fulfilling joy while
the separation had been difficult for us all we had grown even closer to
one another and as we realized how many blessings the lord had given
us throughout the year tears flowed freely after the children had
opened their presents on christmas day I1 wrote in my journal the
children were most happy and appreciative there has not been an
unkind word all day in fact we seldom hear arguments in our home
but this day has been especially blessed it has been such a joy to sit with
my angel wife and review the past devoid of regrets anticipate the future
joyously and count our many blessings gratefully I1 shall never forget
this glorious christmas 99
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the real purpose of christmas

ezra taft benson was ordained and set apart as the president of the
church on november lo101019851985 president benson taught each ofus the divine
significance of the christmas celebration in an inspired discourse wherein
he eulogized

the real purpose of christmas is to worship him whose birth is

commemorated during this season how might we do that by giving
certainly there are genuine feelings of love and friendship wrapped up in
the beautiful packages we exchange with those dear to us but im con-
cerned about another kind of giving considering all that the savior has
given and continues to give us is there something we might give him in
return this christmastimechristmastideChristma stime

christs great gift to us was his life and sacrifice should that not
then be our small gift to him our lives and sacrifices not only now but
in the future

men and women who turn their lives over to god will discover that
he can make a lot more out of their lives than they can he will deepen
their joys expand their vision quicken their minds strengthen their
muscles lift their spirits multiply their blessings increase their opportu-
nities comfort their souls raise up friends and pour out peace who-
ever will lose his life in the service of god will find eternal life

sacrifice is truly the crowning test of the gospel we are tried and
tested in this mortal probation to see if we will in fact turn our lives

over to god if we will put first in our lives the kingdom of god see
matthew 633.633 to gain eternal life we must be willing if called upon to
sacrifice all things for the gospel and for the lord

just as when one loses his life in the service of god he really finds
the abundant life so also when one sacrifices all to god then god in
return shares all he has with him

we once knew well our elder brother and our father in heaven
we rejoiced at the prospects of earth life which would make it possible
for us to have a fulnessfalness ofjoy we could hardly wait to demonstrate to
our father and our brother the lord how much we loved them and
how we would be obedient to them in spite of the earthly opposition of
the evil one

now we are here our memories are veiled we are showing god
and ourselves what we can do nothing is going to startle us more when
we pass through the veil to the other side than to realize how well we
know our father and how familiar his face is to us

god loves us he is watching us he wants us to succeed we will
know someday that he has not left one thing undone for the eternal
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welfare of each of us ifwe only knew it heavenly hosts are pulling for
us friends in heaven that we cannot now remember who yearn for our
victory this is our day to show what we can do what life and sacrifice
we can daily hourly instantly make for god if we give our all we will

get his all from the greatest of all

perhaps one of the greatest blessings of this wonderful christmas
season we celebrate is that it increases our sensitivity to things spiritual
to things of god it causes us to contemplate our relationship with our
father and the degree of devotion we have for god

it prompts us to be more tolerant and giving more conscious of
others more generous and genuine more filled with hope and charity
and love all christlike attributes no wonder the spirit of christmas
touches the hearts of people the world over because for at least a time
increased attention and devotion are turned toward our lord and savior
jesus christ

not many years hence christ will come again he will come in
power and might as king of kings and lord of lords and ultimately
every knee will bow and every tongue confess that jesus is the christ

but 1I testify now that jesus is the christ and that he lives 100loo00

fourteenth PRESIDENT HOWARD W HUNTER

at the age of nineteen howard W hunter was a talented young musi-
cian capable of playing alto and soprano saxophone clarinet trumpet
and drums in the latter part of 1926 he was offered a contract to furnish a
five piece orchestra for a two month stint on the passenger liner SS presi-
dent jackson bound for the orient he spent christmas at his boise home
and on december 3030 his parents put him on a train for seattle washing
ton there he and his band hunter s croonadersCroonaders shipped out on janu-
ary 5519271927 the cruise took them to various ports of call in japan china
the philippines and canada when he finally returned to his beloved
boise howard expressed these feelings home never looked as good to me
as it did when we got there this is the first time I1 have been away for more
than a few days and I1 was glad to be back after a trip nearly halfhalfwayway around
the world 0iallal101O

christmas in the city of david

in december 1961 elder howard W hunter then a member of the
quorum of the twelve apostles and his wife clair joined with elder and
sister kimball to enjoy a brief vacation in the holy land before taking up
an arduous series of conference assignments in europe elder hunter
recorded his observations of christmas day in the city of david
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today is christmas the first christmas we have ever been away
from home there are people from all over the world in jerusalem today
and it is said that there were 20000 visitors in bethlehem last night clair
was ill this morning she thinks she may have had food poisoning
which is not uncommon in this part of the world brother and sister
kimball went to the dome of the rock and I1 spent part of the morning
in the walled city As I1 was returning to the hotel brother and sister
kimball came by in a taxi and took me back with them Wwee had
lunch together and then walked to the mandelbaum gate where all of
the christians who had come across the border from israel were waiting
to go back border restrictions are waived on christmas and easter for
christians to visit the holy shrines the four of us walked to the garden
tomb outside the wall this was the most quiet place in jerusalem As we
sat in the tomb we read from the new testament of the events which
transpired many years ago I1 think I1 shall never forget this experience
the story of his death and resurrection became so real at damascus gate
we got a taxi to take us around the wall to the virgins fountain and pool
of siloam on the south side we then went back to gethsemane and
came along the upper street to st peters church built at the place where
peter denied christ and to the old house of caiaphas where christ came
on the morning of the crucifixion under the old church are the ruins of
the house when we came out of the church we walked down the steps
of the old street where jesus passed on his way to pilate the taxi took us
back to our hotel where we had dinner and visited until we went to bed
all the shops in jerusalem are decorated for christmas and christmas
music could be heard everywhere we went today this has been a pleas-
ant experience to spend christmas in the place where christ spent so
much of his time 102

A christmas message to children

howard W hunter was ordained and set apart as president of the
church on june 51994 in december ofthat year president hunter and his
counselors gordon B hinckley and thomas S monson in a thoughtful
manner formulated A christmas message from the first presidency to the
children of the world they entitled their epistle the real christmas

the real christmas is founded in the life and mission of the master
in the principles he taught in his atoning sacrifice

christ is not just a fact of history but the savior of men everywhere
and at all times if we open the door he will enter the prince of peace

waits to give us peace of mind which can help us to also be peacemakerspeacemakers

if you desire to find the true spirit of christmas and partake of its
sweetness find time during the hurry of the season to turn your heart to
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god perhaps in the quiet hours and in a quiet place on your knees
alone or with loved ones give thanks for the good things that have
come to you and ask that his spirit might dwell in you as you earnestly
strive to serve him and keep his commandments he will take you by the
hand and his promises will be kept

sooner or later and we pray sooner than later everyone will
acknowledge that christs way is not only the right way but ultimately
the only way to hope and joy every knee shall bow and every tongue will
confess that gentleness is better than brutality and kindness greater than
force whenever possible we must become more like him

this is our prayer and our wish for the world we testify that jesus
is the only true source of lasting joy that our only lasting peace is in him
we bear testimony of the firstbornFirstborn of god who has borne our griefs
and carried our sorrows who was wounded for our transgressions and
was bruised for our iniquities isaiah 534 5 we give you our solemn
witness that jesus christ is the messiah for whose coming the children of
abraham isaac and jacob prayed during long centuries we testify
that he lives he is the only begotten son of the father in the flesh he is

the savior the light and life of the world he is the real christmas 103

FIFTEENTH PRESIDENT GORDON B HINCKLEY

A nineteen year old gordon B hinckley said goodbyegood bye to the mem-
bers of the salt lake city first ward on june 111119331933 as he responded to a
call to serve a mission in great britain in december he experienced his
first christmas away from home in the expansive city of london As he
wrote to his father bryant S hinckley gordon was in a contemplative and
appreciative mood

dear dad this is the first time in all my life that I1 have not been home
for christmas while sitting before a boarding house fire and watching
the flames go up the chimney pictures pass by in memories of other
christmas days there is the morning when pajama clad we hurried
downstairs long before the rooster in the back yard was awake such
excitement bulging socks games horns a bright sweater candy and
nuts and fruit then we ran back upstairs blowing harmonicasharmonicalharmonicas to show
all those wonderful things to you and mother you were tired out but
you played with us and kissed us before sending us back to bed before
daylight during the day you pulled us up and down the street on our
new sled and we knew you were the biggest strongest man in all the
world last night I1 missed the thrill of expecting santa claus you
have not come around this morning I1 miss you but with distance
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between us I1 begin to see in your life the spirit of christmas beyond the
magic of santa claus there is a deep and silent expression of the
virtues of him whose birth we honor on this day god bless you dad
and keep you ever wonderful to me 104

sister hinckleysHinckleys love of christmas

christmas has always been a festive time in the hinckley household
over the years marjorie pay hinckley wife of gordon B hinckley has
held grandchildren s christmas parties or cousins christmas parties
for the younger generation these christmas celebrations include a per-
sonalized invitation to each child a gift of a christmas tree ornament from
some foreign country for everyone decorative tables with delectable food
games and grandmothers wonderful christmas stories such as her
favorite the little match girl 105 sister hinckley shared her love of the
christmas season with janet lee wife of rex E lee former president of
brigham young university sister lee recalled

several years ago during the christmas season president and sister
hinckley came to BYU for a musical event before the program there
was a buffet dinner and at one point while the men were away from our
table the women began to talk about the frustrations of getting ready for
christmas our conversation focused on the fact that everything about
the season was becoming a burden for women we bear the responsiresponseresponsi
bilityability of selecting gifts organizing social events preparing everyone s

favorite food and making certain that family guests and even the less
fortunate have a merry christmas we felt overwhelmed if not resentful

sister hinckley listened patiently and then without the slightest
edge of criticism in her voice said 1 I love christmas it is the most joyful
of all seasons I1 love seeing the eyes of little children light up on christ-
mas morning I1 love giving gifts I1 love being with my family we just
need to simplify and remember what we are celebrating

after she had spoken something magical happened our attitudes
shifted and we began to talk about the birth of our savior and the spirit
of giving in the years that have passed since those words were spoken a

burden has been lifted for me during the holidays As I1 shop prepare
food and join with friends and family to celebrate the birth of our sav-
ior her words nurture and calm me 1 I love christmas I1 hear her say
and I1 let her teach me to relax and enjoy the season 106

A christmas message

president gordon B hinckley was ordained and set apart as the
fifteenth president of the church by thomas S monson on march 121219951995
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his 1997 message to the saints A season for gratitude bespeaks the
nature of giving and gratitude that marks the christmastide celebration

this is a season for giving and a time for gratitude we remember
with appreciation the birth of the prophet joseph smith which is cele-

brated this same month of december two days before christmas

how great indeed is our debt to him his life began in vermont and
ended in illinois and marvelous were the things that happened between
that simple beginning and tragic ending it was he who brought us a true
knowledge of god the eternal father and his risen son the lord jesus
christ during the short time of his great vision he learned more con-
cerning the nature of deity than all of those who through centuries had
argued the matter in learned councils and scholarly forums

we stand in reverence before him he is the great prophet of this
dispensation he stands at the head of this great and mighty work which
is spreading across the earth he is our prophet our revelator our seer
our friend let us not forget him let not his memory be forgotten in the
celebration of christmas god be thanked for the prophet joseph

now what a wonderful season this is this christmas season all of
the christian world while not understanding the things that we under-
stand pauses for a moment and remembers with gratitude the birth of
the son of god

in that spirit we reach out to embrace one and all with that love
which is the essence of the gospel of jesus christ we latter day saints
are a vast concourse of people bound together in a oneness of love and
faith our blessing is great as a people and as individuals we carry in
our hearts a firm and unshakable conviction of the divine mission of the
lord jesus christ he was the great jehovah of the old testament the
creator who under the direction of his father made all things and
without him was not any thing made that was made john 13 he was
the promised messiah who came with healing in his wings he was the
worker of miracles the great healer the resurrection and the life his is

the only name under heaven whereby we must be saved

he was with his father in the beginning he was made flesh and
dwelt among us 11 and we beheld his glory the glory as of the only
begotten of the father full of grace and truth john 114

he came as a gift of his eternal father for god so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten son that whosoever believethbelieveth in
him should not perish but have everlasting life john 316

he condescendeddescendedcondescendercon to leave his throne on high and come to earth to
be born in a manger in a conquered nation he walked the dusty roads
of palestine healing the sick teaching the doctrine blessing all who
would accept him
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he came into the world not to condemn the world but that the
world through him might be saved john 317

on calvary s hill he gave his life for each of us 0 death where is

thy sting 0 grave where is thy victory i cor 1555

we honor his birth but without his death that birth would have
been but one more birth it was the redemption which he worked out in
the garden ofofgethsemanegethsemane and upon the cross of calvary which made
his gift immortal universal and everlasting his was a great atonement
for the sins of all mankind he was the resurrection and the life the
firstfruitsfirstfruits of them that slept i1 cor 1520 because of him all men will
be raised from the grave

but beyond this he taught us the way the truth and the life he gave
the keys through which we may go on to immortality and eternal life

we testify of his living reality we testify of the divinity of his
nature in our times of grateful meditation we acknowledge his price-
less gift to us and pledge our love and faith this is what christmas is

really about

to each ofyou we extend our love and blessing may you wherever
you may be across the world have a wonderful christmas may there be
peace and love and kindness in your homes may you husbands smile
with love upon your wives may you wives know the sweet joy of being
loved and honored and respected and looked up to may your children
be happy and filled with that indescribable magic which is the spirit of
christmas may those of you who are single find sweet companionship
in the knowledge that you are not alone that jesus stands as your friend
he came to give light to them that sit in darkness and in the shadow of
death to guide our feet into the way of peace luke 179

to each of you we extend our love and blessing may it be a happy
and wonderful season we leave a blessing upon you a blessing of
christmas that you may be happy may even those whose hearts are
heavy rise with the healing which comes alone from him who comforts
and reassures let not your heart be troubled ye believe in god believe
also in me john 141

so said he in his hour of great tribulation peace I1 leave with you
my peace I1 give unto you not as the world giveth give I1 unto you let
not your heart be troubled neither let it be afraid john 1427

in the spirit of that great promise and gift may we all rejoice this
blessed christmas season 107
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conclusion
christs peace is the essence of the christmas season the presidents of

the church have sought by their example and their words to emulate the
teachings of the savior in their christmas celebrations and activities we
can see the recurring themes of church service and missionary work the
importance of family friends and children and the spirit of service and
giving in those unfortunate times of war the prophets have reminded us
that peace lies in correctly answering the question what think ye of
christchrist108108 As special witnesses of jesus christ the church presidents tes-
tify of christs birth and divinity and have asked us to live in accordance
with his teachings in addition many have asked us to commemorate the
birth and life of the prophet joseph smith for latter day saints then
christmas is double celebration it is a time to celebrate our lord and savior
and a time to remember the prophet joseph smith

larry C porter larry porterbyuedu is professor emeritus of church history
and doctrine at brigham young university dr porter received a BS in history from
utah state university in 1957 and a MA and phd in history of religion from brigham
young university in 1966 and 1971 respectively dr porter expresses his deep apprecia-
tion to ronald G watt and pauline K musig of the family and church history
department of the church for their most excellent assistance with source materials
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75 george albert smith to the latter day saints everywhere improvement era
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76 david oman mckay scrapbooks 1928 1970 A christmas in tokyo volvoi 126

typescript church archives
77 david 0 mckay quoted in jeanette mckay morrell highlights in the life of

president david 0 mckay salt lake city deseret book 1966 29 31

78 david 0 mckay the spirit of christmas improvement era 62 december
1959 894 95 emphasis added

79 david 0 mckay upon every home improvement era 71 december 1968 3

8080 joseph fielding smith diary december 25 1912 in leonard J arrington
christmas card prophets at christmas courtesy of richard L jensen

81 amelia smith mcconkie interview by brenda K mcconkie tape recording
salt lake city october lo1010 2000 transcript in possession of author paragraph break
inserted to increase readability

82 amelia smith mcconkie interview
83 amelia smith mcconkie interview
84 joseph fielding mcconkie interview by author provo utah october 18

2000 transcript in possession of author
85 joseph fielding smith christmas greetings church news published by

deseret news december ig1919701970 3

86 harold B lee profile for progress april 3319681968 regional representatives
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ready for christmas improvement era 71 december 1968 4 5

87 L brent goates to larry C porter letter september 27 2001 salt lake city
copy in author s possession

88 in correspondence to his children and loved ones at home president kimball
wrote of their presence in israel

SUNDAY DECEMBER 24196124 iggi HOLY LAND december 2525196125.1961ig6iigei

dear ones

christmas in jerusalem what an experience CHRISTMAS EVE IN
BETHLEHEM we shall tell you a little about it all ifyou will forgive the car-
bon copy we arrived here after dark last night jerusalem december 24th
here at this hotel the carols were being blatantly played over loud speakers
we caught a taxi and hurried over to bethlehem the milling thousands
crowded every nook and corner people had to take turns getting into the
sacred places we waited for some time before we could get into the crypts
where the lord was thought to have been born there are two rival spots in
the cave underneath the church the two are rivals two religions in dispute
as to where the sacred spot was so there are two spots a few feet apart and
each of the rival organizations makes its own claims one is the place where
he was born they say and the other where the cradle was this part was frus-
trating but when we went to shepherds field we had it alone in the dark we
quietly sang far far away on judea s plains shepherds of old heard the glo-
rious strains glory to god in the highest letter in spencer W kimball
journal december 24 25251961ig6iigei courtesy edward J kimball

89 spencer W kimball jesus of nazareth ensign io10 december 19801980 3 9
go90 edward J kimball to jack W welch october 24 2000 provo utah copy in

author s possession
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92 spencer W kimball journal december 221967
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19664741966 474 76

94 spencer W kimball journal december 231972 december 232319731973

95 ezra taft benson president ezra taftbensontapptaft benson remembers thethejoysloysjoys of christmas
salt lake city deseret book 1988 1 35

96 benson president ezra taftbensontapptaft benson remembers 6 7
97 sheri L dew ezra taft benson A biography salt lake city deseret book

19871991987 199
98 personal interview larry C porter with reed A benson october 14 2000

provo utah
99 benson president ezra taftbensontapptaft benson remembers 7 8

100loo100 benson president ezra taftbensontapptafttant benson remembers 10 13

iol101lolloi eleanor knowles howard W hunter salt lake city deseret book 1994 47 57
102 howard W hunter journal december 252519611961 church archives
103 A christmas message from the first presidency to the children of the world

the real christmas friend 24 december 1994 2 3 for a more expansive message of
this same theme see howard W hunter the real christmas in speeches of the year
BYU devotional addresses 1972ipjz 1973 provo utah brigham young university 1973
65 7070

104 gordon B hinckley to bryant S hinckley 25 december 1933 quoted in
sheri L dew go forward with faith the biography of gordon B hinckley salt lake
city deseret book 1966 76

105 virginia H pearce ed glimpses into the life and heart of Marjorie pay hinckl-
ey salt lake city deseret book 1999 169 72
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107 gordon B hinckley A season for gratitude ensign 27 december 1997 2 5
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nobody can

that good child george washington
who grew up to be president
hung at the front of the second grade room it was february
and we were making cherry trees

stretched above the blackboard
twenty six large and small letters
fit exactly round and straight
within solid and dotted lines
even the snowflakes outside
stacked in sequence on the chainlinkchainlink fence

our desks were cleared
and covered with sheets of white paper
which we d branched and pink blossomed
to set the paint mrs putnam had shown how to dip them

quickly
into a bucket of water
holding the paper
so the water wouldnwouldnt t puddle in the middle
and spill

there were boys and girls behind me waiting
somehow water lots of it
slapped the floor rivered

120



she didndian t see who did it
but a boy told my name
jangling papers quieted
a bell rang at a far end of the school
mrs putnam with round rim glasses sometimes yelled

but she shushedshusted the boy handed him a rag
restarted the bucket line
then led me softly to the back wall
where we hung my finished tree

later she paused above my desk
where I1 practiced a row of small bs

my flecked tan paper torn and bruised
you re doingfinedoing fine she whispered
you d need a ruler and compass
to make them perfect

marilyn bushman carlton
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FIG i1 czech city street 1939 the banner reads one people one empire one leader
nazi troops marched into czechoslovakia in march 1939 annexing the country in a
bloodless takeover the czechoslovak mission remained open for several more months
but by the latter part of august germany was mobilizing against poland and war with
great britain and france was imminent As a result all american mission personnel in
german occupied lands were forced into an emergency evacuation this affected three
latter day saint missions the czechoslovak east german and west german



the evacuation of the czechoslovak and
german missions at the outbreak of
world war II11

david FE boone

the evacuation of latter day saint missionaries from europe at the
outbreak of world war II11 was truly a unique event in church history at
the beginning of world war 1I a few american missionaries serving in
europe were moved to areas of safety but until 1939 there had never been a
large scale evacuation of missionaries as a result of their being endangered
by impending war fig i1 As the threat ofwar gathered over europe in the
late 1930s193os latter day saint church leaders in salt lake city watched anxacx
iouslybously in august 1939 there were missionaries laboring in great britain
germany czechoslovakia france switzerland holland and three scandi-
navian countries the evacuation of american missionaries from europe
at the outbreak of world war II11 eventually affected ten missions and hun-
dreds of missionaries but only those in the czechoslovak and east and
west german missions were forced into an emergency evacuation

the european setting

president J reuben clark jr who had significant national and inter-
national contacts 1 kept general church leaders and mission presidents
apprised of conditions in europe As early as 1938 president clark recom-
mended to the european mission presidents that they make plans to evacu-
ate their missionaries if conditions required in august 1938 the mission
presidents in threatened countries particularly in germany and czecho-
slovakia followed these plans and evacuated all mission personnel to neu-
tral countries within a few weeks however tensions eased and the
missionaries returned to their fields of labor this experience became
known among church personnel as the fire drill evacuation fig 2 some
church members were critical of this 1938 evacuation and called it a false
alarm rather than a fire drill A year later however when evacuation again
became necessary some felt the exodus ofamerican elders might have failed
if they had not benefited from the mistakes they made the year before 2

upon their return in 1938 the missionaries focused on preparing local
church members to take over the leadership of their branches in the event
the american elders were again forced to leave they also assisted in
preparing church records so that information on members was available

BYU studies 4040 no 3 2001 123
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FIG 2 missionaries from the west german mission in the netherlands on the shore of
the north sea during the fire drill evacuation october 1938 kneeling george blake
standing left to right unknown elder lawrence J meyer A burt horsley wesley
knudsen T frank swallow wilford woolf grant baker clarkdarkoark hillam unknown
elder and john dean the experience gained during this evacuation prepared both the
missionaries and the mission leaders for the emergency evacuation ofaugust 1939

to local leaders many of the missionaries ignored the political posturing
and the military buildup occurring around them but the people were
uneasy As frequently as time and distance allowed mission presidents met
with their missionaries to keep them focused on proselyting activities it
was difficult however for the missionaries to ignore the anxiety of the
people with whom they associated

czechoslovakia

germany overran and annexed czechoslovakia in march 1939 nearly
six months before marching into poland fig 3 during the invasion
martha toronto wife of president wallace FE toronto of the czechoslovak
mission was in the hospital recuperating from the birth of their child she
remembered the sounds of the invasion and the anxiety of the nurses

there were rumblingscrumblingsrumblin gs of every sort from vehicles large and small riding
over the cobblestones streets noise of people running and shouting and
even much unrest and chatter among the nurses I1 inquired of a nurse the
cause of all this commotion and she answered that a surprise german
invasion was in progress A phone call to wally my husband confirmed this
news and when he came to see me that afternoon he assured me that every-
thing was all right except that we were now being ruled by the germans 3
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president toronto thought that they wouldnt have to leave the coun-
try because the bloodless takeover went very smoothly hitlershillersHitlers
thousands of troops had skillfully used this surprise tactic and were inm
complete control 4

the mission had to make adjustments however to comply with the regu-
lations of the new government and to avoid any problems with the german
controlled government or secret police president toronto advised the
missionaries to discontinue tracting not because it was against the law but
because he deemed it prudent that they not be any more visible to the gov-
ernment than necessary he restricted the elders to teaching contacts they
already knew and those referred to them by local members they concen-
trated most of their efforts on those already baptized fig 4

when the german government imposed restrictions on public gather-
ings the church was already in compliance nevertheless even the strongest
members felt the pressures of the occupation and worried about what the
new regime meant for the church in czechoslovakia the saints were

0
U

FIG 3 from an upper story window elder verdell ray bishop of the czechoslovak
mission photographed nazi troops marching through the streets of brno czechoslo-
vakia inin march 1939 early one morning a horrified martha toronto wife of the
czechoslovak mission president looked out her window and saw her three year old
son bob who was always fascinated by the soldiers goose stepping along side this

mass of high black boots and uniforms martha toronto anderson A cherry tree
behind thetheironiron curtain the autobiography ofmarthaof martha torontotorontoandersonanderson salt lake city
by the author 1977191977 iai9
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FIG 4 czechoslovak mission february 1938 back row elder clyde elder asael moulton
elder alienallenailen elder risenmay elder ward elder davis elder manning elder hinckley
middle row elder rulon S payne elder orton elder butler elder barlow elder dahl
elder greenwood elder robert lee front row elder dover elder merrill elder burton
president wallace F toronto sister martha toronto elder pettit elder mcfarlane

never certain when they might be breaking the law and with the people
anxious and preoccupied the missionaries enjoyed only limited success
after the invasion while meeting with a branch of the church in prague
president and sister toronto shared an experience that illustrates just how
tense the situation was sister toronto described the fear that gripped the
congregation as a nazi officer stepped into the meeting hall

we were all in church on sunday morning attending a mothers day pro-

gram the service was drawing to a close but still in progress when the back
door of the meeting hall opened and in stepped a tall nazi officer the
congregation members and friends alike froze in their seats A germangennan officer

appearing as he did meant but one thing to us all arrest and imprisonment

after hesitating a moment or two he smiled and started walking
toward the front of the hall where president toronto was presiding over
the meeting the president rose and walked toward him and spoke to
him in german we all sat like terrified mummies in our seats at last
speaking now in czech wally president toronto turned to us and
announced that this young officer had something to say to us and would
speak to us in german 5
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president toronto told the story of the german officer in the april
1940 general conference he recounted the officer s words as follows

brothers and sisters I1 come here not on an appointment of my own
choosing I1 come here to czechoslovakia as a servant of my government
I1 know we have brought you considerable distress and dismay we have
caused already much suffering nevertheless you and I1 have something in
common something which overstepsoversteps the boundaries of race language and
color you and I1 have the gospel of jesus christ despite the fact that I1 speak
german and you czech yet because of the gospel we still speak in common
terms the time is coming when we shall know this better than ever before 6

the officer reaffirmed his belief in the church and asked if he could partici-
pate with the branch in their worship services when he finished speaking
the members welcomed him with great emotion for the next several
months until he was assigned to another area the officer attended the
branch meetings in prague

on june 331939319091939 president toronto received a letter from the first presi-
dency which in part directed in view of the political changes it is deemed
advisable to attach the branches of the church in czechoslovakiaczecho slovakia to the
east german mission you are therefore authorized to close the office of
the czechoslovakczecho slovak mission as of july i1 1939 7

president toronto was astonished by the announcement he did not
think the first presidency was fully aware of how much political conditions
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had stabilized since the german takeover later in june he attended a con-
ference in switzerland for the european mission presidents and discussed
his view of conditions with elder joseph fielding smith who was presiding
at the conference elder smith endorsed president torontosTorontos position
advised him to send a report to the first presidency and wrote them a let-
ter of his own before the end of june 1939 president toronto received a

cable from the first presidency deferring his release and delaying the evacua-
tion of the mission despite permission to remain unforeseen events the
direct result of the tensions of impending war caused complications for
the missionaries remaining in czechoslovakia

two american missionaries elders robert lee and rulon payne
believing they were assisting a local member with american dollars con-
tacted a gestapo agent to exchange currency the elders did not know the
agent was part of the gestapo this activity was illegal under german law
but fairly routine under czech standards the german agent arrested them
immediately and took them to gestapo headquarters and then to prison
returning later to search their apartment for evidence against them

unfortunately elders verdell bishop and asael moulton who had not
seen elders lee and payne during the day went looking for them and
arrived at their apartment in time to be arrested by gestapo agents as

accomplices the four missionaries were incarcerated in the pankrac
penitentiary fig 5 elders bishop and moulton knew nothing about the
reasons for their arrest and might have been set free except that personal
checks bearing their names had been found in the possession of elders lee
and payne it was illegal to have foreign currency in ones possession because
it was worth more than the local tender and was needed by the government

president toronto remained unaware of the arrests until elder moulton
was brought to the mission office by a government agent the next day
elder moulton a mission leader had in his possession a key that opened
the cash box in the mission office the cash box contained the czech mis-
sion s contingency funds in british pounds and american dollars to be
used if an emergency evacuation was necessary elder moulton distracted
the agents long enough for president toronto to quickly remove most
of the cash from the box and hide it in a desk drawer the agents confis-
cated the rest of the money and returned elder moulton to prison

the next day president toronto went to secure the release of the four
elders still not knowing why they had been arrested since no official
charges had been brought against them when he arrived he was told that
he must pay two thousand dollars each for the release of the missionaries 8

for more than a month each time he visited the prison the amount of bail
changed finally the gestapo chief a dr baumelburgbdumelburgBaumelburgmeiburg told president
toronto you have a rich church which could pay the required fine upon a
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moments notice 9 president toronto realized that the government was
trying to extract as much money from the church as possible and felt
inspired to tell the gestapo agent in exaggerated terms just how much
american money the missionaries brought into germany each month

it becomes perfectly clear that there are no serious charges against our mis-
sionariessionaries but that they are being held only for the purpose of exacting from
our church a great amount in american dollars which the german govern-
ment sorely needs at the present time we are willing to pay a reasonable fine
for our men breaking the currency regulations of the country but not the
great amount which you require of us

if it is foreign currency you want then let me point out that you are
endangering one of your finest sources of income do you know that for the
past few years there have been from 250 to 300 mormon missionaries labor-
ing in germany to teach your people the gospel of jesus christ do you
know that each one of these missionaries brings into your country each
month from 40 to 5050 dollars figure it for yourself doctor and you will
find that it totals from approximately 10000 to 1500015000 dollars each month 10

president toronto finished with a warning now doctor 11 he declared
unless you come to terms and deal reasonably with us I1 shall request our

FIG 5 czechoslovak mission elders prague december 1938 elder rulon S payne
elder verdell ray bishop elder risenmay elder alienallenailen and elder madsen elders
payne bishop lee not shown and moulton not shown were arrested by gestapo
agents for carrying foreign currency the elders were imprisoned in the pankrac peni-
tentiarytentiary a notorious prison for political enemies of the nazi regime for more than a
month before president toronto could arrange their release anderson cherry tree 21
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FIG 6 telegram from the first presidency to raymond S bishop father of elder
verdell bishop informing him that his son had been released from prison

church to immediately withdraw every american missionary from the
german reich 11I1

of course the president was bluffing there were less than two hun-
dred missionaries then serving in the german occupied territories and
president toronto did not have the authority to remove missionaries from
his own mission much less from all of germany the bluff worked how-
ever two days later on august 231939 the finance administration agreed
on a fine totaling almost two hundred fifty dollars each or one thousand
dollars for all four rather than the eight thousand dollars that had been
demanded earlier within two hours the missionaries were released fig 6

during their confinement the missionaries were kept in separate cells

isolated from each other no talking was allowed among them while they
were in their cells or the exercise yard but according to elder moulton
they developed a series of messages that could be communicated by tap-
ping on the walls of the cells or by winking at each other when they came
face to face even this meager contact helped to maintain morale the
elders passed the time by remembering scriptures they had memorized and
the love they felt from and for their families one elder pressed bread into
squares and allowed it to dry to form a crude pair of dice which he rolled
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on the floor 12 another made chess pieces he
learned from an austrian cell mate how to play
the game which he continued to enjoy through-
out his life

sister toronto was allowed to visit the prison
once a week with a fresh bundle of clothing for
each of the elders and to take their soiled clothing
home to be laundered the prisoners had little
food both in quality and quantity their rations
consisted of a bean meal bread and a watery
weak broth made from potato peelingsneelingspeelings 13 never-
thelesstheless the missionaries reported no torture
abuse or serious mistreatment

when the elders were released they returned
to their apartments to pack their few belongings
because the evacuation of their mission was
already in progress despite his earlier resistance
to leave the mission president toronto had
begun to evacuate the czechoslovak mission on
the advice of the american consul even before he
received a cable from the first presidency direct-
ing him to do so sister toronto and their three
children were the first to leave before her depar-
ture however sister toronto insisted on cooking
a good meal for the newly released prisoners
she cooked them a big noon meal but after a
diet of bread and water and soup for 44 days they
couldncoulden t quite handle it even though it tasted so FIG 7 bob toronto age

good they overateoperate and became ill 14 the day after two top marion to-
ronto five bottomthe elders release while regular civilian train age
sister toronto and her

travel was still available sister toronto and the three children including
children left for denmark fig 7 after two ardu-
ous

marion bobby and five

of travel ofberlin month old carol weredays bybywayway they were met
the first mission

in copenhagen by a delegation of mission presi-
dents

to be evacuated
person-

nel from
and their wives czechoslovakia president

president toronto intended to follow sister toronto was anxious for

toronto and the children with the remainder of them to reach denmark
before the public trainsthe missionaries within a few days but was in czechoslovakia and

delayed by the rearrest of elder rulon S payne germany were taken
when elder payne went to the american consul over for the deployment

to obtain an exit permit as required by law he was of troops

taken into custody frisked strip searched and
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arrested by german agents after sending the other elders on to denmark
president toronto demanded an immediate investigation and learned that
elder payne had been arrested because he had the same name as a british
spy the nazis were looking for a mr payne 15 after verification of his
identity by president toronto and american consul representatives elder
payne was released amid profuse apologies and immediately granted his
exit visa that night august 31 1939 president toronto and elder payne
left czechoslovakia for berlin they arrived in copenhagen on the evening
of september i

sister toronto had expected president toronto and the rest of the mis-
sion personnel to follow within two or three days when they had not come
by the third day she began to worry and with each passing day without
word her anxiety increased

I1 was so worried and upset we were watching all these things that would
come over the wires and these bulletins would go up in the square in copen-
hagen and id come back to the mission home and say brother smith what
am I1 going to do hed put his arm around me and say sister toronto this
war will not start until brother toronto and those missionaries get on dan-
ish soil fig 816

sister evelyn wood wife of president M douglas wood also remembered
the tense atmosphere in copenhagen as they waited for news

U

FIG 8 sister toronto and elder joseph fielding smith in copenhagen in a prophetic
statement elder smith promised sister toronto that war would not begin until presi
dent toronto and all the missionaries were out of czechoslovakia
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being rather naive I1 said to joseph fielding smith do you mean to say that
they d hold a war up all the negotiations that are being made while we get
those missionaries out of there it didndian t seem possible to me he turned
right to me and he said the war will not start until those men are out of
the country 17

although it was very close timing less than twenty four hours all
the missionaries made it out of czechoslovakia before the german offen-
sive against poland began early in the morning of september i1 thus ful-
filling the prophecy made by elder joseph fielding smith

east german mission

on august 24 1939 the east german mission office received notice
from church headquarters to prepare the missionaries for imminent
departure elder paul lambert acting in the temporary absence of president
alfred C rees sent telegrams to each companionship instructing them to
call the mission office in berlin when the missionaries called they were told
to pack their trunks in preparation for immediate evacuation and to remain
close to their residences so they could be contacted again if necessary

A message sent the following day instructed them to go to the mission
office in berlin on the first possible train some of the missionaries were
confused because they did not know how completely they were to close
their areas and whether their departure would be permanent A year ear-
lier during the fire drill evacuation they had left not expecting to return
when they did return they had to renegotiate housing purchase food and
reestablish contact with the people they were teaching the question now
was whether to leave things ready to come back to or to close down their
areas some of the elders who thought this evacuation would be permanent
spent their extra money on cameras or souvenirs others left money with
local members or their landlords with instructions that it be used for the
benefit of the branch

the missionaries traveling west to berlin had a relatively easy journey
but the mobilization of german troops en route to the polish border made
it difficult for those traveling east to get through most of the trains that
had been used for public transportation had now been pressed into mili-
tary service although certainly aware that germany was preparing for war
the elders had been preoccupied with missionary work since they had been
in the country some expressed astonishment at the massive military
buildup fortifications troop trains and soldiers they saw along the
way to berlin elder albion smith from idaho falls idaho described his
reaction 1I was surprised to see the number of antiaircraftanti aircraft guns and can-
nons on the way behind every bush or tree and camouflaged place were all
sorts of war mechanism 18
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elder ralph W kauer and his companion caught the last regularly
scheduled public train going east to berlin all subsequent eastbound
trains were taken off the schedule for public use and civilians who wished
to travel were at the mercy of available train space because his companion
had been in the mission for only a short time and could not read german
elder kauer had to be solely responsible for securing tickets and arranging
connections when the elders went to board their train they found it
completely filled with soldiers headed for the polish border the conductor
saw their plight and pulled them up onto the endgate of the last car on
the already moving train where they rode until they got off to make
another connection 19

the elders troubles however were not over when they ran across the
tracks to board another train they were apprehended by a local policeman
for trespassingtrespassing elder kauer explained that his companion was new in ger-
many and could not read the signs but the officer was apparently not con-
vinced and announced that he must take them to the police station elder
kauer pointed to others who were crossing the rails and were also in viola-
tion when the policeman went in pursuit of these trespassers the mis-
sionariessionaries ran for their connecting train which was pulling out of the
station the last we saw of this policeman elder kauer remembered he
was just standing there shaking his billyclubbillyclub at us 20 kauer worried that
the policeman would call ahead and have the train stopped when nothing
further happened kauer decided they were probably not significant
enough to be pulled off the train and was glad later that day and without
further problems the elders arrived in berlin

overall the missionaries from the east german mission had less biffidiffi

culty getting out of the country than those in the czechoslovak and west ger-
man missions although the east german mission had more personnel than
the other two missions it was on a more direct route to neutral areas by sat-
urday august 26 within sixteen hours of the order to evacuate all the mis-
sionariessionaries from the east german mission had reached safety in copenhagen 21

west german mission

when the order to evacuate arrived at the west german mission office

in frankfurt president M douglas wood was attending a conference in
hanover he was accompanied to the conference by elder joseph field-
ing smith who was making a tour of the european missions fig 9 elder
smithsmitis s new bride jessie ella evans smith traveled with him 22 she kept a

journal during the tour and on the day before the evacuation order was
received she wrote the feeling at the conference is very tense and we
held meetings that night and had a very splendid service but everyone was
still wondering about conditions 23 elder smith and president wood did
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FIG 9 elder joseph fielding smith and sister jessie ella evans smith the smiths
toured the european missions during summer 1939 when the first presidency
ordered the evacuation of the european missions they appointed elder smith to
direct the evacuation

not tell the congregation about the telegram received on august 24 advis-

ing them to prepare to evacuate the mission president wood was anxious
to get back to mission headquarters to direct operations especially after
the arrival of a second telegram on august 25

friday morning august 2519391251939 we received a telegram from the first presi-

dency which was relayed from our office in frankfurt to hanover telling us
that we should immediately evacuate germany

I1 said to brother smith my wife and I1 should be in frankfurt at the
mission office there are so many things to do things are beginning to hap-
pen so fast you see here in hanover the women are already driving the street
cars because many of the men had been mobilized and troops were moving
toward Popolandlandllandi 24

president wood at elder smith s urging went to secure a flight to
frankfurt the clerk thought that because they were on the main european
transport line all reservations would be booked flights had to be reserved
at least two weeks in advance and the current crisis made the clerk certain
that no accommodations could be obtained at any price president wood
asked the clerk to try anyway to the clerks astonishment there were two
seats available on the next flight to frankfurt 25 the wood s flight lasted
almost an hour and a half but that was four and a half hours faster than
going by train
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FIG lo1010 telegram from president douglas M wood ordering missionaries to evacuate
the west german mission the text reads leave immediately for rotter dam trunks
same train assign temporary successor wire quikmere upon departure quickmerequickmireQuickmere
was a code word the missionaries were to wire to president wood indicating that they
had received his telegram and were ready to proceed to rotterdam terry bohle mon-
tague mine angels round about mormon missionary evacuation from western ger-
many 1939 2dad ed orem utah granite 2000 29

upon his arrival at the mission home president wood contacted the
dutch consulate he made arrangements for the missionaries closest to
holland to enter the nearest border station so they would be in a neutral
country and out ofharm s way this was the planned procedure for evacua-
ting the west german mission and had been followed successfully the
year before in the fire drill evacuation the president then wired each com-
panionshippanionship directing them to evacuate as planned fig io10 most of the
missionaries headed toward holland but those in northern germany set
out for denmark 26 and a few in southern germany went to switzerland 27

because holland denmark and switzerland were known for their tradi-
tions of neutrality they were thought to be safe havens for the refugee mis-
sionariessionaries the west german mission office sent telegrams to the mission
presidents in each of these neutral countries notifying them of the immi-
nent arrival of the american missionaries from the west german mission
all the european mission presidents knew the general evacuation procedure
having participated in its planning and review as elder and sister smith
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toured each of the european missions 28 most of the presidents had decided
to follow the same routes used the year before

president wood could not know that the majority of the missionaries
were being sent into trouble rather than away from it as they traveled
toward holland fig 11 the dutch had learned important lessons from
their experiences in world war I1 and now closed their borders to all for-
eigners unless they had tickets that ensured their continued travel out of
the country 29 like the missionaries from the czechoslovak mission the
missionaries evacuating from germany faced restrictions on the amount
of currency they could legally carry with war imminent they were allowed
no more than ten german marks barely enough for food and not nearly
enough to purchase additional tickets

elder and sister smith were among the last church personnel to get
into holland before the new regulation went into effect they had arrived
at the mission home in frankfurt almost a day after parting company with
president and sister wood in frankfurt elder smith received instructions
from the first presidency to oversee the continental evacuation and
decided to set up headquarters at the hague in holland 30 elder smith
purchased two tickets via train these tickets he was told were the last two
tickets on an overnight train to the hague 31

without any public notification the dutch applied the new policy
when the missionaries attempted to follow instructions and cross into
holland they were turned away elder A burt horsley and his companion
elder richard D poll were among the first missionaries to be stopped at
the border elder horsley remembered being taken off the train and firmly
denied permission to continue

when we reached the dutch side of the border the train stopped again for
customs inspection and we were taken off the train and arrested for vagrancy
because we each had only ten marks with us the people were very cordial
to us but made it clear that they were not making any exception to their
laws but I1 was allowed to make a phone call I1 phoned the mission office in
the hague 32

it may be that this call was the first that franklin J murdock president
of the dutch mission learned of the border closures president murdock
instructed elder horsley to return to germany and when there to call his
mission president in frankfurt for instructions elders horsley and poll

returned to germany but once back inside they were detained by the
german government horsley tried to call his mission president for advice
and help

here I1 made efforts to call the mission president from the post office and
depot I1 made the effort to get in touch with the mission president in frank-
furt but was informed that the lines were all used by the military and that
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there was no way I1 could have access to a telephone especially for a long dis-
tance call 33

horsley realized he and his companion were stranded he did not
know what to do so after being denied the use of a telephone he just
waited finally the clerk at the desk motioned to him and told him
that if he would get in a particular phone booth the clerk would place
the call to frankfurt for himihimhiml 34 after what seemed like a long wait the
call was connected the missionmission staff had left the office but were waiting
outside for their ride to the train station when they heard the phone ring
elder horsley explained to president wood the predicament he and elder
poll were in they had been at the dutch border for about six hours with-
out funds and they could not proceed further president wood instructed
horsley to be patient and to look for other missionaries in a similar situa-
tion then he said brother if you will have faith I1 will see that we get
some money to you immediately president wood phoned the telegraph
office with the money order but before the wire went through the opera-
tor called to say that no more orders were being accepted she said how-
ever that she would attempt to get this one last wire through 35 she was
ultimately successful and horsley and poll received money and instruc-
tions to buy tickets to copenhagen

As elders horsley and poll prepared to leave germany for the last time
they found six other missionaries in a similar predicament and horsley
and poll shared the money president wood had sent them so that these
elders could travel with them to denmark 36 after their experiences at the
dutch border the missionaries had a largely uneventful trip although they
had to remain vigilant to make the proper connections and to keep track of
their luggage each other and the direction they were going after three
days of travel which included their delays at the border they arrived in
copenhagen weary but safe 37

in an unusual way another group of missionaries stranded at a border
crossing received funds to continue their journey they also called presi-
dent wood for instructions but by this time it was no longer possible to
transfer money by telegraph the president explained his inability to assist
them because of the government restrictions the missionaries held a
council to decide what their options were and what the best course of
action might be while they were meeting they were approached by a

young german soldier who had been taught by elders in the past and now
identified the group as missionaries when the elders explained their
dilemma the soldier took from his pocket a small roll of money indicating
that he was on his way to the polish front and would not need it the small
roll amounted to fifty marks not enough to see them through holland to
the safety of denmark but sufficient to enable them to return to the town
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where two of the elders had labored one of the elders had recently received
his monthly allowance from home but because he could not lawfully take
the money out of the country had left it with his landlady he had
instructed her to give the money to the local branch if he did not return
when the train arrived he ran to his apartment retrieved the money and
with it bought tickets for each of the members of his group president
wood reporting this episode in the april 1940 general conference noted
that the amount the elder had received from home was just enough to pay
the passage of the missionaries to denmark with a little left over for food 38

sister erma rosenhan another missionary from the west german
mission was one of only fourteen missionaries to get through the dutch
border 39 having had a german member as a missionary companion sis-
ter rosenhan had no american sister to travel with when the evacuation
order came although she had been told that an elder would come to
accompany her to holland he had not arrived by saturday morning
august 1626 anxious to be on her way sister rosenhan prepared to catch a
morning train even though it meant traveling alone the local branch
president advised her to buy a ticket to london rather than just to rotter-
dam holland the british consulate was closed so sister rosenhan could
not get the required british visa but she bought the london ticket anyway
because of her foresight in buying the ticket to london and her insistence
on catching the saturday morning train rather than waiting for her escort
sister rosenhan easily passed through customs at the dutch border she
arrived at the hague without experiencing any of the problems many of
the elders had to confront 40

elder john robert kest as courier A third group of missionaries
found themselves stranded at the border with little idea why they were not
allowed into holland or what they were to do elder frank knutti one of
the group 41 remembered crossing the border into holland and then being
sent back to germany by dutch officials

we were checked through at Benbentheimtheirn and went on to oldenzaalOlden zaal inside
of holland where the authorities held us for a short time took our passports
to check them but later brought them back and called to us to follow them
we were led back to our train but on through it to the other side where
another train was standing after we were on it pulled out and we were on
our way or so we thought before too long someone noticed the country
seemed familiar and we were dismayed to find that we had been returned to
germany our protests were to no avail we only were told the dutch
government had refused our coming into the country because we had no
tickets through holland to another country 42

unable to get through to president wood the elders tried to call the
dutch mission office in the hague expecting that their fellow mission-
aries from germany were there waiting for them unfortunately president
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franklin J murdock was not in the office when the call went through but
the elder who took their call promised to have the president phone them
when he returned for hours the small group ofmissionaries waited for the
phone call but none came it was late saturday night and the german bor-
der officials did not like the missionaries hanging around the station so the
elders pooled their limited funds and rented a room for the night by sun-
day morning the call still had not come and since they had no additional
funds the elders pretended it was fast sunday at least this solved the prob-
lem of having nothing to eat

meanwhile president murdock had sent a young elder john robert
kest 43 on a very early train to the dutch german border with money to
assist the stranded missionaries elder kest arrived in oldenzaalOldenzaal only to find
that the missionaries were no longer in holland but were probably back in
germany he did not have a visa to enter germany and therefore was in a

quandary about what he should do he called president murdock to find
out if there had been any further contact with the elders and asked for
counsel president murdock had heard nothing more from the missionar-
ies and told elder kest to do your best and use your judgment as to what
should be done 44

the stranded missionaries had to have help so elder kest decided he
must take a chance and try to get into germany without a visa before leav-
ing the dutch border station he purchased ten tickets that would take the
stranded missionaries all the way to copenhagen and another that would
take him to bentheim on the german side of the border and back to
oldenzaalOldenzaal holland he then boarded the train fully expecting to be dis-
covered and thrown off at any time why the dutch authorities elder
kest recalled 11 allowed me to board that train never asking for a visa is a

mystery it was most irregular 45 elder kest had second and third thoughts
about what he was doing because in addition to the risk of traveling into
germany without a visa he was not sure where the elders were or whether
they could still be contacted on the german side of the border

in germany as elder kest expected border officials asked for his pass-
port when they questioned why there was no visa stamped on the passport
elder kest explained in exasperatingly slow and deliberately incoherent
english that at present he was living in holland had heard that some of
his friends were in bentheim and knowing that railroad and train trans-

portationportation was being curtailed wanted to visit them while possible 46

having studied drama and music before his mission elder kest decided
that if he ever played a successful part this was the time he rambled on
deliberately on utterly pointless tangents hoping all the while they would
have great difficulty understanding him which they did 47 the man in
charge could speak very little english and in order to promote maximum
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confusion elder kest refrained from speaking german unable to make
any headway with the american youth the german border guard took him
into a nearby cubicle for further questioning once the germans had the
missionary inside the cubicle they began to search him for anything that
would incriminate him or give them information as to his identity and his
business in germany inside one coat pocket elder kest had the tickets he
had purchased which if found would be confiscated in the other pocket
was a set of church lessons to be used in the church auxiliaries during the
coming curriculum year elder kest was translating the lessons into dutch
and had brought them along to work on during the long train trips As the
guards searched the elder they found the lessons first perhaps because
they were bulkier than the tickets several guards hovered over the lessons
trying to figure out what they were and suspicious of what they could be 48

while the guards were preoccupied with the lessons the elder unob-
served by the others took the ten tickets from his coat pocket and placed
them on the table before him when the guards finished their review of the
lesson material they searched every pocket and confiscated his money his
passport and all the other personal belongings they could find after they
had completed their search the guards gave elder kest a receipt for his pos-
sessions and ordered him to be aboard the next train to holland which was
scheduled to depart in about forty minutes elder kest assured the officials
he would be on time grabbed the tickets off the table and hurried out into
the street surprisingly not an eye flickered as elder kest picked up the
tickets he had the strong impression that the action had been entirely
unobserved he left the station knees weak palms sweating 49

out in the street elder kest could not find the american missionariesmissionaries
finally someone remembered seeing them at the hotel where they had
spent the night and gave kest directions by the time he found the hotel it
was nearly time to catch the train to holland he found the missionaries
holding a council to determine what they should do elder kest handed the
tickets to a senior missionary elder ellis T rasmussen without a doubt
the elders were delighted to see kest after a short conversation the small
group knelt in prayer elder kest remembered the power of that prayer As

the seven ofus knelt in fervent prayer we all felt a closeness and unity expe-
rienced very infrequently in life we were truly united and prayed with
power and faith believing our request would be granted for we realized
the desperate nature of our situation 50

after the prayer elder kest ran back to keep his appointment with the
border guards and the missionaries gathered their possessions at the sta-
tion a guard returned kestsbests personal effects his remaining money and his
lessons and personally escorted him to the waiting train elder kest had to
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buy a german ticket back to oldenzaalOldenzaal even though he already had the
ticket he had bought in holland to guarantee his return once back in hol-
land he telephoned president murdock to report his success and to receive
further instructions not knowing whether other missionaries might need
assistance the president asked kest to remain near the border overnight

in the meantime elder rasmussensRasmussens group was on its way but not
without delays and additional problems the trains were irregular few were
available for civilian travel and even fewer were on time rather than make
another attempt to get through the dutch border the elders decided to go
back to the interior of germany and then work their way north to den-
mark in spite of the problems they at least knew they were making prog-
ress and going in the right direction As they waited for connecting trains
they developed a system of communication that allowed them to scatter to
get information and to find one another again before boarding they selected
a central point at which to meet at a predetermined time or if they did not
have a large area to cover they maintained visual contact during their
wait they mingled with other groups waiting for connecting trains in this
way they learned about delays they could avoid unscheduled trains and
express trains that had priority over local connections

on monday morning the train they boarded did not move the mis-
sionariessionaries scattered one of the elders learned that the delay was caused by
the coming of a faster train that would stop briefly at the station and then
proceed back together the elders reasoned that if there was a faster train
and it was going in the same direction they should catch it soon the
train came and because of their system the missionaries were ready with
luggage in hand they exited the first train and climbed in through the win-
dows of the express train almost before they could settle in the train
pulled away from the station and the missionaries were on their way they
arrived safely in denmark that afternoon 51

the rescue mission of elder norman george seibold with so many
missionaries stranded without money and others unaccounted for presi-
dent wood needed a courier who like elder kest could find the missing
missionaries and give them tickets to denmark and money when elder
norman george seibold who hailed from idaho came to the mission
office to report the safe evacuation of all the missionaries in his district
directly to denmark from the north of germany president wood sug-
gested a new assignment 52 there were still thirty one missionaries scat-
tered between frankfurt germany and the dutch border 53 president
wood asked elder seibold if he would be willing to go and find them elder
seibold assured the president he would try president wood counseled
elder seibold to follow his impressions entirely as we have no idea what
towns these elders will be inin5454
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elder seibold was given five hundred marks tickets for travel to lon-
don through holland and tickets to denmark through germany elder
seibold left frankfurt around midnight on saturday august 26 on a train
bound for the dutch border the train was so crowded that elder seibold
had to ride standing up for the four hours to the first stop when he arrived
at the station in cologne germany he felt impressed to get off the train
it was almost impossible to get off a train and get back on they were so

crowded I1 got off at the station there and hunted somewhat for anyone
that I1 might know or anyone that might look like a missionary 55

according to president wood elder seibold was a big football player
who weighed over 200 pounds 56 although his size made him conspicu-
ous it was an advantage to him at times the big elder found the same
crowded conditions inside the station in cologne as he had experienced on
the train in addition the station was noisy and people were trying to get
through the crowd to find traveling companions and connecting trains
the elder pushed his way into the confusion but could not find any mis-
sionariessionaries because of the crowd he climbed atop a baggage cart for a better
view and whistled a favorite mission song do what Is right fig 12 57

elder seibold hoped to call together those who heard and recognized the
song without having to yell or draw unnecessary attention to himself for-
tunatelytuna tely the tactic worked and elder seibold found a group of elders and
an elderly missionary couple

to carry any kind of a tune or to whistle any kind of a song is beyond me
really like the old saying I1 couldncoulden t carry a tune in a bushel basket but I1 did
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FIG 12 baggage cart in frankfurt train station to attract the attention of
missionaries stranded in a crowded german train station elder norman
seibold stood on such a cart and whistled the hymn do what Is right
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a pretty fair job when I1 jumped up on that baggage cart and whistled do
what is right because it got around and a lot of people stopped but it
picked up several missionaries 58

elder seibold gave each of the missionaries a ticket to london as well
as sufficient money to see them through holland to london when they
reached the dutch border the couple was allowed to enter holland but
some of the elders were refused entrance by dutch officials even though
they also had tickets to london and the same amount of money as the
couple they were sent back across the border to germany where elder
seibold caught up with them again this time he bought them tickets to
hamburg from where they eventually made their way to copenhagen

the couple was able to travel through holland and on to england
from england they sailed home to the united states with a group ofbritish
missionaries this couples experience was faith promoting for elder sei-
bold As he noted in his journal that these old people got through shall
be a testimony to me as long as I1 live because what we went through in the
next twenty four hours these old people could not have stood 59

unfortunately seiboldsseaboldsSeibolds whistling atop the baggagecartbaggagbaggageecartcart attracted the
0

attention of some local policemen in the train station after removing
the missionary from his perch and asking him why he had been standing
there whistling they found that he had a large sum of money and decided
to arrest him seibold resisted briefly and the police threatened to take him
out of the train depot and into the city police station besides his fear that
the precious money would be confiscated elder seibold knew that if I1 got
out of the station and got into city hands I1 might be in a lot of trouble at
the time the policeman laid his hands on me I1 knew better but I1 told him
that he d better unhand me or there might be a fight so he let me go906161

seibold felt that if his size had ever had an important effect it certainly had
on this occasion

now ordinarily you dont refuse a german policeman anything I1 told them
that I1 would go see the military police but I1 would not go into the city at all
now why I1 did that I1 don t know but because I1 was large maybe the lord
made me look larger or something and I1 got away with it 62

the police then took him to the military officials positioned in the train
station after listening to his reasons for being where he was and for carry-
ing such a large amount of money one of the officers gave him a letter of
introduction and explanation a military clearance in effect to use if
any other official tried to stop him

although he started his journey alone by the time he reached the dan-
ish border elder seibold had collected a group of thirteen missionaries 63 As
he found them he gave them tickets money or both as needed and traveled
with them as he continued to search for other stranded missionaries by this
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time most of the trains were being used only for troop transport and the
elders often traveled only a short way before being ordered off the train
they would then catch another train and ride until they were bumped off
again it was just a matter of catching trains and bluffing conductors and
policemen seibold remembered but we made it 64

finally reaching the danish border elder seibold and his group of mis-
sionariessionaries ran into trouble after the elders had bought tickets to cross into
denmark the german guards would not let them board their train the let-
ter of introduction and explanation the officer in cologne had given elder
seibold now proved invaluable on august 28 elder seibold wired the wor-
ried mission leaders waiting in denmark that thirteen of the missing elders
had safely crossed the danish border and were on their way to copenhagen

elder seibold then turned back to germany alone to continue his res-
cue mission at places where he thought there would be missionaries he
received no impression to get off the train so he continued on at a town
where he thought there was not a chance of finding any missionaries he
felt impressed to get off and investigate

we had one experience that is faith promoting and really interesting in
the way that it happened I1 had a feeling or something that encouraged me to
stop at a small station in a small town and to get out and go out into the sta-
tion and look around it was an out of the way place and I1 had no idea that
there would be anybody there it felt like a waste of time but I1 did it there
was hardly anyone in the station at the time and it was one of the more empty
places on the whole trip but I1 had a premonition to go outside the bahnhofbohnhof
and out into the town which seemed silly to me at the time but we had a
short wait and so I1 went I1 passed a garthausgasthausGasthaus a restaurant there and I1 went
inside and there were two missionaries there it was fantastic in that they
both knew me and of course they were quite happy to see me they had spent
their last ten pfennipfennigspfenningsgs or you might call it their last dime for a soft drink
there apple juice is what they were drinking 65

seibold acknowledged the influence of the spirit in finding these two
elders I11 I had to be led there because I1 just wouldnwouldnt t have been smart
enough to go there myself As surely as if someone had taken me by the
hand I1 was guided there 66

seibold spent another day in germany before he felt impressed that his
job was done and it was time for him to leave he had found seventeen of
the thirty one stranded or lost missionaries the other fourteen had found
their way out of the country in numerous ways elder seibold was the last
american missionary to come out of germany after the church ordered
the evacuation 67 looking back on his experiences forty years later elder
seibold admitted in a lot of ways it was a lot of fun we were at that time
too young to know what kind of trouble we could have gotten in but it
has been a testimony and it has been a guiding thing to me in my life 68
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the evacuation of the west german mission had been accomplished
in just over one week despite border closures forced changes in travel
plans numerous problems due to lack of funds and the restricted use of
ground transportation and communications elder seibold recognized
the hand of the lord in safely bringing the missionaries out of the war
threatened area

it was a wonderful time and anything I1 have said might indicate
I1 had a whole lot to do with it needs to be qualified the things that happened
on this trip were not my doing it was strictly the hand and the guidance
of the lord I1 feel it and I1 know it as well as anything im not smart enough
to comprehend or to foresee some of the things 116969

the final step sailing for home

once all the missionaries had arrived in neutral countries the focus of
the evacuation changed to getting ship passage home not only for the mis-
sionariessionaries themselves but for the mission presidents and their families as

well 70 getting steamship tickets was not an easy task fig 13 in holland
president murdock encountered

thousands of people waiting in line to purchase tickets some of the
potential passengers were offering to pay as much as 2000 for standing
room on any of the ships passenger or freight going to america when
tickets were selling for about 200 they offered to provide their own food
sleep on the deck if necessary but would give the two thousand dollars for
the opportunity to do so many of the steamship companies had reserva-
tions as far ahead as february 1940 71

numerous people also clamored for passage out of british ports the
usual complement of passengers for the WashingtonsswashingtonSS out of southamp-
ton england for example 11 was 1200 passengers but on this trip sep-
tember 193911939 there were 1800 paying passengers among those sailing on
this ship were american sport theater movie and political celebrities
because of the crowded conditions every available space was used to
accommodate passengers including the drained swimming pool movie
theaters lounges hallways and even deck space 72 from scandinavian
ports most of the missionaries boarded freighters retrofitted to accommo-
date passengers in cargo holds

conclusion

by late september all american missionaries from the czechoslovak
and east and west german missions had returned to the united states those
from other missions in europe reached american soil by mid december 73
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FIG 13 the american freighter marmachawkMarmachawk at copenhagen 1939 freighters such as
this were modified to accommodate passengers and used to transport mission person-
nel and other evacueesevacuees to the US although space was limited and tickets hard to come
by all american mission personnel were evacuated from europe within three months

having directed the evacuation of the european missions elder joseph
fielding smith summed up the effort statistically

there were in the european missions at the time of the evacuation 697 per-
sons of whom 611 were young men and 63 young women missionaries the
other 23 were mission presidents their wives and children these mission-
aries returned in 23 ships mostly freight boats which had been improvised to
care for the numerous passengers returning to america 74

upon instruction from the first presidency elder smith released those
missionaries who had served twenty or more months of their missions and
transferred the rest to safer fields of labor in the united states 75

in the april 1940 general conference president J reuben clark jr
touched on the miracles witnessed during the evacuation

the whole group was moved from the disturbed areas in europe to the
united states and thence either to their new fields of labor or to their homes
without one accident or one case of serious sickness the entire group
was evacuated from europe in three months at a time when tens of thou-
sands of americans were besieging the ticket offices of the great steamship
companies for passage and the elders had no reservations every time a

group was ready to embark there was available the necessary space even
though efforts to reserve space a few hours before had failed 76
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elder harold B lee noted it is a matter of record that hardly had the
last missionary been called home until all hell seemed to break loose in
europe in veritable fulfillment of the prophecy that had been given 77

epilogue

during the war the saints in europe endured incredible privations
and suffering that church units in war torn countries continued in spite
of conditions is nothing short of heroic unfortunately however some
members felt that the church had abandoned them when the missionaries
left A swedish member suggested that the rats all leave when the ship goes
downdown7878 another member charged that at the first sign of trouble the
shepherd runs offoffandleavesand leaves the sheep 79

although the local members had to remain behind and face the terrors
of war while the american missionaries sailed for safety in america in
reality the members in europe were not abandoned the missionary s role
is that of messenger not shepherd A missionary is one appointed as a
witness for jesus christ to take the news of the gospel to those who do not
have it when that messenger is unable to share the message effectively he
is no longer scripturally mandated to remain the real shepherd of the
flock is the lord jesus christ and he did not desert his sheep christs
under shepherds were the local church leaders

during the war membership in several european missions grew
financial contributions as measured by the payment of tithes increased
and church organizations remained largely intact despite the absence of
american missionaries elder ezra taft bensons well chronicled relief
mission following the end of world war II11 contains numerous examples of
individual privation and sacrifice but also notes the existence of function-
ing branches and faithful members much of the recent growth in europe
as reflected in the number of members local missionaries stakes and
temples can be traced to the leadership developed during an era when
because of the evacuation of the american missionaries local individuals
had to stand up and be counted

david F boone daviddaviclboonebyueduboonebyuedu is assistant professor of church his-
tory and doctrine at brigham young university he received a BA in university stud-
ies an MA in history and an edd in educational administration from brigham
young university

boone has authored a companion article of the many missionaries from the
czechoslovak and east and west german missions who evacuated europe through
copenhagen the article focuses on a thorough report of the evacuation by danish
mission president mark B garff the article based on a speech given at the mormon
history association annual meeting in 2000 will appear in regional studies in LDS

church history europe forthcoming 2002
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annual conference oftheodtheof the church offesusof jasusjesuslasus christ oflatterof datterlatter layday saints salt lake city the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1940 52
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20 kauer oral history 6 see boone worldwide evacuation 19
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members and missionaries occasionally she sang a song or two in the native language
ofherdofherofher audience or persuaded president smith to join her in a duet boone worldwide
evacuation 13
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in frankfurt it was taken off the public transportation route and sent to the polish
front to carry troops munitions and supplies wood one hundred tenth annual
conference 78

26 wood one hundred tenth annual conference 77 west german manuscript
history august 27 1939 typescript church archives scharmscharffsScharffi mormonism in ger-
many 95 boone worldwide evacuation 23

27 swiss mission manuscript history august 27 1939 typescript church
archives mark garff journal august 281939 typescript 5 church archives boone
worldwide evacuation 23

28 boone worldwide evacuation 23 see also joseph fielding smith introduc-
tion to border incident by ellis T rasmussen and john robert kest improvement
era 46 december 1943943 752

29 the dutch had suffered a shortage of food during world war I1 and did not
want foreigners in their country if war broke out again they needed to save their lim-
ited food supplies for their own people wood one hundred tenth annual conference
79 scharmscharffsScharffi mormonism in germany 93
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35 wood one hundred tenth annual conference 79 scharffsScharfscharmfi mormonism in
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36 As the missionaries traveled toward holland or arrived at the border they
often came in contact with other missionaries in the same predicament most of them
stayed together which ultimately made locating them easier because they were in
groups rather than just in pairs the six elders who joined with horsley and poll were
john dean edward mabey lawrence meyer wilford woolf john bingham and
joseph loertscher they later met up with wesley knudsen ralph thompson
harold E kratzerkrauer and richard larkin glade terry bohle montague mine angels
round about mormon missionary evacuation from western germany 19391139 2dad ed
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37 richard D poll journal august 27193971939 original in familysfamilys possession
38 wood one hundred tenth annual conference 8080 81

39 smith journal august 3301939150 1939 15

40 erma rosenhan journal august 261939 typescript church archives there
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ter missionaries perhaps because there were so few of them except for sister rosen-
han there is no mention of lady missionaries from the cac7czechoslovak and german
missions this does not mean however that there were no other women in addition
to the mission presidents wives a miss grace olson is mentioned although there is no
specific information in available church records about her status or her experiences
during the evacuation sister don C rigby no given name listed also traveled with the
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elders during the evacuation she had journeyed to germany to meet her soon to be
released husband and accompany him home her plans were realized but certainly not
in a way either of them could have imagined

41 in addition to knutti this group included ellis T rasmussen rayo parker
william thayne claytor larsen and louis J haws rasmussen and kest border inci-
dent 753 montague mine angels round about 11

63

42 frank knutti journal august 261939 copy in authors possession
43 elder kest knew the murdocks wellwenweilweli and according to his sister john roberts

association with the president and his family may explain why he was chosen for such
an important mission president murdocks wife was claire murdock she was very
musical and so my brother bob being so interested in music himself he was a singer
and an actor became kind of special to them I1 think they produced the opera martha
for the dutch saints during the early part of that year 11939119091939 marjorie K crooks
interview by david F boone september 292919991999 transcript in authors possession

44 rasmussen and kest border incident 795

45 rasmussen and kest border incident 796
46 rasmussen and kest border incident 796

47 rasmussen and kest border incident 796
48 rasmussen and kest border incident 796

49 rasmussen and kest border incident 796
50 rasmussen and kest border incident 796
51 rasmussen and kest border incident 793 see also montague mine angels

round about 93 95

52 norman george Scseiboldibold james moyle oral history program interview by
david F boone 1978 typescript 4 church archives

53 wood one hundred tenth annual conference 79 west german mission
manuscript history august 26261939939 quoted in scharffs mormonism in germany 94

54 wood one hundred tenth annual conference 8080 west german mission
manuscript history august 261939 quoted in scharffs mormonism in germany 94

55 seibold oral history 4
56 wood one hundred tenth annual conference 79 quoted in scharffs mor-

monism in germany 94
57 do what Is right in hymns oftheodtheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof damnerlatterdammer day saints

salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1985 no 237
58 seibold oral history 12

59 seibold oral history 6 the uncertainty of rail travel in a country involved in
military mobilization took its toll on even the young elders they had to change trains
frequently go out of their way to make connections and endure irregular schedules
before finally reaching safety tired and often hungry in either holland or denmark

6060 there are slight discrepancies especially in dates place names and the sequence
of events in different accounts of the evacuation from the west german mission I1

conducted the interviews cited in this article in the late 1970s and early i98os198os approxi-
mately forty years after these events took place As seibold admitted forty years is a
long time and my mind is a little dim on some of it as far as the sequence of the
thing ill tell the story as I1 remember it seibold oral history 4 montague in
mineangelsmine angels round about 85 86 identifies the train station where seibold confronted

the police as the emmerich germany station rather than the cologne station accord-
ing to montague s account it wass at cologne that seibold climbed onto the baggage
cart and whistled but at emmerich that he was threatened by the police probably
because they had seen the large amount of money he was carrying
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61 seibold oral history 5

62 seibold oral history 12

63 see montague mineangelsmine angels roundabout 83 100 montague based her account
ofseiboldsseiboldsseaboldsofofSeiSeiselbolds rescue mission on an interview with him and also on interviews and corre-
spondencespon dence with several of the missionaries he found along the way and who shared at
least part of the journey through germany to denmark among them were owen ken
earl louis J haws charles jenkins jr william manning ferryle mcomber and
frank knutti she also drew information from the journal of ben lasrich and from ras-
mussen and kest border incident rasmussensRasmussens group met and joined with sei-
bold s group and are among the thirteen elders who arrived in denmark on august 28.28

when I1 interviewed seibold in 1978 he did not remember spending much time travel-
ing with any group 1 I was alone most of the time he recalled there were short dis-
tances that I1 would travel with the brethren and then id send them off I1 havent
recorded it in my journal and I1 cant remember for sure seibold oral history 5

64 seibold oral history 6

65 seibold oral history 6

66 seibold oral history 11 12

67 according to montague there were two elders from the west german mission
who were still in austria assigned to a remote rural area elders nephi henry duersch
and robert J gillespie were bicycling from village to village and staying with members
during the last week of august when the telegrams ordering the evacuation went out
they did not return to their apartment and read their telegram until september 2 the
two managed to catch a train to stuttgart germany and another to basel switzerland
arriving there in the early morning of september 3 montague mine angels round
about 101 102

68 seibold oral history ii11

69 seibold oral history ii11

70 england denmark and holland were for the most part the host countries for
the evacuating missionaries except in isolated instances the major focus of mission
leaders in these countries was to provide ship passage home for the departing mission-
aries

71 franklin J murdock interview by david F boone january 202019811981 transcript
in author s possession

72 boone worldwide evacuation 112

73 unusual and faith promoting experiences occurred in every aspect of the mis-
sionary evacuation the missionaries leaving the czechoslovak and west german
missions almost one hundred in number had the most harrowing experiences getting
to neutral countries many of them recorded personal experiences in journals corre-
spondencespondence and mission reports and these along with oral and mission histories pro-
vided many personal insights and details for this article more than sixty years after the
evacuation many of these former missionaries still became animated and excited just
remembering events and sharing their experiences several worthwhile compilations of
the experiences of evacuating missionary personnel are also of great interest and are a
valuable part of preservingofpreserving the past references include several graduate level studies on
sweden norway denmark switzerland germany and holland published sources
on the evacuation are limited but include smith essentials in church history and
james B alienallenailen and glenn M leonard the story of the latter day saints id ed rev
and eni salt lake city deseret book 1992 elder smiths volume is included because
of his personal involvement as the general authority supervising the evacuation
works specifically dedicated to the missionary evacuation include montague mine
angels round about and boone worldwide evacuation histories on specific
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european areas include bruce van orden building zion the latter day saints in
europe salt lake city deseret book 1996 scharffs mormonism in germany and
albert L zobell jr under the midnight sun centennial history of scandinavian mis-
sions salt lake city deseret book 1950

74 smith essentials in church history 526 elder smiths summary refers to all the
missions of europe not just the czechoslovak and east and west german missions

75 curtis B hunsaker history of the norwegian mission from 1851 to 19601960
masters thesis brigham young university 1965 86 east german mission history

december 311939
76 J reuben clark jr in one hundred tenth annual conference 20

77 harold B lee in one hundred thirteenth annual conference of the church of
jesus christ oflatterof lanterlatterlanner layday saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1943 128

78 personal conversation by the author with carl erik johanson december 17

19801980 notes in authors possession
79 leone openshaw jacobs interview by david F boone transcript in authors

possession



A joseph smith for the twenty first century
richard lyman bushman

since henry caswall published the prophet of the nineteenth century
in 1843 a year before joseph smith s death nineteen book length biogra-
phies of the prophet have appeared in print more than half of them since

1940
1 they differ wildly in tone and perspective as might be imagined

several are still worth considering by serious students offofosephjosephoffoseph smith s life
among the more notable I1 woodbridge rileyswileys the founder of mor-
monism is severely critical but ingenious and original the first biography to
attempt a scientific explanation of joseph smiths revelations 2 fawn
brodie s no man knows my history is a magnificent piece of journalism
that oscillates between snide skepticism and genuine admiration and is

always interesting 3 john henry evans s enthusiastic presentation of the
prophet s achievements in joseph smith an american prophet is credited by
former church historian leonard arrington with having attracted him to
church history 4 donna hill s balanced but noncommittal joseph smith
the first mormon tells a good tale with the benefit of her brother marvin
hills extensive knowledge of joseph smithssmitis life 5 hills is the biography
latter day saints are most likely to recommend to interested friends each
of these studies deserves attention from anyone seriously interested in
joseph smith after more than half a century no man knows my history is
still considered by most american historians as the best account of
josephs life to the surprise of mormonscormonsMormons many non mormon readers
think that brodie presents a sympathetic as well as a revealing picture of
joseph smith 6

we have no reason to think that the writing of biographies about the
prophet will cease as we enter the twenty first century major historical
figures always invite reassessment and interest in joseph smith shows no
signs of flagging the relentless growth of the church makes him more
important now than ever to account for mormonism s modern success
the mysteries of joseph smith have to be plumbed how are we to under-
stand this extravagant and bold figure whose work has now attracted mil-
lions of followers all over the world how can joseph be situated in
american culture and now in global culture why was he so successful
puzzles such as these are sure to attract biographers in the coming century

over the past hundred years two issues have shaped writing on joseph
smith and as we move into the twenty first century it may be worth spec-
ulating on how these questions will be addressed in the future may we
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expect sharp departures or will the classic questions be answered in the
classic ways the first of these is the question ofbelief until now the tone
and import of a joseph smith biography has depended heavily on whether
or not the author believed in josephsjoseph s revelations will the author s attitude
toward the authenticity of the revelations continue to govern the organiza-
tion ofbiographiesofbiographies in the future as they have in the past

the second issue is the question of significance what is the place of
mormonism in american history where did mormonism come from
what is its impact what does mormonism tell us about america these
questions bear directly on joseph smith s life and the answers are sure to
change as our understanding of american culture evolves the discussion
will become even more complicated as mormonism spreads around the
globe mormon historians rarely deal with the question of significance but
non mormon readers want an answer mormon authors should contribute
to this speculation as it goes forward rather than leaving the question of
significance to outsiders and critics

beliefand joseph smiths life

the issue ofbeliefwasof beliefbellefwas recently posed to me by alfred bush curator of
western americana at the firestone library at princeton university
because of his mormon background bush is one of the most attentive
observers of the mormon scene and is responsible for a superb collection
of mormon americana at the firestone when he learned I1 was writing a
biography of joseph smith he told me that I1 must address the question of
the historicity of the book of mormon the historian is responsible bush
insisted for determining whether or not the book is true history

I1 see this as a version of a question that has dominated writing on
joseph smith from the beginning was joseph smith a prophet to whom
god actually spoke were the book of mormon and the other revela-
tions amounting to over 800800 pages of writing from god or were they
the fabrications of a human mind although mormonscormons and their critics
answer differently they all deal with this question of authenticity and
the authors answer determines a great deal about how a biography is

put together
the issue of authenticity can be thought of as a governing question

the writer s position on the revelations has consequences far beyond the
passages where the revelations themselves are discussed if the author
believes in the revelations the story is likely to take the following shape

i1 josephs character and personality will be conceived positively fig i1
A believing author will tend to see joseph as possessing a character worthy
of a prophet george Q cannon said of the prophet his magnetism was
masterful and his heroic qualities won universal admiration 7171177077 for these
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FIG i1 joseph smith and hyrum smith believing biographers of joseph smith are
more likely to represent joseph in words and images consonant with his own stated
calling the engravings shown here based in part on sketches made in 1842 comprised
the frontispiece in george Q cannon life of ofjosephjoseph smith the prophet salt lake city
juvenile instructor office 1888 these images show the two church leaders in a dignidagni
fied respectable bearing underscoringunder scoring the believers view of joseph smith as a sincere
witness and martyr the images evoked the memory of joseph and hyrum together
who in life were not divided and in death were not separated dacDd&cac&c 1353

biographers faults get overlooked and virtues magnified critical histori-
ans always suspect believing historians of whitewashing joseph and his
family after my book joseph smith and the beginnings of mormonism
appeared I1 was asked by one colleague why I1 had not mentioned joseph
smith sr s bouts of intoxication actually it was a slip in my scholarship
but the critics thought I1 was covering up unbelieversbelieversUn would never make
such a mistake they would be sure to notice father smith s somewhat
demeaning weakness

2 believers will see josephs doctrines as unique or at least inspiring
his revelations look like new truth bursting on the earth john henry
evans inspired leonard arrington because evans was so upbeat about
josephs teachings joseph smith s attraction evans wrote lay partly in
his personality but mainly in the dynamic power of his religious philoso-
phy 8 non mormonscormons tend to think that the book of mormon is simplistic
and easily dismissed 9 believers see its profundities and complexities

3 among believers there is an inclination toward providential history
that is to see the hand of the lord working on the saints behalf they are
likely to play up small miracles in everyday life the mormon world is filled
with gods presence consequently the biography s overall plot line is
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inclined to be triumphalisttriumphalist struggle is a form oftestingoftesting that brings success in
the end this is god s cause and it will eventually overcome all opposition 10

skeptics on the other hand give the narrative another form
i1 joseph has to become in some sense a scoundrel the reason for this

is that he pretended to have revelations that the author believes were fabri-
cated it follows that joseph deceived his followers by claiming revelation
he was not really receiving he almost inevitably therefore becomes a

showman or a con man this is the way brodie puts it

for joseph what was a dream one day could become a vision the next and a
reality the day after that it is doubtful if he ever escaped the memory of the
conscious artifice that went into the book of mormon but its phenomenal
success must have stifled any troublesome qualms and at an early period he
seems to have reached an inner equilibrium that permitted him to pursue his
career with a highly compensated but nevertheless very real sincerity certainly
a persisting consciousness of guilt over the cunning and deception with which
his prophetic career was launched would eventually have destroyed him 11

starting with such assumptions about joseph smiths character one can
expect all sorts of relapsesofrelapses into deceptive behavior because a lie lay at the bot-
tom of his life joseph becomes morally ambiguous doing many noble and
heroic things but also capable ofbaseorbaseofbase behavior a divided man at his core 12

2 because josephs revelations are thought to be a concoction the
skeptical biographer has to locate the sources of the revelations where did
all the components of the book of mormon and the book of moses come
from As brodie puts it joseph smithsmiths s theology was a patchwork of ideas
and rituals drawn from every quarter 13 this assertion leads to a survey of
all kinds of source materials sometimes ranging far into the past in search
of precedents for his ideas 14 since joseph wrote so much it is difficult to
locate a source for everything so these biographers content themselves
with a few examples and presume the rest could be accounted for by furtherfarther
searching strangely not much credit is given to josephs own imagination
and certainly none to god the skeptics show a peculiar reluctance to sug-
gest joseph might have had independent genius even though writing the
book of mormon in three months is surely one of the greatest writing feats
of all time

3 along the same line the skeptic may have to work out the devious
means by which joseph carried off his deceptions having to account for
the testimonies of the three and eight witnesses skeptics speculate about
making supposed gold plates out oftinaftinof tin or filling a box with sand to make it
heavy enough to feel like gold the requirement of discovering the magi-
cian performing his tricks results in the fabrication of events comparable
to the attenuated explanations of the spaulding theory in the previous cen-
tury where sidney rigdon had to be shown smuggling the manuscript of
the book of mormonofmormon to joseph 15
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these contrasting qualities could be elaborated but they suggest I1

hope how the question of authenticity has shaped the organization and
tone of writings about joseph smith in the twentieth century doubtless
the question of authenticity will not die in the twenty first century but I1

believe that this issue has steadily been losing its edge and that a growing
body of readers are ready for another depiction of the prophet these
readers do not want to be caught up in the battles of believers and dis-
believers they are more interested in knowing about an extraordinarily
intriguing person

this group of readers I1 suggest may not be satisfied with the choices
that dan vogel one of joseplsjosephs best informed critics offers to readers of
joseph smith biographies in describing some of the supernatural events
in josephs early life vogel says that we have three choices i1 joseph smith
consciously deceived people by making up events and lying about them 2

he unconsciously deceived people by imagining events and calling them
real 3 he told the truth vogel asserts that we cannot believe that joseph
told the truth without abandoning all rationalist categories of historical

111616 no believe in the ofinvestigation one can rationally actuality super-
natural happenings of the kind joseph claimed for himself therefore he
must have been a deceiver either consciously or unconsciously like
brodie vogel leans toward conscious deceit vogel believes joseph smith
knowingly lied by claiming that he translated the book of mormon when
in fact joseph was making it up as he went along

for my hypothetical body oftwentyof twenty hirstfirst century readers vogels alter-
natives represent a hard choice readers are being asked to consider the
revelations as either true or a form of deceptionofdeception joseph smith either spoke
for god or he duped people there is no middle ground vogels set of
alternatives represents a version of what I1 would call the strict enlighten-
ment by which I1 mean a form of enlightenment thought that forces
everything into rational categories of analysis and refuses to admit the
validity of any other forms of thought and belief by this strict standard
mohammad s vision of gabriel carrying him to jerusalem was a form of
conscious or unconscious deception saint theresa s transports native
american vision quests saint paul s encounter with christ on the road to
damascus all these and hundreds of other reports ofvisitationsofvisitations and jour-
neys into heaven are conscious deceptions or they are the product of the
visionariesvision aries imaginations and are thus unconscious deceptions

the enlightenment had a word for all these supposed revelations
superstition joseph was categorized with a long line of impostors starting
with mohammad and continuing down through the french prophets and
joanna southcottsouthcott the notorious english prophetess 17 enlightened news-
paper editors and critics of religion dealt with revelatorsrevelatory by classifying
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them all as frauds and throwing them all on the trash heap together for
many years rogetsgogets thesaurus listed the quran and book of mormon
together under pseudo revelationrevelationfig18 fig 2 joseph smith mohammad
and other extrabiblicalextrabiblical prophets could be understood by putting them in
the company of impostors through the ages

in this postmodern era when the enlightenment itself has been dis-
credited many readers may prefer to be less strict in their rationality vogel
himself thinks of joseph smith as a sincere deceiver he sympathetically
concludes 1I suggest smith really believed he was called of god to preach
repentance to a sinful world but that he felt justified in using deception to
accomplish his mission more fully 19 many readers want to see human life
as variegated strange and rife with complex possibilities these new readers
are open to experiences beyond the ordinary they want to observe lives

that are unlike their own sometimes in astounding ways As george eliot
said of the visionary theresa of avila who that cares much to know the
history of man and how the mysterious mixture behaves under the vary-
ing experiments of time has not dwelt at least briefly on the life of saint
theresa 0020112120 in other words Therestheresadss visions take us to the outer reaches of
human capacity to places we don t ordinarily go this desire to explore the
varieties of human experience does not require a dissection of every sup-
posedly supernatural event in order to find its rational scientific basis we
realize now that dissection kills the animal put under the knife we grant
visionariesvisionaries the benefit of the doubt and acknowledge that they may have
had experiences beyond conventional understanding and knowledge they
are part of a grand human effort to discover meaning through poetry art
and revelation we can delight in the diversity of human experience and
rejoice in all that god has wrought among his children modern readers
may be willing to allow that joseph smith was sincere inin saying he had
visions and translated the
book of mormon and 986 pseudo revelation NSsimply want to know koran alcoran ly king S
more to call him a de vedas zendavestaZendavesta vedidadvedidvendidadgedidVedidadd Vuwrowrana
celvercelver missesmisses the point of edda go gautamagau tama bopboo0
visions in the american mormon
religion the literary critic
tjharoldn bloomm no TbelieverT FIG 2 entry inin rogetsgogets thesaurus 1935 enlighten

ment thinking placed the book of mormon and
in revealed religion rel other religious texts and words into categories that
isheddished the genius of joseph marginalized them entry 986 of roget s thesaurus

smith s historical revelacevela puts the book ofmormonofmormon under pseudo revelation

firms without pprtinp peter mark rogetS john lewis rogetS and samuel
getting romilly rogetg thesaurus of english words and

bogged down inin questions phrases authoriauthoraAuauthorizedthorithorl ed american edition new york
of scientific authenticity 21 grosset and dunlap 1935
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the common presumption nowadays is that visionariesvisionaries should not be
called pious frauds vogels term 22 that broad tolerance has come about
partially because of developments outside of mormon historiography in a
postcolonial time the accusation that strange religions are superstitions
has been discredited by our experience with native peoples imperialists
once applied the term superstition to the religions of colonized popula-
tions discrediting their religion as superstition was one step in subjecting
them now in our effort to see these colonized people on their own terms
we want to give their religions full credit that transformation in the study
of world religions has prepared an audience to give more credence to
joseph smith rather than colonizing him in the name of enlightenment
rationality we listen more sympathetically contemporary readers will
look upon joseph smith as if they were tolerant ethnographers going
among native people interested students will want to learn about the
world of early mormonism without disrupting it and get as close as they
can to the experience of revelation as joseph experienced it

I1 have presented the passing of the old twentieth century issue of
authenticity as if this were a gain for mormonscormonsMormons biographers of joseph
smith now can write for an audience with broad sympathies who will want
to know more about revelation and will not require that it be explained as
pious deception but I1 wish now to reverse direction and ask if mormonscormons
will be happy with this outcome Is it an improvement to end the war
between believers and unbelievers that raged in the biographies of the
twentieth century the new tolerance permits a believing biographer like
myself to present more of josephs revelations without fear of running up
against a wall of hostile disbelief but is that advantage counteracted by a
blurring of the real issues wouldnwouldiawouldr t believing biographers prefer to have
the question of authenticity laid squarely before our readers even at the
cost of having the revelations disputed do we want joseph smith s chal-
lenge to the world to be lost in a haze of a patronizing kindness

by giving in to tolerance there is a danger that mormonism will be
treated like voodoo or shamanism something to examine in excruciating
detail and with labored respect while privately the ethnographers believe
these religious manifestations are the product of frenzied minds and a
primitive prescientific outlook wouldntt we prefer to be taken seriously
enough to be directly opposed rather than condescendeddescendedcondescendercon to right now
the book of mormon might aspire to be classed with the quranquraur an as the
inspired book of a great world religion many readers would go with us that
far but are mormonscormons willing to accept that judgment or do we want a

more exclusive claim on revelation many mormonscormons believe that joseph
smith and the scriptural revelations are in a class of their own distinct
from saint theresa and mohammad and would be unhappy to be put on
such a list no matter how distinguished the other visionariesvisionaries
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one fact in joseph smiths history may prevent his complete absorp-
tion into the muffling embrace of liberal tolerance and that fact is the
existence of the gold plates many modern readers will acknowledge
josephs sincerity in his more ordinary run of revelations they can imag-
ine holy words coming into his mind as he wrote hearken 0 ye people of
my church dacd&c 11 most of the doctrine and covenants fits within
the limits ofbelievableofbelievable revelation though privately the readers may feel the
words came from no greater distance than josephs own subconscious but
gold plates sitting on the table as joseph translated shown to witnesses to
feel and examine touched by emma as she cleaned house such a tangible
artifact is hard to attribute to a standard religious experience even in an
extraordinary person such as joseph with the gold plates we cross into the
realm of deception or psychotic delusion in the minds of many readers to
see and touch forty pounds of gold plates with ancient writings on them
people had to be either tricked or confused joseph turns back into the
impostor or self deluded fanatic 23

here the old issue then reasserts itself the broadmindedbroad minded reader has
to ask can it be possible that joseph smith did receive the gold plates from
an angel was he guided by heaven or was he not there is no hiding
behind the marvelous workings of the human spirit in explaining the
plates either something fishy was going on or joseph did have a visitor
from heaven

the believing biographer here must abandon his tolerant readers to
their own devices the believer cannot help the unbeliever understand and
sympathize with joseph recovering the plates from the hillside in that
moment the issue is joined the old issue that has hovered over accounts of
josephs life from the beginning did god speak to him or not

the significance of joseph smith in american history

the second issue the question of significance has never been satisfac-
torily addressed by twentieth century mormon biographers what do
joseph smith and mormonism mean in american history we call him an
american prophet what is his place in american history what was the
impact of his religion what do joseph smith and mormonism reveal
about the nature of ofamericanamerican culture

mormonscormons have fiddled with answers but we rarely address the ques-
tion seriously because it is of little concern to us the restoration is of such
immense importance in world history that it carries its meaning on the
surface as far as we are concerned in the restoration god enters history to
prepare the world for the second coming of christ compared to that
transcendent purpose mormonism s place in american history is of sec-
ondary concern
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in fact latter day saints are inclined to reverse the order and place
american history in the history of the gospel we think that western civi-
lizationlization has been shaped in preparation for the restoration the breakup
oftheodtheofthe medieval church the rise ofoflearninglearning and free inquiry the separation of
church and state even a technology like printing are seen as providential
preparation for the restoration the united states in the mormon view
was founded to make a home for the church 24

unbelieversbelieversUn of course are not satisfied with this view of events they
want to wrench mormonism out of our conspectus and fit it into their own
historical schemes a task that unfortunately is not easily accomplished 225

the trouble is not a paucity of explanations but an overabundance with
so many being offered how do we choose from among them they are so
diverse we feel in danger of losing intellectual coherence mormonism
appears to be so many things it goes out of focus

without going into details or evaluation let me list some of the alter-
natives for situating joseph smith in american history most of them of
recent vintage interest in the question of significance has grown as mor-
mon and non mormon historians have become less combative

1 dan vogel argued in religious seekers and the advent ofmormonismof mormonism
1988 that mormonism derived many of its doctrines and a basic attitude

from a tradition of religious seeking going back to roger williams in his
later years williams believed authority had been lost and people must wait
for god to bring back revelation and authority closer to joseph smiths
time the irvingitesIrving ites or catholic apostolic church in england searched for
prophetic utterance and appointed apostles according to revelation vogel
believed mormonscormons branched out of this seeker movement 26

2 in another study early mormonism and the magic world view
1987 michael quinn suggested that many early mormonscormons saw the world

under the spell of magic building on the work of jon butler and keith
thomas historians ofofamericanamerican and european magic quinn made joseph
smith into a practitioner of magic whose magical worldviewworldview infused his
teachings and writings 27

3 john brookes widely acclaimed the refiner s fire the making of
mormon cosmology 1644 1844 1994 discovered in mormonism a strange
brand of philosophy and religion supposedly traceable to hermes tris
megistusmegistus the mythical ancient egyptian theologian many scholars have
shown how early modern hermeticism intermixed with alchemy flowed
into the rosicrucian movement and free masonry brooke tried to find
hermeticism in mormonism fig 3 and in fact argued for its dominant
influence on joseph smithsmitis s distinctive doctrines 28

4 in another vein entirely kenneth winn wrote a volume on mor-
monism and republicanism exiles in a land of libertyofliberty 1989 at a time
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when the social and political ideology oftheodtheof the revolution seemed to be a key
to the understanding ofofamericanamerican history 29

5 in illusions ofinnocenceof innocence protestant primitivism in america 16301630 1875

1988 richard hughes and C leonard alienallenailen link joseph smith to the
restorationists those who wished to return to the practices and beliefs of
primitive christianity 30 mormonscormons themselves are comfortable with this
category an article of faith states that we believe in the same organization
that existed in the primitive church

6 earlier alice freeman tyler s freedoms ferment 1944 placed
joseph smith among utopian reformers because of the prophets plans for
the city of zion putting him in a class with the shakers and the founders
of brook farm in his massive religious history of the american people

1972 the yale scholar sydney E AhIahlahlstromstrom accepted tylerseylers categorization
and inserted a discussion of Mormonism in a chapter titled the commu-
nitariannitarian impulse 31

7 in the democratization of christianity 1989 nathan hatch made
mormonscormons exemplars of a democratic impulse among early national chris-
tians mormonism attacked cultural elites and returned religious power to
ordinary people linking joseph smith to the democratic forces coming out
of the revolution 3212

8 grant underwoods the millenarian world ofofearlyearlybarly mormonism 1993

made a persuasive argument for mormonism as a form of millenarianism 33

I1 have doubtless overlooked explanations but the list of eight is long
enough to make the point mormonism cannot be accounted for simply
any more than can the constitution or other complex phenomena in our
history each of these books standing alone seems to locate mormonism
satisfactorily but taken together they show the elusiveness of significance
after reading them all we see that no simple answer to the initial question
can be given mormonism is multifaceted diverse baroque in its efful-

gence of meanings
the problem is further complicated by mormonism s estrangement

from american society for a movement that purportedly incorporated so
many elements from the surrounding culture mormonism found itself at
odds with that culture over and over again I1 don t mean arguments I1

mean violence none of the saints american neighbors accepted them for
very long wherever the latter day saints settled in the nineteenth century
they were rejected like a failed kidney transplant in new york missouri
illinois and even utah the saints were attacked by force and compelled to
change or die far from being fundamentally american something about
mormonism repulsed large numbers ofofamericansamericans 34

every attempt to assimilate the restoration into some schema has to face
the possibility that mormonism was more un american than american



FIG 3 mountains of the adepts ca 1667 recent attempts at situating joseph
smiths revelations inin history have led some historians to arcane sources greatly
separated inin time and distance from joseph smiths early home inin upper state new
york historian john L brookes the Refiners fire the making qfmormonof mormon cos-
mology 1644 1844 cambridge cambridge university press 1994 reproduces
this seventeenth century rosicrucian drawing inin his discussion of some of the
formative influenceinfluences s on the young joseph smith 19q the drawing which

shows a blindfolded initiate ready to be taught the seven alchemical stages of perfec-
tion was originally published inin a steffen michelspacherMichelspacher cabala speculum artis et
naturalenaturaeNaturae alchemiainalchemiaalchemicinAlinaiin Alchemia augsburg germany 1667 courtesy ofofdepartmentdepartment of spe-
cial collections memorial library university ofWisconsin madison
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there is more evidence of mormonismsMormonisms alienation from the nineteenth
century united states than of it being a natural outgrowth of american
culture the american connection grows ever more tenuous as mor-
monism is increasingly viewed as a world religion if mormonism is so
american why the immediate success in nineteenth century europe and
the rapid twentieth century growth in latin america and the philippines

I1 see no way to resolve this problem I1 am inclined to increase the con-
fusion rather than clarifying it by adding still another dimension but one
that explains the conflicts with americans one place to start on the ques-
tion of significance is with the single most important principle of the
restoration revelation with the restoration god began directing his
church again speaking to prophets actively engaging in a work we can-
not say joseph was the only one who laid claim to revelations the free will
baptists the universalists the shakers all had founders who received
open visions of god when they were called to their work but among all
these joseph was preeminent in the extent of his claims in the number of
his revelations and in the success of his movement 35 what was the signi-
ficance of his reliance on revelation

all these visionariesvisionaries and joseph most of all discerned what orthodox
christianity had forgotten that biblical authority still rests as it always
has on revelation the bibles cultural influence was based on the belief
that god revealed himself to prophets the reason for embracing the bible
was that its words had come from heaven christianity had smothered this
self evident fact by relegating revelation to a bygone age making the bible
an archive rather than a living reality the significance of joseph smith
and other prophets of his time was their introduction of revelation into
the present renewing contact with the bibles god

reliance on revelation made joseph smith appear marginal in ameri-
can christianity but like marginal people before him joseph aimed a

question at the heart of the culture did christians truly believe in revela-
tion ifbelieversifbelievers in the bible dismissed revelation in the present could they
defend revelation in the past by 1830 when joseph came on the scene the
question of revelation had been hotly debated for well over a century since
the first years of the eighteenth century rational christians had been strug-
gling with deistsfeists skeptics and infidels over the veracity of miracles and the
inspiration of the prophets and apostles in 1829 alexander campbell
debated with the atheist robert owen for an entire week on the question
of revelation and miracles 36 campbell believed he had proven gods
presence in the bible but doubt lingered on and over the course of the
nineteenth century belibellbeilbeliefbellefefinin revelation eroded among the educated classes
through the intellectual wars with skeptics and higher critics believers
steadily lost ground the loss was only dimly perceived by everyday christians
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in joseph smiths time but in the half century to come the issue divided
divinity schools and shook ordinary people 37

joseph stood against that ebbing current he prophesied and received
revelation exactly as christians thought bible prophets did in effect he
reenacted the writing of the bible before the christian worlds eyes 38 most
dismissed him as a charlatan without even bothering to evaluate his doc-
trine the people in palmyra decided the book of mormon was bogus
before they saw it their precipitous condemnation betrayed their doubts
about the possibility of ofrevelationrevelation if revelationifrevelation in the present was so far out
of the question that josephs claims could be discounted without serious
consideration why believe revelation in the past after one incredulous
visitor marveled that the mormon prophet was nothing but a man
joseph remarked that they look upon it as incredible that a man should
have any intercourse with his maker 39 that was exactly the point people
had lost faith that a person could receive revelation josephs life posed the
question does god speak to man40

in this sense joseph was among the extremist prophets as one pair
of historians have called them 41 he forced the question of revelation on a
culture struggling with its own faith josephs historical role as he under-
stood it was to give god a voice in a world that had stopped listening the
gentiles shall say nephi wrote in the book of mormon A bible A bible
we have got a bible and there cannot be any more bible 0 fools the
lord rejoins knowyeknowleknow ye not that I1 am the sameyesterdaysame yesterday today and for-
ever and that I1 speak forth my words according to mine own pleasure
2 ne 293 4 7 9 not only does the book of mormon show that god

does inspire men and call them to his holy work in this age and genera-
tion as well as in generations of old dacd&c 2011 but the reality of revela-
tion in the present also proves the reality of revelation in the past one
reason for restoring the book of mormon an early revelation said is to
prove that the holy scriptures are true dacd&c 2011 in reply to a minis-
ters inquiry about the distinguishing doctrine ofmormonismMormonismof joseph told
him we believe the bible and they do not 31421142014242

at some level josephs revelations indicate a loss of trust in the chris-
tian ministry for all their learning and their eloquence the clergy could
not be trusted with the bible they did not understand what the book
meant it was a record of revelations and the ministry had turned it into a
handbook the bible had become a text to be interpreted rather than an
experience to be lived in the process the power of the book was lost in
joseph smithsmitis s 1839 account of the first vision that was the charge against
the churches they teach for doctrines the commandments of men hav-
ing a form of godliness but they deny the power thereof JS H 119 it was
the power thereof that joseph and the other visionariesvisionaries of his time sought to
recover not getting it from the ministry they looked for it themselves
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to me that is joseph smith s significance for our time he stood on the
contested ground where the enlightenment and christianity confronted
one another and his life posed the question do you believe god speaks
joseph was swept aside of course in the rush of ensuing intellectual battles
and was disregarded by the champions of both great systems but his mis-
sion was to hold out for the reality of divine revelation and establish one
small outpost where that principle survived josephs revelatory principle is

not a single revelation serving for all time as the christians of his day
believed regarding the incarnation of christ nor a mild sort of inspiration
seeping into the minds of all good people but specific ongoing directions
from god to his people at a time when the origins of christianity were
under assault by the forces of enlightenment rationality joseph smith
returned modern christianity to its origins in revelation

for that reason rationalists today are required to attack joseph smith s

revelations mormonism revives all the claims to heavenly authority that
the enlightenment was invented to repulse since the enlightenment is far
from dead a biographer of joseph smith cannot escape its skepticism
even if general readers momentarily suspend disbelief in the end most of
them will not believe that is a fact in our modern world educated believ-
ers are in a small minority we write under a different constellation ofintelof intel-
lectual moods and fashions in the twenty first century but the rationalist
doubts of the twentieth century are still with us

despite the prevailing disbelief some modern readers will enjoy the
story of an old fashioned prophet rising once more appalled by the mis-
eries of our time they may feel that the world is desperate for revelation
from a caring god rather than dismiss joseph out of hand as a blatant
fraud they will listen and observe Is it possible that biblical revelation
could be renewed could the enlightenment have shut up the heavens
through its disbelief must we foreclose the very possibility of divine com-
municationmunication those questions raised by this modernmoderrmodeer prophet may seem
worth pondering by at least a few

richard lyman bushman rlb7columbiaedu is gouverneur morris professor
of history emeritus at columbia university and chair of the executive committee at
the joseph fielding smith institute for latter day saint history brigham young uni-
versityversity he is currently writing a cultural biography of joseph smith an earlier version
of this essay was presented at lives of the saints writing mormon biography and
autobiography a conference sponsored by the smith institute on march 17 2001 at
brigham young university the author thanks jed woodworth and others of the BBYUYU
studies staff for extensive help in preparation of this essay

i1 henry caswall the prophet oftheodtheof the nineteenth century or the rise progress and
present state of the mormonscormonsMormons or latter day saints london J G F and J rivington
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1843 for a review ofCaofcaswallsofcaswaltsswallsswails career see craig L foster henry caswall anti mormon
extraordinaire BYUbyustudiesstudies 35 no 4 1995 96 144 59

22.12121 1 woodbridge riley thetzetie founder ofmormonismqfmoronismof Mormonism A psychological study of ofjosephjoseph
smith jr new york dodd mead 1902 based on his earlier dissertation A psycho-
logical history of joseph smith jr the founder of mormonism phd diss yale
university 1902

3 fawn M brodie no man knows my history the life ofjosephof joseph smith the mor-
mon prophet new york alfred A knopf 1945 A revised and enlarged edition was
published in 1971 the many book reviews of no man knows my history are digested
in louis midgley F M brodie the fasting hermit and very saint of ignorance
A biographer and her legend FARMS review ofofbooksbooks 8 no 2 19961471996 147 230

4 john henry evans joseph smith an american prophet new york macmillan
1933 leonard J arrington adventures oraofaof a church historian urbana university of
illinois press 1998 21

5 donna hill joseph smith the first mormon garden city NY doubleday 1977
6 newell G bringhurst applause attack and ambivalence varied responses

to no man knows my history in reconsideringreconsideringnono man knows my history fawn M
brodie andjosephaniand joseph smith in retrospect ed newell G bringhurst logan utah state uni-
versity press 1996 53 55

in addition to the five biographies of joseph smith already mentioned my list
arranged chronologically includes edward W tullidge life of qfjosephjoseph the prophet new
york tullidge and crandall 1878 george Q cannon life ofofjosephjoseph smith the prophet
1888 salt lake city deseret book 1986 thomas gregg the prophet of ofpalmyrapalmyra new

york john B alden 18901890 harry M beardsley joseph smith and his mormon empire
boston houghton mifflin 1931 preston nibley joseph smith the prophet salt lake

city deseret book 1944 daryl chase joseph smith the prophet As he lives in the
hearts ofhisochisof his people salt lake city deseret book 1944 norma Jf fischer portrait of
a prophet salt lake city bookcraft 1960 john J stewart joseph smith the mormon
prophet salt lake city hawkes 1966 carl Carcarmerrner the farm boy and theth angeleAngel gar-
den city NY doubleday 1970 francis M gibbons joseph smith martyr prophet of
god salt lake city deseret book 1977 richard L bushman joseph smith and the
beginnings ofmormonismof Mormonism urbana university of illinois press 1984 norman roth-
man the unauthorized biography ofjosephof joseph smith mormon prophet salt lake city
norman rothman foundation 1997 william D morain the sword oflabanof Laban joseph
smith jr and the dissociated mind washington DC american psychiatric press

1998 and heidi S swinton american prophet the story ofjosephof joseph smith salt lake
city shadow mountain 1999

one might also include essay collections such as hyrum L andrus joseph smith
the man and the seer salt lake city deseret book 19601960 leon R hartshorn joseph
smith prophet of the restoration salt lake city deseret book 1970 larry C porter
and susan easton black eds the prophet joseph smith essays on the life and mission
oflosephof joseph smith salt lake city deseret book 1988988 truman G madsen joseph smith
the prophet salt lake city bookcraft 1989 susan easton black and charles D tate jr
joseph smith the prophet the man provo religious studies center brigham young
university 1993 and davis bitton images of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city
aspen books 1996

7 cannon life of ofjosephjoseph smith 20
8 evans joseph smith an american prophet 211

9 paul conkin concludes that in a sense the book is rather simple paul K

conkin american originals homemade varieties of christianity chapel hill univer-
sity of north carolina press 1997 168igl
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lo1010 concluding his account of josephs death cannon wrote the enemies of
truth were sure that they had now destroyed the work and yet it lives greater and
stronger after the lapse of years it is indestructible for it is the work of god cannon
life oflosephof joseph smith 527

11 brodie no man knows my history 84 85

12 beginning with I1 woodbridgewoodbwooda ridge riley at the beginning of the century the reflec-
tions on josephs character took the form of scientific psychological labels riley
couched the final question as being was he demented or merely degenerate
riley the founder ofmormonismof Mormonism xix in joseph smith and his mormon empire harry
beardsley built on and magnified riley s speculations about epileptic visions but he
also thought that joseph was lazy tricky and thoroughly unscrupulous 42

13 brodie no man knows my HishistorytoTYtory 403
14 no one has stretched further than john L brooke the repinerrefinerrfinerrafiner s fire the mak-

ing ofmormonof mormon cosmology 1644 1844 cambridge cambridge university press 1994
but it began in earnest with riley the founder ofmormonismof Mormonism 105 73

15 among many examples are beardsley joseph smith and his mormon empire
48 52 brodie no man knows my history 37 dan vogel the prophet puzzlerevispuzzlepuzzie revis-
ited in the prophet puzzlepulepuzziepuie interpretive essays on joseph smith ed bryan waterman
salt lake city signature books 1999 53

166 vogel the prophet puzzle revisited 53

17 J F C harrison the second coming popular millenarianism 17801780 8501850 new
brunswick rutgers university press 1979 180 88

18 compare peter mark roget thesaurus of english words and phrases new
york thomas Y crowell 1909 item 986 and peter mark roget john lewis roget
and samuel romilly roget thesaurus of englishofenglish words and phrases authorized ameri-
can edition new york grosset and dunlap 1935 item 986

19 vogel the prophet puzzle revisited 61

20 george eliot middlemarchMiddlemarch A study ofprovincialof provincial life london william black-
wood and sons 1881 prelude

21 harold bloom the american religion the emergence of the post christian
nation new york simon and schuster 1992

22 vogel the prophet puzzle revisited 61

23 my argument here relies heavily on the forthcoming work by terryl L givens
by the hand ofmormonof mormon the american scripture that launched a new world religion
new york oxford university press 2002

24 joseph fielding smith the progress ofmanojmanof man 3dad ed salt lake city genealogi-
cal society of utah 1936 196 288

25 for example daniel walker howe calls the recent attempts of mormonofmormon histo-
rians to contextualizecontextualize their studies in american religious history a maturation
daniel walker howe protestantism voluntarism and personal identity in ante-
bellum america in new directions in american religious history ed harry S stout
and D G hart new york oxford university press 1997 219

26 dan vogel religious seekers and the advent ofmormonismof Mormonism salt lake city sig-
nature books 1988

27 D michael quinn early mormonism and the magic world view salt lake
city signature books 1987 A revised and enlarged edition was published in 1998

28 brooke the Refiners fire 3 29 209 61 see also lance S owens joseph
smith americas hermetic prophet gnosis 35 spring 1995 56 64 for a review of
responses to the refiner s fire see jan shipps sojourner in the promised land forty
years among the mormonscormons urbana university of illinois press 2000 204 17 reviews
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include richard L bushman the mysteries of mormonism journal of the early
republicrepublicfrepublics15 no 3 fall 1995 501 8 william J hamblin daniel C peterson and george L

mitton mormon in the fiery furnace or loftes tryk goes to cambridge FARMS
review ofbooksof books 6 no 2 1994 95 3 58 and the reviews by william J hamblin and
davis bitton in BYU studies 34 no 4 1994i9941994 9516795 167 92

29 kenneth H winn exiles in a land of oflibertyliberty mormonscormons in america 18301830 1846
studies in religion ed charles H long chapel hill university of north carolina
press 1989

3030 richard T hughes and C leonard alienallenailen illusions of innocence protestant
primitivism in america 16301630 1875 chicago university of chicago press 1988 133 52

31 alice felt tyler freedoms ferment phases ofamericanof american social history to 18601860

minneapolis university ofminnesotaofminnesota press 1944 86 107 sydney E ahlstrom A reli-
gious history oftheodtheof the american people new haven yale university press 1972 501 9

32 nathan 0 hatch the democratidemocratedemocratizationatlon ofamericanof american christianity new haven
yale university press 1989

33 grant underwood the millenarian world ofearlyof early mormonism urbana uni-
versity of illinois press 1993

34 this ambiguity is well stated in the summary of early mormonism in david
brion davis the great republic A history odtheoftheof the american people lexington mass D C
heath 1977 532 41

35 see richard lyman bushman the visionary world of joseph smith BYU
studies 37 no i1 1997 98 183 204

36 debate on the evidences of christianity containing an examination of the
social system and cfallofallof allaliail the systems of skepticismofskepticism ofancientof ancient and modern times held
in the city of cincinnati ohio in april 15 1829 between robert owen and alexander
campbell cincinnati ohio robinson and fairbank 1829

37 james turner without god without creed the origins of unbelief in america
baltimore johns hopkins university press 1985

38 this line of reasoning is taken from terryl L givens the viper on the hearth
cormonsmormonsMormons myths and the construction ofheresyof hetesyheresy new york oxford university press

1997821997 82 93

39 dean C jessee ed the papers of josephofjosephhoseph smith 2 volsVOIS salt lake city deseret
book 1989 92 266

40 2 nephi 2723 286 jacob 48 mormon 86 911 20 doctrine and covenants
1125 givens viper on the hearth 82 93 turner without god without creed 141 67
the philosopher richard rorty representing a modern mentality has said that over
the past three centuries we have learned that the world does not speak only we do
rorty quoted in andrew delbanco the death ofsatanof satansasan how americans have lost the
sense ofevilof evil new york Farrrfarrrarfarriarar straus and giroux 1995 221

41 paul E johnson and sean wilentz the kingdom of matthias new york
oxford university press 1994 6173

42 jessee papers of josephofloseph smith 2155 capitalization added



cedar waxwingsWaxwings

octobers invitations hand glazed red crab apples
ornaments in red tiers glint in kissing ripeness
in the late sun

at the appointed time they come
masked revelers courtesanscourtesans draped in peach fuzz
coats of gray and rust each wingtip flashes
a ruby and a topaz

their maple nut voices
outdo each other with stories
of blazing pyracantha
and frosted juniper berries

all afternoon they spin through waltzes
then as sunset nears
eat delicately at the pregnant tables
while the backdrop flames and drops in ashes

cheryl carlstrom

this poem won second place in the BYU studies poetry contest for 2000
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again october

tomorrow we turn back
to standard time that trick
that misnomer
along fences the rubaiyat roses
bronze in the dusk

beyond a curvature
of hollyhocks like grandmother grew
silver palms of grape leaves
survive again hardy as bushel mums
rusting deeper after frost

from this ground over years
corn in crooked rows and sunflowerssunflowers
of too heavy heads
grew up like the children
who planted

swift and tall and gone
A long division of iris spread in ranks
to scent the berry patch
where asparagus comes up wild
and nightshade hides from our weeding
collecting strength
among genealogies of plants

back indoors we leave offof lightsflights

birch leaves hint buff gold
through windows in minimal light
in its slow delicacy the power of the eye
adjusts to this world

shadow movements
and ravelingstravelingsravelings on into dark
the sinews we sense where we stand
milk oftheodtheof the risen moon
holding another daylight

dixie partridge
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courtesy museum ofchurch history and art

FIG i A slate tablet showing the flood story this is one oftheodtheof the supposedly ancient arti-
facts that james 0 scotford and daniel E soper claimed to have discovered in michi-
gan from the 189osisposespos to the 1920s



mormonismsmormonisinsMormonismssins encounter
with the michigan relics
mark ashurst mcgee

one of the strangest and most extensive archaeological hoaxes in
american history was perpetrated around the turn oftheodtheof the twentieth century
in michigan hundreds ofobjects known as the michigan relics were made
to appear as the remains of a lost civilization the artifacts were produced
buried discovered and marketed by james 0 scotford and daniel E
soper for three decades these artifacts were secretly planted in earthen
mounds publicly removed and lauded as wonderful discoveries because
the michigan relics allegedly evidence a near eastern presence in ancient
america they have drawn interest from the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints as well as the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter
day saints this article traces the intriguing history of this elaborate affair
and mormonism s encounter with it at the center of this history lies the
investigation of the artifacts by latter day saint intellectual and scientist
james E talmage

the hopewell and adena native american societies are commonly
referred to as the mound builders because they built hundreds of thou-
sands of earthen mounds throughout the greater mississippi river valley
and in surrounding ariasjareasjareas 1 these indian mounds have long provoked the
curiosity of european americans 2 exploitation of this curiosity has led
to a series of bizarreofbizarre archaeological hoaxes many a schemer and prankster
secretly buried bogus artifacts in the indian mounds and then offered such
items to the public claiming they were removed from a mound 3

the mounds and hillocks of michigans lower peninsula became the
temporary repositories of scores of archaeological forgeries the scotford
artifacts by artifacts I1 mean human made objects were made of clay
copper and slate scotford produced a wide range of items including
tablets caskets amulets coins axheads daggers chisels saws and smok-
ing pipes most of these pieces have inscriptions of one kind or another
whether hieroglyphics a cuneiform stamping of ancient alphabets or
unknown characters almost every piece bears a prominent cuneiform
symbol IH which various interpreters have called the tribal mark
the mystic symbol or the forgers signature the tablets are especially
notable they illustrate battles bible stories and calendars divided into
panels the biblical tablets tell the stories oftheodtheof the garden ofedenozedenofeden the flood the

BYUbyustudiesstudies 4040 no 3 2001 175



courtesy museum of church history and art

FIG 2 slate tablet crudely depicting stories from genesis the creation of man the
creation of woman eve partaking the fruit adam and eve being cast out of the gar-
den cain slaying abel and abraham sacrificing isaac the michigan relic collecollec-
tions contain many similar images of old testament scenes
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tower of babel and the life of christ figs i1 2 3 most common are the
flood tablets which depict in succession scenes of the wicked drowning
the ark floating the dove flying from the ark the animals unloading
and the rainbow token of peace 4 this striking scenery captured the atten-
tion of thousands and the ensuing debate over the scotford soper frauds
played a part in the professionalization of archaeology around the turn of
the century 5

the initial discovery

the fraudulent relics first appeared in october 18901890 in montcalm
county in central michigan james 0 scotford exuberantly announced to
the village of wyman that he had found ancient pottery while at his job
digging post holes the excitement of his discovery spread and during
the following spring and summer scotford and several residents of
wyman and nearby edmore spent time digging in dozens oflocalof local mounds
hoping to find more relics 6 one unfortunate man dug too deep into the
soft sand and died in a collapse 7 others successfully uncovered wonderful
objects though no one found as many as scotford see fig 4 8

M E cornell a seventh day adventist minister from michigan and a
collector of native american artifacts authored and published a booklet
describing the new findings and the circumstances oftheirof their discovery many
of the items and all of the tablets including a deluge tablet featured
inscriptions and were composed of sunbaked clay 9 cornell wrote

scores of the citizens of wyman and edmore are familiar with all the cir-
cumstancescum stances of the discovery and have been eyewitnesseseye witnesses of the excavating
and taking out of the relics and to them the evidence of genuineness is so
clear that doubts are never entertained for a moment three caskets have
been found pierced by roots of the trees growing on the mounds over them
we found one with the cover broken in by the root of a tree and the casket
was filled with sand the root was coiled up inside the box 10

courtesy museum ofchurch history and art
FIG 3 engraved slate with two scenes from the life of christ the star over bethlehem and
the three crosses on a hill new testament images are rare in the michigan relicrelirellreil collection
such images piqued the curiosity of members of several christian religions
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FIG 4 early scotford forgeries unearthed in the early 18905 these artifacts were among
the first unburied these relics were made from clay while later finds were often
slate or copper francis kelsey observed that these poorly fired artifacts could not have
remained intact in the wet michigan ground for long

the circumstances of discovery truly were impressive cornell repeated
such accounts to promote the finds as genuine artifacts

actually some of the locals did entertain doubts A group of people
from the county who formed a syndicate to financially exploit the situation
decided to check first with michigan archeologistsarchaeologists when the archeologistsarchaeologists
determined that the artifacts were forgeries the syndicate disbanded all of
these events occurred within a year of the initial discovery 12

in early 1892 at the same time cornell published his glowing report
francis W kelsey a professor of latin at the university of michigan with
morris jastrow jr a colleague from the university of pennsylvania dealt a
serious blow to the hoax kelsey and jastrow considered the inscriptions
fig 5 a linguistic disaster several ancient scripts had been jumbled

together they claimed resulting in a horrible mixture furthermore the
inscriber used too few characters at too high a frequency for his work to
represent authentic language 13 the two concluded that the alleged arti-
facts had been produced by someone with no linguistic knowledge 14

although kelsey was a linguist the fakes were so crude that no archaeo-
logical expertise was needed to spot serious flaws in the artifacts he found
that one tablet was molded in a frame of machine sawed boards as may
be seen from the edges which were not rubbed down enough to remove
the impressions of the splinters 15 in a letter to a new york newspaper he
wrote that the clay contained a large amount of drift sand and that the
objects would dissolve immediately in water in view of the nearness of
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the objects to the surface and the amount of the yearly rainfall in this
region it is clear that the objects could not have been in the ground more
than one year kelsey shadowedforeshadowedforeshadowerfore mormon interest when he wondered
if some prophet will arise in due time and interpret the supposed mystic
symbols into a new creed 16

in 1893 james 0 scotford submitted a stone casket to be exhibited at the
worlds fair in chicago walter C wyman head of the fairs archeologyarchaeologyarcheology
department rejected the casket as a fraud in spite ofscotfords bitter protest 17

the hoax perpetuated

five years later 1898 in ann arbor michigan francis kelsey encoun
teredcered a new batch oftheodtheof the same type ofmaterialofmaterial this second batch was billed
as the finest collection of prehistoric relics ever exhibited in the united
states 18 A certificate of authenticity accompanying these items claimed
they were discovered in mecostadecosta county which adjoins montcalm
county the site of the initial discoveries the certificate bore the signa-
tures of four witnesses to their discovery one was william H scotford
apparently an alias used by james 0 scotford 19

this same year john campbell professor at the presbyterian college
in montreal canada defended the michigan relics in the transactions of
the royal society ofcanadaof canada 20 campbell compared their characters with an
illustration of alleged inscriptions from a stone discovered on monheganMonhegan

courtesy museum ofchurch history and art

FIGFG 5 slate artifact displaying the type of script scotford created francis W
kelsey a latin professor at the university of michigan judged such unsophis-
ticated writing to be proofthatproof that the michigan relics were not authentic
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island off the coast of maine in 1856185621 the year scotford was born 22

campbell claimed to have translated some of the inscriptions from both
the monheganMonhegan stone and the michigan relics in his estimation the michigan
relics were the charms of a tribe of wandering japanese buddhist monks

when a third batch of artifacts began appearing around detroit in the
opening years of the new century francis kelsey commented publicly
again noticing in the three successive phases a gradual improvement in
manufacture 2321 these most recent items were being found and sold by
scotford who was now living in detroit 24

like francis kelsey walter wyman also followed the unfolding saga of
the frauds after hearing that the hoax was growing and taking in more
people wyman decided to pay scotford a visit according to a new york

times reporter

he scotford was at work in his shed and so the archaeologist came upon him
unexpectedly surrounded by curious objects in various states of manufacture

he was not at all embarrassed mr wyman said the other day and
tried to sell me for loo100liollo100 a stone casket bearing hieroglyphics I1 didnt like to
say I1 knew he was a faker and gave various excuses but before I1 left the place
he offered me the casket at the bargain rate ofof2525 25

soper and savage join scotford

in 1907 daniel E soper and james savage entered the scene 26 both
became extensively involved with the scotford relics soper had collected
genuine mound artifacts for years he had once served as Michimichlmichigangarss sec-

retary of state but had been forced to resign for corrupt behavior 27 soper
moved to arizona to put this scandal behind him while living there he
privately planted some of his genuine native american artifacts then in
the presence of some local archaeologists soper pretended to discover
them the intended dupes caught and exposed the fraud recognizing that
the artifacts did not originate in the southwest 28 not long afterward he
returned to michigan

after years of collecting mound artifacts soper now became involved
in their production As the main promoter and distributor of the material
he served as front man for scotford who remained the creator planter and
digger fig 6 2921 soper trumpeted the relics as the most wonderful discov-
ery ever made in this country3030 although he often claimed that he never
sold the material documents exist wherein he offers the items for sale

through the mail under such letterheads as happy hollow gold mining
co immense dividends assured millions in sight no mining scheme no
long wait quick action guaranteed no debts no danger of loss 31

james savage dean of the western detroit diocese and pastor of the
most holy trinity catholic church joined the scotford enterprise shortly
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after soper savage who had col-

lected native american artifacts
for almost three decades 32 came
to fervently believe that the
michigan relics were genuine in
1907 he purchased a large collec-
tion from scotford 33 savage read
the T in IHPIH as a mutated 5

rendering the christian symbol
IHS the initials for in hoc

signo 343 at first he believed that
pre columbian norsemennorsemanNorsemen cre-
ated the artifacts later with
soper he asserted they were made
by the lost ten tribes who were
then killed by the indians finally
he thought they were produced
by a colony of ancient jews 35 sav-
age became a partner with soper
in excavating and invested the rest FIG 6 james 0 Scotscotfordfodgod left and daniel E

of his life in the discoveries soper ca 1911 the diggers stand withkith arti-
facts disinterred from this earthen mound

it was also in 1907 that the inin michigan
imposture received broad expo-
sure in the detroit news calling
them the most colossal hoax of a century 36 the news attacked the artifacts
in a series of articles one article pointed out that the artifacts were only
discovered in the presence of scotford soper or their associates another
article complained that the thin green coating on the copper pieces could
be wiped off with a finger as opposed to the tough encrusted surfaces of
genuine copper artifacts also it was reported that one of scotfordsScotfords sons
works in metals and is something of a chemist 37 the detroit news did

not quash the scotford soper enterprise but did slow it down for a couple
of years in 1909 things picked up again 338 by the end of 1911 scotford
soper and savage had opened over five hundred mounds together 39

another person who soon became interested in the michigan relics
was rudolph etzenhouser fig 7 a traveling elder of the reorganized church
of jesus christ of latter day saints with scotford soper and savage

etzenhouser had unearthed some of these artifacts himself 4040 he sincerely
viewed them as evidence for the historicity oftheodtheof the book ofmormonofmormon in 19101910iglo
he published a collection of photographs of the material see figs 8 9 41

ironically etzenhouser did not understand the full meaning of his own
words when in the introduction to his brochure he wrote to mr daniel E
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FIG 7 six men digging up a mound inin michigan ca 1911 from left to right rudolph
etzenhouser rowland B orr james savage daniel E soper john A russell and
clarkston W james

soper belongs the credit of having been for several years the moving
spirit in the investigation of these prehistoric relics of michigan 422

james E talmagesbalmagesTalmages investigation

james E talmage directed the deseret museum in salt lake city which
had been closeddosed to the public since july 1903 and would move to a new build-
ing in july 1910 443 in may 1909 talmage traveled east as part of his efforts to
reopen the museum he visited a number of museums and attended the
american association of museums conference in philadelphia 44

talmage knew little or nothing about the michigan relics until
william C mills state archaeologist of ohio and an associate in the ameri-
can association of museums conversed with talmage concerning the sub-
ject their interchange prompted talmage to visit mills at the university of
ohio where mills showed him a tablet unearthed by the scotford soper
group mills believed that this tablet and all of the soper materials were
genuine fascinated by the tablet talmage soon opened correspondence
with both soper and savage 45 soper sent him blueprints of some artifacts
which talmage found inspiring 46 on september 8 1909 he wrote to
soper I11 I have been impressed with the seeming parallelism between the
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facts brought to light by your dis-
coveriesco and the historical story
given in the book of mormon 47

A month later on october 121219091909
he wrote to soper again reiterating
that he was very deeply interested
in the artifacts 448

the next day talmage met with
the first presidency joseph RE smith
jon R winder and anthon H
lund and a special committee
which had been called at his insis-
tence to consider the issue the FIGFW 8 clay box topped by a sphinxlike

creature approx 10 x 12 x 2 note thecommittee included apostles john
IH carved into the front on the left

henry smith orson FE whitney this item was unearthed near edmore
anthony W ivins heber J grant montcalm county michigan in june
and later joseph fielding smith 1899 from rudolph etzenhouser

book of mormon scholar B H engravings ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens 35

roberts also sat on this committee
in his journal talmage recorded the consensus of opinion was that the
alleged discoveries should be investigated if genuine they are certainly of
importance to book of mormon students but their genuineness is by no
means assured 749 on november 9 he met with the first presidency again
As a result of their deliberations he left for detroit the next day solely
in the interest of this investigation 5050 talmage conducted the investiga-
tion under the auspices oftheodtheofthe deseret museum 51 he intended to procure
the michigan artifacts for the museum he may have considered using the
alleged relics as a special exhibit for the reopening

upon his arrival in detroit talmage met with soper and savage to
examine their collections and discuss the artifacts with them he wrote

I11 I find that both mr soper and father savage know of the seeming paral-
lelism between the pictographspictography they have unearthed and the book of mor-
mon record they discussed the matter quite freely rudolph etzenhouser
had likely talked with them about the book of mormon by this time and
shared with them his writings on book of mormon archaeology in the
course of their discussion soper and talmage arranged to excavate some
mounds together the following day that night talmage wrote in his jour-
nal prof kelsey has written to me reiterating the charge of fraud on the
other hand prof WMwili C mills of the university of ohio is equally insistent
that the finds are surely genuine the discoveries are certainly surpris-
ing and I1 await opportunity of fuller examination 552

the next day talmage went digging with soper james scotford accom-
panied them and acted as the spade man the dig was a success the trio
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opened two mounds and unearthed
three objects the copper head of a
battle ax a small perforated slate
tablet or pendant and a knife blade
they planned to meet for further
excavations the next day but were
rained out inclement weather pre-
cluded digging the following day as
well so talmage visited both soper
and savage to examine their collec-
tions further finally on the fourth
day they resumed their work under
clear skies talmage soper and scot-
ford returned to the area of their
previous venture and opened a dozen
mounds over the course of the day
again they struck it rich with his
own hands talmage removed from

FIG 9 slate tablet 016eigelg bysby 558 this arti the excavations two slate tablets
fact wass unearthed near detroit on may 14 and another knife blade 53 one slate
19081908 frofrom rudolph etzenhouser engrav-
ings exhibited the flood story on oneofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens 20

side and on the other a battlebafflebattie between
indians and a civilized group 54

talmage realized the implications these objects held concerning book
of mormon historicity he saw in the slates the story of a white civilized
people with biblical knowledge and an ancient near eastern language who
fought with and were eventually exterminated by the indians 5515 talmage
noted that if authentic the michigan relics would furnish strong exter
nal evidence of the main facts set forth in the book of mormon narrative
and that their discovery must be considered as marking one of the most
important developments in american archaeology 556

leaving detroit talmage traveled further east to submit his newfound
specimens to the scrutiny of archaeological experts on the atlantic
seaboard first in new york city he met with harlan 1I smith curator of
the ethnology department at the american museum of natural history
smith told talmage they just dont look like anything heretofore found
after a homesick thanksgiving talmage traveled down to washington DC
he recorded that a mr holmes chief of the bureau of american ethnol-
ogy told him the objects are plainly non indian and are therefore not
genuine archaeological specimens from the region for talmage who
believed in the book of mormon it was easy to see that both of these men
were begging the question whether these strange new relics evidenced
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a hitherto unknown people was precisely the issue he felt that he had
not received any definite and specific reasons for rejecting the items he
showed themthern 57

unsatisfied talmage traveled to columbus ohio to visit his friend
william C mills he wrote

I1 submitted for his inspection all the articles taken by me from the mounds
near detroit prof mills has been emphatic in his belief that the relics are
genuine and that they represent an ancient people once inhabiting the
michigan region I1 pointed out to him some inconsistencies in the record of
the finds and he agrees with me that further critical examination is required
we were together until a late hour 58

pressing on with the investigation talmage returned to detroit he
conscripted a pair of latter day saint missionaries and returned to the site
of his former diggings talmage disguised himself in case of a runinrun in with
soper savage or scotford after two long days talmage and his helpers
had thoroughly excavated twenty two mounds but lacking the oversight
of soper and scotford they were unable to locate anything talmage noted
in his journal negative evidence is certainly valuable but it is less inspir-
iting than a positive find he traveled to visit mills once more and then
returned home to salt lake city arriving on december iolo10 59

the next day a saturday talmage made a preliminary and partial
report to the first presidency and arranged to meet with them again after
the sabbath on monday he gave a full report of his month long investi-
gation the presidency was greatly interested and decided to hold a
meeting on the subject attended by the first presidency the presiding
bishopric henry peterson george H brimhall joseph B keeler joseph
fielding smith and the special committee the meeting was described by
talmage as follows diverse views were expressed as to possible genuine-
ness of the finds conference lasted over two hours I1 was accorded a vote of
thanks for work done and was instructed to continue my investigations 60

now that he was home in utah talmage could take a closer look at the
items he had exhumed in michigan applying his scientific competence as

a geologist and chemist he commenced a rigorous physical examination of
the material fig lo1010 following one set of experiments he apparently
wrote to soper regarding the evidence offraudoffrandof fraud found on one oftheodtheof the tablets
in a reply letter soper demanded that talmage return the item talmage
responded ififf these relics are found to be genuine we shall exhibit
them as such and if they prove to be spurious we shall be equally desirous
of exhibiting them as examples of forgery and fraud 7 611 soper infuriated
lashed out at talmage telling him that he had outraged my feelings as they
never have been before soper further stated this transaction is the most
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FIG io10 james E talmage at work inin the laboratory oftheodtheof the deseret museum inin salt lake
city ca 1911 talmagesbalmagesTalmages meticulous analysis led him to conclude that the michigan
relics were frauds from james E talmage the deseret museum deseret museum
Bubulletinbulletibelletilleti new ser no i august 1911 299

cold blooded barefaced contemptible deception that the writer ever ran
up against 62 soper threatened to sue talmage and have him arrested 63

talmagesbalmagesTalmages investigation was not entirely turned over to lab work he
made three more trips to the east in the summer of 19101910iglo during his trip to
the annual american association of museums conference talmage visited
independence missouri there he had a long talk with some leaders of
the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints including
frederick M smith first counselor in the presidency the RLDS elders did
not agree on the proper course to pursue in the matter and did not
wholeheartedly approve of rudolph etzenhouser s brochure 664

in the fall talmage went east again he excavated seven mounds near
grand rapids michigan and spoke with local archaeologists on the sec-
ond leg of this trip he visited detroit where he met with etzenhouser and
savage shortly after arriving home he reported to the first presidency
and the presiding bishopric A month later he met again with the first
presidency regarding museum affairs and michigan relics 7 65 on febru-
ary 8819111911 talmage submitted a report to the first presidency which stated
the matter of the michigan relics is still one of doubt and perplexity in

my mind the evidence of forgery is very strong but the absolute proof of
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forgery the identification of the forger and the location of the factory are
yet incomplete 66

in june 1911 talmage was back in detroit after some sleuthing he
contacted etta riley james scotfordsScotfords stepdaughter after speaking with
her talmage confided to his journal

she solemnly declared to me that she positively knows her stepfatherstep father james
scotford has made buried and dug up many oftheodtheof the articles reported to be genu-
ine archeologicalarchaeologicalarche ological relics she gave circumstantial details and agreed to sign a
written statement with the proviso that such statement shall not be made pub-
lic without her consent during the lifetime of her mother mrs jas scotford

riley also informed talmage that scotford made the objects at his home
so in addition to considerable scientific evidence talmage now had the
forger and the factory the next day etta riley signed a statement oftheodtheof the facts
in the presence of talmage and her friend as witnesses talmage kept his
promise he never made her statement public the riley statement appears
here for the first time fig ii11

the michigan relics received their greatest amount of scholarly atten-
tion during the time that talmage worked on them in 19091909 soper had
shifted his project into high gear to arouse interest etzenhouser mailed
his brochure of photographs to archaeologists and curators from coast to
coast 67 although the brochure was mostly received with skepticism it
aroused interest in 1911 the american antiquarian and oriental journal
noted that the alleged antiquities were provoking widespread discussion
among the archeologistsarchaeologists and curators of the country this issue of the
nations oldest archaeological journal included another denunciation of
the soper artifacts by early critic francis kelsey kelseykeisey s critique was coun-
tered by J 0 kinnaman an archaeologist latin professor dean ofofbentonbenton
harbor college and editor of american antiquarian kinnaman stated
that long before the first date mentioned by prof kelsey he had exam-
ined personally many of the same kind offendsoffindsof finds A montcalm man by the
name of franklin owned these michigan relics in particular kinnaman
recalled viewing a flood tablet 68 defenses such as kinnaman s kept the
controversy in the spotlight the journal called michigan the storm cen
ter of americanofamerican archeologyarchaeologyArcheology0 69

it was during this period 1911 that father james savage defended the
artifacts in the records of the american catholic historical society among
other arguments savage discussed his copper artifacts in light of contem-
porary archaeological evidence of copper mining in the area around lake
michigan 70 but the main reason he accepted the finds was his personal
experiences in digging he described one mound upon which was a live

tree and an old stump from this mound he had personally removed a cop-
per tablet that was underneath the stump with one of the live tree s roots
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FIG ii11 etta riley statement this sworn affidavit by the stepdaughter of james 0 scot-
ford testifies that scotford was the manufacturer of the michigan relics
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laid across it 71 savage concluded his article by remarking that critics do
not seem to appreciate the credit of herculean energy versatility and
genius they attribute to the maker oftheseof these finds as thousands ofthernof them have
been found in the sixteen counties ofmichiganofmichigan thus far heard from and no
two of these specimens are alike 72

in a general study of hoaxes curtis D macdougall found that many
frauds have required an enormous amount of ingenuity and energy 773

making a lucrative investment would require just such careful deceptive
techniques of burial and moreover although the geography of the finds
was large it corresponded with the known digging enterprises of soper
and scotford 774 this duo uncovered the mysterious relics everywhere they
went the extent of the hoax is impressive but is less astounding consider-
ing soper s other financial schemes and scotfordsScotfords former occupation as a
magician and hypnotist 775

As talmage quietly arranged his evidence soper forged ahead he
intended to make 1911 the greatest year yet to the local newspapers he
announced A party of canadian and american experts is coming to
detroit this spring then they can investigate whether I1 am right ill
show prof kelsey he told the papers ill show them all 776 william C

mills had been orchestrating this gathering 77 ontariosOntarios minister ofeducaofeduca-
tion sent his secretary clarkson W james who brought dr rowland B

orr curator of the provincial museum at the university of toronto the
party also included professor J 0 kinnaman and rudolph etzenhouser
on june 9 the party found four objects again the experience of
unearthing artifacts overpowered skepticism all believed the finds were
genuine and signed an affidavit to that effect 78

A month later on july 11 1911 the deseret museum reopened
without a grand exhibit of michigan artifacts talmagesbalmagesTalmages scotford soper
material was instead shown as an archaeological frauds display 7971 five days
later kinnaman announced an epistemic rupture in the field of archaeol-
ogy he averred the michigan artifacts evidenced a caucasian race with
civilization developed to a point that was equal to any ever developed in the
valleys of the nile and the tigro euphrates if deciphered he stated

not only the history of the american continent will be revolutionized and
rewritten but the entire ancient history of the world will have to be revised
and as a result our knowledge of civilization and oftheodtheof the caucasian race in gen-
eral will extend thousands of years back of the wildest dream of the most
enthusiastic archaeologist now working in oriental fields

kinnaman denounced all critics as blind dogmatists 800 his news quickly spread
throughout america and to europe exciting both archaeologists and laymen

breaking in the chicago examiner the news ofofkinnamanskinnamansKinnamans archaeologi-
cal revolution prompted university of chicago professor frederick starr to
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investigate starr was dean oftheodtheofthe department ofofamericanamerican archeologyarchaeologyArcheology and
anthropology and enjoyed an international reputation as one of the fore-
most american archaeologists in late july he led a team of chicago
archaeologists to detroit they inspected james savage s collection and
excavated with the famous trio the party opened two mounds and dis-
covered five artifacts including a slate tablet all five bore the IHPIH
inscription like talmage and others starr removed artifacts from the
mounds with his own hands

after returning home starr stated publicly I11 I have serious doubts
regarding the authenticity of these objects he remarked that the tablet he
had disinterred looked too fresh some of the other items looked so clean
he suspected that they had never been in the ground he suspected that
scotford had been placing them in the digs by sleight of hand the moment
before removing them as a find later scotford did admit to skill in
sleight of hand starr also expressed grave doubts about the authenticity
of the inscriptions on the tablets citing the work of henry gillman starr
questioned the antiquity of the finds gillman had excavated in michigan
for decades without finding anything of the scotford soper variety starr
found it suspicious that only scotford and his cohorts could find the arti-
facts the respected archaeologist warned against purchasing the artifacts

because starr was held in such esteem many had eagerly awaited his
evaluation his well publicized doubts settled the question for most still
he was unwilling to deliver a decisive verdict and he also considered fur-
ther investigation this left the door open for many others soper responded
to starrs criticism with the big lie the discovery is so stupendous he
said that it is hard for a man to grasp it and give it credence 81

kinnaman soon met with starr to compare notes afterward he real-
ized he had been taken in in a press release kinnaman confessed that the
earliest he had seen objects of the scotford type was a little earlier than
august 1891 the end of the first big summer of finds yes I1 was badly
fooled kinnaman admitted and for that matter he added so were the
gentlemen with me and dr james E talmage ofofdeseretdeseret museum salt
lake city 82 unbeknownst to kinnaman talmage was within days of
releasing the results of his comprehensive analysis

unaware of kinnaman s reversal the deseret evening news enthusiasenthusiast
ticallymically covered his initial glowing report the paper wondered whether the
michigan relics provided a confirmation of the history of the jareditesJared ites as
given in the book ofetherodetherofether james E talmage must have rushed to the news
office to extinguish the excitement because the next day the deseret evening
news announced that starr and talmage disagreed with kinnaman and
that the paper would publish talmage s position 83 it appeared the follow-
ing day after considerable scientific experiment and some detective work
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talmage came forward with the results of his careful and thorough investi-
gation 84 A refinement of his argument was published that september in
the deseret museum s bulletin 65 talmage concluded As a result of my
investigation I1 am thoroughly convinced that the alleged relics are forg-
eries and that they are made and buried to be dug up on demand 86 he laid
out eight specific reasons for his assessment which are excerpted below 87

1 according to the evidence I1 have been able to gather practically all
discoveries of the michigan relics thus far announced have been made by
james 0 scotford of detroit or by his son in law scoby or by parties who
like myself have been operating for the time being under guidance of the
men named

2 the conditions of burial seem to preclude a possibility of ancient
interment the objects are generally found within a foot or two feet of the
surface and I1 have heard of no credible instance of any one of these objects
having been exposed through nature s weathering attested by parties other
than those well known to be skilled in making these finds nevertheless did
these objects exist by the hundreds in these little mounds within a short dis-
tance of the surface it is beyond human belief that they should never be
uncovered except by pre arranged digging

3 most of the objects are so fresh as to be practically new some of the
slate tablets I1 have seen and handled suggest the thought that they may have
just left the maker s hands fig 12 the lines made by the graving tools when
examined microscopically show fresh fractures practically indistinguishable
from others made in the course of ofexperimentexperiment at the time oftheodtheof the examination 88

4 the copper pieces have evidently been corroded by rapid chchemichii
cal treatment and not by the slow processes of time the green layer on every
piece I1 have seen is thin and non-adherentnonadherent easily wearing off even with care-
ful handling leaving a surface clean and smooth moreover the surface
of the copper pieces generally shows the outlines of crystal aggregates due to
the formation of copper compounds in the process of chemical corrosion 89

5 the copper ofwhichof which these articles are fashioned is ordinary commer
cial copper smeltedsmelter from sulphur bearing and arsenical ores it is not native
copper such as the copper objects taken from genuinely ancient mounds in
this country are known to be this conclusion as to the character of the metal
is based on chemical analyses made in my own laboratory and elsewhere and
on conductivity determinations made at the smithsonian institution
washington fig 13113 9090

6 the way in which the pieces of slate and copper have been fash-
ioned indicates their modern origin talmage noticed plainly visible saw
marks on one ofhisochisof his artifacts and under the microscope he found file marks
on another

7 the articles exhibit haphaaaphahaphazardrd offhandoff hand slovenly sketching unlike
the careful work of ancient artists 91

8 the characters are a jumble thrown together without regard to origin 92

while talmage declined to name the forger he did express his feeling that
savage and etzenhouser were innocent victims 93
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james E talmage had finally provided a thorough and careful scien-
tific evaluation oftheodtheof the michigan relics the detroit newspapers seized upon
TalTanoanoahtaitalmagestannagesbalmagesmagesnages expose of the scotford soper frauds talmagesbalmagesTalmages conclusive work
was also acknowledged by the new york times 9 he played a large role in
debunking what modern archaeologist stephen williams calls one of the
largest running scams in prehistory 9515

talmagesbalmagesTalmages report incensed soper and savage calling it a flow of
twaddle savage the hoaxshoaas perpetual unwitting supporter took issue
with its conclusions in the detroit free press 969 in response to talmagesbalmagesTalmages
first point regarding scotford s ability to find the stuff savage claimed that
others had also discovered these michigan relics A few discoveries did
occur independent of scotford and his associates but took place in areas
they had promoted for example around detroit and within the immedi-
ate vicinity of the village of wyman where a few people stumbled across
material while digging a cellar or plowing 97

in response to talmage s second point about the conditions of burial
savage stressed the number of objects and their detail as well as the amount
ofeffortof effort it would take to plant them iffakeif fakegake in particular he wrote about an
undisturbed layer of black stria through which he had dug on a few occa
sions and under which he found artifacts of the scotford soper type sav

age apparently never considered the
possibility of any kind of interment1P 1 other than vertical shaft deposit
however other methods of burying
bogus artifacts such as slant
planting have been documented 98

lel161eielelwilei this technique would also account
A for the scotford artifacts found

under tree stumps
attempting to counter talmagesbalmagesTalmages

third point regarding the fresh
appearance of the artifacts savage
referred to authentic relics he had
discovered that looked fresh when
he unearthed them but talmage s

investigation went beyond natural
appearance to microscopic exami-
nation savage made no counter
attack on talmagesbalmagesTalmages fourth point
regarding rapid chemical corrosion

in response to talmage s fifth
courtesy museum of church history and art point concerning metallurgical com-

positionFGFIG 12 slate depicting a fanciful dragon savage held that experts
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had examined the artifacts and
determined they were made of
native copper but savage s undocu-
mented newspaper assertion lacked
the credibility of talmagetannagetaimage s museum
bulletin which named the experts
who tested his samples As far as
savages claim can be taken seri-
ously three explanations may FIGFG 13 michigan relic battle ax james E

account for items of preindustrialpre industrial talmage uncovered this copper ax from

copper first because in his article a mound in palmer park near detroit
on november while in the com-
pany

151519091909savage confused the items of the of scotford and savage talmage
scotford soper type and genuine took this item to salt lake city and
items he had exhumed before his punched disks from it and sent them to

the smithsonian and other institutes toassociation with scotford the native
test the metals composition he discov-
eredcopper objects may simply be authen-

tic
that the ax was made from factory

artifacts collected by savage pre smeltedsmelter copper courtesy museum of
vious to his association with scotford church history and art
second the items of preindustrialpre industrial
copper may be genuine artifacts exhumed from the native american
mounds within which scotford planted fakes third as with other objects
they may be once authentic pieces that have been fraudulently reshaped
and anachronized 99

finally savage dismissed talmage s observation that saw marks were
visible on one particular object point six he justified his dismissal on the
grounds that excavatorsexcavatoryexcava tors had unearthed saws chisels and axes and if they
had found these they would probably still find other methods of reducdeduc
ing this he figured provided an internally consistent explanation for the
saw and file marks found on this and other objects 100 but savage s rejoin-
der falls short because as talmage had noted the saw that left marks on his
artifact was modern and almost surely machine made 101 by the
way wrote talmage

this piece which of all the pieces examined by me is the most flagrant
instance of modern workmanship has been the subject of a somewhat ani-
mated correspondence its return has been demanded As the piece was
unearthed by a digger in my employ whose services were engaged and paid
for by me I1 cannot understand any claim of ownership superior to my own
except possibly that of the man who made and buried the object 102

savage did not respond to talmage s seventh and eighth points his fierce
rebuttal failed to vindicate the scotford soper material

while mound relics drew general interest in america the scotford soper
material evoked a particular fascination according to francis kelsey this
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was due to the biblical and religious illustrations on the slates 103 the keen
interest that savage etzenhouser and talmage all church men had in
the material affirms kelseykeisey s assertion 104 of course the implications for
book of mormon historicity fueled the attention of etzenhouser and tal-
mage besides implying that ancient hebrews had been in america the
relics incorporated other elements that paralleled the book of mormonofmormon 1105

furthermore in march 1911 the detroit journal claimed it had uncovered
evidence that soper was behind a scheme to market the artifacts in utah 106

in light of this evidence that scotford exploited religious interests
talmagesbalmagesTalmages conclusion that the material was made and buried to be dug up
on demand deserves a closer look were some artifacts produced with
talmage or etzenhouser in mind for example the babel scene from tal-
mage s flood tablet depicted a group of people praying or paying homage
to a bird with several tongues protruding from its beak 107 some inter-
preted the bird as a representation of gods confusion of tongues as

recorded in the bible talmage thinking that the actions of the people in
the scene were not easily explained by the record in genesis wondered if
this part oftheodtheof the scene had been intended as a representation oftheodtheof the petition
presented by jared and his followers asking the lord not to confound their
tongues ether 333 37 108

similarly following the initial excavations talmage recorded that in
one mound we found a tablet of dark gray slate with inscriptions on both
sides I1 was somewhat suspicious when scotford pointing to the inscribed
circle with rays said this is like what was found on one of the plates from
mormon hill at cumorah new york log109101 talmage apparently suspected
that this artifact had been manufactured specifically for him on another
occasion scotford had mimicked the ten commandments tablets fig 14
and perhaps he sought to replicate the golden plates as well 110 however
the anthon transcript characters from the book of mormon plates had by
this time been published 111iliiii and nothing resembling a circle with rays can
be found among them 112 what then did scotford have in mind when
he made this suspicious remark about the inscribed circle with rays and
cumorahsCumo rahs plates

inscribed circles with rays are prominent on the kinderhook plates 113

which have from time to time been mistaken for the book of mormon
plates 114 the kinderhook plates were an archaeological hoax perpetrated
in illinois in 1843 to trick local mormonscormonsMormons 115 A comparison of photographsofphotographs
reveals that the talmage tablet compares with the kinderhook plates in
size shape and appearance 116 scotford may have made a loose replica of a

kinderhook plate hoping to sway talmage or etzenhouser with religious
enthusiasm 11717 by the turn of the century descriptions of the kinderhook
plates had been widely published some by rudolph etzenhouser himself 11818
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FIG 14 copper plate this michigan relic isis shaped to suggest the
traditional concept of the ten commandments note the dots
dodown the center and right edge numbering the ten text panels
from rudolph etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens 8

in the wake of talmagesbalmagesTalmages expose mary robson a neighbor of scot
fords sons informed a news reporter that the young men had told her they
helped their father make and bury the artifacts and that they grew plants
on the sites to make them appear undisturbed 119 scotfordsScotfords sons protested
the charges explaining that they had just been playing tricks on the elderly
woman 120 but none of this exposure stopped scotford soper or savage

they kept right on digging hoping to revive their cause
such a revival would prove difficult owing to the publicity that tal

mages investigation had received in 1914 savage wrote to soper of his
efforts to interest the secretary of the archaeological society of ofamericaamerica
1I saw the foot prints of the cloven foot of kelseykeisey & talmage he the sec-

retary mentioned both their names 121 in another letter to soper savage
lamented that kelsey & talmage still keep up their devilish work 122 both
soper and savage remained involved with the cause until their deaths in
the 1920s 123 they died leaving large collections of the bogus material sav-
age donated his collection to the university of notre dame and soper s

collection was inherited by his son ellis clarke soper 124
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professional archaeologists have not taken the michigan relics seri-
ously since the events of 1911 based on balmagestalmagesTalmages investigation even rogue
archaeologist barry fell and his epigraphic society have rejected them 125

modern historians and archaeologists recognize james E TalTanoantaitalmagestannagesbalmagesmagesnages major
role in exposing the hoax 126 in a small but significant way he contributed
to the professionalization oftheodtheof the field ofarchaeology that took place around
the turn oftheodtheof the century

the scotford soper frauds since talmage

oftheodtheof the michigan relics historian john cumming writes

in the passage of years in which countless archeologicalarchaeologicalarcheological explorations under
controlled scientific conditions have taken place not a single tablet or arti-
fact of this type has been discovered with all of the building and highway
construction nothing of the kind has been found the discoveries ceased
when soper stopped digging 127

of course public and scholarly interest waned long before the digging
stopped today there are relatively few who know of the scotford soper
frauds still they remain a curiosity among some historians religious
groups and amateur archaeologists

forty years after the digging stopped the michigan relics captured the
attention of milton R hunter the president of the new world archaeo-
logical foundation hunter who was also a general authority in the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints researched and wrote about
archaeological evidence regarding book of ofmormonmormon historicity 128 in 19601960
he received a letter from two latter day saint missionaries who discovered
the savage collection while proselytizing at the university ofofnotrenotre dame
in 1962 he visited notre dame to view them he showed so much interest
that notre dame gave him the collection in the course of this transaction
hunter learned of ellis clarke soper who still had his fathers collection
he contacted ellis who lent him a number ofitemsof items hunter responded so
favorably that ellis decided to give him the entire collection so by 1963

hunter had acquired the bulk ofscotfordsofscotfordsScotfords productions 12921

though aware oftalmagesoftalmagesbalmagesTaltaimages published study 130 hunter hoped that the
michigan relics would prove authentic in a letter to ellis soper hunter
wrote 1 I feel that the artifacts are all genuine I1 intend to devote much
of my future years in finding proof to demonstrate that they are I1 want to
vindicate your father and father savage in this whole matter in the same
letter he expressed his disappointment that the general authorities or
head officials of the church except myself seem to have very little interest
in the collection he had tried for years to get president david 0 mckay
to look at the material and had made a number of ofappointmentsappointments with him
none ofwhichof which materialized B131
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hunters primary objective was to decipher the inscriptions on the relics
searching for a translator he sent photographs of the michigan relics to
over fifty institutions including universities museums governments
militaries and private research institutes most replied that i the charac-
ters were a mixture of asian scripts 2 the language was unknown to
them or 3 the inscriptions were fraudulent in this third category hunter
received responses from new testament scholar william FE albright the
egyptian antiquities department of the british museum the oriental
institute at the university of chicago the department of mediterranean
studies at brandeis and diffusionistdinusionist cyrus H gordon among others 132

hunter completed a draft oftheodtheof the first ofhisochisofhis projected two volume work
on the michigan relics discarding contemporary archaeology he recycled
the classic sources behind the old mound builder myth then after reject-
ing the staple theories that the mound builders were the lost ten tribes or
refugees from babel he suggested that the mound builders were nephitesNephites
hunter perceived the following parallels between the nephitesNephites described in
the book of mormon and the michigan mound builders depicted on the
scotford soper tablets white skin civilization written language use of
stone as a medium for writing hebrew religion egyptian influenced cul-
ture mining domesticated animals horse drawn chariots highways a
monetary system and expert weaving technology 133

before passing away hunter deeded his collection to the church 134

some of his research was included posthumously in a 1977 brigham young
university religious studies center report supervised by religion professor
paul R cheesman like hunter cheesman was interested in archaeologi-
cal evidence for the book ofmormonofmormon 135 his report recognized but under-
estimated the evidence of fraud unaware of facts known today cheesman
generally argued that the material was genuine and concluded that the arti-
facts be considered possibly authentic 136 according to the report one
linguist held that the characters show order 137 it may be that some order
can be found in some inscriptions but the report failed to adequately
address the basic linguistic problems raised by francis kelsey almost a cen-
tury earlier the other substantial point in the report concerned a copper
knife blade from hunters collection A metallurgist observed that the blade
appeared to be made out ofunsmelted native lake copper 138 As the method
behind this observation was not given in the report it probably did not
match the rigor oftalmageTalmageof s tests ofmetalof metalmetai composition even if iftherethere were
a native lake copper blade within hunter s collection explanations for such
an anomaly have been given above

conclusion
in his general study of fraud curtis D macdougall discovered a cardi-

nal truth about hoaxes that is they survive a great deal of debunking 139131
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there will probably always be some people who believe that some or all of
the scotford soper artifacts are authentic despite the extensive and com-
petent physical historical and epigraphical investigations that have found
them fraudulent 140 see for example the scientific study in the accompa-
nying article by richard B stamps tools leave marks material analysis
oftheodtheof the scotford soper savage michigan relics

the story of mormonismsMormoni sms encounter with the michigan relics con-
tains a model of investigative research as well as a cautionary tale james E
talmage was both open minded and careful throughout his investigation
he performed the necessary research and he followed the evidence his
judicious investigation of the michigan relics can serve as a model for
latter day saints interested in book of mormon and biblical archaeology

mark ashurst mcgee is a doctoral student in history at arizona state university
the author would like to thank jason izatt steve siporin T michael smith john W
welch and jed woodworth for help with this article

1 for a basic introduction to the mound builders see mound builders and cliff
dwellers alexandria va time life books 1992992 6 77

2 robert silverberg mound builders of ancient america the archaeology of a
myth greenwich conn new york graphic society 1968

3 stephen williams fantastic archaeology the wild side ofnorthof north american pre-
history philadelphia university of pennsylvania press 1991

4 examples of scotfordsScotfords bible story tablets can be found in rudolph etzen-
houser engravings ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimensfromspecimens aromfromatom michigan U S A detroit john born-
man and son 1910iglo and david alienallenailen deal the mystic symbol Demystified the
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houser engravings of prehistoric specimens 15 22 34 the garden of eden deal

mystic symbol mystifieddemystifiedDe ancient american 17 the flood etzenhouser engravings
ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens 6 16i61818 22 25 30 32 36 the totowerer of babel etzenhouser
engravings of prehistoric specimens 17 the life of christ deal mystic symbol
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5 williams fantastic archaeology 71 76 most academic fields were professional
izediced during the progressive era

6 M E cornell A briefaccountbrief account of the wonderful discovery offreofpreof pro historic relics
consisting of caskets tablets and altars with written records of the mound builders
battle creek mich by the author nd circa 189311893 v 6 francis W kelsey to the

editor of the nation january 161618921892 in archaeological forgeries at wyman michi-
gan new york nation january 2818928 1892 71 see also james savage the prehistoric
finds of michigan records ortheof the american catholic historical societysociety2222 1911 28 29

7 francis W kelsey to the editor of the nation january 16161892711892 71

8 francis W kelsey some archeologicalarchaeologicalArcheological forgeries from michigan american
anthropologist lo1010 january march 19081908 58

9 cornell discovery ofpreoffreof prepro historic relics v

lo1010 cornell discovery ofpreoffreof prepro historic relics 7 see also the levi burkholder affidavit
on cornell discovery ofpreoffreof prepro historic relics 32
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ii11 cornell also put forward some weak supportive evidence for authenticity he
found the ancient scripts on the material proof of antiquity cornell discovery ofpreoffre
historic relics 14 he took as evidence for authenticity that there were no patterns in
the material as in other mound builder pottery 14 15 that some figures which cor-
nell considered idols compared to similar mound artifacts 26 27 and that a copper
dagger found in genesee county was finer than could be made with the technology of
his time 27 even if there was such a dagger there is no indication that this was scot-
ford material

12 kelsey archeologicalarchaeologicalArcheological forgeries from michigan 49 53 william A denscot
ter keeps fake relic just As souvenir detroit news november 161907 p 5 cols 3 4

13 kelsey to the editor of the nation january 161618921892 71 morris jastrow jr
to the editor oftheodtheof the nation january 191918921892 in archaeological forgeries at wyman

michigan new york nation jan 28281892711892 71 72
14 jastrow to the editor of the nation january ig1918921892 71 71 kelsey to the

editor of the nation january 16189216 1892 71 72

15 years later kelsey also claimed that one of the casket lids had been dried on a
machine sawed board kelsey archeologicalarchaeologicalArcheological forgeries from michigan 50

16 kelsey to the editor of the nation january 16161892711892 71

17 silas bent bogus relics of past tempt collectors new york times decem-
ber 201925 p xx5 col 6

18 francis W kelsey A persistent forgery american antiquarian and oriental
journal 33 no i1 january february march 1911 26 kelsey archeologicalarchaeologicalArcheological forgeries
from michigan 53 55

19 kelsey archeologicalarchaeologicalArche ological forgeries from michigan 53 56 58 later when asked
to identify this william H scotford james 0 scotford declined to comment men
higher upmayupbayup may be in fake relic business detroit news november 201907 p 2 col 3

20 john campbell recently discovered relics of the american mound
builders proceedings and transactions of the royal society of canada 2dad ser 4 may
189831898 3 19

21 campbell recently discovered relics io10 ii11 the marks on the monheganMonhegan
stone bear only a superficial resemblance to those on the scotford material moreover
the monheganMonhegan stone does not actually contain inscriptions its surface is covered with
bedding and cleavage resulting from naturally occurring cracks and weathering of the
stone this information was supplied to the author by maine archaeologist bruce
borque the misperception of oflanguagelanguage in the grooves oftheodtheof the monheganMonhegan stone does not
stand as an isolated incident of fantastic archaeology there have been a number of
misinterpreted cracks in rocks williams fantastic archaeology 12

22 james 0 scotford in ancestral file ver 4.19419419 salt lake city ID 49d6 HD
23 kelsey archeologicalarchaeologicalArcheological forgeries from michigan 53 59 francis W kelsey to

the editor of the nation may 31 1910 in correspondence A persistent forgery
new york nation june 16161910603igioagio 603 4

24 kelsey archeologicalarchaeologicalArcheological forgeries from michigan 58 supporter john A rus-
sell gave the locations of most ofscotfordsofscotfordsScotfords digs john A russell prehistoric discoveries
in wayne county michigan detroit shelby printing 1911 6 7

25 bent bogus relics p xx5 col 7

26 john cumminggumming humbugshumburgsHumbugs of the first water the soper frauds michigan
history 63 march april 1979 343436043636

daniel E soper may have been a distant cousin of parley P pratts wife phoebe E
soper daniel E sopersope bomborn in genesee michigan in 1873 wasas the son of
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theodore soper and a woman called ann or anna in 1868 a theodore W soper mar-
ried a woman named mary ann henning in genesee michigan theodore W soper
was born in new york state in 1848 to william soper and a woman named amelia
around 1847 a william soper married an amelia weeks in new york state this
william soper was born in 1807 in hempstead on long island phoebe soper pratt was
the daughter of samuel soper and hannah bornlayBornlay both of hempstead this informa-
tion comes from international genealogical index and the ancestral file

27 soper was accused of extravagance with state funds official carelessness and
demanding kickbacks for an appointment to public office soper in disgrace new
york times december 181818911891 p 8 col 2 charges against soper new york times
january i1 1892 p 2 col 6

28 Aalbertlbertibert L spooner cuneiform tablets frofrom michigan the soper frauds
cranbrook institute ofscienceof science news letter 25 october 1955 18

29 in his general study of hoaxes curtis D macdougall writes although it is

customary for the originator of a hoax to make certain that it is related or published at
the proper time and place not infrequently it is someone else who is most responsible
for its becoming widespread curtis D macdougall hohoshoaxess new york macmillan
19412831941 283

30 daniel E soper in a fake relic business detroit newss november 141907 p 2

col 3

31 soper in a fake relic business p i cols 7 8 p 2 cols 1 4 soper plans
extensive relic hunt as soon as frost leaves the ground detroitjournaldetroit journal march 23

1911 in soper and savage artifact collection milton R hunter collection church
archives the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city albert L

spooner stated that he owned a letter in which soper stated that he never sold traded
or gave away a single piece but I1 also have letters in which he offered hundreds of pieces
for sale A L spooner the soper frauds in possession of the author 5 spooner
wrote this before march 23 1977977 the date on the cover letter he sent to dr paul R

cheesman albert L spooner to dr paul R cheesman march 231977 in possession
of the author

32 relics branded fakes unloaded on dean Ssavagege detroit news november 15

1907 i1 others have found relics detroitjournaldetroit journal march 251911 in soper and sav-
age artifact collection

33 savage would later make two more large purchases one from scotford and
one from a relative of scotford s by marriage cumminggumming humbugshumburgsHumbugs of the first
water 36 letters from savage to soper show savage was not a coconspirator soper
and savage artifact collection

34 in hoc signo means under this sign this is a reference to the emperor con-
stantinestantine s dream in which constantine was shown a cross and told that he would con-
quer under this sign

35 relics branded fakes unloaded p 2 col i to prove genuine their pre-

historic finds here detroit free press february 121219111911 clipping in soper and savage

artifact collection daniel soper finds prehistoric tablet ten miles from city
detroit journal march 221911 2 in soper and savage artifact collection prehistoric
relics found here branded by starr as fakes detroit news july 281911 2

36 soper in a fake relic business p i1 col 7

37 soper in a fake relic business p i1 cols 7 8 p 2 cols 1 4 relics branded
fakes unloaded p i col 8 p 2 colsCOIS 1 2 keeps fake relic p 5 cols 3 4 men
higher up p 2 colsCOIS 2 3
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38 dan soper Is digging again detroit journal september 9919091909 clipping in
soper and savage artifact collection

39 savage prehistoric finds 31

40 others have found relics
41 etzenhouser engravings of prehistoric specimens Euenetzenhouserhouser included a

reproduction of john campbells comparison of scotford characters and monheganMonhegan
stone characters he mistakenly labeled the entire plate the monheganMonhegan stone
found in 1856 campbell recently discodiscoveredred relics page ii11 plate 3 repro-
duced in Euenetzenhouserhouser engravings ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens i2 this made it appear that
both the monheganMonhegan characters and the scotford characters appeared on the stone
that had been discovered in maine a half century earlier

42 etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens 4

43 james E talmage the deseret museum deseret museum bulletin new ser
august 161619111911 23 for a biographical sketch of talmage see becky white workman
james edward talmage in utah history encyclopedia ed allan kent powell salt

lake city university ofutah press 1994994 544
44 james E talmage journal may i 1909 james edward talmage collection

L tom perry special collections harold B lee library brigham young university
provo utah

45 james E talmage the michigan relics deseret museum bulletin new ser
september 161911 3 4 this article was reprinted in the improvementeraimprovement etaera 14 october

191111911 1048 73 talmage journal may 22 and october 131319091909
46 james E talmage to daniel E soper september 8819091909 in soper and savage

artifact collection
47 talmage to soper september 88190919og on talmagesbalmagesTalmages interest on the historicity

oftheodtheof the book of mormonofmormon see james E talmage the book ofmormonof mormon an account offisofftsof its
origin with evidences ofltsoflusof its genuineness and authenticity salt lake city deseret news
presspress189912i63132189912 163132

48 quoted in daniel E soper to james E talmage april i1 19101910iglo soper and savage
artifact collection

49 talmage journal october 131909
50 talmage michigan relics 353 y talmage journal november 991909gog

51 talmage michigan relics 3

52 talmage journal november 141909
53 talmage michigan relics 858 155 talmage journal november 15 181819091909

54 talmage michigan relics 7 illuslilus 5 and 9 illus 6

55 talmage michigan relics 6 8 james E talmage archaeological finds
declared spurious deseret evening news august 55191119111 pt 212 p 11

56 talmage michigan relics 8 talmage finds declared spurious 11

57 talmage michigan relics 15 talmage journal november 20 271909
58 talmage journal november 28 30301909igogagog relics found here branded p 2

col 2

59 talmage michigan relics 15 talmage journal december i1 io1019091909
6060 talmage journal december 11 141909
61 soper wrote to talmage on february lo101019101910 james E talmage to daniel E

soper february 262619101910iglo in soper and savage artifact collection this letter is incom-
plete and cuts off in the middle of the above quotation A typescript of the contents
however can be found elsewhere in the collection

62 soper to talmage april i1 19101910iglo
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63 statement james E talmage fall 19101910iglo relayed inin relics found here
branded p 2 col 3 daniel E soper to the father ofofalbertalbert L spooner no date circacirca
january 14 1919 the date received quoted inm spooner cuneiform tablets from
michigan ig19

64 talmage journal june 881910igioagio
65 talmage journal august 3030 october 2121191019w
66 james E talmage to president joseph F smith and counselors february 8

191igligi 4 soper and savage artifact collection see also james E talmage to Armondarmondamond H
griffith december 161619101910 and james E talmage to herbert E sargent january 21

1911 both inin soper and savage artifact collection
67 rudolph etzenhouser to daniel E soper march 292919101910 inin soper and sav-

age artifact collection to prove genuine hoaxes often find themselves an unwit-
ting popularizerpopulanzer macdougall hoaxes 283 84

68 J 0 kinnamanKmnaman michigan the storm center of american archeologyarchaeologyArcheology
american antiquarian and oriental journal 33 no i1 january february march 1911

1229
69 kinnamanKmnaman storm center of american archeologyarchaeologyArcheology 12 kelsey persistent

forgery 26 29

70 savage prehistoric finds 21 26 combining the battle scenes and the fact
that indigenous michigan christians did not presently exist savage reasoned that they
had been destroyed inin battle he compared this theory to an alleged indian legend
about killing a white race inin the distant past 27 28 savage also asserted that the scenes
from the new relics paralleled known ancient customs 36

71 savage prehistoric finds 33 in another dig a stone pipe was found encircled
by a root both sides oftheodtheof the root had to be cut to remove the pipe spooner cuneiform
tablets from michigan 20 similarly several mounds were overgrown with plants
see for example russell discoveries inin wayne county 8 affidavit quoted inin historical
background of the soper scotford collection of inscriptions and drawings comp
leonard D carter inin cooperation with paul R cheesman from the files and papers of
milton R hunter provo utah center for religious studies brigham young univer-
sity 1977 22

72 savage prehistoric finds 37 38

73 macdougall hohoeshoaxeses 283

74 see map on page 212 of richard B stamps tools leave marks material
analysis of the scotford soper savage michigan relics inin this issueissue of BYU studies
see also cumming humbugshumburgsHumbugs of the first water 36 37 dorothy L hayden execu-
tive director of the american institute of archeologicalarchaeologicalArcheological research holds that plates of
the michigan relic type were found inin ohio and canada dorothy L hayden intro
duction to deal mystic symbol Demystified on site 3 spring 1992 ii similarly
wayne may holds that michigan relics of the scotford type were found throughout
the state between 1848 and 1920 wayne may christ inin north americaamerica7americal7 ancient
american the voice ofalternativeof alternative viewpoints 4 no 26 january february 1999 6

claims such as these are never documented
75 soperscopers financial schemes and scotfordsScotfords former occupations are discussed inin

cumming humbugshumburgsHumbugs oftheodtheof the first water 34 363641424142 see also mrs robson under a

hypnotic spell say scotford boys detroit news september 71911 p i1 col 5 p 2 col 6

76 soper plans extensive relic hunt
77 williamwilham C mills to daniel E soper november 9919101910iglo inin soper and savage

artifact collection
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78 believers in soper swear he found relics in highland park detroitfournaldetroit journal
june 161619111911 last edition p 21 colsCOIS 4 6 prehistoric white race preceded the ameri-
can indian kinnaman discoveries in michigan overthrow science chicago exami-
ner july 23231911ign clipping in soper and savage artifact collection

79 the display placards can be found in soper and savage artifact collection
8080 prehistoric white race preceded the american indian
81 on starrs investigation see detroit relics interest starr detroit news july 24

1911 starr finds soper relics interesting will saynosay no more detroitnewsdetroit news july 272719111911
professor starr Is skeptical about proof ofan ancient caucasian people in michigan

chicago examiner july 28281911igil relics found here branded p 2 col 3 prof starr
doubts relics are genuine detroit journal july 28 1911ignigli last edition i scotfordsScotfords
alone find relics says starr chicago sunday examiner july 303019111911igliigil pt i1 10 scot
fords have fine relic scent detroit news july 31311911igil clippings in soper and savage
artifact collection see also professor starr and the soper relics detroitjournaldetroit journal july 29
1911191144 on starrs suspicion of sleight of hand placement see prof kinnaman taken
in by soper relics he admits detroit news august 2219111911igli i1 clipping in soper and
savage artifact collection on scotfordsScotfords skill see robson under a hypnotic spell
1 2 see also mrs may robson lays bare fake relic industry adds final word in
fake relic expose detroit news september 661911igiiigei gillman himself expressed grave
suspicions in cardiff giant brought into discussion ofsoperof soper relics by henry gillman
scientist detroit news july 292919111911 clipping in soper and savage artifact collection

82 kinnaman taken in i
83 A remarkable find deseret evening news august 3319111911igli pt 11i p 4 colcoi i1

the other side of the story deseret evening news august 41419111911 pt 11i p 4 colcoi 1 2

84 talmage finds declared spurious ii11

85 talmage michigan relics 2 27
86 talmage michigan relics 22

87 the reasons are numbered and are found in talmage michigan relics 22 26

88 see also talmage michigan relics 2 6 and 20 illus 4 talmage noted that
the copper tablets had been impressed with dies 22 perhaps this explains the noisy
hammering that neighbors ofscotfordsofscotfordsScotfords involved sons complained of lays bare fake
relic industry p 2 col 7

89 see also talmage michigan relics 17817 188 herbert E sargent director oftheodtheof the
kent scientific museum in grand rapids michigan also noticed the thin even corro-
sion on the scotford soper artifacts as opposed to the uneven corrosion on genuine
relics furthermore he examined one piece of the scotford variety upon which a com-
mon housefly became stuck and left its outline in the oxidized layer this would hardly
have occurred in the earth noted sargent he concluded A close inspection of this
specimen microscopic and otherwise thoroughly convinced me that it was the work of
a comparatively unskilled artisan with a sixty fourth inch machine made file

herbert E sargent to james E talmage january 171911 soper and savage artifact
collection H E sargent notes on a notched point submitted by daniel E soper
nd attached to lena E baker to james E talmage july io101911igil soper and savage
artifact collection

go90 see also smithsonian institution bureau ofofamericanamerican ethnology to james E

talmage may 242419101910 soper and savage artifact collection
native michigan copper is characterized by flecks of silver E J pranke a chemist

at ohio state university analyzed one of the copper michigan relics and concluded
the degree of hardness and the absence of silver give to arizona the preference as its
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probable source E J pranke analysis ofaof a copper relic june 7191037 1910 3 soper and sav-
age artifact collection the determination of arizona as the source of this copper is par-
ticularlyticul arly interesting in light ofsopersofsoperscopers former residence in that state soper wass exposed for
planting in arizona genuine ancient artifacts he had discovered in michigan perhaps
using a similar ruse he later planted an authentic arizona piece in michigan

91 this point has been made by several others see for example morris jastrow jr
to the editor of the nation january 9 1892 in archaeological forgeries at

wyman 71 kelsey archeologicalarchaeologicalArche ological forgeries from michigan 48 6060 miriam brooks
open letter to dr james E talmage august 8819111911igliigil in deseret eveningnewsEvening News august 12

1911 quoted in talmage michigan relics 28 30 since not all ancient artists were
careful this argument is a less important one

in a similar vein talmage claimed to have detected anachronisms in a tablets pic-
tures such as the allegedly modern nature of a soldiers costume talmage michigan
relics 20 illustration 4 on page 6 illustration 17 on page 24 some of the tablets were
clearly intended to represent decaloguesdecalogues they anachronistically mimic the traditional
though not ancient conception that the ten commandments were written on stones
shaped like traditional english christian gravestones cornell discovery ofpreoffre historic
relics figure between pages io10 and ii11 etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens 8

cumming humbugshumburgsHumbugs of the first water 36

92 here talmage repeated francis W kelseysKelseys linguistic criticism

93 talmage michigan relics 5 finds declared spurious i1 in a historical
analysis of the soper frauds john cumming charged soper and scotford with fraud
and exonerated savage and etzenhouser as victims cumming humbugshumburgsHumbugs of the first
water 42 43

94 soper relics are again denounced as patent frauds detroit news
august io1019111911 clipping in soper and savage artifact collection soper relics marked
by modemmodern saw and file says talmage detroit journal august lo101019111911igli last edition
another skeptic on the soper relics detroitlournaldetroit journal august 111119111911 last edition gives

relics acid test new york times august 141911 clipping in soper and savage artifact
collection

95 williams fantastic archaeology 185

96 james savage to the editor of the detroit free press november i1 1911 in
flow of twaddle begs question detroit free press clipping in scrapbook 13 frederick

starr papers department of special collections joseph regenstein library university
of chicago

97 savage to the editor see also savage prehistoric finds 37 for example
see the affidavits in etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens i2 see also pre-

historic tablet of great value found by dr hyvernautHyvernaut in michigan washington post

september 181916
98 for example james strang slant planted a set of inscribed metal plates roger

van noord king of beaver island the life and assassination of james jessee strangstrong
urbana university of illinois press 1988 34 373756075656 57

99 the albert L spooner collection includes a copper piece that appears to be an
old artifact that has been reworked into the shape of a butter knife another copper
item appears to be an awl that was hammered into a spoon shape descriptions ofitemsof items
a89ia891 9 through algi iolo in archaeological collections bureau of history catalog
spooner donation in possession of the author this would not be the first case of
manufacture by reshaping scotford apparently reshaped some pennies when francis W
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kelsey observed the material he noticed a few coins of copper beaten out thin and
adorned with various alphabetic signs the weight oftwoof two coins which have been exam-
ined is suspiciously near that of our one cent pieces kelsey to the editor of the
nation january 161618921892 71 criticisms regarding file and saw marks prompted scot-
ford to produce allegedly ancient files and saws kelseysKelseys criticism of the unbaked clay
of the first phase tablets prompted scotford to make baked clay and then slate tablets
similarly talmagesbalmagesTalmages criticisms of the metal composition could have spurred scotford
to solve this problem by reshaping authentic native american copper into his type of
artifact there are other examples in the history ofofamericanamerican archaeology when authen-
tic items have been reshaped and anachronized as part of a hoax see williams fantas-
tic archaeology 120

100 savage to the editor talmage made the same point in james E talmage
finds declared spurious 11i quoted in carter historical background of the soper

scotford collection 31 on the discovery of saws see savage prehistoric finds 21212626

101lol101loi talmage michigan relics 2 25

102102 talmage michigan relics 26

103 kelsey archeologicalarchaeologicalArcheological forgeries from michigan 59 francis W kelsey to
the editor of the nation may 31 1910 in A persistent forgery new york nation
june 16 19101910 603 4 kelsey persistent forgery 29 see also starr and the soper
relics p 4 col i1

104 some protestant ministers also took the bait see men higher up p 2 col 3

in his general study of hoaxes curtis D macdougall found that hoaxes often take
advantage of religiousofreligious predispositions macdougall hoaxes 95102146

105 scotford had produced battle tablets like the ones which interested etzen-
houser and talmage before his contact with either of them the parallels to the book of
mormon on such depictions derive from the mound builder myth rather than the
book of mormonofmormon itself european americans who could not attribute the construction
of the more impressive mounds to the indians whom they perceived as lazy and sav-
age reasoned that the mounds must have been built by a civilized but now vanished
people these mythical mound builders were conceived of as agriculturist and indus-
trious they were commonly believed to have been refugees from babel or the lost ten
tribes to explain their disappearance many reasoned that the indians had warred
against and annihilated them this myth was crumbling at the turn of the century sil-
verberg mound builders of ancient america williams fantastic archaeologyarcheologyArche ology 23 24
43 76 168lgb 75 dan vogel argues that the book of mormon incorporated the mound
builder myth dan vogel indian origins and the book ofmoronof mormonMoron religious solutions
profrogromfrom columbus to joseph smith salt lake city signature books 1986 for a latter day
saint response see kevin christensensChristen sens review in review ofbooksof books on the book ofmorodmorof mor-
mon 2 1990 214 57

utilization ofthisorthisof this myth abounds in the michigan relics literature for example see

cornell discovery offreofpreof prehistoricpre historic relics 8899 io10 22 25 28 russell discoveries in wayne
county 16 17 bent bogus relics p xx5 col 8 dan soper Is digging again
detroit journal september 9919091909 last edition 2 chattanoogan s wonderful collec-
tion of ancientofancient relics the chattanooga news late mail edition march i1 1916 p 8

106106log soper plans extensive relic hunt i1
107 talmage michigan relics 19 22 illus 14

108108 talmage michigan relics 19 20

109log talmage journal quoted in talmage michigan relics 12

ilonollolio these representations followed the traditional conception of the stone
tablets the english christian gravestone shape they were divided into ten panels
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with five on each tablet and script inside of each panel in figure 3 of etzenhouser
engravings ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens 8 there isis a seriesserlesseriesserles of from one to ten dots that mark
each panel savage held this decalogue tablet as his prizprizee possession denscotterbenscotterDen scotter
relics branded fakes unloaded p i col 8 p 2 col i talmage noted that this tablet

was one of the most carefully inscribed artifacts talmage michigan relics 18

for another decalogue tablet see cornell discovery of prehistoricpre historic relics figure
between pages lo1010 and 11

111niiliiii stanley B kimball the anthon transcript people primary sources and
problems BYU studies lo1010 spring 1970 325 52 especially 349 50

112 for a photograph of these characters see danel W bachman anthon tran-
script inin encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york
macmillan 19921441992 i 44

113 they appear on seven of the twelve sides of the sixsix kinderhook plates for fac
similes of the kinderhook plates see joseph smith jr history of the church oflesusof jesus

christ oflatterof latteriatter sayday saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret
book 19801980 53745 374 76

114 it would be a simple error for a non mormon to confuse the kinderhook
plates and cumorahsCumo rahs plates the mistake has been made on other occasionsoccasions when
wilford poulson found the one extant kinderhook plate at the chicago historical soci-
ety it was on display as one of the golden plates of the book of mormon kinderhook
plate statements of F C A richardson and M wilford poulson fifteenth item inin
the folder entitled kinderhook plate items inin the mormon collection archives
and manuscripts department chicago historical society chicago copied from the
museum file corresponding to accession number 19204871920 487 decorative and industrial
arts department chicago historical society in 1913 the st louis times ran a story
about the kinderhook plates entitled book of mormon plates planted by illinois
man september 23 1913 i1 the warsaw signarssignafs 1844 article about the kinderhook
plates isis entitled new book of mormon may 22 1844 in 1888 the chicago inter
ocean ran an article entitled second book of mormon morning edition january 31

1888 i1 mormon publications borrowed a news story and its title from the quincy
whig singular discovery material for another mormon book quincy whig
may 3 1843 singular discovery material for another mormon book nauvoo
neighbor may lo101018431843 p 2 col 3 ancient records times and seasons 4 may i1
1843 186 87 A briefaccountbrief account ortheof the discovery ortheof the brass plates recently taken from a
mound near kinderhook pike county illinois broadside printed inin nauvoo illinois
photocopy inin perry special collections

115 for more information about the kinderhook plates see stanley B kimball
kinderhook plates brought to joseph smith appear to be a nineteenth century

hoax ensign 11 august 1981 66 74
116ilg for a photograph of the piece inm question see talmage michigan relics 5

illus 3 actually the kinderhook plates are significantly smaller but their si2esibesize was not
known until 1929 when an extant plate was found see previous note prior to this timetune
they were always described with the dimensions given inin the newspapers at the time of
their discovery four inches inin length one inch and three quarters wide at the top
singular discovery material for another mormon book quincy whig may i1 1843

p 187 ancient records 185 86 these are the dimensions given inin rudolph etzen-
houser s works see note 118 below the article talmage unearthed measures 438s by i178

both have a perforation inin the middle of the very top both have somewhat rounded
edges at the top both have inscriptions on front and back
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117 it is more likely that etzenhouser was the intended dupe talmage who had
only contacted soper a few months previously felt that the mounds he opened in 19091909
had not been disturbed for years talmage journal quoted in talmage michigan
relics ii11 etzenhouser became involved as early as 1907 he wrote that he became
involved after james savage had etzenhouser engravings ofprehistoricof prehistoric specimens 55.

118 rudolph etzenhouser the book unsealed an exposition of ofprophecyprophecy and
american antiquities independence mo ensign print 1892 42 43 rudolph etzen-
houser from palmyra new york 1830 to independence missouri 1894 independence
mo ensign publishing house 1894 88 89 rudolph etzenhouser thethebookchebookbook ofmorodmorof mor-
mon and its translator archaeological and historical evidences independence mo
ensign publishing house 1899 6 7

compare also the kinderhook plates with the artifact soper is holding in the
photograph in the introduction to etzenhousersetzenhousers book etzenhouser engravings ofpreoffreof pre-

historic specimens 3 this piece looks similar to the kinderhook plates and appears to
be a slim metal plate etzenhouser may have opened his book with this photograph
because of the similarity the book was published after talmagesbalmagesTalmages visit the plate in
soper s hand may be another instance of improvement in manufacture

in a truly bizarre news story regarding the soper frauds and the kinderhook
plates the quincy herald whigpublishedwhig published an article implicating the mormonscormons for pro-
ducing both brass tablets found near kinderhook believed planted in grave by mor
mons efforts made to substantiate claims to antiquity of religion quincy
herald whig april 14192914 1929 9919gigig james savage wrote that a catholic periodical had
blamed the strangitesStrang ites for planting the stuff savage to soper november 202019191919 soper
and savage artifact collection at the other end of the uncritical spectrum stephen B

shaffer a latter day saint author mistakenly pointed to both frauds to show the
reader the close relationship between the adamic language nephite language jareditejaredineJaredite
language and several other ancient languages of people that populated the north and
south american continent before the jareditesJaredites and after the nephitesNep hites but before
columbus stephen B shaffer treasures of the ancients springvilleSpring ville utah cedar
fort 1996 xv xvi

119ilg lays bare fake relic industry p i1 cols 3 4 p 2 colcoi 7
120 robson under a hypnotic spell p i1 col 5 p 2 col 6

121 james savage to daniel E soper november 31914 in soper and savage arti-
fact collection

122 james savage to daniel E soper january 191919161916 in soper and savage artif-
acts collection in the years following the discrediting of the scotford soper artifacts
those with an interest in the material usually contacted university of michigan profes-
sor francis kelsey the first and best known detractor who would direct them to tal
mages bulletin francis W kelsey to Mmaryary pellen december 201914 typescript copy
by M pellen soper and savage artifact collection

123 for an example of the hoax continuing after 1911 see still finding soper
relics detroit journal august 262619111911 last edition p 18 col 6 see also letters from
savage to soper in soper and savage artifact collection savage refers to the cause in
more than one of these letters

124 college given mound curios unknown newspaper october 13 1921
clipping in soper and savage artifact collection the materials were offered to the
anthropology department of the university of michigan the department did not
accept them feeling they were not worthy of storage space henriette mertz report
regarding savage collection i1 in possession oftheodtheof the author
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125 barry fell the michigan relics epigraphic society occasional publications 17

1988 287 318

126 cumming humbugshumburgsHumbugs of the first water 39 40 williams fantastic archaeol-
ogy 176 86 macdougall hohoeshoaxeses 81 82

127 cumming humbugshumburgsHumbugs of the first water 42 see also macdougall hoahoaxeses

81 albert L spooner excavated mounds with his father and soper as a young boy later
in life he researched the scotford soper materials and was generally considered an
expert on the material in an unpublished manuscript he concurs with cumming to
my knowledge nobody has claimed to have found any in the last 50 years A L spooner

the soper frauds manuscript in possession of author 5 see also spooner cunei-
form tablets from michigan 15

128 see for example milton R hunter archaeology and the book ofmormonof mormon salt
lake city deseret book 1956

129 on hunters acquisition of the savage collection see milton R hunter Ssav-

age and soper collections ancient american tablets testify 41 44 soper and savage

artifact collection on hunter s acquisition of the soper collection see the letters
between hunter and ellis clarke soper in soper and savage artifact collection

130looi1301130.1I1 make this inference based on the fact that talmagesbalmagesTalmages relevant papers are now
in the hunter collection hunter apparently removed them from the talmage collection

131 milton R hunter to ellis clarke soper january 201965 copy in possession of
the author

132 letters to translators and replysrealys soper and savage artifact collection
133 hunter ancient american tablets testify 33 40
134 hunter deed of gift january 8 1974 soper and savage artifact collec-

tion corporation oftheodtheof the president oftheodtheof the church offesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints
agreement january 8819741974 soper and savage artifact collection the soper and

savage collections together with authentic artifacts hunter owned are now classi-
fied as the milton R hunter archeologicalarchaeologicalArche ological collection they are currently in a stor-
age room of the museum of church history and art salt lake city as are the
talmage artifacts

135 carter historical background of the soper scotford collection like hunter
cheesman authored books about book of mormonofmormon archeologyarchaeologyarche ology

136 the report argued well that the conditions of the mounds appeared undis-
turbed but this point had been made before carter historical background ortheof the soper

scotford collection 155 22 25 32 criticizing talmagesbalmagesTalmages second point the report stated
that since talmage s day shallow graves had been authenticated carter historical
background oftheodtheof the soper scotford collection 31 but talmage never questioned the exis-

tence of shallow graves rather he questioned the absence of exposed scotford ma-
terial to refute talmage the report also pointed out that saws and files had been
discovered that there were independent discoveries that soper was honest 22 and
that several articles were found by several people over a wide space 19 these argu-
ments have been addressed above

137 carter historical background ortheof the soper scotford collection 27 32

133138138 the blades copper contained flecks of silver as does raw native lake copper
carter historical background oftheodtheof the soper scotford collection 282833280333

13939log macdougall hoaxes 286

140 some amatueramaguer archaeologists believe the scotford artifacts are authentic see

henriette mertz the mystic symbol mark of the michigan mound builders gaithers
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burg md global books 1986 and articles on the michigan relics in ancient ameri-
can magazine

henriette mertz and others have mistaken the so called newberry stone and its
accompanying figurines for scotford articles the inscribed stone discovered in 1896 in
michigans upper peninsula does not fit within the spatiotemporalspatio temporal context of the
scotford scheme scotford worked in the states main land mass except for the first
phase of the hoax which was very localized scotfordsScot fords work took place after 1896 the
newberry tablet bears only a superficial resemblance to the scotford soper artifacts
figurines of the newberry type are without parallel among scotfordsScotfords known produc-
tions for a brief introduction to the newberry items see betty sodders mcgruersMcGruers
gods and the newberry stone the ancient american i march april 1994 24 26



FIG I11 men inin search of artifacts ca 1911 danieldarneldarmeldammel E soper led groups of interested persons
on digs around michigan from left to right edward harriganHarngan james savage reverend
LaurentLaurenlaurentustuistulsms daniel E soper charles alienallenailen and dennis B hays



tools leave marks
material analysis of the
scotford soper savage michigan relics

richard B stamps

extensive collections of supposedly prehistoric artifacts known as the
michigan relics or the scotford soper savage collection possibly as

many as 3000 pieces1pieces exist across the country I1 have personally exam-
ined more than 10001000lyoo from four different collections 2 what is so special
about this collection of artifacts why does it merit further study
although numerous previous studies have suggested that the materials
were not made by ancient people but are of modern origin 3 there is on-
going interest in the collections dr john halsey the state archaeologist of
michigan says that his office gets more requests to see these materials than
any other single collection 4 the michigan state archives was responding
to queries as this piece was being written in 2000

local antiquarians and other interested persons recovered the pieces
from approximately 18901890 to 1920 fig i at that time field techniques and
the importance of careful field notes maps photos and documentation
had not been firmly established in archaeology documentation of any
kind most particularly field notes associated with these finds is actively
being sought but none has been located investigations at eight institu-
tions have failed to provide important information relating to the context
of the finds

people interested in the finds wonder where the sites were located what
does material analysis oftheodtheof the artifacts reveal about their origin to what time
period do the artifacts date who were their makers the purpose of the
research reported in this article is an attempt to answer these questions

MICHIGAN RELIC SITES

the first reported discoveries were made near the villages ofwyman and
edmore in montcalm county michigan in 18901890 while digging postholespestholespostpestholeshoies
for a fence james scotford recovered an artifact that kinnaman and savage

characterized earthen casket 5 calls it small of 6as a large kelsey a cup ofclayclayclaociao
additional finds followed and by 1920 artifacts had been dug up in sixteen
counties in the lower peninsula of michigan see map 7 john A russell

BYU studies 4040 non033 2001 211
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keweena
peninsula

lake superior

iq

1 crawford
2 hillsdale
3 ingham
4 isabella
5 kent
6 mecostadecosta
7 monroe
8 montcalm
9 st clair

10 wayne

probable counties where scotford soper savage
artifacts were unearthed

counties are listed inin alphabetical order

who carefully studied the digging and artifacts at the time reported on the
area around detroit he states in this 40 acre woodlot there appeared to
be upward of1200of 1200 mounds ofwhichof which something more than 400400 have been
opened he mentions other locations around detroit and notes that 170 of
them had been opened he clarifies that not all mounds produced arti-
facts perhaps one in ten finally he states that the mounds varied in
size and orientation 8

dr james E talmage director of the deseret museum in salt lake
city utah participated in diggings in detroit on november 15 1909 he
recorded in his diary that the mounds were small generally their length
isis not more than four or five feet with an average width of two to three
feet 9 only a few were more than two or three feet high russell describes
the construction oftheodtheof the mounds thusly

the original soilsod being slightly hollowed out a wood fire was burned
thereupon whether for the purpose of incinerating the dead or not being
open to question that upon the ashes and unconsumed charcoals of these
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fires when cooled were placed the objects which are now being recovered
and that the earth surrounding the mounds was piled thereupon to pro-
duce the tumulus 10

the mounds were ellipsoidal in form and usually on an east west axis
although north south examples were recorded kelsey and talmage have
suggested that the mounds are in reality naturally occurring hummocks or
little knolls which michigan lumbermen refer to as turnouts or eleva-
tions produced by overturning trees 11 given michigan s extensive forests
this seems like a viable alternative to the theory that the mounds are
human made

typically james scotford and his assistants would dig until they
located an artifact and then the dignitaries who sponsored the work were
invited to remove the artifact on several occasions the dignitaries signed
affidavits stating that the artifacts are genuine because they recovered the
artifacts themselves 12 the majority of the finds seem to have come from
the top two feet of the mounds

MATERIAL examination OF THE MICHIGAN RELICS

given the absence of field notes or documentation concerning the ori-
gins of the michigan relics we are constrained to learn as much as we can
from the collections themselves the collections tend to be grouped
because of their shared attributes although the materials from which they
are manufactured differ they were dug up during a certain period and
they have common decorations design elements manufacturing tech-
niques and in most cases an identifying symbol ohp1hpIH fig 2

four major artifact groups

artifacts in the michigan relic colleccallec
tionseions are clay copper slate or other stone
this study will not examine the other
stone category because they are rather
nondescript rocks they exhibit the ohp1hpIH
mark but have few other traits that could
answer any of the questions we are posing
about origin and authenticity although0 & FGpiefigfle 2 the identification sym-
the michigan relics share several stylistic bol01boiol virtually all the scotford
and design similarities the unifying soper savage pieces have been
attribute is the ohp1hpIH symbol that appears marked with this IH symbol

no knows what iti n one preciselyon almost all pieces andsstands for although hypotheses
this defining symbol has been varivarlvan fromrange a mystic symbol to

ouslybously referred to as a tribal mark 13 the a forger s sign
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FIG 3 an assemblage of scotford soper savage artifacts this photograph of artifacts
in the university of michigan collection indicates the range of size and shape found in
the collection the central item is a box topped by a sixteen inch figure holding a large
tablet courtesy cranbrook institute of science

signature of the race or the civilization ofwhichofwhich the objects are the histor-
ical remains 14 a mystic symbol5symbolsymbols 155 IHS meaning jehovah16Jehovah 16 a
brand 17 scotfordsScotfords trademark 18 or as kelsey suggests a sign man-

ual oftheodtheof the forger 19 whatever it is called the mark appears on almost all
of the pieces

clay clay was used to produce a wide variety of artifacts including
bowls lids pipes cylinders pendantspennantspendants grease lamps figurines tablets
and boxes sometimes called caskets or altars although none is more
than two feet long they range in size from a small 134134 x 112ivi x 112ivi inch
artifact to a large 13 x 8 x 4344 inch box topped with a 16 inch tall figure
holding a jvejv27v2 x 10v4lo10 x i1 inch tablet fig 3

the texture of the clay varies from a fine grain with no temper to a
coarse paste with sand and large pebbled temper 20 the artifacts were
mainly created with slab or modeling techniques not with a potter s wheel
some pieces were sunbaked while others were fired at a low temperature
there is no evidence of glaze though some pieces seem to have been
treated with a slip or wash that included gray and black pigments the
firing temperature was low and numerous firing clouds ofredafredof red orange and
black suggest that the firing temperature was not closely controlled the
manufacturers probably did not use a kiln

decorative techniques on the clay artifacts include incising applique
raking and most popular the imprinting of various symbols by small
sandstone stamps three different sets of stamps have been found one in
the university of michigan collection and two in the collection held by the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints some of the stamps were used
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to create repetitive patterns some have been interpreted as words in an
ancient script

copper numerous copper artifacts are also found in the collections
copper has been used in the great lakes area since the time of prehistoric
cultures dating back to the late paleo indian and archaic period some

7000 years ago 21 nuggets of relatively pure copper had been brought to
the region as flow copper by glaciers copper was mined in the upper lake
superior region and has been the source of the majority of the copper
found in the north american archaeological record although other
sources are known to exist 22

aboriginal copper artifacts include arrowheads spearpointsspearpoints axheads
knives chisels punches celtsbelts spuds adzesaddes wedges gouges pikes drills
awls needles harpoons fishhooks beads bangles bracelets rings gor
gets pendantspennantspendants hair ornaments and earspoolsearspools in comparison the michi-
gan relic collections exhibit a wide variety of copper artifact types
including arrowheads spearpointsspearpoints axheads knives chisels swords
punches a sickle a trefoil a saw a file a hammerhead boxes a can shoes
bowls crowns chains chain necklaces amulets a toy boat disks coins and
tablets there are a few unidentifiable copper pieces as well

studies by professional archaeologists over the past one hundred years
lead to the conclusion that

of one thing we are certain no native copper was deliberately smeltedsmeltersmelted metal-
lographiclo analysis of numerous copper specimens from eastern north amer-
ica has not found the telltale changes in their internal crystalline structure
that would have occurred if ifmetalsmetals were heated to their liquid state to remove
their impurities nor have we anywhere seen signs of the furnaces or cru
ciblesbibles needed to melt native copper or of the sulphide copper ores of the
keweenawKeweenaw in northern michigan 23

clark and purdy conclusively state there is no evidence of melting and
casting in the artifacts that we examined this technology apparently did
not emerge in north america until the seventeenth century 24

traditional michigan prehistoric copper manufacturing techniques
include hot and cold hammering annealing heating to soften the copper
to make it more malleable grinding cutting perforating polishing and
burnishing molding sheets pushed or hammered into or around pre-
pared forms caldingbalding putting thin copper sheets over wood shell or
clay riveting and embossing some pieces were likely swadgedswadgesswadged to swadgesladge
an artifact one carves out a shape in a stone to form a mold then pounds
a piece of copper into the indentation until the copper assumes the shape
of the mold when analyzing michigan s prehistoric copper artifacts
mcpherron asked why did most of the artifacts look as if they had been
made up of several pieces and then answered his own question by noting
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that the manufacturers folded the material over on itself at least once cre-
ating a laminated appearance in these native american pieces 225

slate the third common raw material found in the michigan relic
collections is slate due to its distinctive cleavage pattern slate produces
relatively thin flat slabs and it frequently is found as a raw material in the
archaeological record slate is a soft stone that can be easily worked and
shaped most notably it is used for making pipes banner stones bird
stones pendantspennantspendants effigieseffigies weights crescents gorgetsforgetsgorgets axes and discoidalsdiscoidals

in laboratory tests conducted for this study I1 was able to inscribe lines
on a slate sample with soft copper wire nipped to a sharp edge hardened
copper wire hammered to produce a cutting edge a chert stone flake and
a steel blade other harder stone is usually made into functional tools like
arrowheads spearpointsspearpoints and knives in the michigan relic collections
almost a third of the pieces I1 examined were made of slate items included
effigieseffigies pipes points knives batons but most notably inscribed tablets
the tablets are a variety of different shapes and sizes and are mostly black
or dark gray 26

prehistoric artifacts are made from naturally occurring slate fragments
and outcroppingsoutcroppings in the historic period slate was a commonly used and
readily available material it was used mainly as a roofing material but it
was also used for sidewalks hitching posts steps foundations billiard
tables mantels headstones and electrical switchboards 27 it was also used
to construct windowsillswindowsills fireplace hearthsheartdearthshs countertopscounter tops blackboards and
small student writing slates

stone A wide variety of other michigan relics are made of stone one
of the smallest measures i1 x iazivzil x 14 inch several small sandstone pieces
were carved into stamps for decorating clay igneous rocks were ground
and polished into pendantspennantspend ants and other shaped stones

specific artifacts

A detailed description of several of these artifacts yields the following
particular results

clay the ceramic pieces in the michigan relic collections are interest-
ing because they are so unlike the materials recovered before 18901890 or after

1920 by farmers local collectors and amateur or professional archaeologists
michigan relics are clearly distinct from traditionally excavated materials
in type shape size manufacturing technique and design elements addit-
ionallytionally michigan relics exhibit a range of very fine grain clay paste with
no temper to very coarse heavy sand paste with a large pebble temper that
goes well beyond what is usually found in michigan

one example is a clay box U of M 21482 whose walls contain
rounded pebbles up to one inch in diameter most local temper is angular
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and gritty even on the surface
the michigan relic samples are too
smooth on the surface to be prehis-
toric 28 the layered cross section of
the pottery sherdsshards is not typical F

the slab technique for manufac-
turing boxes produced very thick

61

pieces U of M 21492 and LDS 0

60560360560360 5603 thicker than anything
found outside the michigan relic
context additionally these slabs

FIG 4 marks ofaof a modern tool imprinted
are too even and flat to be authentic on this clay slab are the marks ofaof a saw cut

kelsey reports that in 1891 board evidence that this and similarly
alfred emerson observed the marked clay objects are not prehistoric

marks of machine sawed boards
imprinted on the bottom ofaofa box 29 spooner reported the imprint on a clay
slab of a board cut by a modern saw 30 I1 observed saw cut marks from a
wooden plank imprinted on a clay lid U ofofmM tray 5 a clay box lid LDS

60563460563460 5634 a clay box LDS 60563660563660 5636 a clay oval container LDS 60489360489360 4893
and a clay slab with a figurine LDS 60566360 5663 fig 4 in addition to the
wood impressions some show the line of cut saw marks from rough cut
lumber LDS 60563460 5634 shows the marks of a planer from a surfaced or
finished piece of wood because modern tools leave modern marks it is
logical with these additional examples to agree with kelsey and spooner
that the clay artifacts having the IHPIH symbol on one side and historic
period woodprintswoodprints on the other date to the historic period

kelsey asserts that the early clay michigan relics dissolved in water 31

I1 repeated this test with clay objects I1 created myself from local michigan
clay deposits as well as commercially available clay three objects a bowl a
figure and a 3 x 5 x vav41 slab were shaped and then allowed to air dry in
forty eight hours they were hard to the touch and durable when placed in
water however they returned to lumps of mud sherd samples measuring
less than viIY in diameter from the LDS collection 5093 5349 5634

5637 and 5663 were placed in water with the same results they dis-
solved into heaps of mud fig 5

relics that dissolve in water could not survive in the michigan ground
with its rainy springs humid summers and cold snowy winters the win-
ter frost action combined with the day thaw night freeze sequence in early
spring destroys low fired prehistoric ceramics from the woodland period
water penetrates the porous pottery and when the temperature drops low
enough it freezes forming crystals that split the pottery many of the
unfired michigan relic clay pieces have survived for more than one hun-
dred years only because they have been stored in museums or collectors



FIG 5 time lapse photograph in an experiment documented on video
with time lapse photography a sherd from the scotford soper savage
collection dissolves into mud within seventeen minutes after exposure
to water given the nature of michiganofmichigan weather these results show that
the unfired clay artifacts could not have survived even ten years of
exposure in the ground courtesy richard B stamps
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FIG 6 typical stamped designs many clay michigan relics feature
designs stamped into the clay before it hardens shoshown here are some of
the designs and five of the actual small sandstone stamps used to create
them stamped designs ofthisorthisof this type have never been found on prehistoric
pottery in michigan

cabinets protected from the harsh michigan weather if placed in the
ground they would not survive ten let alone hundreds ofyearsofyears

many pieces in the collections exhibit characteristics oflowaflowof low temperature
firing such as firing clouds and a layered cross section oftheodtheof the sherdsshards the firing
clouds suggest that developed klins were not being used 32 kelsey suggests
that the manufacturers were improving their techniques in response to
contemporaneous 189osisposespos criticism 33 accordingly one would expect later
examples to have been fired

decorations on the pottery include crude crosshatchingcross hatching and dentate
punctures that are similar to local prehistoric woodland examples how-
ever the michigan relic pieces lack the finesse and attention to detail usu-
ally seen 34 the most notable elements are designs created with small
sandstone stamps pressed on the shaped but not yet hardened clay many
oftheodtheof the pieces are decorated in this manner in addition to the IH symbol
there are circles semicirclessemicircledsemicircles wedge shapes straight lines wavy lines
teardrops and inscriptions imprinted on the clay fig 6 A search of the
traditional literature museums files and personal experience locates no
stamps used to decorate the outside of prehistoric michigan pottery 35

the clay figurines usually found on box lids or smoking pipes portray
both human and animal motifs the humans appear to be european or
middle eastern with hats and dress unlike any north american or mid-
western designs one clay figurine looks like a lamb and a lion lying down
together as in the bible another a human head with headdress LDS

60562360562360 5623 has a 1414 hole inside the solid piece the head rests upon a collar
like disk which also has the same l4v4va14 hole because a portion of the headdress
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was loose it was removed in the laboratory in order to examine the under-
side the previously unexposed section revealed a light buff colored paste
that looked quite fresh and clean the piece appears to have been painted
with a thin gray to black wash or slip to make it appear to be old other
pieces exhibit this antiquing technique including a clay container LDS

60489360 4893 and a clay slab lid LDS 60566360566360 5663
copper the copper pieces in the michigan relic collections provide

an interesting study of raw material and manufacturing technique michi-
gan has a long well documented history of the use of copper for making
artifacts prehistoric copper artifacts were created from naturally occurring
nuggets or mined pieces ofpureofpure copper that were then shaped by successive
cold hammering which hardens the copper and annealing which returns
it to a soft workable state until the desired shape was obtained our chal-
lenge here was to determine if the michigan relic copper artifacts were
produced from cold hammered naturally occurring copper or from
smeltedsmelter stock produced with historic period technology

to smelt copper one needs a furnace using coal forced air cruciblescrucibles
and molds because a temperature of 220oof2200f is necessary burning coal
produces a waste product commonly referred to as clinkers but none have
been documented in the archaeological literature this evidence supports
john halsey s assertion concerning aboriginal artifacts of one thing we
are certain no native copper was deliberately smeltedsmelter 36

talmage submitted a copper sample for testing 37 the results were
detailed in a letter to him from FE W hodge ethnologist in charge bureau
of american ethnology at the smithsonian institutution the report by
dr arthur L day of the carnegie institution of washington concluded
As you perceive the tests indicate that the sample submitted is a poor

quality of smeltedsmelter copper and not native metal 01381138033838

I1 analyzed artifact LDS 60542860542860 5428 which is shaped like a short sword
fig 7 because it is representative ofmany pieces in the laboratory a 141 sec-

tion was removed from the end of the handle and mounted in a plastic
cylinder the exposed surface was polished with 1200 grit paper and then
treated with 6 micron diamond spray abrasive to create an almost mirror
surface to bring up the grain structure I1 etched the piece with nitric acid
microstructural evaluation revealed that in general the grain structure is

uniform in size and shape with no inclusions fig 8 this condition is cre-
ated only when copper is smeltedsmeltersmelted 3931 in cross section I1 observed that the
temperature difference on the surface differs slightly from the temperature
at the center this difference is another evidence that the piece was made
from smeltedsmelter ingotsingols that had been hot rolled additionally the piece 1I

studied was too flat to have been built up by the cold hammer folding
laminating process that we see in native american artifacts this piece



FIG 7 A representative copper artifact LDS ao605428605428606o 5428 this sword shaped artifact was
apparently made from commercially produced rolled stock for a detailed description
see the mainmalnmainmaln text courtesy richard B stamps

FIG 8 the gramgrain structure of LDS 60542860 5428 generally uniform and containing no
inclusions this grain structure is produced only by smeltingsmellingsmelting the copper smeltingsmellingSmelting wass
not used by prehistoric natives who shaped copper nuggets or pieces of pure copper
they had mined courtesy richard B stamps
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clearly has no folds or forging laps it is also extremely regular in thickness
with a range of187of 187.187 to 192.192192 inches A measurement ofi875of .18751875 equals 316ic of an
inch a standard english unit of measurement and common thickness for
commercially produced rolled stock even though the edges have been
peanedbeaned hammered to remove the straight edges the sides are parallel
and the corners are right angles the cross section is rectangular whereas
most traditional pieces are diamond shaped with a strong ridge running
down the center of the blade or point the blank piece of copper from
which this artifact was made appears to have been cut from a larger piece
with a guillotine style table shear or a bench shear

regarding the techniques used to shape and finish the artifact the hilt
appears to have been cut open with a cold chisel cold chisel marks show
up clearlydearly on another sword LDS 60546460 5464 shown in fig 9 which was cut
not with a shear but by successive cuts from a cold chisel the edges on
piece LDS 60542860542860 5428 were slightly peanedbeaned the IH mark was imprinted
and then the piece was treated to produce the green patina to which tal-
mage refers 40 green patina can be achieved by repeated heating and cool-
ing acid baths or the application ofaof a coating ofcoloredofcolored materials most of
the knives and swords do not have sharp edges they are too dull for
cutting additionally there are no signs ofwearof wear or use polish as is seen on
functional tools

A projectile point lansing michigan a89 191 9 is very thin and the
basal notches show the cut was made from top to bottom with a chisel or
cutters the copper coin in that collection a89 181 8 has a series of small
decorative holes that were produced with a harder than copper punch
the knife blade a89 1111 11 exhibits chisel cut marks as well as file marks
where the manufacturer attempted to sharpen the blade

file marks also appear on a copper tablet LDS 60532060 5320 a copper
chisel LDS 60569760569760 5697 and the battle ax unearthed by talmage 41 he notes
the equidistantequi distant and regular marks of a modern file are revealed by the

lenses the heavy gauge wirelike rings in a chain LDS 60537460 5374 show
wire cutter shear marks as do the copper pieces holding together a slate
box LDS 605306ao606o6053065306 edges of a copper bowl LDS 60541260541260 5412 seem to have
been cut with metal snippers

drill holes appear on a hammerhead LDS 60569860 5698 and a knife LDS

60542860 5428 surface treatment of the copper plates shows the manufacturers
dependence on the use of a straightedge probably a metal ruler and a very
sharp fine hand tool to scrib lines upon which to write the width oftheodtheof the
cut of the scrib line on one tablet LDS 60532060532060 5320 is 010003010003010.003 of an inch
in order to make such fine lines one needs iron or steel tools this tablet
also provides evidence of the use of chisellikechisel like chasing tools that cut out
windows in the small building depicted in the lower left corner
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FIG 9 marks from a modern chisel the edge of this sword LDS 5464
was created by successive cuts with a modern cold chisel the top images
are closeupsclose ups of two areas of the edge the knives and swords in the col-
lection are too dull for cutting and lack signs of use

this chasing tool cut rectangular holes that are vig inch wide are flat
on the bottom and have vertical sides and a curved lip where the waste
filing was cut off this feat could not have been accomplished with any-
thing less hard than an iron or steel tool williams observes that the graph-
ics on the copper show a dependence on the straightedge and compass
and the inscriptions are punched into the metal not engraved 42

the michigan relics were produced from commercial copper stock
pieces by hammering cutting filing and indenting this method differs
noticeably from native copper artifacts which are enlarged by folding over
laminating and building up traditional pieces have protrusions while
michigan relics have indentations reducing large blanks to finished arti-
facts requires an anvil or hard metal surface and a smooth faced steel ham-
mer hammer stones used by native americans did not produce the
smooth surfaces seen on michigan relic copper artifacts for example LDS

60568960 5689 these smooth surfaces have been treated to make them look
ancient treatments included hammering with a tool that left reoccurring
dents and patterns LDS 60531660 5316 5317 5319 5416 5482 5518 and 5330

lansing michigan a891a89 111illiii1 11 and treating the new copper with chemicals to
create the typical green patina of aged copper

ofspecialof special interest is artifact LDS 60568960568960 5689 fig lo1010 this copper piece is

in the outline shape of a flat hand file the sides are roughly parallel one end
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FIG io10 A purported copper file LDS 6060 5689 courtesy richard B stamps

is square and the other end
steps into a pointed tang
handle at the heel the back-
side is smooth with the
IHPIH mark at the junction of

the blade and the handle the 4
working surface has thet e

immediately recognizable
crosshatchingcross hatching cut of a file

OINoln EINCH
close examination reveals
however that the cuts are

FIG ii11 the files crosshatchingcross hatching the cross-
hatchingvertical creating a series of departs significantly from a functional

repetitive V shaped cuts design the cuts merely spread the metal rather

along the smooth surface than creating the curled up pieces of metal com
posing the cutting edges also note the irregulari-
tiesthe incuts are quite irregular in andspacing depth angle

spacing depth and angle
fig ii the result is some-

thing that looks like a file but has no cutting capability
traditional steel files are made from a blank into which cuts are made

with a cold chisel the blows of the cold chisel are cut not vertically at a
go90 degree angle to the surface but from a 45 degree angle which pro-
duces a sharp curled up piece of metal a cutting edge the tool used to
cut this artifact was V shaped and merely spread the blank this michigan
relic file is interesting to look at but is totally nonfunctional

the extreme contrast between the smooth bright copper color of the
tang and the bright green patina oftheodtheof the blade is noteworthy the green patina
is created by the uneven application of a thick mixture of green chemicals
in several locations it stretches from ridge to ridge it is clear that this is not a
chemical growth from the inside but rather an application from the outside

also of interest are the coldcoid chisel shaped copper artifacts fig 12

LDS 60569260569260 5692 5693 5696 and 5697 they are sturdy and are shaped like
modern tools the top end mushrooms out as one would see on a well
used chisel the cutting edge however shows no sign ofuseoluseof use or wear there
is no use polish nor are there scratch marks LDS 60 5696 has a cutting
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end that was folded together while the blade was flattened by hammering
hammering would harden the copper but not create a sharp cutting edge

the inconsistency here is puzzling for what purpose would the tool be
used the mushroomed out end demonstrates that great force was
applied probably with a hammer or stone but to what end or purpose
what was to be cut not ceramics not slate perhaps the tool was used as
a wedge but there is no use wear on the ends the top end must have
been mushroomed before the cutting edge was fashioned A square tipped
punch with a round hole in the middle LDS 60569460569460 5694 likewise has a
mushroomed out end showing that it was hammered as were the chisels

also problematic is the placement of the ohp1hpIH symbol if this were a

religious symbol one would expect to see it on ceremonial items like

crowns swords and ornaments or perhaps on items ofpersonalofpersonal jewelry to
express one s faith or request divine protection the symbol s presence on
tools to make tools however seems inappropriate if however the mark
reflects a national or ethnic origin like the made in japan label on US
imports who required the makers to put it on what function did the
mark fulfill

u

FIG 12 nonfunctional cold chisels although the edges of these tools
are dull and lack signs ofuseoluseofuse the top ends incongruously mushroom out
as if the tools had been well used this inconsistency is probably not
explained by symbolic functions as prehistoric tools for making other
tools were rarely used symbolically
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finally it has been suggested that clearly nonfunctional tools could
have been used in rites rituals or ceremonies there are numerous exam-
ples of status or power symbols in the ethnographic record the use how-
ever of tools whose function is to make other tools such as a file being
used symbolically is rare

sometime before 1911 daniel E soper submitted for analysis a copper
spearhead with the IH mark to herbert E sargent director of the
kent scientific museum in grand rapids michigan sargentssargenteSargents results con-
firm the use of a file in the manufacture of the piece as well as the artificial
oxidation process he notes file marks in two different locations

the spearhead bears evidence to my mind of being a recent manufacture
for the following reasons at point i on the diagram especially and at
nunumerouserous other points there is distinct evidence of the use of a 64th64 inch file
having been used in its make the minute scratches being uniform and ofthisorthisof this
gauge experiment on metal reveals that in the hands of a careless anteninten
tionaldional or otherwise workman the file produces the regular appearance of
these notches the clangingflangingflanging appearance of the edges of the notches is also
reproduced by the use of the file on metal this evidence is to me conclusive
of the use of a machine made file which of course was not available at the
time of the supposed manufacture of this point

the oxidation by comparison with our specimens revealed the follow-
ing facts it differs materially in color from any of ours being more of a blue
green the oxidation on this specimen is remarkably thin and uniform while
ours is in many cases very thick and irregular of the two the more antique
should be the more oxidized other conditions being equal this specimen
does however have a heavier deposit in places in the notches irregularly
subjected to such an acid solution would naturally accumulate fluid and
hence oxidize deposits

upon point 2 in the diagram there is a distinctly unoxidized impression
of what bears good evidence of having been produced by the body of a fly
query when the oxidation was taking place did the fly fall upon its back on
the specimen and prevent the natural oxidation there is a distinct etching of
what was probably the veins of the fly s wings there is also some evidence
of the entangling in the oxide in the notches of fibrous material coated with
the oxide this would hardly have occurred in the earth 43

slate the slate artifacts in the michigan relic collections merit study
in three areas raw material manufacturing technique and design ele-
ments slate was transformed into effigieseffigies pipes points knives batons
and inscribed tablets the tablets are most unique they are made from
very sophisticated blanks or pieces of raw material they exhibit exact right
angles parallel sides and smooth surfaces talmage observed the marks of
a modern saw on an artifact on one long edge the equidistant double
line marks of a saw almost surely a machine made saw are plainly seen 0144114444

fredrick starr also notes that one of the finest tablets has the lower
edge still plainly cut by a slate saw 45
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FIG 13 marks made by a saw the equidistant marks on this slate artifact LDS 60498360498360 4983
indicate it wass cut by a modern sasaw

I1 confirmed saw cut marks fig 13 on several artifacts LDS 60498360 4983

5011 and 5576 most oftheodtheof the pieces also display a high degree ofsmoothnessofsmoothness

LDS 60488960488960 4889 shows the telltale marks of having been milled welch and
izatt note the exact rectangular shapes highly polished edges on all sides

uniform thickness six inch saw blade marks visible on LDS 60503560 5035 and

5332 and an syz inch saw blade on LDS 60558560 5585 file marks on LDS 60557660557660 5576

and 5597 drill holes that were perpendicular and uniform extremely sharp
right angles and perfectly smooth edges on LDS 60559160 5591 and one piece

that was a perfect square with 12 inch sides welch and izatt also note the
reoccurrence of the english measuring system in feet and inches 46

although there are many exceptions english measurements occur repeatedly

the wide variety of shapes widths lengths and thicknesses suggests

that the slate came from a large mill or factory s rejects and scraps detroit
was a booming town at the turn of the twentieth century when scotford
the successful relic finder was living there and had ready access to raw
material from slate companies slate artifacts appear in the michigan relic
collections in the later period referred to by spooner as the third phase
which started around 1908 47 LDS 60557660557660 5576 is a piece of cut and milled
slate probably rejected by the factory which was picked up and engraved

by the maker the timing of the engraving is clearly indicated by
engraved lines that go off the milled surface into the fractured portion of
the slab had the scribedascribed lines been made before the fracture they would
have been on the fragment not the core piece from which the flake was

removed fig 14
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FIG 14 artifact made from a rejected piece of commercially cut and milled slate the
piece displays the smooth surface achieved by milling another evidence of the items
modern construction is the engraved lines that extend from the milled surface onto the
fractured surface the lines would stop at the fracture s edge if the artifact had been
broken after it was created courtesy richard B stamps

the raw material must have been shipped into the area because there
are no michigan slate quarries archaeological excavations at jamestown
virginia have unearthed roofing slate in the strata dating from 1625 to

1670 slate roof examples show up in boston 1654 and philadelphia
1699 early slate was imported from north wales but by 1785 the first

quarry was opened in pennsylvania slate production increased dramati-
cally following the civil war and new quarries were opened in maine new
york vermont and virginia the US roofing slate industry reached its
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highest point between 1897 and 19141r144801481148 in 1899 there were over two hun-
dred slate quarries operating in thirteen states pennsylvania was the largest
producer of all replaced by substitute materials such as asphalt slate
roofing became less popular but was being used for other architectural
purposes such as window sills and flooring as well as in switchboards panels
and other electrical insulators bowles notes that slate is easily cut and
drilled 4941 thus by the turn of the twentieth century an easily worked
stone material was readily available for the production of artifacts in
southeastern michigan

the raw material shows up in the michigan relic collections in the
form of both roofing slate which is split with chisels and wedges and
shaped by percussion trimming and finished pieces which are saw cut
and milled the university ofmichiganofmichigan collection has nine large slate arti-
facts points knives and an axhead collection 21492 five are marked
with the IHPIH symbol the LDS collection has numerous slate tablets

the slate michigan relics were produced by splitting trimming saw-
ing milling filing and polishing after the artifact was shaped the inscrip-
tions designs or drawings were created one question arises what tools
were used talmage notes that the engraved lines were very fresh and clean
the lines made by the graving tools when examined microscopically

show fresh fractures practically indistinguishable from others made in the
course of experiment at the time of the examination50examination50

As I1 sought to replicate talmage s evaluation I1 found I1 could not mark
the slate with my thumbnail but I1 could cut lines with a chert blade tool
hardened copper and even the sharp edge of a piece of copper wire cut
with wire cutting pliers the copper cuts however left a copper colored
residue along the inside of the cut the steel blade of an exactoexacts knife pro-
duced the clearest sharpest lines I1 agree with starr kinnaman and tal-
mage that the incisions on the slate were made with edged tools of
steel 51 As with the copper tablets it appears that the designs were cut with
a steel tool and a straight edge ruler

additionally the shape and character of a piece of milled slate often
determined the design specimen LDS 60559760559760 5597 is a prime example the
profiled head s headdress is expanded to fill the available space the holes
on this piece are not used with the profile and only one is used on the
reverse side why expend tremendous energy to drill the holes if they have
no function these drilled holes which are parallel sided and more precise
than usually found on prehistoric pieces also appear on other scotford
soper savage artifacts

though a thorough analysis of the iconography that appears on the
slate copper and clay artifacts is beyond the scope of this article it is note-
worthy that in general the character of the images is unlike anything
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found in the midwest the physical characteristics of the people LDS

605119605119532560 5119511953255325 and 5558 their apparel LDS 60511660511651195116511960 5116 511g and 5322 palm
trees LDS 60532460532460 5324 and 5602 chariots LDS 60532560532560 5325 and 5602 as well as
other details LDS 60510660 5106 5112 5114 5242 5292 5325 and 5557 have no
local parallels

byzantine domes pyramids buildings doors with windows on the
sides and double hung framed windows suggest masonic hall architecarchitectarchitec
ture the use of perspectiveofperspective in drawings is a concept that did not appear in
europe until the fifteenth century much too late to have come to michigan
with the lost ten tribes or even the fifth century coptic christians two
of the theories concerning the artifacts origins there is also a question
about the graphic depicting the image of deity

the model for the script used on the relics comes from at least three
different languages 52 james E homansromans in a letter to james E talmage on
march 282819161916 writes

I1 have studied them attentively and am confident that they mean nothing at
all for example the plate numbered 16 inm your pamphlet isis evidently an
imitation ofegyptianofegyptian work both inin the drawing and inin the inscription the
latter contains a number of real egyptian signs showing that the author had
carefully studied hieroglyphic inscriptions somewhere or other I1 find on
careful study however that these characters closely resembling egyptian
hieroglyphics spell nothing at all or at least nothing that isis decipherable
they are also mixed up with a lot of feather shaped figures suggesting irish
oghamsodhams rather than runes which are quite foreign to any egyptian

inscriptions the most suspicious thing about this particular plate isis that the
animal figures mostly of correct shape face to the left instead of to the right
as inin hieroglyphic inscriptions they are made to face the left inin grammars
and reading books intended for instruction inin the language the author of
this plate must have seen some such book and was ignorant of the fact that
all figures face inin the direction from which the reading begins As egyptian
like hebrew and arabic reads from right to left all figures should face to the
right inin ordinary inscriptions the only exception isis where an inscription isis

twice repeated from a common center on the scotford relics however
I1 consider that this error shows conclusively that the man who traced the
inscription had no knowledge of egyptian 53

SUMMARY AND discussion

many times in the archaeological record we have a hole a missing
piece of the puzzle in the case of the michigan relic collections it seems
that we are not missing anything but instead have extra pieces that do not
fit into the puzzle after a careful review of the pertinent literature corre-
spondencespondence interviews reports and the artifacts themselves I1 find that the
scotford soper savage michigan relics reveal themselves as modern artifacts
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evidences of fraud

1 the finds were reported to have come from the top one to two feet
from the surface if this were the case numerous finds would have been
documented by local nineteenth century farmers who walking behind
their horse drawn plows carefully observed and collected thousands of
arrowheads now in museums and collections across the state thirty years
of personalofpersonal fieldwork and museum and private collection studies in michi-
gan has located nothing that fits the criteria of the michigan relics

2 early believers of the relics authenticity said they came from burial
mounds A great cemetery stretched from jackson county through
washtenaw and into wayne thousands of burial mounds have already
been definitely located and will eventually be explored 31541154335454 the area was said
to be a great necropolis but as talmage notes not even a single tooth
has been found 55 although many burials have been located none contain
michigan relics 56 the photograph of the university of michigan collec-
tion contains bones but there is no evidence to prove that they came from
the diggings that produced the relics even cremations leave behind evi-
dence that a trained eye can detect I1 agree with kelsey and talmage that
these so called mounds were naturally occurring turnouts or elevations 57

3 if these are the burial grounds of a great civilization that produced
metal and cut and polished the slate that has been examined where are the
evidences of their buildings homes villages towns farming and manufac-
turing centers furnaces and religious and civic structures these simply
do not exist there are larger mounds earthworksearthwormsearthworks and effigieseffigies to the south
in ohio but none ofthemefthemof them have produced michigan relics

4 the clay tablets boxes figurines and other items are very fragile and
break easily they could survive only in a sedentary place like a temple
church museum or a collectors cabinet nomadic people would not have
carried such heavy fragile items as they moved around A sedentary people
must have produced them where are the settlements

5 the finds appeared only when scotford or soper were on the scene
gillman who worked extensively in southeastern michigan reports that
none were found before 1890 58158511 from 18901890 to 1920 they were found only by
scotford soper or family and associates the michigan relic phenomenon
follows scotford in time and space after scotfordsScotfords death and soperscopers
retirement to chattanooga tennessee no new examples were dug up al
spooner longtimelong time member of the michigan archaeological society who
as a youth dug with soper john oshay of the anthropology museum at
the university of michigan and john halsey state archaeologist of michi-
gan all concur that no new finds have been reported since the 1920s
halsey s office has documented some ten thousand prehistoric sites in
michigan none of them have produced michigan relics
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6 in north america prehistoric communities were linked in multiple
ways with their neighbors martin notes without a doubt there existed
across prehistoric northeastern north america a continuous stream of
human interactions belief behavior and trade that is visible in archaeo-
logical 33591159715959 do scotford collections with theirdeposits why sopsoperer savage

unique art style glyphsglyphis symbols and artifacts not show up as trade goods
or trophies in the surrounding sites601sites60sitessltesgoi60601I1 suggest that scotford soper savage
materials are absent because they were not created until modern times the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century

7 the copper artifacts are made from ordinary commercial smeltedsmelter
copper that has been hot rolled

8 several oftheodtheofthe slate pieces are made from blanks that have been cut and
polished with modern tools and technology many of the pieces are cut at
exact right angles

9 the clay specimens vary widely but the first found pieces dissolve in
water which would make it impossible for them to survive in michigan s

harsh climate

lo1010 modern tools leave modern marks the appearance of saw cuts on
the slate and saw cut imprints on the clay are evidence of saws planer
marks on finished wood show up on clay artifacts files are evidenced by
their marks on copper and slate pieces cut marks on copper artifacts were
made with cold chisels iron graving tools a compass and a ruler left their
mark on copper and slate tablets

11 talmage observed the freshness of the cuts on the slate
12 close examination reveals a poor attempt to antique or age the

pieces the copper was hammered to remove the smooth surface then cor-
roded by a rapid chemical process by heating and cooling andor by the
application of chemicals fresh looking new clay pieces were treated with
a gray wash to age them

13 the collection contains several nonfunctional tools nonfunctional
tools are the ones that have the shape of a modern tool but the material
from which they are made is inconsistent with the function of the tool
copper even when hardened is too soft to be used as a file saw cold chisel
or knife

14 on the copper artifacts no wood remains show up in handles of
tools nor copper oxidized wood fragments show up in handles as we see
among the mound builder adena and hopewell peoples

15 the use of feet and inch measurements suggests connections with the
historic english system used in tools and measurements in late nineteenth
century and early twentieth century michigan

16 the designs images scenes and inscriptions are totally out of con-
text for michigan
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17 the simplistic drawings on the slate tablets are incongruent with
the highly precise machining of the tablets

18 the use of the IHPIH symbol on everything even the soles of cop-
per sandals defies a logical explanation

motives and means

any successful venture requires a motive means and opportunity
according to scotfordsScotfords son percy scotford got about a hundred dollars
worth the last time he dug up at crystal lake 116161 the detroit news reported
that collectors paid a good stiffpricestiff price for the relics 62 scotford declared in
a 19190707 interview with the detroit news 1 I havent a relic left I1 sold them all

to father savagesavage633363116363 martin notes there were also roving entrepreneurs
who sometimes paid good money for their acquisitions 7364116464 articles were
sold on the railroads in michigan and innocent persons were made victims 116565

talmage notes james 0 scotford was named to me as the most desir-
able man to hire as a digger I1 decided to engage scotford yogg116666 when scot-
ford claimed ownership of a michigan relic found while he labored for
talmage in michigan talmage stated that the piece was rightfully his as

the piece was unearthed by a digger scotford in my employ whose ser-
vices were engaged and paid for by me 3067116767 scotford made money locating
digging sites that were productive he also sold pieces to collectors in
addition to money for himself and family members scotford developed a
certain fame and reputation kelsey notes he manifested a skill in finding
relics that made him the envy of the region 116168 As kelsey jastrow emerson
and others declared the first found artifacts to be fakes 6961 scotford may
have had in mind confounding the experts cumming also speculates that
scotford may have been trying to provide amusement as well as a spirited
argument 7010 all of these are possible motives

the opportunity was ripe there was much discussion concerning the
origin of the mound builders to the south the origins of the american
indians and the location oftheodtheof the lost ten tribes of israel journal articles such
as these in the 189osisposespos demonstrate the interest in the extraordinary the
sphinxes of michigan71Michigan71 pre columbian discovery of america72America72 was
there contact with asiatic countriescountries73117373 and ancient Assyrians in
michigan 117474 many mounds earthworksearthwormsearthworks and enclosures were being
explored people were interested in any new finds drawings of artifacts
designs and ancient scripts were in dictionaries journals and encyclope-
dias of the day 7571

As far as means to carry out his activity scotford at first had ready
access to local clay to create ceramic artifacts while he lived in rural michi-
gan his later move to detroit brought him close to a supply of copper that
was used in early machine shops as well as rejects and scraps from the slate
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yards detroit was a booming town with lots of construction scotford had
it all a motive money an opportunity an inquiring public and the
means the raw materials the tools and the models necessary to create all
of the pieces found and now included in the michigan relics collections

the motivation for daniel soper may have begun as a genuine interest
in collecting artifacts however in the end I1 believe he was involved in the
scam he probably provided the diversion while scotford planted the finds

the case of father dean savage is a more sorry one he seems to have
been drawn in to believing the relics to be genuine out ofhisochisof his sincere desire
to prove and promote his belief in the bible and the lost ten tribes people
get so caught up in trying to interpret the religious elements of the pictures
that they turn their attention away from consideration of the material and
the crass incongruities in design and technique 76 it is unfortunate that
savages name is often now connected with this extensive collection of
fraudulent artifacts

in quantity of pieces and the length of its thirty year span this fraud
was probably the largest perpetrated on the american people in history
interest in the collection lingers on however it is now time to recognize
the collection for what it is and display it in the proper fakes and frauds
sections of our museums

richard B stamps stampsoaklandedu is associate professor of anthropologyofanthropology
at oakland university rochester michigan he earned a BA and an MA in archae-
ology at brigham young university and a phd in anthropology at michigan state
university he has participated in and conducted archaeological excavations in central
california central and southern utah the yucatan peninsula of mexico southeast
michigan nauvoo illinois and taiwan his published works include articles on the
chinese neolithic period and on his excavations in michigan he directed the research
at thomas edison s boyhood home in port huron michigan and has been principal
investigator for thirty six environmental impact study reports for the state of michi
gan he currently heads the archeologyarchaeologyArcheology concentration in the department of anthro-
pology and sociology at oakland university
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home production

christin L porter

the sickly sweet smell of fermentation reminds me of the overripenedoverripened
fruit that would sit in my childhood garage waiting for autumn canning
mom and whoever she could guilt into helping her would bottle the salvage-
able fruit from bushels picked weeks earlier bottling was drudgery I1 loathed
sitting next to the kitchen sink paring knife in hand the sticky juices of
apricots peaches or pears splashing all over my arms and face

fall processing was the last step in a process that filled my free time
from early spring cultivating and seed planting in newly thawed soil gave
way to the laboriously long days of summer with work that was back break
exhausting bending and hoeing and weed pulling in our quarter acre
garden I1 looked forward to when the sweltering days of summer would
give way to pleasant indian summer days of picking raspberriesraspberries or scav-
enging for banana squash or cucumbers in a maze of itchy elephant ears

unpleasant as my childhood summer labors seemed they included
small doses of gratification when we huddled around a bowl of newly
shelled peas or freshly blanched peaches mom would tell me teasingly that
I1 was to delight in the fruits of my labors over time her unfailing pleas-
antness gradually wore me down I1 learned to delight in the autumn ritu-
als of harvest especially when fall labors bore such rewards as a tangytangybowlbowl
of apricots served with a side of warm cinnamon toast and hot chocolate
on a cold january night or a bottle of cherries shared with mom after
school while devouring the count ofmonteof monte cristo or the three musketeersMusketeers
shelling peas shucking corn or pouring melted paraffin on top of rasp-
berry preserves mom was slowly teaching me to appreciate the meaning of
home production it became more than just work in some small way it

was beginning to illuminate a way ofbeingof being
this past june I1 packed my little family into our aging dodge minivanginivan

for the sixteen hour drive to grandma dicksonsDicksons home nestled in the
north cascade mountains of western washington imposing douglas firs
huckleberrieshuckleberries and wild ferns surround the perimeter of a lot accented by
carefully tended flower and vegetable gardens under a canopy of moon-
light her vegetable gardens teemed with ever bear strawberries early rasp
berries and blossomingblossoming big bertha tomatoes the trees in her orchard
already bent with green john a gold apples bartlett pears and elberta
peaches flowering iris honeysuckle columbine lilac and rose bushes
perfumed the landscape
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and inside down in the fruit cellar stood row after row ofbottlesofbottles king
salmon huckleberrieshuckleberries applesauce grape juice blackberry and boysen-
berry jam corn off the cob pickled beans and beets cucumbers and
onions even bottles of carefully preserved animal fats used for making
soap during leaner times it was a monument to thrift to self sufficiency
and to grandmaGrandmdss life

the day before we left grandma s arthritic hands prepared us grilled
salmon in a homemade dill sauce with new potatoes freshly baked bread
and home preserves from her cellar eating grandmasgrandeasGrandmas blackberry pie was
like eating a slice of heaven so good it erased the guilt of watching
grandma all afternoon bent over her walker struggling from sink to cabi-
nets to stove

two months later I1 sat in a small chapel with pine benches and floors
worn by a lifetime of parishioners with four generations of grandmasgrandeasGrandmas
direct descendents aunt betty grandma s oldest child delivered the
eulogy she shared with us what she called the many passions of geneva
you knew mom loved you suggested betty if you were fortunate to

receive a slice of her warm homemade bread smothered in butter and her
handmade boysenberryboysenberryjamjam but betty elaborated you truly knew mom
loved you ifyouisyouif you were blessed with one ofherdofherof her homemade blackberry pies
I1 had been so blessed at our last supper in june I1 realized that grandma
had materially left a part of herself in me her decades of work had made
her love corporeal her years of labor had transposed themselves into my
flesh and my blood

the day following her interment I1 was once again in grandmaGrandmdss cellar
assigned the task of removing all those carefully placed bottles shelf by
shelf we discovered many bottles had broken seals their contents long
since rottedcotted my sister jane and cousin jody worked with me the good part
of the morning pouring out the contents of the unsalvageable bottles
making new compost for future soil we carefully divided among us the
glass hooded ball jars

that evening during a dinner of pan fried fish mom walked into the
kitchen carrying grandma s stainless steel canning bath she asked
grandpa if he thought it would be all right if she were to have grandma s

canner with a catch in his voice and a quick wipe with his hankie
grandpa told mom that he would like to keep it a little longer but
promised it to her when the time was right

the following morning I1 said my goodbyesgood byes tightly embraced
grandpa and mom and headed back home to grandma s forty sixth and
seventy eighth great grandchildren when I1 unpacked my suitcase I1

secured the glass hood on grandma s ball jar and set it on the counter next
to a bottle of pasta my life soon returned to familiar routines taking
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caleb to soccer games and emma to dance reading in the light of an
august evening and beginning anew the autumn rituals of home produc-
tion the bushels of peaches my wife and I1 had bought at stratton s before
leaving for grandma s funeral were still waiting for us in the garage begin-
ning to get that familiar overripe smell we coaxed caleb and emma up to
the kitchen counter and began the process of blanching peeling slicing
and bathing bottles ofofElElbertas to store up for winter

caleb immediately began to complain he said he hated handling the
sticky peaches hated home production but as I1 began pulling up the first
batch of peaches from the canning bath the familiar plaintsplaines echoed then
faded the epiphany I1 experienced during grandmasgrandradsgrandeasGrandrassradsmas funeral returned
and through the steamy mist of the autumn ritual of doing and making
my eyes fixed on a glass hooded ball jar filled with memories of grandma

christin L porter is assistant professor of marriage family and human devel-
opment school of family life brigham young university he received a phd in child
development and family studies from purdue university this essay won honorable
mention in the 1999 BYU studies essay contest the author would like to acknowledge
the generosity of his grandfather henry dickson and his mother carol dickson
porter who took time to visit with him about his grandmother following her passing
and provided permission to share some of their insights in this essay special thanks
also to a supportive partner julie ann mcneal porter and an insightful friend richard I1

kimball who provided valuable suggestions on earlier drafts of this essay



learning to be a woman

we watch our mother empty pockets for the wash
slide cookies into the oven
vacuum the avocado carpet
wipe dust from the kitchen sill all
with cube steaks frying
baby sister tucked under her ribs

and singing a hymn front to back
she reigns in a cotton dress smells
of soup shampoo and bleach

she knows where it is

whose turn to be first
how to spell amnesia and cooperation
that carrots brighten our eyes

we see her butter the edges
set one more plate
thaw chicken parts under the tap

when an aunt or neighbor stops by
and mother must sit
her hands reattach a black snap
shape meatloafmeatloaf measure paper for lining the shelves

sometimes we re shooedshooer away
little pigs have big ears they say
but they laugh and the house swells
with the happiness ofwomenof women
they hug both arms bob forward and back
pink with glee
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sometimes mother wears lipstick
rubs lotion over her legs dances her flesh
into an elastic girdle

sometimes radish roses and little cube cakes
dot kidney shaped plates
the club ladies say oh shirley your house is NEVER

a mess or now which one is this
Is this one the twin

somehow we drew the straw
while our brothers sweat loudly outside

to be framed by flickering curtains
or stiff winter ice on the glass
to sit very still on a kitchen stool
while mother dips a comb in a glass
and persuades our hair into curls

marilyn bushman carlton
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the quiet ones

guard the quiet ones
the son whose pencil
touches the lines of his letters
ever so lightly
the daughter whose doleful songs
weave within the ordinary
language ofherdofherof her speech

their hearts do not burn before us
nor shine
hard and definite
like childrens pointed stars
but blur within a smokey broth of sky

frugal quick their needs
are hints whispers
at the corner of an eye

they speak without punctuation
what they say drops away
like an interrupted symphony

theirs is the faith of seeds
seeds that sprout in the night
bothering our sleep
what was it she wanted to say

what did he mean
what must I1 remember

marilyn bushman carlton
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JAN SHIPPS sojourner in the promised land forty years among the mormonscormonsMormons
urbana and chicago university of illinois press 2000 xiii 400 ppap notes
index 349534.953495

revirevlreviewedd by leslee thorne murphy

jan shippssShippshipposss newest contribution to mormon history sojourner in the
promised land forty years among the mormonscormonsMormons is a collection of essays
that gives us a retrospective not only of her work as a historian but also of
her personal experience as a friendly observer oftheodtheof the saints the most inno-
vative aspect of the book is the parallel she draws between her own growth
and that oftheodtheof the church during the past forty years her journey from gentile
to sojourner she reasons has occurred at a time when the church itselfhasitself has
been expanding from an intermountain based enclave to a global entity

shipps s personal observations combined with her scholarly essays
give her collection a multi layered approach at one level sojourner is a
straightforward collection of essays written at different times throughout
her career the essays she chose were composed over the course oftwoof two and
a half decades and represent a wide range of genres and intended audiences

the second level of her book consists of autobiographical reflections
on her time and work with mormonscormons and mormonism she has not how-
ever written a memoir of her work in mormon history along the lines of
leonard arrington s adventures of a church historian rather she has
organized her work thematically in five sections each of which has an
introduction outlining the topic and giving autobiographical details about
when why and how she wrote each essay in addition a few of the essays
are autobiographical or contain autobiographical elements perhaps most
important to this autobiographical level are her general introduction and
her epilogue the general introduction outlines her experience and ra-
tionale for compiling the collection and the epilogue gives a delightful
account of her introduction to mormonism including the adventurous
drive she and her husband took when moving to utah in the first car either
had ever owned or driven

this concluding travel story reflects the theme of the entire collection
from her earliest exposure to and curiosity about the mormon world to
her current emeritus status shipps explains she has traveled along with
the saints as the church has made its own journey the third level of her
book then is metaphorical and analytical she relates the changes that
have come about in the church to her scholarly work and to her own personal
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experience this is the thematic aspect of the book that compels shipps to
name herself a sojourner a fellow traveler with the saints who has expe-
rienced dramatic as well as nearly imperceptible changes along with mem-
bers of the church this comparison of her own work with the churchschurche
journey during the last forty years is at once the most innovative and yet
the most elusive aspect of the book this element often functions in the
background coming forward upon occasion when shipps explicitly out-
lines her project in the introduction when she includes essays that specifi-
cally address changes in the church over the past few decades or when she
wraps up her thoughts in the epilogue the greatest strength of this
metaphorical aspect is in offering us a glimpse into how shipps reads her
work in retrospect and where her work is heading from here

with this multilayeredmultilayered approach shipps certainly has gone beyond the
requirements of compiling a collection of essays she presents us with a

work that represents her current thinking as a historian alongside her past
scholarly work and her autobiographical material even if she had not gone
to these extra lengths however the collection would be valuable solely for
the essays it contains several of these essays are previously unpublished
those published previously as she explains appeared in venues that schol-
ars of mormon history would not normally consult

the essays were written for audiences as varied as history buffs atten-
dees of western history association conferences and the readership of the
wilson quarterly the essays also vary in genre shipps has included book
reviews narrative histories statistical analyses autobiographical essays
and even encyclopedia entries this variety naturally indicates that some
are short and rather informal while others show all the scholarly rigor
shipps is well able to muster in this respect her section introductions
serve a valuable purpose in providing her explanation of each essays origi-
nal audience and purpose as well as her rationale for combining essays that
may appear disparate in theme tone and genre

thus the five sections of sojourner represent the wide range ofofshippssshippssshipposShipp ss
academic work although she could have presented the essays chronologically
by composition date to enhance the autobiographical and metaphorical
elements her decision to present the essays thematically gives the collection
much more order and cohesion

part I1 studies in perception presents essays discussing how mor
mons and non mormonscormons perceive each other an article previously circu-
lated as an unpublished manuscript forms the first essay of this section
entitled from satyr to saint american perceptions of the mormonscormonsMormons
18601860 19601960 it studies attitudes toward mormonscormons as represented in print
culture part 11II history historiography and writing about religious
history explores how history is both written and received this section
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includes among other essays a brief bibliography of mormon history a
narrative analysis ofofbyusBYUs decision not to invite laurel thatcher ulrich to
speak at its womens conference in 1992 and typically insightful comments
on the academic community s response to john brookes refiner s fire part
111IIIililii putting religion at the heart of mormon history and history at the
heart of mormonism examines the role of history within the church as
well as discussing changes in mormonism part IV deciphering explicat-
ing clarifying exercising an inside outsiders informal calling presents
two examples of how shipps explains mormon history and doctrine to
non mormonscormons part V how my mind was changed and my under-
standing amplified is self avowedly the most personal section of the col-
lection in it she reprints her conclusions on whether mormonism is

christian and also offers a reflection on how she mourned over the excom-
municationmunication of one of her many mormon friends and colleagues lavina
fielding anderson

these five sections demonstrate why after all the honorary titles sug-
gested for shippssShippshipposss position in the field of mormon history den mother
celebrated mormon watcher and so on she has settled on a title for her-
self by showing us her personal growth over forty years among members
of the church shipps makes it clear that she is not merely the inside
outsider ofseveralofseveral years ago she is now a fellow sojourner with the saints

in its rich variety and depth of insight this collection will enhance the
library of all those interested in mormon history those familiar with
shipps will find a substantial sampling of the work that has shaped the
writing of mormon history over the past two and a half decades and those
new to her work will discover her remarkable ability to write accurately and
clearly about her subject

although sojourner is a retrospective shipps has not finished writing
about the saints she has announced that the project currently occupying
her time is a history of the church since world war 11II in which she will
expand her exploration of the dramatic changes the church has experi-
enced during the past half century it promises to be full of the same
insight and careful investigation that has always been a hallmark of her
work

I1 for one couldnt be happier that she will continue to sojourn with us

leslee thorne murphy lesleetmaolcom is currently an independent scholar
she earned a BA and MA at BYU and a phd at brandeis university in english and
american literature
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for more than four decades jan shipps now professor emerita at indi-
ana university purdue university at indianapolis has been the most reli-
able source for non mormonscormons about mormonism whenever journalists
or academics go searching for an explanation of latter day saint theology
or try to deconstructreconstructdeconstruct the latest pronouncement coming out of salt lake
city or understand some cultural or political development in utah we call

jan for the inside scoop because she knows the ins and outs the nooks and
crannies ofofmormondommormondom chances are very good that she knows the prin-
cipals as well and she can leaven her explanation with some pithy aside
that provides invaluable insight into one of the most fascinating and
confounding movements in all of americanofamerican religious history

on the face of it jan shipps is an unlikely insider to the machinations
of mormonism she is devoutly and resolutely methodist not mormon
and she has the unprepossessing demeanor of somebody s favorite aunt or
grandmother rather than the attitude of a singlemindedsingle minded and relentless
sleuth that one might expect from someone who has gained so much inside
information about the workings of the latter day saints but looks can be
deceiving of course and those who underestimate shipps do so at their
own peril her modus operandioperand is more columbo than james bond but she
is an excellent historian as sojourner in the promised land demonstrates

this delightful book contains some ofotherher best work over the past forty
years but it also offers occasional usually offhand insight into the author s

remarkable life including where she acquired her storied driving skills jo
ann barnett was born and reared in alabama and took the nickname jan
as a sixteen year old when she entered the alabama college for women
now montebello university in 1946 because so many other students were

named jo ann we learn this from a footnote her first exposure to mor-
monism came when she and her husband tony shipps moved from
detroit to logan utah where he became a librarian at utah state univer-
sity jan s curiosity was so piqued by this alien people she thought of
logan as a twilight zone that she determined to study the latter day
saints further earning her phd from the university of colorado in 1965

that same year the mormon history association was formed by a

distinguished group of mormon scholars and at least one prominent
non mormon historian shipps 3
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thus was launched a remarkable career the tracings of which appear
in this collection shipps tries to account for why mormonscormons have been so

conspicuously absent from histories oftheodtheof the american west and she recalls
almost wistfully the days ofofcamelotcamelot when the church opened its archives

to scholars both mormonscormons and non mormonscormons under the stewardship of
leonard arrington one ofherdofherof her best essays from satyr to saint based on
prodigious research shows how the public perception of mormonism
evolved from that of a dangerous cult into a kind of paragon of american
goodness and righteousness by the i96os196os she concludes it seemed to
many of the nations citizens that mormonscormons were exemplary figures As the
mountain curtain turned into a scrim observers were able to see that
the saints were truly saints and the satyrssaters were in the world outside 73

shipps records beautifully how the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints refashionedfashionedrefashionerre itself from an enclave into a worldwide entity not-
ing that in the nomenclature of the church she herself started out as a
gentile historian and without changing my religious status in the slight-
est I1 became a non mormon historian who studies latter day saints 40
this new openness on the part of the church including not incidentally
the decision to ordain men of color transformed what it means to be a
mormon from peoplehood to church membership 41 and this trans-
formation should ensure that mormonscormons will find their place in the histori-
ography of the american west

shipps predicts however that such inclusion will come at a cost As

the media gain a fuller understanding of the latter day saints as it sets
aside the two dimensional caricatures of the past the church will come
under more scrutiny the 1993 excommunications of the september six or
brigham young university s treatment of laurel thatcher ulrich the
author suggests provide a case in point if the church leadership expected
that these actions would be treated simply as an internal matter they were
mistaken the press took notice as did the academy

sojourner in the promised land is full of insights on the latter day
saints on religious studies and on the writing of religious history these
observations are useful to historians generally but they have particular
application to writing mormon history shipps recognizes that insiders
in any tradition have an advantage for they speak the language and can
recognize nuances easily missed by scholars unfamiliar with a denomina-
tional idiom but any worthwhile account requires insiders to become
outside insiders who know their denominations intimately but are will-
ing to develop the ability to see them from the disinterested perspective of
the outside 187 an insider she believes needs somehow to bracket and
suspend judgment about a faith community s truth claims in order to
write responsibly A willing suspension ofbeliefof beliefbellef or disbelief makes it less
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likely that what a historian writes will be confused with efforts at faith pro-
motion or exposeexpose 188

it is precisely this approach that has characterized jan shippssShippshipposss own
work throughout the decades and this is what makes it so valuable shipps
has been willing to bracket mormon truth claims and to suspend her own
belief or disbelief without being either congratulatory or censorious
the result has been a fascinating inside outsider look at mormonism
through books articles interviews and conversation she has translated
the theology culture and mores oftheodtheof the latter day saints to those ofusof us out-
side the movement but she has also held up a mirror to mormonscormons so they
have a better understanding of themselves

As shipps is quick to point out her pilgrimage among the mormonscormons has
transformed her even though she remains a methodist much to the confu-
sion and the consternation of some church leaders but she in turn has also
almost singlehandedlysingle handedly transformed the entire field of mormon studies
adding new legitimacy to the field encouraging younger scholars and
admonishing mormonscormons themselves to greater care in their scholarly pursuits

randall balmer is the ann whitney olin professor of american religion at
barnard college columbia university during the 200100222001001oolooi 0022002 academic year he is

senior research fellow at the institute for the advanced study of religion at yale
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interesting questions arise when science advances theories that conflict
with traditional understandings of creation the age of the earth and the
first humans sterling B talmage 1889 1956 a faithful latter day saint sci-
entist and son of apostle james E talmage tackled these issues and others
as he sought to bring opposing views into harmony in 1934 36 he pro-
duced thirty two short essays on various aspects of faith and science he also
wrote to and received replies from four church leaders on these topics can
science be falthfaitheaith promoting brings talmage s insights to light and adds
information that makes the discussion relevant in our time

the logical arguments presented in the book are generally clear and
cogent and they are made more readable by the inclusion of sterling tal-
mage s letters stories and personal observations I1 especially enjoyed
the story in essay 25 the principle of evolution in which he describes the
reaction of a mother hen who has successfully incubated a brood of duck
eggs his narrative begins when the hen and the ducklingsducklings come close to
the bank of a pond

the ducklingsducklings expressing their satisfaction by tiny quacks joyously entered
the waterter and the poor hen on the bank nearly took a fit she warned and
threatened she scolded and pleaded she derndemandedanded and besought she
knew for a fact that her offspring were endangering their lives by entering
deep water but the ducklingsducklings knew for a fact that they could progress in the
water even better than on ththe land ilg116 italics in original

talmage uses this incident to show that there was really no conflict in the
facts only in the points ofviewofvieyofview and that knowledge based on instinct

rather than on reason prevented either one from understanding the other
besides such colorful illustrations the most intriguing section of this

book may well be the twenty seven letters written between sterling tal-
mage and elders james E talmage john A widtsoeWidtsoe joseph fielding
smith and president heber J grant they illustrate some of the complex
concerns faced by church authorities from 1931 to 1935 church leaders
often struggled to comprehend all the nuances of science and it was some-
times difficult to believe the main antagonists and proponents of theories
these letters also show sterling talmagetannagetaimage s regard not only for truth but also
for church leaders for example in a letter to elder joseph fielding smith
talmage wrote a passionate treatise that while vehemently disagreeing
with many ofelder smiths statements still clearly reflected the respect tal-
mage had for the position and authority of elder smith as an apostle
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seven of the letters were written to and from sterling s father elder
talmage and it is apparent that the latter respected his son s profes-
sional opinion on matters related to geology and geochemistry these
letters conclude the book the main body consists of sterling talmage s

essays modern essays that provide context for the current reader form
the introduction

the first essay by david M bailey masterfully reviews many of the
conflicts that have emerged between the beliefs of some early church lead-
ers and scientific discoveries and theories in addition to summarizing tal-
mage s essays bailey describes past current and future issues in religion
and science that may interest latter day saints there is always danger in
quoting general authorities out of context but the author has managed to
be fair and objective

in the second essay william E evenson writes a well balanced report
about how the theory of evolution impinges on church doctrine and he
gives an up to date account of how faithful mormon scientists view the
principle of evolution this is followed by a shorter article by the late
william lee stokes outlining the position on evolution expressed to him
personally by president david 0 mckay

the introduction concludes with the editor s account of the talmage
essays set in a historical context including some of the concerns that were
being argued within the church hierarchy during the mid igoosipoosagoos in my
opinion the editor has contributed greatly to the success of this book
besides giving the historical context he describes the dissension between
the main protagonists on topics such as the age of the earth and pre-
adamic beings and he explains how some apostles chose a moderate
stance he has also inserted numerous footnotes to talmage s essays clari-
fying what the author originally wrote vis ha vis how they appeared in the
deseret news and commenting constructively when talmage s facts do not
tally with modern discoveries some of the footnotes include statements by
general authorities given at recent general conferences of the church

after this introduction talmage s essays are presented in four sections
the first nineteen essays are short easy to read articles each titled by a

question such as what Is creation what Is science what Is an evo-
lutionistlutionist what says astronomy what says chemistry what says
physics what says paleontology and so on throughout these writ-
ings talmage never lost sight of his overall goal namely to give a satisfac-
tory answer to the central question can science be faith promoting he
writes extremely well with clear and cogent arguments and takes pains to
define terms carefully inevitably some of the essays are better than others
and occasionally his strong bias toward geological and paleontological evi-
dences emerges in his writing
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essays 20 24 come from an article in the deseretdeseretnewsnews in 1934 in which
talmage refutes clearly and passionately the arguments ofmajorofmajor howard S

bennion whose article Is the earth millions ofyearsof yearsmears old had appeared
previously in the same paper TalTantaitalmagestannagesbalmagesnagesmages analysis of the problems he
encountered in bennionsBennions treatise serves as an excellent example to today s

young scientists of a carefully written logical and factual dismantling of
an article that attempts the impossible task of determining the age of the
earth solely from the scriptures

in essays 25 29 talmage tackles the question Is evolution a faith
promoting principle he draws a clear distinction between the principle
and the theories of evolution the principle of evolution is the fact that
species change over time talmage explains the evidences of biology and
paleontology in some detail concluding that he felt compelled to accept
the principle of evolution by the paleontological evidences found in the
rocks the theories of evolution on the other hand are conclusions
drawn from the facts including conclusions about the origin of the
human species

with regard to human creation talmage makes the point that we
err in assuming that mans body is the only aspect of man that has to be
considered

in speaking of the origin of man we generally have reference to the creation
of mans body and of all the mistakes that man has made concerning him-
self one of the greatest and gravest is that of mistaking the body for the man
the body is no more truly the whole man than is the coat the body 1

talmage s own theory marries scientific evidence with scriptural evidence
to produce the idea that true human creation occurred only when god first
placed a human spirit in a human body the body was created according to
natural law by god s design because the crucial scriptures for this theory
are found in the pearl of great price talmage believes that latter day
saints will find it easier to accept further evidences of evolution than any
other faith

talmage also believes that the scriptures do not preclude the principle
of evolution precisely because the scriptures do not discuss evolution at all

in support of this position he stresses the difference between the terms
unscriptural meaning against the scriptures and nonscriptural mean-
ing not found in the scriptures the principle of evolution is supported
by thousands of nonscriptural facts and for him these facts support faith
as well as science

I1 find my faith strengthened by the demonstration that god has operated
through countless ages according to a secondary cause that I1 am beginning
to understand which seems controlled at every point by an eternal and
immutable law which law is included as a part of the principle of evolution
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I1 find such a concept far more faith promoting than the old idea that every
organic species simply came into existence by divine fiat 129 3030

these essays on the origin of the human race includes selected
quotes from his father s semi authoritative pamphlet the earth and
man the pamphlet is also quoted elsewhere in the book several times
one of the intriguing issues the book explores is the question of whether
this pamphlet was ever authorized by the church and sanctioned by the
first presidency the editor s introduction outlines the details pertaining
to this issue and the correspondence section includes letters involving the
first presidency and relating to this pamphlet

in the final essay section numbers 30 32 talmage discusses the con-
cept ofofpreoffrepreadamicpre adamic men and the question of time as applied to the age of
the earth and to mankindsmankinds duration on the earth in the end he admits
that as he wrote it he gained an insight that almost made him discard his
previous chapter on the earths time having a strong belief in the antiquity
of the earth talmage states that he found it difficult to correlate his views
with the words of doctrine and covenants 776

Q what are we to understand by the book which john saw which was sealed
on the back with seven seals

A we are to understand that it contains the revealed will mysteries and
works of god the hidden things ofhisochisofhis economy concerning this earth during
the seven thousand years of its continuance or its temporal existence

his epiphany revolved around the two phrases gods economy and the
earth s continuance after pondering these verses talmage concluded
that they refer to gods management and dealings with men on the earth
rather than the age of the earth itself and that the word continuance
implies that there was an undefined time associated with the earth before
god s dealings with man

each of the three main sections the introduction the talmage essays
and the correspondence makes excellent reading for any member of the
church interested in science and religion even though S B talmagesbalmagesTalmages sci-
entific arguments are dated as larson recognizes Ixiii taken together
these materials generate a riveting book

noel L owen noel noelowenbyueduowenbyuedu is professor of chemistry at brigham young
university he received a bscbac at the university of wales bangor and a phd from
cambridge university

i james E talmage the earth and man an address delivered in the tabernacle
salt lake city august 9 1931 reprinted in james harris ed the essential james E
talmage salt lake city signature books 1997 241 55
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out of ofobscurityobscurity the church in the twen-
tieth

experience in ezra taft benson the
century deseret book 2000 eisenhowerElseneisenhower years choir member cyn-

thia doxey gives us international tours
at centuryscenturys end brigham young of the tabernacle choir african ameri-

canuniversitys college of religious educa-
tion

BYU religion teacher juan henderson
presents a commemorative volume presents A time for healing official

in remembrance of the century ix out declaration 2 dale lebaron the
of ofobscurityobscurity the church in the twentieth church in africa lloyd newell
century includes twenty six papers from richard L evans a light to the world
the twenty ninth annual sidney B sperry honambonam rhee the korean war and the
symposium gospel

in his keynote address may the king-
dom

other topics include early missions
of god go forth elder marlinmartinmarilnmariin K to ottoman turkey syria and palestine

jensen a president of the seventy lauds A lengthening stride 1951 through
the church s devotion to record keeping 1999 latter day saints in the world

wars theodore roosevelt and the
perhaps no other religion from its

latter day saints the changing faceearliest hasbeginnings enjoyed a
of the quorum of the seventy and

greater abundance ofbothofboth primary
david 0 mckay father of the churchand secondary sources from which

educational system
to analyze and reconstruct its past
if as some of our critics allege the

bruce A van ordenprophet joseph smith committed
a fraud on the world he certainly
made no effort personally and left
no instructions to his followers to
conceal the evidence i1

elder jensen goes on to highlight the
tremendous demographic differences in
church membership and circumstances
between 1900igooagoo and 2000ooo000 while at the same
time emphasizing the constancy amid
change 8 in the churchschurche basic doc-
trines procedures standards and care for
the poor and needy

remarkable in this collection are
pieces by individuals who were partici-
pants in or were greatly affected by
historical transitions barbara smith and
shirley thomas former members of the
relief society general presidency discuss
the churchschurche womens organization in
the twentieth century similarly the first
mission president in russia gary brown-
ing contributes russia and the restora
tion reed benson draws from firsthandfirst hand
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abernacletabernacle organist for over fifty years alexandertabernacleT schreiner resonated with devotion to organ music
schreiner was one of the most celebrated and influential
american organists of the twentieth century

for the centennial of his birth this new volume remem-
bers schreinersschreinertSchreiners talent influence and unparalleled impact
on latter day saint music
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